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Abstract

Integrating Green Manufacturing in Sustainable Life Cycle Design: A Case Study on PEM
Fuel Cells

by

Joshua Michael Chien

Doctor of Philosophy in Engineering - Mechanical Engineering

University of California, Berkeley

Professor David A. Dornfeld, Chair

Global resource consumption and anthropogenic carbon emissions are increasing at an
unsustainable rate, causing noticeably adverse changes to our ecosystem and jeopardizing the
ability for future generations to thrive. This realization has brought together designers and
engineers to holistically incorporate all aspects of sustainability in the product’s entire life
cycle using principles such as green engineering and design for environment (DFE) and eco-
design tools such as life cycle assessment (LCA). However, to properly assess and facilitate
designs and technologies that are indeed more environmentally benign, changes are needed
to shift from the conventional serial LCA to a more coupled and integrated sustainable life
cycle design (iSLCD) approach that resonates the three pillars of sustainability. A unique
concept of the Product Life Cycle Zodiac (PLCZ) is introduced that reveals the complete
holistic product life cycle from Earth to landfill and enables the information flow of the
different life cycle phases to be fed back or looped for product development and process
planning. In addition, the precision of the iSLCD approach can be vastly improved by the
leveraging of green manufacturing, such as the scales of green manufacturing (SGM), where
changes at the manufacturing process level can propagate throughout all downstream stages.

A case study reflecting the influence of design and manufacturing using the iSLCD frame-
work is considered. A potential proxy for large carbon emission reductions is the electrifi-
cation of the automotive industry, which has promised to provide a renewable and cleaner
alternative to the conventional internal combustion engine (ICE). Alternative energy vehi-
cles such as the Polymer Electrolyte Membrane (PEM) fuel cell vehicle utilizes compressed
hydrogen to offer zero emissions during the operational use phase. However, despite being
commercially available for over a decade, current annual production volumes are more than
several orders of magnitude lower than todays conventional ICEs. At current low production
volumes the processes for PEM fuel cell manufacturing are burdened with large inefficiencies
such as low throughput batch processing (as compared to continuous roll-to-roll processing),
high equipment idle times, low material utilization and processing yields. These inefficiencies
contribute to an increase of the specific energy consumption (SEC) and hence the environ-
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mental impact of the fuel cells to a point where the benefits of zero emissions may potentially
be outweighed by the emissions during the manufacture of the fuel cell. Furthermore, the
low production volumes and the use of exotic materials such as platinum catalysts impedes
the adoption of the technology due to prohibitively high cost. Therefore, it is of interest to
analyze in, parallel with the environmental impacts, the cost implications and where identify
area of potential cost reductions.

The case study investigates the environmental and economical performance of PEM fuel
cell manufacturing for automotive applications. The research is in part a collaborative effort
with Daimler-Benz in attempts to assess and improve the current state-of-the-art manufac-
turing practices by leveraging the SGM. Detailed unit processes are modeled in terms of
energy consumption as a function of manufacturing inputs and are integrated into a facility
scale HVAC energy consumption model. The life cycle phases included in the model follow
the product life cycle zodiac (PLCZ) from raw material extraction to product distribution
and the various end-of-life pathways. The economical aspect is investigated using a design for
manufacturing and assembly (DFMA) technique in conjunction with the environmental anal-
ysis. A thorough analysis of the results and the breakdown of the component contributions
and sensitivity analysis of the model is conducted. The sensitivity analysis provides insights
to not only the the fuel cell manufacturing, but also highlights the importance of integrating
the SGM. Lastly, the influence of data uncertainty is incorporated using a stochastic Monte
Carlo technique.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Consider this, at the end of 2012 there was an unprecedented estimate of 6.8 billion mobile
cellular subscribers, a number that has doubled since 2007, and total mobile devices in use is
predicted to overcome the global population by 2017 [110][111][320]. Apple’s mobile device
line, the iPhone®, alone has already sold over 350 million units [109] since introduced just six
years ago. The resulting carbon emissions from mobile devices are responsible for roughly 2%
of the total annual global greenhouse gas emissions, a staggering magnitude considering the
influence of a single product sector [102]. The consumer mobile market is just one of many
examples of increased product consumption, effectively leading to unsustainable consumption
levels of natural resources and energy, and ultimately impacting climate change.

What is causing this rapid increase in consumption? In part, it is due to increase in global
wealth where the global GDP per capita in the last century has increased by a factor of more
than five, and will continue to increase especially in poorer countries [157]. Furthermore, the
number of people in the world has dramatically increase over the decades. From the end of the
the industrial revolution to the end of World War II, the global population doubled, reaching
a population of 2.5 billion. Since then, the global population has nearly tripled to today’s
7.2 billion and is forecasted to reach 9.6 billion by 2050 [101]. That factor of three increase
population led to nearly a ten-fold increase in material consumption [115]. Lastly, perhaps
arguably the greatest the contributor is the exponential growth in technological development.
For instance, since the early 1970’s, the electronics industry has closely followed Moore’s Law,
which states that the number of transistors on an integrated circuit will double every 18
months. The list of reasons could go on, but the emphasis lies in the combination of wealth,
population, and technological development. If remains unaddressed, serious consequences
in the environmental impact due to human consumption will arise, causing detrimental and
potentially irreversible damage to our ecosystem well-being.
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1.1 Environmental Impact

The relationship between environmental impact and human activities has been extensively
studied and talked about for the past several decades. In the early 1970’s, Ehrlich and
Holdren [86] attributed the impact of human activities as the product of population and per
capita consumption, which in itself was a function of population. Around the same time,
Commoner [47] argued that the recent evidence showed that environmental degradation was
due to technological displacements and transformation. Together they developed what is
known as the IPAT identity, which evolved into a simple yet powerful equation that relates
technological innovation with anthropogenic impact. Mathematically, the impact (I) can be
expressed as the product of three variants: population (P), affluence (A), and technology
(T), and is expressed in Equation 1.1 below:

Impact = Population×Affluence×Technology (1.1)

Where

• Impact: total impact, typically represented as emitted pollution (i.e.,, carbon emis-
sions) or consumed energy (units of joules) per year

• Population: Number of people in a given country or globally for the given year

• Affluence: Population wealth, typically expressed as GDP ($) per capita per year or
energy (units of joules) per capita per year

• Technology: Impact intensity arising from technological growth in units of either
pollution (i.e.,, carbon emissions) per energy (joules) or energy (joules) per GDP ($)

Data on population and affluence are well documented and easily accessible (albeit less so
in developing countries). While the technology variant is more difficult to obtain, a few major
industrial sectors such as energy and agriculture are typically well documented. Ehrlich and
Holdren also stressed that the three variants are not independent and in fact are coupled
with one being a function of the other [86][47].

A key component missing, and what was subjected to criticism as a major flaw of the
IPAT identity, was the idea of consumption intensity or “intensity of use”. The technology
variant associates an economic value to pollution and environmental impact, but can be
ambiguous on how the association is made. Therefore, an attempt was made to disaggregate
the technology variant, shifting from one degree-of-freedom to two degrees: consumption
intensity such as energy per GDP and technology efficiency such as emissions per energy
[334]. This formulation with four parameters is generally known as the ImPACT identity, as
shown in Equation 1.2 below, and is referred to as the Kaya identity specifically for carbon
emissions and energy consumption [334][143]:

Impact = Population×Affluence×Consumption×Technology (1.2)
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Where

• Population and Affluence are defined as the same in IPAT

• Consumption: Consumption intensity due to consumer behavior, defined as some
tangible quantity, such as energy (joule), per GDP ($)

• Technology: Technological efficiency of a industrial sector or product, defined as the
ratio of environmental impact to goods demanded and produced (e.g., grams of carbon
dioxide per joule)

Although similar in mathematical formulation, the advantage of the ImPACT identity is
apparent. With the additional degree-of-freedom, environmental impact can be reduced by
both rethinking consumer expenditures, for example by increasing the life of a product, and
by improving material/resource utilization and energy efficiency in manufacturing through
innovation. If all else remains constant or “business-as-usual” (BAU), manufacturers can still
strive for higher efficiencies, independent of population, affluence, and consumption growth,
leading to additional cost benefits.

The validity of the ImPACT identity has not been proven per sè, but is closely monitored
and studied, particularly by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), an or-
ganization founded between a joint venture of the United Nations Environment Programme
(UNEP) and the World Meteorological Organization (WMO). Since its establishment in
1988, the IPCC has released four assessment reports (the fifth due in 2014) that examine the
current state on climate change. Through collaborative efforts on scientific, technical, and
socio-economical research, the assessment reports provide a thorough analysis on the causes,
potential impacts, and mitigation strategies regarding climate change [156]. The outcome
of the findings implicitly supports the relationship of the ImPACT identity. Significant
evidence starting from the Second Assessment Report (SAR), released in 1995, shows that
the large majority of environmental impact is due to anthropogenic activity. The Third
Assessment Report (TAR), released in 2001, concluded that majority of global temperature
increase in the last 50 years is likely (over 66% probability) due to human activities. The
Fourth Assessment Report (AR4), released in 2007, concluded that human activities (with
over 90% probability) are the main source of global temperature increase, and from a so-
cial perspective, the increase will most strongly and quickly impact the global poor and
marginalized [155].

The strong confidence for associating the environmental impact to anthropogenic activity
is due to the fact that current data and models showing global temperature change with only
natural forcing, such as volcanic activity and solar variations, do not match observations
[155]. For instance, Figure 1.1 shows the flow and interactions of the global carbon cycle
with land, sea, and air. As seen in the figure in solid arrows, natural carbon sources and
sinks are generally in equilibrium with volcanic activity contributing to an insignificant
amount (<0.1GtC/year).1 Land plants and biomass offset their respiratory emissions with

1GtC = giga-tons of atomic carbon
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Figure 1.1: Earth’s current carbon cycle in GtC. Dashed arrows indicate anthropogenic
emissions. Values in parenthesis refer to stored carbon. Reproduced from [75].

photosynthesis and the same activity occurs in oceans with the release and absorption from
bio-activity [75]. Disturbance in the the natural carbon cycle is shown in the dashed arrows
for the years 2000-2008. Anthropogenic emissions in terms of fossil fuel, cement production,
and land change are distributed with roughly 50% (4.1GtC of the 9.1GtC) of the emissions
absorbed by the atmosphere [129]. It is important to highlight that even though the ocean
and land mass acts as a carbon sink, the current rate of anthropogenic emissions overtakes
the rate of sequestration. In fact the mean global carbon emission from 1990-2000 to 2000-
2008 increased by roughly 20% while land and ocean sequestration only increased by roughly
4%, leaving the excess carbon to be absorbed by the atmosphere (an approximate increase
of 30%) [129].

1.2 Trends and Projections

A recent press release by the International Energy Agency (IEA) revealed that the new esti-
mates for energy-related carbon dioxide emissions in 2012 reached a record high of 31.6GtC,
a number that has over doubled since 1973 [149]. Historically, the global carbon emissions
trend has followed the ImPACT , or rather the Kaya identity, very closely. Figure 1.2 plots
the total energy related carbon emissions from 1965 to 2010 along with global development
(top plot) in terms of the Kaya identity variants: population, GDP per capita, total fuel
consumption per GDP, and carbon dioxide (CO2) per all fuel types. In addition, the lower
figure plots the total global fuel consumption by fuel type in billion tonnes of oil equivalent
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Figure 1.2: Global development and emissions relative to 1965 (top) and global energy
consumption by fuel (bottom). Data from [254].

(BTOE). As seen in the figure, global wealth (GDP/capita) has steadily increased over the
past several decades reaching 2.5× the value in 1965.2 In addition, during the same time
period, fuel costs (fuel per GDP) decreased in value by roughly 40%.3 As a result, fuel
consumption increased three-fold, with the largest increases from natural gas and nuclear.
Despite the three-fold increases in fuel consumption, total carbon emission only increased
2.75×. This is primarily due to the increasingly larger contribution of renewable and non-
fossil fuel energy where the fuel carbon intensity is much lower.

As a consequence of increasing anthropogenic carbon emissions and the Earth’s inability

2World values of GDP have been scaled to the equivalent purchasing power of the 1990 U.S. dollar [254].
3The decrease in value is primarily due to inflation where 1 USD in 2010 has the same purchasing power

as 0.6 USD in 1990 [184].
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to sequester carbon at a similar rate, the total concentration of CO2,4 in terms of parts-per-
million (PPM), has increased dramatically. Figure 1.3a plots the atmospheric CO2 concen-
tration from 1880 to 2010. The influence of human development to CO2 concentration is
evident with concentration increases of roughly 7% and 30% from 1880 to the end of WWII
and from the end of WWII to 2010, respectively.

The direct effects of increase carbon concentration in the atmosphere have contributed
to an increase in the effective radiative forcing as shown in Figure 1.3b. The fluctuations
in forcing are due to spikes in stratospheric aerosols (e.g., natural occurrences such as vol-
canic activity) and variations in solar irradiance [280]. However, the mean trend is primarily
caused by carbon dioxide, or more precisely gases that increase the Earth’s effective radiative
forcing, categorized as greenhouse gases (GHGs). Significant empirical evidence correlates
the magnitude of radiative energy re-absorbed by the Earth’s surface to greenhouse gases
such as CO2 and methane [155]. This phenomenon is due the fact that greenhouse gases
have absorption spectrums with peak intensities in the infrared regime. Infrared or outgoing
longwave radiation (OLR) is emitted from the Earth’s surface in the form of heat and is ab-
sorbed by greenhouse gases and re-emitted back to Earth and into space [262]. The radiative
forcing cycle is illustrated in Figure 1.4. Extraterrestrial solar radiant flux enters the upper
atmosphere with an average of 1367W/m2, and having a maximum of 1412W/m2 and min-
imum of 1322W/m2 depending on the time of year [13]. The solar flux, known as the solar
constant, can be further averaged over the entire Earth’s surface area, yielding an average
solar radiation of 342W/m2.5 Of that average, roughly 20% is absorbed by the atmosphere,
while the remaining 80% is either reflected back into space via surface and cloud albedo
or absorbed by the Earth. On the Earth’s surface, 50% of the heat released (from surface
radiation, thermal heat, and evaporation) is emitted back out to space and the remaining
50% is absorbed by the atmosphere [155]. Coupled with the radiation absorbed from the
sun, the greenhouse gases re-emit the collective radiation back to the Earth’s surface, and
hence the term greenhouse effect.

From an energy balance perspective the additional burden of radiative forcing causes
an increase in the Earth’s surface temperature, or what is ubiquitously known as global
warming. Data plotted in Figure 1.3c from the NASA’s Goddard Institute for Space Studies
show that the global mean surface temperature from land, air, and sea has continued to rise,
particularly within the last several decades [108]. The data also shows that in the last 130
years global temperature increased by an average of 0.8◦C with 0.6◦C occurring only within
the last 40 years. In fact the past 12 years (2001-2012) rank among the top 14 warmest ever
to be recorded since global standardized recordings began in 1850 [43].

The global increase in temperature and carbon absorption have serious detrimental effects
on the Earth’s ecosystem. As a result of warmer air and sea temperatures, sea levels have
risen due to the melting of the Arctic ice and thermal volumetric expansion of the ocean.

4Here CO2 and carbon are synonymous since each CO2 molecule contains exactly one carbon atom
5Incoming solar flux is projected onto the Earth with an area of πr2, whereas the surface area is 4πr2

giving 1367W/m2÷4 = 342W/m2
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Figure 1.3: Global levels from 1880-2010 of a) atmospheric CO2 (PPM), b) effective radiative
forcing (W/m2), c) mean temperature (◦C), d) mean sea rise (mm). Data obtained from
[108].
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Historical Overview of Climate Change Science Chapter 1

Frequently Asked Question 1.1
What Factors Determine Earth’s Climate?

The climate system is a complex, interactive system consisting 
of the atmosphere, land surface, snow and ice, oceans and other 
bodies of water, and living things. The atmospheric component of 
the climate system most obviously characterises climate; climate 
is often defi ned as ‘average weather’. Climate is usually described 
in terms of the mean and variability of temperature, precipitation 
and wind over a period of time, ranging from months to millions 
of years (the classical period is 30 years). The climate system 
evolves in time under the infl uence of its own internal dynamics 
and due to changes in external factors that affect climate (called 
‘forcings’). External forcings include natural phenomena such as 
volcanic eruptions and solar variations, as well as human-induced 
changes in atmospheric composition. Solar radiation powers the 
climate system. There are three fundamental ways to change the 
radiation balance of the Earth: 1) by changing the incoming solar 
radiation (e.g., by changes in Earth’s orbit or in the Sun itself); 2) 
by changing the fraction of solar radiation that is refl ected (called 

‘albedo’; e.g., by changes in cloud cover, atmospheric particles or 
vegetation); and 3) by altering the longwave radiation from Earth 
back towards space (e.g., by changing greenhouse gas concentra-
tions). Climate, in turn, responds directly to such changes, as well 
as indirectly, through a variety of feedback mechanisms. 

The amount of energy reaching the top of Earth’s atmosphere 
each second on a surface area of one square metre facing the 
Sun during daytime is about 1,370 Watts, and the amount of en-
ergy per square metre per second averaged over the entire planet 
is one-quarter of this (see Figure 1). About 30% of the sunlight 
that reaches the top of the atmosphere is refl ected back to space. 
Roughly two-thirds of this refl ectivity is due to clouds and small 
particles in the atmosphere known as ‘aerosols’. Light-coloured 
areas of Earth’s surface – mainly snow, ice and deserts – refl ect the 
remaining one-third of the sunlight. The most dramatic change in 
aerosol-produced refl ectivity comes when major volcanic erup-
tions eject material very high into the atmosphere. Rain typically 

FAQ 1.1, Figure 1. Estimate of the Earth’s annual and global mean energy balance. Over the long term, the amount of incoming solar radiation absorbed by the Earth and 
atmosphere is balanced by the Earth and atmosphere releasing the same amount of outgoing longwave radiation. About half of the incoming solar radiation is absorbed by the 
Earth’s surface. This energy is transferred to the atmosphere by warming the air in contact with the surface (thermals), by  evapotranspiration and by longwave radiation that is 
absorbed by clouds and greenhouse gases. The atmosphere in turn radiates longwave energy back to Earth as well as out to space. Source: Kiehl and Trenberth (1997).

(continued)

Figure 1.4: Earth’s radiative forcing cycle. Image from [155].

As seen Figure 1.3d, sea levels on average have steadily risen over 20cm since 1880. Current
projections by the IPCC have sea levels rising an additional 50% by 2050 with sea level
rates doubling during the next century [155]. Furthermore, the projections on rising sea
level rates exclude the rapid changes to the ice sheets such as the Greenland and West
Antarctic Ice Sheets, which contain an equivalent sea level rise of 6m and 5m, respectively
[199]. Rising sea levels have major implications in loss of inhabitable land area. Simulations
from the geographic information system (GIS) reveal a global sea level rise of 1 meter creates
potentially an inundated area of 1,055,000km2, a 0.7% decrease in total land area and an
impact to 1.7% of the world’s population. Results from the same simulation also show that
a sea rise of up to 6m yields an inundated area of 2,192,000km2, a 1.5% decrease in total
land area and an impact to 6.8% of the world’s population[199]. Moreover, recent findings of
large methane deposits in the Arctic ice exacerbate the situation. Scientists claim that the
thawing permafrost in the Arctic ice could release enough methane to shift forward the 2◦C
global temperature increase mark by 15 to 35 years [212]!

Besides the potential inundated land and methane “time bomb,” other devastating effects
of increasing global temperature may arise. For instance, with severe increases in temper-
ature (>3◦C), food crops begin to fail, water becomes more scarce, coral and aqua life is
threatened due to increased pH levels, and more heat waves and forest fires [26]. Figure 1.5
below summarizes some of these detrimental effects to the ecosystem and society.
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Figure 1.5: Project impacts versus increased global temperatures. Reproduced from [26].

1.3 Stabilization Scenarios

It is now understood that there exists a strong relationship between anthropogenic carbon
emissions and global climate change. To develop mitigation strategies, numerous scenario
pathways have been formulated to accurate model the ImPACT identity. Mapped out in
Figure 1.6, the pathways provide an assessment of the impact for policymakers to facilitate
the decision making process. The scenario pathways are not a prediction of the future,
but simply provide a “what-if” input (i.e., socio-economical inputs) into climate change
models that are inherently coupled and contain a high degree of uncertainty. The scenarios
themselves attempt to portray realistic situations in the economy, population, and technology
energy mix, which heavily influence the outcome of the models.

Beginning with the FAR, the IPCC has released numerous scenario pathways with S(A-
D)90 in 1990, which was shortly followed by IS92(a-f) in 1992 used in the SAR. Most recently,
the Specials Report on Emission Scenarios by the TAR focuses on four categories or “fam-
ilies”: economic and environmental and two spatial scales: regional and global, yielding six
scenarios: A1FI, A1T, A1B, A2, B1, and B2. Each scenario represents a different demo-
graphic, social, economic, technological, and environmental developments [157].

• A1: scenario with new and more efficient technologies, population peaking at mid-
century and decreasing thereafter, and very rapid economic growth with more evenly
distributed wealth and global interaction. The A1 scenario can be broken down into
three energy technological pathways:
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Figure 1.6: Sequential model approach for climate change. Adopted from [227].

– A1FI: fossil intensive - decline in energy intensity (joules/$) at a slow pace,
share of coal consumption remains relatively constant, modest increase in share
of renewable energy

– A1T: non-fossil intensive - decline in energy intensity (joules/$) at a fast pace,
share of coal consumption decreases exponentially, rapid adoption in renewable
energy

– A1B: balanced energy mix - decline in energy intensity (joules/$) at an interme-
diate pace, share of coal consumption decreases linearly, intermediate adoption in
renewable energy

• A2: scenario that is more regional and local focused with increasing global population
and dispersed economic and technological growth that is slower than other scenarios.

• B1: scenario similar to A1 except economic growth structures more towards a service
and information based economy with reduced material consumption and more clean
and resource-efficient technologies, emphasis on improving global triple bottom-line:
economic, social, and environmental sustainability, without any additional climate ini-
tiatives.

• B2: scenario with emphasis on regional and local triple bottom-line, population growth
rate is lower than A2 with intermediate levels of economic development, technological
change at less rapid and more diverse pace than A1 and B1.

A new set of scenario pathways are currently being developed that will be release in the
Fifth Assessment Report (AR5). These new pathways are a radical change to the existing
ones where now each individual model (e.g., radiative forcing, economic development, etc.) is
in parallel development with each other. This allows a more integrated and robust approach
where inconsistencies due to information delays are minimized [227]. Various outcomes have
resulted in the scenario assessments including the findings from the FAR which led to the
adoption of the Kyoto Protocol [155].
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Figure 1.7: Global mean temperature increase (from pre-industrial levels) versus stabilization
scenario category. Reproduced from [154].

Due to the level of uncertainty, each individual scenario modeled, for example with Monte
Carlo techniques, will yield multiple results that can be mapped onto some sort of distribu-
tion. Using the most recent IPCC scenarios, which are denoted as post-TAR, the simulation
results are divided into six CO2 concentration categories ranging from 350PPM to 790PPM.
Plotting the simulations results, seen in Figure 1.7 and tabulated in Table 1.1, shows the
global mean temperature (relative to pre-industrial levels) increasing with greenhouse gas
concentration with the center line representing best estimates and upper and lower lines rep-
resenting the 85th and 15th percentile, respectively. The trend has a power-law relationship
with 0 < n < 1, which translates to less than double the temperature increase when the
concentration level is doubled. However, the current PPM levels in the atmosphere have
already reached the beginning of category II6 and is projected to reach category V in the
next 50 years assuming business-as-usual [154].

One key takeaway from all IPCC scenarios, particularly from the original S(A-d)90 and
IS92(a-f), is that in order to achieve category I or II stabilization levels immediate reductions
in global carbon emissions are necessary. However, in 1996, Wigley, Richels, and Edmonds
[346] published an updated version of the IS92 scenarios that factored in economic (i.e., costs)
implications in choosing the preferred scenario. The updated profiles, known as the WRE
scenarios, follows the BAU trajectory initially for the first 10-30 years depending on the
stabilization level. Wigley et al. argued that it was more economical (i.e., higher return-on-
investment) to front the investment in stabilization technologies as early as possible despite
having an initially higher carbon emissions rate. By doing so, the anthropogenic carbon
emissions profile drops significantly after the initial surge due to the early investment of

6GHG PPM is approximately 100PPM greater than CO2 PPM
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Table 1.1: Summary of stabilization scenarios from the post-TAR simulations. Ranges
correspond to the 15th to 85th percentile [154].

Category
CO2 con-
centration

(ppm)

CO2-eq
concentra-

tion
(ppm)

Radiative
Forcing
(W/m2)

Global
mean tem-
perature
increase

above pre-
industrial

(◦C)

Peaking
year for

CO2

emissions

Change in
global
CO2

emissions
in 2050

(±% of 2000
emissions)

I 350-400 445-490 2.5-3.0 2.0-2.4 2000-2015 -85 to -50
II 400-440 490-535 3.0-3.5 2.4-2.8 2000-2020 -60 to -30
III 440-485 535-590 3.5-4.0 2.8-3.2 2010-2030 -30 to 5
IV 485-570 590-710 4.0-5.0 3.2-4.0 2020-2060 10 to 60
V 570-660 710-855 5.0-6.0 4.0-4.9 2050-2080 25 to 85
VI 660-790 855-1130 6.0-7.5 4.9-6.1 2060-2090 90 to 140

cleaner technologies, yet yielding the same net cumulative carbon content (at a time scale
of three centuries) as the IS92(a-f) pathways [346]. Figure 1.8 plots five WRE scenario
profiles (350, 450, 550, 650, 750PPM) along with the original IS92a, “business-as-usual”
curve, and actual global anthropogenic emissions from 1975 to 2010. There are several
revelations that can be extracted. First, all WRE scenarios peak within the next 50 years
and decrease thereafter. Even at WRE750, which from Table 1.1 translates to roughly 5-6◦C
increase in temperature, requires decreasing emission rates after 50 years. Second, current
anthropogenic emissions already exceed the WRE350, a level which is considered by many
researchers and scientists to be the upper sustainable limit. Obtaining the 350PPM limit is
not infeasible, however, it would require immense collective emission reduction efforts at a
rate that shifts forward the zero emissions point currently set at the year 2080. In addition,
achieving zero and net negative anthropogenic emissions at that stage would require early
adoption and commercialization of technologies that sequester and consume carbon such
as artificial photosynthesis, which is being developed by researchers from UC Berkeley, Cal
Tech, and LBNL.

There doesn’t exist a “holy grail” or silver bullet technology that will allow us to reach sus-
tainable concentration levels in a reasonable time period (within the next century). Instead,
a portfolio of technologies is required with each contributing to some degree to incrementally
lower the PPM curve back to a sustainable level. A paper published in Science by Pacala and
Socolow [246] explains the idea of stabilization or technology wedges where a virtual triangle
or wedge can be drawn to represent the pathway transition from BAU to a sustainable level.
A near infinite number of smaller triangles within the original wedge can then be drawn
to represent the various carbon reducing technologies and strategies. Figure 1.9 shows the
representation of the wedges where each wedge plays a crucial role in lowering the emissions
curve. The actual number of wedges highly depends on the targeted concentration level and
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Figure 1.8: WRE scenarios plotted with IS92a (BAU) and actual annual carbon emissions
from 1975-2010. WRE curves from [346] and actual data from [107].

the current rate of carbon emissions. At the time when the paper was published in 2004,
the carbon emissions growth rate was at 1.5%/year, yielding seven arbitrary equally sized
wedges of existing technologies in a 50 year reduction period for stabilization at 500PPM
[246]. Their solution made the climate change problem seem manageable and even somewhat
trivial. However, their solution was very optimistic and required the immediately deployment
of such technologies irrespective of cost.
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Figure 1.9: Stabilization or technologies wedges to achieve sustainable WRE levels as de-
scribed in [246].

1.4 Technology Wedges

In their paper, Pacala and Socolow proposed 15 potential wedges to reduce total anthro-
pogenic carbon emission by 25GtC from 2004 to 2054 that were already being deployed at
the industrial scale. Their mitigation solution was divided into three categories: efficiency
and conservation, decarbonization of electricity and fuels, and natural sinks. For example,
an entire wedge can be achieved in the transportation sector by improving the fuel economy
of the internal combustion engine (ICE) from 30PMG to 60MPG by 20547. However, most if
not all wedges are coupled with each other such that improvements made downstream have
less of an impact by the improvements made upstream. Full details of all 15 wedges can be
found in [246], which partially resonates from an early paper by Hoffert et al. [142].

A major criticism to Pacala and Socolow’s solutions was that they explicitly did not
account for costs required to deploy and implement the wedges. Fast forward to nearly a
decade later we find that our carbon emissions problem has grown at an accelerated rate
and although the slow adoption of technology wedges can not be attributed to costs alone,
it is undeniable that economic factors have played a large role. A recent paper by Davis
et al. [60] revisited Pacala and Socolow’s original assertion of needing seven wedges with
the most current data and determined the original seven stabilization wedges would only
reach 567PPM. They recalculated that nine stabilization wedges were need to achieve the
500PPM level within the next 50 years. In fact, assuming the SRES A2 scenario to be BAU,
as many as 31 wedges would be required to completely phase out carbon emissions [60].

7We are heading in the right direction, new CAFE standards approved by the Obama Administration
have set fuel economy for cars and light-duty trucks at an equivalent 54.5MPG by 2025[234]
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Figure 1.10: Revision of stabilization wedges under the SRES A2 scenario for the years 2010
to 2060. A total of 31 wedges broken down to 12 hidden, 9 stabilization, and 10 phase-out
wedges. Reproduced from [60]

Figure 1.10 shows the additional wedges required to achieve Pacala and Socolow’s 500PPM
level and beyond. The 31 wedges are divided and categorized into three sections: 12 hidden, 9
stabilization, and 10 phase-out wedges. The 12 hidden wedges represent the continued global
decarbonization (i.e., reduction in carbon intensity) that is already planned or implemented
today regardless of any additional mitigation efforts. The hidden wedges reflect the true
“business-as-usual” scenario in which our current level of efforts will simply converge to the
SRES A2 scenario by 2060. If by some unfortunate chance that these hidden wedges are
are halted (i.e., freezing today’s technology) then global carbon emissions would increase an
additional 12GtC by 2060. The 9 stabilization wedges represent additional efforts required
beyond today’s technological progress and the 10 phase-out wedges represent the complete
transition to a carbon-free economy (e.g., 100% renewable energy, ceased deforestation, etc.).
In all, an average of 22 terawatts (TW) of sustaining carbon-free or fossil fuel equivalent
energy is needed to reach WRE500 by 2060 [60], which equates to more than today’s total
global power demand!8

Electrifying Transportation

It is evident that the consumption and burning of fossil fuels is a major contributor for
global warming. Drastic, if not complete overhaul, shifts to carbon-free energy technologies
in the next 50 to 100 years is required to achieve the aforementioned stabilization levels.

8Recent world power consumption is estimated to be 18TW [300]
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Figure 1.11: Breakdown of the global carbon emissions and U.S. greenhouse gases by sector
for 2010 [87][148][254]

A large part of that shift will come from the transportation sector where current efforts
are to reduce and eventually eliminate tailpipe emissions through higher efficiencies, light
weight materials, and new propulsion technologies such as battery power and fuel cells.
As shown in Figure 1.11, for the year 2010 the transportation sector in the U.S. was the
second highest contributor to greenhouse gases (second to energy for electricity and heat
generation), accounting for 1.9GtCO2eq or 28% of the total greenhouse gases. Globally for
that same year, the transportation sector accounted for 7.2GtCO2 or 22% of the total CO2

emissions and the numbers are expected to grow, particularly in developing countries where
population and wealth are growing at an accerlated rate. In fact globally, the number of
vehicles9 in operation exceeded the 1 billion mark in 2010, up 3.6% from the previous year,
with China seeing a dramatic increase of 27.5% in vehicle registrations [299].

Addressing the global transportation sector alone will not solve our carbon emissions
problem, however, it does potentially give us a reduction of at least 2 wedges.10 Breaking
down the transportation sector, as shown in Figure 1.12a, roughly 75% of transportation
emissions is attributed to road type vehicles, which translates to 1.5 of the 2 wedges. In
the U.S., 60% of transportation or equivalently 75% of road vehicles can be classified as
light-duty vehicles (LDV) as shown in Figure 1.12b. If assuming that the rest of the world
has a similar breakdown11, converting LDVs to carbon-free fuels would have the potential
impact of an entire wedge.

The technology to transition from fossil fuels to carbon-free already exists in emerging
technologies such as electric vehicles (EV) powered by either electro-chemical cells (i.e.,

9Excludes off-road and heavy-duty vehicles
10For 2010, 7.2GtCO2 = 1.96GtC and that number is expected to grow
11China in 2005 had 85% road emissions with 60% being LDV [176]
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Technical Summary

In addition to GHG emissions, the motorization of transport 
has created congestion and air-pollution problems in large cities 
all around the world (high agreement, much evidence) [5.2.1; 
5.2.2; 5.5.4].

Emission trends 

In 2004, the contribution of transport to total energy-related 
GHG emissions was about 23%, with emissions of CO2 and 
N2O amounting to about 6.3-6.4 GtCO2-eq. Transport sector 
CO2 emissions (6.2 GtCO2-eq. in 2004) have increased by 
around 27% since 1990 and its growth rate is the highest among 
the end-user sectors. Road transport currently accounts for 74% 
of total transport CO2 emissions. The share of non-OECD 
countries is 36% now and will increase rapidly to 46% by 2030 
if current trends continue (high agreement, medium evidence) 
[5.2.2]. 

The transport sector also contributes small amounts of CH4 
and N2O emissions from fuel combustion and F-gases from 
vehicle air-conditioning. CH4 emissions are between 0.1–0.3% 
of total transport GHG emissions, N2O between 2.0 and 2.8% 
(all	
�    figures	
�    based	
�    on	
�    US,	
�    Japan	
�    and	
�    EU	
�    data	
�    only).	
�    Emissions	
�    
of F gases (CFC-12 + HFC-134a + HCFC-22) worldwide in 
2003 were 4.9% of total transport CO2 emissions (medium 
agreement, limited evidence) [5.2.1].

Estimates of CO2 emissions from global aviation increased 
by a factor of about 1.5, from 330 MtCO2/yr in 1990 to 
480 MtCO2/yr in 2000, and accounted for about 2% of total 
anthropogenic CO2 emissions. Aviation CO2 emissions are 
projected to continue to grow strongly. In the absence of 
additional measures, projected annual improvements in aircraft 
fuel	
�    efficiency	
�    of	
�    the	
�    order	
�    of	
�    1–2%	
�    will	
�    be	
�    largely	
�    surpassed	
�    
by	
�    traffic	
�    growth	
�    of	
�    around	
�    5%	
�    each	
�    year,	
�    leading	
�    to	
�    a	
�    projected	
�    
increase in emissions of 3–4% per year (high agreement, medium 
evidence). Moreover, the overall climate impact of aviation is 
much greater than the impact of CO2 alone. As well as emitting 
CO2, aircraft contribute to climate change through the emission 
of nitrogen oxides (NOx), which are particularly effective 
in forming the GHG ozone when emitted at cruise altitudes. 
Aircraft also trigger the formation of condensation trails, or 
contrails, which are suspected of enhancing the formation 
of cirrus clouds, which add to the overall global warming 
effect. These effects are estimated to be about two to four 
times greater than those of aviation’s CO2 alone, even without 
considering the potential impact of cirrus cloud enhancement. 
The environmental effectiveness of future mitigation policies 
for aviation will depend on the extent to which these non-CO2 
effects are also addressed (high agreement, medium evidence) 
[5.2.1; 5.2.2].

All of the projections discussed above assume that world oil 
supplies will be more than adequate to support the expected 
growth in transport activity. There is ongoing debate, however, 
about whether the world is nearing a peak in conventional oil 

Figure TS.15: Historical and projected CO2 emissions from transport [Figure 5.4].
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production	
�    that	
�    would	
�    require	
�    a	
�    significant	
�    and	
�    rapid	
�    transition	
�    
to alternative energy sources. There is no shortage of alternative 
energy sources, including oil sands and oil shales, coal-to-
liquids, biofuels, electricity and hydrogen. Among these 
alternatives, unconventional fossil carbon resources would 
produce the least expensive fuels most compatible with the 
existing transportation infrastructure. Unfortunately, tapping 
into these fossil resources to power transportation would 
increase upstream carbon emissions and greatly increase the 
input of carbon into the atmosphere [5.2.2; 5.3]. 

Description and assessment of mitigation techno-
logies and practices, options, potentials and costs
 

Transport is distinguished from other energy-using sectors 
by its predominant reliance on a single fossil resource and by 
the infeasibility of capturing carbon emissions from transport 
vehicles with any known technologies. It is also important  
to view GHG-emission reductions in conjunction with air pollution, 
congestion and energy security (oil import) problems. Solutions 
therefore have to try to optimize improvement of transportation 
problems as a whole, not just GHG emissions [5.5.4]. 

There	
�     have	
�     been	
�     significant	
�     developments	
�     in	
�     mitigation	
�    
technologies since the Third Assessment Report (TAR), 
and	
�     significant	
�     research,	
�     development	
�     and	
�     demonstration	
�    
programmes on hydrogen-powered fuel-cell vehicles have been 
launched around the globe. In addition, there are still many 
opportunities for improvement of conventional technologies. 
Biofuels	
�    continue	
�    to	
�    be	
�    important	
�    in	
�    certain	
�    markets	
�    and	
�    have	
�    
much greater potential for the future. With regard to non-CO2 
emissions, vehicle air-conditioning systems based on low GWP 
refrigerants have been developed [5.3].
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Figure 1.12: Transportation sector breakdown by mode of a) global emission [154], and b)
energy consumption in the U.S. [87].

battery) or fuel cells using hydrogen gas as the fuel. Emerging may be slightly misleading
because in fact battery powered EVs (BEV) were invented in the 19th century and had
success up until the early 20th century when rendered obsolete due to the mass production
of the ICE and falling oil prices [271]. It is not until recently EVs began to gain back
traction with virtually every automobile manufacturer having some degree of hybrid (gasoline
plus battery) option and companies like Tesla Motors and Nissan offering all-electric EVs.
Although current EV sales pale against ICEs (0.02% of the global market share in 2012
[206]), EV adoption has accelerated over the years with decreasing costs and improving
battery technologies. Figure 1.13 shows the forecast of EV adoption compared to gasoline
ICE and hybrids in the U.S., where by 2030 over 50% of new vehicle sales are expected to
consist of EVs.

In addition to BEVs, fuel cell vehicles (FCV) are another viable option for carbon-free
transportation. For example, the bus fleet from the 2010 Winter Olympic games in Whistler,
BC, Canada were powered by Ballard’s FCvelocity-HD6 power module, which provide a
62% reduction in greenhouse gas emissions compared to diesel buses [275]. Historically, the
concept of hydrogen fuel cells was demonstrated back around the same time as the electro-
chemical cell, however, it wasn’t until the mid-20th century when fuel cell systems were first
developed and eventually used in space applications. From the 1960’s and on various fuel
cell technologies were investigated for their applicability in transportation, but suffered from
high costs and durability issues [104]. Despite their early presence, fuel cell technology for
automotive application is still considered in the infant stages. It wasn’t until the start this
century that FCVs began to be commercialized and as recent as 2007 that they became
commercially available to end-users. Current costs are still relatively high and production
volumes are low even by EV standards with global sales in 2011 reaching 1600 units (buses
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Figure 1.13: Forecast of new vehicles sales in the U.S. by technology to 2035. Reproduced
from [22]

included), but are expected to increase to 3000 units in 2012 [105].
The advantage with BEVs and FCVs is that the use or operation phase emits zero

emissions, hence carbon-free technologies. However, like gasoline, the fuel, whether it is
hydrogen gas or electricity, must be produced or generated upstream and the method to
do so is not necessarily carbon-free (in fact it is far from it). Figure 1.14 traces the fuel
pathways for various vehicles types including BEVs and FCVs. For BEVs, the primary
fuel is electricity, which is generated off the grid from potentially numerous carbon (e.g.,
coal) and carbon-free (e.g., wind) sources. Operating a BEV in U.S. will have a different
carbon emissions than say China or Canada where the average electricity grid mix is 50%
coal, 70% coal, and 80% hydro electric for the U.S., China, and Canada, respectively. The
same can be said with FCVs where electricity is required for the electrolysis of hydrogen
gas or direct conversion using natural gas. Figure 1.15 compares the estimated well-to-
wheel (WTW)12 greenhouse gas emissions for various vehicle technology types in the year
2035 [233]. It is not surprising to see that gasoline powered ICEs lead the way in emissions.
However, depending on how the fuel is being produced or generated, “carbon-free” BEVs
and FCVs could potentially have even higher emissions as in the case of hydrogen production
from distributed natural gas. Furthermore, there doesn’t exist an option (at least by 2035)
in which the WTW emissions are completely carbon-free. Even with renewable electricity
(BEVs) or wind powered electrolysis (FCVs) there are still some levels of carbon emissions
along the value stream between generation and distribution. In summary, EVs have the
potential to be completely carbon-free due to zero emissions during use, but other aspects
in the technology such as the fuel cycle needs to be considered in order to determine if EVs
are indeed a pathway to mitigating carbon emissions.

12Well-to-wheel is a term to denote all the phases of the fuel cycle from extraction and production (Well)
to distribution to fuel consumption during use (Wheel)
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1.5 Sustainable Life Cycle Design

As explained in previous section, EVs have the potential to greatly reduce carbon emission
due to zero emissions during operation. However, the operation of the vehicle is just one of
many aspects or phases that will influence the effective size of the technology wedge. It was
already shown in Figure 1.15 that how the fuel or electricity is produced plays a large role in
determining the efficacy of the technology. For instance, a FCV fueled by hydrogen produced
by central natural gas may potentially yield a net zero or negative wedge despite having zero
emissions during use. In fact, it is not only how the fuel is produced that contributes to
impact, but other aspects in the EV life cycle that requires consideration such as how and
where the vehicle is manufactured, what materials are being used, and how the vehicle is
disposed of? These questions allude to the need to holistically view EVs or the displacing
technology in all phases of the life cycle, from design conception to end-of-life, and across all
levels of the supply chain.

Accounting for the impacts from a holistic perspective is by no means trivial. Take a
metallic fork for example, energy and fuel is required to mine the shafts, drill the rocks,
extract the ore, crush and smelt the ore, refine the metal minerals, ship the metals to the
manufacturer, forge and stamp the metal to form the fork, distribute to the end-user, and
finally disposed of at its end-of-life [115]. Then there are the subprocesses for each of the
process stages described that are required for proper operation such as process water cooling
(PCW) and thermal management (e.g., facility HVAC system) during manufacturing. This
example illustrates the hidden complexity of the energy required throughout the product’s
life cycle even for a common kitchen utensil much less for an EV with thousands of parts
and exotic materials.

Despite the complexity, the holistic view of the product’s life cycle and the level of
precision necessary is imperative for properly assessing the environmental impact. Tools and
methodologies have been developed over the years to help designers integrate environmental
aspects for sustainable product design and allow manufacturers to assess the environmental
performance of their products. One methodological tool that has gained immense popularity
over the years in assessing environmental impacts is life cycle assessment (LCA). LCA can
be defined as [115]:

“The life-cycle assessment is an objective process to evaluate the environmental bur-
dens associated with a product, process, or activity by identifying and quantifying
energy and material usage and environmental releases, to assess the impact of those
energy and material uses and releases on the environment, and to evaluate and im-
plement opportunities to effect environmental improvements.”

The general LCA framework is shown in Figure 1.16a where four stages are defined:
1) defining the goal and scope (e.g., EVs replacing ICEs), 2) conduct a detailed life cycle
inventory (LCI) analysis on both energy and resource flows throughout the life cycle (e.g., a
set for EVs and another for ICEs), 3) assessing the potential impacts (e.g., effective carbon
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Figure 1.16: a) ISO14000 framework for life cycle assessment [158] b) Inputs and outputs of
the life cycle stages [58]

emissions per mile), and 4) interpreting and comparing results (e.g., FCVs manufactured
using process A, B, C, and using hydrogen generated from wind has a lower impact than
conventional ICEs). The framework can be formulated into a methodology and used as a tool
as shown in Figure 1.16b. Much like the fork example, raw materials and energy is required
at every stage of the product life cycle, which is defined by a predefined system boundary.13

The life cycle stages reflect a “cradle-to-grave” type analysis where the product materializes
(cradle) to eventually end-of-life or disposal (grave). If the product or parts of the product
can be re-materialized at its end-of-life such as being reused or recycled then the analysis is
considered to be “cradle-to-cradle.” The resulting output flows are traced throughout the
entire life cycle and used to evaluate the environmental impact and performance.

LCA can be a powerful tool for designers to holistically assess the environment impacts of
a technology or product, however, LCA it is inherently not design oriented [263]. LCA-based
tools are advantageous when analyzing existing technologies and products where the mate-
rials and manufacturing processes are already established. For new products and emerging
technologies where designs are not finalized and the materials and manufacturing processes
are not known a priori, it becomes very difficult for designers to conduct a comprehensive

13Without the system boundary the assessment would be continuous in an infinite loop!
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LCA to the level of detail necessary for making environmental conscious decisions. To il-
lustrate, Figure 1.17a shows the typical life cycle of a product from cradle grave. At the
cradle, the design phase yields the highest influence or degrees-of-freedom (DOF) over the
entire the product life cycle and each stage thereafter has less flexibility than the one before
it. Therefore, changes made in the design stage will propagate throughout all stages in the
life cycle. For an existing product, the propagation and flows can be traced since each stage
in the temporal view, as in conventional LCA, is visible. However, for new products, the
temporal view does not exist and the designer designs the product based on the product
information scale as shown in Figure 1.17b. While the order of the stages after design is
arguable and will depend on the nature of the product, the decreasing level of information
after design remains consistent. What the designer is most knowledgeable is the design it-
self (e.g., shape, appearance) and functionality, represented by the use phase. The designer
may also have some knowledge regarding the material selection depending on the nature of
the product, although, the exact choice is usually unknown due to the intimate relationship
with manufacturing. From the material level and on the scope narrows dramatically with
manufacturing potentially being the the least known due to the number of processes and
subprocesses involved.

This is where the discontinuity lies in sustainable product design. The designer, who has
the most influence on the product, has insufficient knowledge on environmental trade-offs
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between the various potential pathways and intricacies to materialize the product. Especially
when designing a complex product such as an EV the number of design DOFs may reach
tens of thousands of possible combinations in terms of material selection, manufacturing
processes, and supply chain considerations. Simultaneously between environmental trade-
off, cost considerations, using life cycle costing assessment (LCCA), for each design change
and corresponding implications need to be taking account. One of the key takeaways from
Pacala and Socolow’s proposed sustainable wedges and later by Davis et al. is that in
today’s economy the adoption rate of a new sustainable technology is highly dependent on
cost. A prime example is the adoption of EVs, particularly FCVs where current estimated
automotive fuel cell system cost is around $200/kW 14 [160] compared to around $36/kW
[257] for an equivalent gasoline fueled ICE. Understanding the holistic trade-offs is crucial
for a sustainable, in both environmental and cost, design and once a design path is chosen it
is typically irreversible, or at the very least extremely difficult to make correctional changes
due to costs, time constraints, and so forth.

The aim of this dissertation is to therefore propose a framework followed by various
models that expands on the existing linear LCA and LCCA and tools to create an integrated
sustainable life cycle design (iSLCD) model that parameterizes all phases in the product life
cycle to design, particularly material selection and manufacturing processes. The iSLCD
concept is depicted in Figure 1.18 at a high level perspective emphasizing the three pillars
in the triple bottom-line. A true sustainable solution will take into account environmental,
economical, and social impacts, which is revolved around all phases of the product life cycle
and ultimately intimately integrated with design.

14At a production volume of 1000 units per year. Current production volumes are roughly a magnitude
lower.
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The accuracy of the iSLCD model will highly depend on the completeness and level of
detail of the manufacturing phase model. The material selection with influence the appro-
priate manufacturing processes, which will then determine the machine tools and conditions
(e.g., manufacturing line, facility requirements, etc.) for production. Cost will play a large
role in the supply chain and will influence the production location and distribution network.
Ultimately, the iSLCD model will allow the designer to obtain the most optimal pathway
(depending on the trade-offs) or help make more informed decisions for a solution that con-
tributes to a net positive sustainable wedge.

1.6 Dissertation Structure

The remaining structure of this dissertation is broken down into two parts: Part 1 (includes
this chapter) focuses on the iSLCD framework and relevant manufacturing models, and Part
2 applies the iSLCD framework and model as a case study on polymer electrolyte membrane
(PEM) fuel cells with the assistance from Daimler-Benz AG. A more detailed description is
as follows:

• Chapter 2 will cover a review on sustainable life cycle design with a large emphasis on
LCA, the current LCA framework, and touching on existing LCA tools. The focus then
shifts to the manufacturing phase model where an introduction and overview of green
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manufacturing is given. The modeling aspect of green manufacturing is divided into five
levels referred to as the scales of green manufacturing (SGM): process, machine tool,
production line, facility, and enterprise. The chapter concludes with the framework on
integrating the SGM with LCA and LCCA.

• Chapter 3 focuses on the key levels within the SGM using unit process modeling. An
introduction and overview of unit process modeling is given along with the analysis of
several manufacturing processes that are pertinent for the fuel cell case study in Part
2. In addition, the facility model is proposed that models the energy consumption of
a HVAC system for a given heat load. The chapter concludes with an overview and
methodology for uncertainty analysis for stochastic modeling of the iSLCD.

• Part 2 begins with Chapter 4 where the focus shifts specifically to PEM fuel cells for
automotive applications. An introduction of the history, various fuel cells technologies,
and components is given. The focus narrows to PEM fuel cells and an overview of the
relevant components and design practices. In addition, a brief literature review on the
environmental and cost impacts for PEM fuel cells is given.

• Chapter 5 covers the current state-of-the-art practices for PEM fuel cell manufacturing
that is publicly available. Detailed explanations of the materials and manufacturing
processes are covered.

• Chapter 6 specifically focuses on modeling the manufacturing of Daimler’s PEM fuel
cells with the emphasis on environmental impact and cost. The iSLCD framework from
Chapter 2 is formulated followed by setting up the appropriate unit process models
and listing out the input design parameters and assumptions.

• Chapter 7 goes over the results from the iSLCD model accompanied by a thorough
discussion. The results include data uncertainty, which is modeled using a Monte Carlo
technique. Furthermore, a sensitivity analysis is conducted specifically focusing on the
design attributes and influence of design to the SGM. Key parameters are identified
that show the greatest influence and where further research improvements should be
made.

• Chapter 8 concludes the dissertation and highlights recommendation to improving the
design and manufacture of Daimler’s PEM fuel cell.

• The last chapter is the appendix, which will consists of all the data, background cal-
culations, and assumptions used in the modeling. The appendix specifically contains
information for chapters 2, 3, 5, and data for 6 and 7.
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Chapter 2

The iSLCD Framework

Recall from the last chapter the conclusion that the environmental impacts of a product
should be holistically assessed over the product’s entire life cycle. It was also highlighted
that the design phase in the product life cycle carries the greatest influence in controlling
the environmental impacts and that economical considerations for each design change should
simultaneously be addressed. Building on the notion of a holistic product life cycle, a novel
framework, integrated sustainable life cycle design (iSLCD), was introduced that aimed at
incorporating design at every life cycle phase while harmonizing the three pillars sustain-
ability.

To further explore the idea of an iSLCD, the framework can be partitioned into three
core areas: sustainability, life cycle design, and integration. The definition of sustainability
or sustainable development is best described by the Brundtland Commission’s report as [18]:

“development which meets the needs of current generations without
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs”

Brundtland’s definition is concise yet ambiguous, and gives two criteria for sustainable
development - to “meet our current needs” and “meet our future needs.” The ambiguity
comes from determining what exactly is “meeting needs,” which can be very subjective. For
some it could mean economic prosperity, or preserving the environment, or social justice and
equality. Collectively, however, “meeting needs” pertains to all-of-the-above. The idea that
sustainable development in fact encompasses the importance of having strong economic and
social development while preserving natural resources and the environment throughout all
time horizons.

Achieving sustainable development is not trivial and requires re-thinking on how products
and services are developed. The first step to implement a sustainable design framework is to
recognize that design needs to embody and aim to balance the three pillars of sustainability
- economical, environmental, and social, or commonly referred to as the triple bottom line
(TBL). To illustrate, Figure 2.1 shows a Venn diagram of the TBL and the potential key
design considerations for each of the three pillars. Each pillar has its own set of elements for
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satisfying the needs of that pillar. However, addressing the elements that intersect multiple
pillars, such as recycling, can be more effective and yield greater benefits and balance.
Likewise, implementing the iSLCD framework, which intersects all three pillars, provides
the most effective means to achieve sustainable development.

In practice, implementing the sustainable development framework using the TBL can be
very challenging and complex due to the potentially large degrees-of-freedom and consisting
of metrics in different domains. The conventional and current practice approach is to treat
each pillar of activities separately as a portfolio [124]. The reason being is that each element
in TBL is optimized separately due to lack of systematic framework or methodology to track,
categorize, and evaluate the sustainability performance [338]. To address these shortcomings,
there have been several attempts to develop an intuitive sustainable product design frame-
work or methodology. Hacking and Guthrie [127] proposed a new hybrid framework that
integrates existing frameworks - Integrated Assessment, Triple Bottom Line Assessment, and
Sustainability Assessment, in a three-dimensional framework with the focus on “strategic-
ness”, “comprehensiveness”, and “integratedness.” Wang and Lin [338] proposed a TBL
framework that links the each pillar with a sustainable management system, life cycle anal-
ysis, and reverse logistics. They developed a “sustainability index” system that assigns an
index to each of the TBL pillars (seven total including the intersections). The index is meant
as a metric for evaluating the contribution of the total value-added and total cost of the whole
system. To obtain the final overall sustainability index a multi-objective analysis (MOA)
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optimization technique was suggested. A similar TBL framework was proposed by Hoffen-
son et al. [141] where several objective functions representing the product design parameters
(e.g., material cost, yield, injury rate) were optimized for each of the three pillars. A MOA
approach was taken using a weighted scheme technique where the results highly depended
on the choice of weights. Along the lines of MOA, Zhang and Haapala [361] emphasized the
importance of the TBL in manufacturing and how multi-criteria decision making (MCDM)
can act as a feedback loop to influence the operations during manufacturing.

Building upon previously proposed frameworks and methodologies of the aforementioned
studies and tailoring towards the iSLCD framework, a novel methodology for sustainable
product design is proposed. Shown in Figure 2.2, the sustainable design is an iterative pro-
cess that begins with the generation of design concepts from the pre-design phase where in-
formation gathering takes place such as addressing user needs, understanding market trends,
and incorporating regulations. The set of design parameters are simultaneously fed into the
three core modules: environmental life cycle assessment (ELCA), or LCA, economic life cycle
cost assessment (LCCA), and social life cycle assessment (SLCA). Each module has its own
separate analysis and corresponding metrics. However, each module stems from the same
product life cycle flow, which enables the integration. A forth module is included to conduct
the sensitivity and scenario analysis to account for the uncertainty in both the product life
cycle flow and in the data. The sensitivity analysis is an integral part of the design itera-
tion and facilitates in pinpointing certain aspects in design that carry more influence. The
output of the modules are further evaluated using a multi-criteria decision making (MCDM)
technique, similar to what has been previously proposed in literature.

The efficacy of the iSLCD methodology is highly dependent on the construction and
formulation of the product life cycle (PLC). As previously detailed, the iSLCD framework
captures the holistic view of product design from raw material extraction to end-of-life and
links each phase back to design. However, the existing holistic view only covers what is
called the temporal scale of the PLC, where the occurrence of the next phase is dependent
on the previous phase (e.g., raw material extraction comes before manufacturing). The
temporal scale allows identification of the phases that should be considered, however, it does
not provide information on how the phase is constructed. Therefore, a second orthogonal
dimension, the spatial scale, is introduced that defines how each of the phases are constructed.
The necessity of the spatial scale is more obvious in phases such as raw materials and
manufacturing. For example, defining the mass of the material needed for the product
resides on the temporal scale whereas the source or location of the material origins lies on
the spatial scale. The inclusion of the spatial scale to the materials and manufacturing
phases is the basis of what will be covered in a later section as green manufacturing. The
added spatial dimension also provides another view of the intricacies involved in the PLC
and allows more degrees-of-freedom for the module integration.

The integration of all three assessment modules forms the ideal methodology for the
iSLCD. However, in its current state, the implementation of all the modules is simply not
feasible. The infeasibility attests more to the fact that SLCA is considered to be a relatively
upcoming and nascent field in sustainability where models have not been fully developed
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or well defined. Current developments on SLCA show a similar framework as conventional
LCA. However, there has not been a consensus on metrics, impact categories, how to measure
the metrics, and what to include in the framework. The perception of social impacts is very
variable with different research institutions and corporations providing a unique definition
and metrics. For these reasons, SLCA will not be considered in this dissertation although
it is recognized as an equally important pillar for sustainability. More details on the SLCA
framework and metrics can be found in [168][78][24].

The remaining sections of this chapter will specifically focus on the LCA and LCCA
modules, the holistic temporal/spatial scales of PLC, and the complete integration. The
MCDM phase will not be covered explicitly, but is considered in the case study. The lack
of emphasis is due to the fact that most common MCDM and MOA techniques involve a
weighting scheme or designer’s preference such as multi-attribute utility theory (see [39] and
[321]), which tends to be highly subjective. As a substitute, a trade-off analysis will be
employed in the case study.
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2.1 LCA Background and Tools

The notion of life cycle assessment (LCA) was first introduced in the previous chapter. The
intention of this section is to provide a deeper understanding of the LCA framework and
acknowledge the various types of tools and methods for practitioners. From a historical per-
spective, early signs of LCA have dated as far back as the late 1960’s and early 1970’s with
studies on resource and energy efficiency, pollution control, and solid waste [119]. LCA be-
came particularly useful in the context of comparing alternative designs or technologies such
as paper versus plastic grocery bags and plastic versus glass bottles as classical examples. In
these instances it was recognized that the environmental burden extended further beyond the
scope of the use phase with major contributions coming from the production, transportation,
end-of-life phases. Despite the early presence, LCA to some is still considered to be a young
and evolving application [265]. It was not until the 1990’s where LCA started to see a rapid
growth in adoption. With the creation of the ISO-14000 family standards, which supported
environmental management and practice. Shortly thereafter the ISO-1404X standard on
LCA was established, which included ISO-14040: LCA-principles and framework that was
first introduced in 1997, and ISO-14044: LCA-requirements and guidelines, in 2006 [119].

LCA Framework

LCA is a technique for assessing the cradle-to-grave environmental impacts of a product,
process, or service, and to enable environmentally conscious decisions [158]. From here on,
products, processes, and services will simply be referred to as products. From the ISO14040
standard, the LCA framework is broken down into four stages: 1) goal and scope definition,
2) inventory analysis, 3) impact assessment, and 4) interpretation. This section provides a
brief overview of each of the four categories. For more in depth explanation can be found in
the EPA report “Life Cycle Assessment: Principles and Practice” [58].

Goal and Scope Definition:

The LCA framework begins with defining the goals and scope of the assessment that
pertain to incorporating life cycle environmental impacts into the decision-making process.
Doing so involves defining the applicable methodology and metrics as well as determining
the type of information needed to add value, the necessary accuracy of the results needed
to add value, and how the results should be interpreted and portrayed. The scope of the
methodology should include the four phases of a product or process life cycle: raw mate-
rial extraction, manufacturing, use/reuse/maintenance, and recycle/waste management. In
addition, the following items are to be addressed or identified:

• Functional Unit: a product system may have a number of possible functions in
which the functional unit is the measure of performance of a particular function. It is
classified a normative parameter for which all analyses and comparisons are referenced
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to [158]. For instance, the functional unit of a beverage container could be the volume
of the contained liquid.

• System Boundary: primarily pertaining to process based LCA, the system bound-
aries dictate the cut-off criteria in the LCA model. The system boundaries should be
chosen such that inputs and outputs at the boundaries are elementary flows1[158] and
that, ideally, further expansion of the boundaries will yield insignificant changes to the
results [94].

• Data Quality: the quality of the data will depend on the intended audience to whom
the final results are reflected to. The intended audience, whether internal or exter-
nal, will influence the overall cost and time involved to perform the LCA. Generally
speaking, data quality should address: time related coverage, geographical coverage,
technological coverage, precision/completeness and representativeness of the data, con-
sistency and reproducibility of the methods used throughout, sources of the data and
their representativeness, and uncertainty of the information [158].

• Attributional vs. Consequential: attributional and consequential LCA are con-
trasting goals aimed to answer two different questions. In an attributional LCA, the
goal is to attempt to answer the magnitude of the environmental impact and is often
used to compare different products and services with the same functional unit. In a
consequential LCA, the goal is to determine the change in environmental impact for a
given product or service as a consequence of a decision made upstream.

Inventory Analysis:

Inventory analysis or life cycle inventory (LCI) can be considered as the heart of the LCA
framework. All relevant data collection and calculation procedures are determined in the
LCI for quantifying the inputs and outputs of the assessment. Depending on the goals and
scope of the project, a LCI may include material and energy flows (similar to material flow
analysis [305]), atmospheric, waterborne, and soil emissions, solid wastes, and other releases
pertaining to the entire life cycle of a product. The accuracy and precision of the LCI will
depend on the the data quality and comprehensiveness of the model. The following are key
attributes of the LCI:

• Unit Process: the building blocks of the LCI model and is the most elementary por-
tion of a product system in which data are collected [158]. Unit processes are bounded
by the system boundaries and link together in a systematic fashion to form the compete
life cycle.

• Allocation: is the technique of partitioning and allocating the raw materials, re-
sources, and energy input flows of a unit process to the corresponding output product
systems [158].

1An elementary flow is the basic unit of material or energy entering or exiting the system under study
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• Process-based LCI: a methodology that takes the conventional approach of assessing
the material and energy flows required to build and run a specified system. Process
based LCI has the potential to be very accuracy and precise (depending on the system
boundaries), however, at the cost of being overly complicated and time consuming,
with some instances involving infinite iterations [266]. To avoid the situation of an
infinite iteration, sensitivity analysis should be preformed to determine the boundary
at which further iterations will not significantly alter the output results.

• Economic Input-Output (EIO) LCI: an alternative methodology that takes ad-
vantage of a country’s economy activity in terms of monetary transactions from one
industrial sector of the economy to another. The economic activity is represented by a
square input-output (IO) table or matrix consisting of all the distinct industrial sectors
where the input (per dollar invested) to one sector (row) correlates to the output (per
dollar returned) of all the remain sectors inclusively (columns). The square economic
IO matrix is multiplied by an array of environmental outputs corresponding to each
industrial sector. The final output is an impact (e.g., carbon emissions, energy con-
sumption, toxicity) per unit dollar input for a given sector. The advantage of the EIO
methodology is the avoidance of the infinite boundary iteration problem by covering
the entire economy. However, its main disadvantage is the level precision due to aggre-
gated sectors and data. Furthermore, EIO tables typically take years to compile (e.g.,
typically around 5 years for the U.S.), which potentially reduces the representativeness
quality of the data. For more information on EIO LCA see [136].

• Hybrid LCI: takes advantage of the strengths in both process and EIO based LCI.
The limitations of time and data for process based LCI and lack of granularity for EIO-
based LCI are thereby mitigated. Generally, there are two approaches for conducting
a hybrid LCI: bottom-up approach where process data is supplemented by EIO data,
or top-down where specific EIO data is enhanced by process data [266]. For more
information on hybrid LCI approaches see [55][304].

Impact Assessment:

Impact assessment or life cycle impact assessment (LCIA) is the phase that systematically
associates the output of the LCI analysis to environmental impact, human health, and impact
to the ecosystem such as resource depletion. A key attribute of the LCIA is the formulation
of stressors. Stressors are a set of conditions that provides the linkage to an environmental
impact. For instance, carbon emissions leading to global warming.

In a LCIA, the degree of stressor is divided into two methodologies - midpoints and end-
points. Endpoint LCIA models are the end consequences, typically categorized as human
health, ecosystem impacts, and resource depletion, due to the physical impacts from the LCI
analysis. However, the modeling between the physical impacts and endpoints can be highly
complex leading to high degrees of uncertainty. Therefore, a common simplification is to
model midpoints, which reflects the relative potency of the stressors. For instance, damage
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to the ecosystem endpoint can be linked to greenhouse gases or the global warming potential
midpoint and hence reducing the global warming potential has a high probability of reducing
the damage to the ecosystem. Common midpoints include global warming potential, acidi-
fication, eutrophication, and human toxicity. The following points list out the methodology
required for conducting a LCIA:

• Impact Categories: the first step in a LCIA is to select and define the relevant impact
categories corresponding to the goals and scope of the project (e.g., global warming,
acidification, eutrophication).

• Classification: assigning and possibly combining the LCI results to the impact cate-
gories and partition the LCI results if necessary (e.g., assigning carbon dioxide emis-
sions to the global warming category).

• Characterization: converting and combining the classified LCI results into their
representative indictors using science-based conversion factors for direct comparison
(e.g., converting the potential impact of carbon dioxide and methane into an equivalent
global warming potential). Table 2.1 gives an overview of possible impact categories
and corresponding classifications and characterizations.

• Normalization: an optional step according to ISO [49], normalization is a technique
where different characterized impact scores are normalized to a common reference in
order to be compared.

• Grouping/Weighting: an optional step according to the ISO [49], the impact cate-
gories are sorted and ranked according to the priorities defined in the goal and scope.
A weighting scheme can be applied to the different impact categories to obtain a single
indicator score. This is an optional step due to the high subjectivity of ranking and
determination of the weights.

In practice, numerous of LCIA methodologies have already been created by various or-
ganizations that span multiple countries. Each LCIA methodology is unique with different
classification and characterization factors focused either midpoints, endpoints, or both. For
the same LCI, LCIA results may differ depending on the choice of methodology. For instance,
indicator results between the Danish EDIP1997 and the Dutch CML2001 were found to be,
in some cases, two orders of magnitude different for the impact categories under human
toxicity and ecosystems [79]. There is no widely accepted standard or universal methodology
that associates LCI data with specific environmental impacts with consistency and accuracy.
The selection of the appropriate methodology becomes highly subjective and should be cho-
sen on the basis of the goals and scope of the project [158]. An overview of some of the major
LCIA methodologies is found in Table 2.2.

Interpretation:
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Table 2.1: Various Impact Categories with corresponding Classification and Characterization
factors [58]

Impact Category Scale
LCI Data (i.e.,
Classification)

Possible
Characterization Factor

Global Warming Global

Carbon Dioxide (CO2)

Global Warming Potential
Nitrogen Dioxide (NO2)

Methane (CH4)
CFCs

Stratospheric Ozone Depletion Global
CFCs

Ozone Depleting PotentialHCFCs
Halons

Acidification
Regional Sulfur Oxides (SOx)

Acidification PotentialLocal Nitrogen Oxides (NOx)
Ammonia (NH4)

Eutrophication Local

Phosphate (PO4) Eutrophication Potential
Nitrogen Oxide (NO)

Nitrogen Dioxide (NO2)
Nitrates

Human Health
Global Total releases to air,

LC50Regional water, and soil
Local

Resource Depletion
Global Quantity of minerals used

Resource Depletion PotentialRegional Quantity of fossil fuels used
Local

Water Use
Regional

Water used or consumed Water Shortage Potential
Local

Life cycle interpretation is the final stage of the LCA framework. The purpose of the
interpretation is to present the findings of the LCI and LCIA and provide conclusions and
recommendations in a transparent and effective manner. Results of the LCI and LCIA are
evaluated in regards to completeness and consistency, and should factor uncertainty and
sensitivity analysis [158]. In addition, any limitations and assumptions should be clearly laid
out.

LCA Limitations

Life cycle assessment has become the most objective tool for assessing the environmental
impacts of a product. However, despite the resourcefulness, LCA does have its drawbacks
and limitations. The first and foremost is simply that the inherent intent of LCA is to reflect
environmental impacts, thus leaving out economic and social considerations for sustainability
[119]. In addition, LCA can be extremely time and resource intensive, highly subjective in
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Table 2.2: Summary of the major LCIA methodologies [49]
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CML2002 CML O O n/a M O O M M M M O M

Eco-
PRe E E E O O n/a E E E n/a E E

indicator99
EDIP1997/

DTU O M O M O M M M M M n/a M
2003

EPS2000 IVL E E E E O E E O O O E E

Impact2002+ EPFL O O E M,E O M,E E M,E n/a M,E O E

LIME AIST E E M E n/a O M,E M,E n/a M,E O E

MEEuP VhK O O M M n/a M M M M M n/a O

ReCiPe
RUN+PRe+

M,E E M,E M,E O M,E M,E M,E O M,E M,E E
CML+RIVM

Swiss
E2 O O O O M,E M O O O O M,E O

Ecoscarcity07

TRACI US EPA O O M M n/a M M M O M n/a O

O: Available in the methodology
M: Midpoint model available
E: Endpoint model available

terms of the scope (e.g., system boundaries), and LCIA methodologies with poor spatial
resolution (e.g., treat local and global information and effects the same way) [25]. There
is also the discrepancy between actual versus potential effects, for instance, climate change
from carbon dioxide versus the global warming potential of methane.

Arguably the greatest limitation is the lack of completeness and representativeness of the
LCI models. Conventional inventory models are generally static and steady-state comprising
of a number of processes that have linear input-output relationships [25][128]. Therefore,
there is a need to improve the temporal resolution during modeling and incorporate the
effects of non-linearity. For instance, changes in the environmental impact with product
demand. Furthermore, generic or aggregate data may mask technologies that are more
environmentally burdensome. The limitations in the LCI models may potentially create large
uncertainties and thereby undermining the efficacy of the environmental impact assessment.
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LCA Tools

In the last decade or so, numerous environmental assessment methodologies and tools have
been proposed and developed. The number has been steadily increasing and is suggested
that over 30 various eco-tools have been developed [263]. The type of tool also varies widely
from qualitative intensive to more quantitative and data intensive. In general, the tools
can be classified into the following three categories: checklist based, LCA based, and green
quality function deployment (QFD) based.

Checklist based tools are the most trivial and provide qualitative “rule-of-thumb” for
green design. A good example is the ‘12 principles of green engineering’ [8], which recom-
mends the use of non-hazardous materials, reduce waste, use renewable materials and energy,
and so forth.

LCA based tools are the most diverse in terms of methodology, scope, and precision.
On one end of the spectrum there are qualitative and semi-qualitative LCA tools such as
the somewhat simplistic streamlined LCA (s-LCA) method where stages in the product life
cycle are ordinal ranked (typically an integer from 0 to 4 where higher number is preferable)
based on several environmental indicators (e.g., energy use, resource consumption) [115].
On the other end of the spectrum, there are fully comprehensive process based LCA tools
commercially packaged in a PC software such as the GaBi Software by PE International.
Although more time intensive and costly (can cost tens-of-thousands of dollars), tools such
as GaBi provides a graphical interface for process flow diagrams with thousands of available
processes and numerous LCIA methodologies and the ability to conduct parametric sensi-
tively and uncertain analysis using stochastic techniques. There are other types of LCA
based tools in between such as the Economic Input-Output LCA (EIOLCA) web based tool
developed by Carnegie Mellon University [153]. Despite the drawbacks of EIO assessments,
the EIOLCA tool is particularly attractive because it offers comprehensive sector informa-
tion for several different countries and for several impact categories such as greenhouse gases
and toxic releases, at free of cost.

There are also industry specific LCA tools. For example, the Greenhouse Gases Regu-
lated Emissions and Energy Use in Transportation (GREET) Model by Argonne National
Laboratory provides a well-to-wheel life cycle for various transportation fuels [9]. Other ex-
ample is the Building for Environmental and Economic Sustainability (BEES) tool developed
by the NIST that combines a partial LCA and life cycle costing for the buildings and con-
struction industry [112]. A non-exhaustive list of various LCA based tools are summarized
in Table 2.3.

Green QFD based tools incorporate environmental impacts of a product as part of the
customer needs. Data for both customer needs and environmental needs are collected and
correlation functions are developed to identify hot spots from both quality of the product
and environmental concerns. A major drawback of the QFD-based tools is the subjectivity
of the correlation, which is typically developed by those with lack of life cycle considerations
[263].
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Table 2.3: Various commercially available LCA tools and software
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GaBi PE International PC software Process ***** 121 Yes Yes $$$$$

Simapro PRé PC software Hybrid **** 182 Yes Yes $$$

Umberto ifu Hamburg PC software Process *** 63 Yes Yes $$

CES Selector Granta Designs PC software Process *** LCI Yes No $$

Sustainable Sustainable
Web Process ** 14 Limited No $

Minds Minds

EIOLCA
Carnegie

Web Input-Output * LCI Yes No Free
Mellon

1 Version 6.2
2 Version 7.3
3 Version 5.5
4 Uses TRACI 2.1 for version 2013

2.2 Life Cycle Costing

Life cycle costing assessment (LCCA) is a technique for estimating the total-cost-of-ownership
(TOC) of a product, and is a crucial step in determining the product’s economic viability.
The TOC concept draws many parallels to cradle-to-grave LCA analysis where included costs
span from inception to disposal. For every design decision that influences the environmental
impact will also influence the costs along with additional cost externalities such as general
and administrative (G&A) and profit margin. A brief overview on LCCA is covered with
more detailed explanations can be found in [19][114][186].

The concept of TOC involves every costs that is required to acquire, sustain, and dispose
or decommission. The appropriate LCCA model highly depends on the situation, however,
the framework remains the same. Figure 2.3 shows the basic cost trees for acquisition
costs (Figure 2.3a) and sustaining costs (Figure 2.3b) [19]. The acquisition costs are the
initial and recurring investments for design and development (e.g., R&D), procurement (e.g.,
equipment, facility, etc.), and process improvements (e.g., upgrading to higher efficiency
pump). Sustaining costs are essentially the behind-the-scene or supporting costs required to
maintain operations and ensures from the delivery of the product all the way to the disposal.

In practice for a designer, obtaining data for every component of the acquisition and sus-
taining costs may be impractical or simply not feasible. There are numerous external factors
that are often out of the designer’s control such as forecasting and gather information on the
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Acquisition Costs

R&D Costs

Engineering Data

Non-Recurring 
Investment Costs

Recurring Investment 
Costs

Program Management

Advance R&D

Engineering Design

Spare Parts & Logistics

Mfg and Operations & 
Maintenance

Facilities & Construciton

Initial Training

Technical Data

Upgrade Parts

Support Equipment 
Upgrades

System integration of 
Improvements

Utility Improvement 
Costs

Green & Clean Costs

Equipment Development 
& Test

(a)

Sustaining Costs

Scheduled & Unsched. 
Maintenance Costs

Engineering 
Documentation Costs

Facility Usage Costs Disposal Costs

Labor, Materials, & 
Overhead

Replacement & Renewal 
Costs

Replacement/Renewal 
Transportation Costs

Energy Costs & Facility 
Usage Costs

Support & Supply 
Maintenance Costs

Operations Costs

Ongoing Training for 
Maint. & Operations

Technical Data 
Management Costs

Permits & Legal Costs 
Allowing Disposition

Wrecking/Disposal Costs

Remediation Costs

Write-off/Asset  
Recovery Costs 

Green & Clean Costs

System/Equipment 
Modification Costs

(b)

Figure 2.3: Cost tree for a) acquisition costs, and b) sustaining costs [19]
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Internal External
• No mark-up • Mark-up

Fixed Costs
• Equipment depreciation
• Tool amortization
• Utilities
• Maintenance
• Factory floorspace

Variable Costs
• Materials and consumables
• Manufacturing scrap
• Manufacturing and assembly labor

Factory
Expenses

Material 
Cost

Labor Cost

Figure 2.4: Factors included in the DFMA. Adopted from [162]

economy, market, competition, profit margins, and so on. Therefore, it makes more sense to
take a design-for-manufacturing and assembly (DFMA) approach that focuses particularly
on understanding the cost components for the manufacture of the product. Pioneered by
Geoffrey Boothroyd and Peter Dewhurst in the early 1980’s, DFMA is considered a subset
of LCCA that quantifies loosely used terms such as “manufacturability” and “producibility”
by emphasizing on the design for ease of manufacture of the collection of parts and the ease
of assembling those parts into the final product [32]. The DFMA technique is heavily used
by OEMs, primarily as a tool for simplifying design and benchmarking competitors and
suppliers. Furthermore, the DFMA can be integrated with a LCA analysis by linking to an
EIO database.

DFMA

This dissertation herein uses a hybrid version of DFMA and LCCA, which will be simply
referred to as DFMA, as a benchmarking tool for understanding the economic impact as a
result of a change in design or scenario. Hence, the DFMA herein excludes certain overhead
such as internal profit margin, general and administrative (G&A), and research development
and engineering (RD&E) expenses. The factors included in the DFMA can be broken down
into three categories: factory expense, material costs, labor costs. Factory expenses include
machine tool cost, factory floor space, utilities, etc. Figure 2.4 list the cost components
included in the DFMA. For more information on DFMA see [32].

From the manufacturers perspective, the total annualized cost to manufacture a product
is given by the economic cost model (modified from [126] and [161]). The formulation of the
DFMA cost equation is as follows:

Cy = m · (Cc + Cr + Coc + Cp + Cfs + CM − Cs) (2.1)
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Where

Cy: total annualized cost in constant dollars

Cc: amortized capital/system investment with interest

Cr: replacement or disposal cost

Coc: operating cost (including material, labor, and maintenace)

Cp: property tax

Cfs: facility floor space cost

CM : end-of-life salvage value

Cs: tool depreciation deduction

m: mark-up factor to reflect non-direct manufacturing costs

Other components not incorporated include income tax deduction, warranty, and insur-
ance. The total annualized cost, Cy, represents the equivalent annual payment throughout
the lifetime of the capital (e.g., machine tool) and is calculated using the capital recovery
factor (CRF). The cost components in Equation 2.1 can be grouped into two categories -
fixed costs, which consists of Cc, Cr, Cp, Cfs, Cs, and variable costs which are the oper-
ating costs, Coc, such as utilities, material and consumables, labor, and maintenance. The
equations for each component in Equation 2.1 can be found in section A2 of the Appendix.

Capital Recovery Factor

The amortized capital or system cost denotes the effective series of annual payment reflecting
compounding interest or discount. The compounding future cost must be adjusted to the
present value for fair comparison. The effective annual payment is given by the Capital
Recovery Factor (CRF), which is commonly used term in economics to represent the effective
uniform loan payments at a periodic interval [126] and is the ratio of the periodic payment to
the total loan sum. The CRF is a function of the time interval (e.g., machine tool lifetime),
t, and compounding interest rate per the time interval, i:

CRF (i, t) =
i(1 + i)t

[(1 + i)t − 1]
(2.2)
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Discount Rate

The discount rate, often used synonymous with the real interest rate, reflects the absolute
interest rate at which money is borrowed or lent and is used to normalize cash flows of
different time scales to a common time for equivalent comparisons [186]. The idea stems
from the principle that, generally, people prefer to received goods and services now rather
than later and thereby associating a “penalty” (i.e., interest) for extended periods. All
future costs are converted to their equivalent present day cost such that the amount of
money needed to be invested in the present day at an some interest/discount rate would
equal the value of the future costs at the future time of occurrence. In the trivial case when
the discount rate is zero, the influence of timing does not matter and the future value is only
dependent on inflation.

Depreciation

Depreciation stems from the idea that things tends to lose value or worth over time and use.
Determining the depreciation of a commodity is a very complex and depend many external
factors that can be highly subjective. For the purpose of the DFMA, the depreciation specif-
ically focuses on the manufacturing capital: factory infrastructure and industrial equipment.
There are numerous methods of modeling depreciation, each with varying complexity, and
the most straightforward is to use the straight line (uniform) method due to difficulty in
evaluating the salvage value and depreciation profile a priori [114]. The straight line method
is modeled by linear interpolation of the initial to salvage value over a given period of time.
Other modeling methods include sum-of-years digits, declining balance, and multi-straight
line. The depreciation rate can then be expressed as:

Dk =
Ccap − Csalv

tlife
(2.3)

Where Ccap is the initial capital cost at time, t = 0, Csalv is the final salvage value or
worth at the end-of-life time, and tlife is the time period, typically the lifetime of the captial.

Mark-Up

Mark-up is the fraction of the OEM cost that represents the overhead including profit, G&A,
and R&D. The actual mark-up percentage varies from one manufacturer to the next and will
depend on the externalities such as product maturity, the specific market, and competition
from similar products. Typically, the mark-up rates will vary with the production volume or
factory capacity utilization [161][160]. At low volumes, or more specifically low utilization, of
production the mark-up is generally very high to account for the invested risk and engineering
efforts. At high volume and high utilization, the margin for overhead exclusive of profit is very
small and the resulting mark-up is simply equal to the profit margin. The proposed DFMA
only takes mark-up into account for commodities that are external to the manufacturer such
as a purchased part from a supplier (as shown in Figure 2.4).
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Inflation

The purchasing power of a currency is influenced by the inflation rate (or deflation rate)
and it accounts for the rise in cost of a commodity over time [126]. General practice is to
exclude inflation in LCCA provided the assumption that inflation covers all costs equally
[186]. However, although inflation is not explicitly part of the DFMA, it does factor in
determining the effective discount rate:

i′ =
1 + id
1 + j

(2.4)

Where i′ is the effective discount rate, id is the discount rate, and j is the current inflation
rate for a given country. For consistency, all monetary values are adjusted to the equivalent
purchasing power of the 2013 U.S. dollar using the CPI Inflation Calculator provided by
the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics [184]. Non-U.S. currency will be converted to the U.S.
dollar equivalent for that year before adjusting for inflation. The lone exception is using the
EIOLCA database, which then will be scaled to the 2002 U.S. dollar (the year of the most
recent EIO database).

2.3 Green Manufacturing

It has become clear that among the product life cycle stages, materials and manufacturing
play a crucial role in influencing the triple bottom line in terms of environmental impact
and cost. For the LCA, materials and manufacturing dominate the LCI and for the LCCA,
materials and manufacturing is the core of the DFMA. Although it is ubiquitously known
that the design stages carries the great influence in determining the outcome of the product,
it is the materials and manufacturing stage that enables the design leverage. The reason
being is that essentially what is being modeled in DFMA and a large majority of LCA are the
materials and manufacturing flows and the realization that, in some capacity, the remaining
life cycle stages can be influence by the materials and manufacturing. For example, the
selection of suitable materials for enabling lower power consumption or higher performance
such as the transition from aluminum to copper wiring in integrated circuits. Another
example would be the improvement of automotive drivetrain performance (or alternatively
increased fuel economy) by increasing manufacturing precision to achieve lower gear surface
roughness [134]. There are also economic implications, for example, Hewlett Packard in
the mid-1980’s was able to reduce manufacturing costs by five-fold by using DFMA and
concurrent engineering through collaborative efforts with design engineers working alongside
manufacturing engineers [32]. Furthermore, the manufacturing phase can be considered to
have the largest degrees-of-freedom in terms independent control variables, or knobs that
can be adjusted without changing the functional outcome of the product. Examples of such
knobs include: process technology, machine tool type, mold die design, line balancing, and
tool utilization. Hence, placing the emphasis on manufacturing can potentially allow greater
insight to the optimal design.
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Cognitive awareness linking manufacturing to TBL has lead to a paradigm shift to-
wards sustainable manufacturing, a relatively new field that places emphasizes on the three
pillars of sustainability pertaining to manufacturing. A subset of sustainable manufactur-
ing that deals specifically in the realm of environmental sustainability is the area of green
manufacturing, which is often considered as the first step towards sustainable production
[77]. The term green manufacturing herein will be inclusive of materials (i.e., materials and
manufacturing) and covers anywhere from environmentally benign material selection, to pro-
cess optimization (e.g., reduce scrape/waste, minimize energy consumption), to intelligent
machine tool design, and up to facility layout and construction and supply chain effects.
Each aspect of green manufacturing will have some, if not large, implications in the envi-
ronmental impact and cost. In addition, there are externalities that should be taken into
consideration such pressure from the government in terms of regulations, penalties, and tax
benefits/incentives, scarcity of resources and risk such as exotic and rare materials, pressure
from society/consumers/customers/competitors, marketing strategy (the perceived value of
being environmentally friendly), and so on [77].

Implementing a green manufacturing strategy can be quite challenging due to the com-
plexity and intricacy of manufacturing processes, particularly on the front of simply where to
begin. Modeling such sophisticated systems can be difficult considering the level of precision
necessary to make impactful environmental and economical conscious decisions. It was rec-
ognized that there was a need to parse these complex systems in a way where manufacturing
elements are separately analyzed. A suitable framework, shown in Figure 2.5, was proposed
that classified the manufacturing elements into manufacturing “levels of study” consisting
of two orthogonal frameworks - spatial (organizational) and temporal levels [266].

Each cell in Figure 2.5 represents an integrated view of the manufacturing design levels.
On the spatial axis there are levels that describe all activities in the manufacturing system,
which consists of: 1) product feature, 2) machine/device, 3) facility/line/cell, and 4) supply-
chain. On the orthogonal axis, the temporal view describes all levels pertaining to the design
and manufacturing life cycle: 1) product design, 2) process design, 3) process adjustments,
and 4) post-processing [266]. Using the manufacturing design level matrix as part of the green
manufacturing framework requires the identification each cell, how they are connected, and
the flow of information from one cell to another.

Another intriguing representation of the various manufacturing levels is the so called
“Google Earth view” of manufacturing, which expands on the spatial level in the sense of
combining both the spatial and temporal scales. Coined by Dornfeld et al. [77], this “Google
Earth view” of manufacturing takes the perspective of the entire enterprise (consisting of
all internal and external operations) and “zooms” in to the level where product features
are defined. The “Google Earth view” will be referred from here on as the scales of green
manufacturing (SGM), and comprises of the following scales:

• Process: Work is directly applied to the part to shape, form, treat, coat, etc. The
design and materials also dictates the machine tool type. The process scale includes
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Figure 2.5: Temporal versus Scale of manufacturing. Reproduced from [266]

process energy, processing time, water, materials, consumables, compressed air, and
scrap and waste.

• Machine Tool: Selection of the machine tool influences power consumption, consum-
ables and resources, cycle time (e.g., tool setup, part removal), die mold and tooling,
and will dictate the how the production line is set up including any ancillary equipment
to support the machine tool (e.g., chillers).

• Production Line: Process flow, the addition of non-value added process steps (i.e.,
clean, inspection), line utilization/balancing, ancillary equipment for supporting the
line, external machines such as robots, cycle time by transfer stations, dictate facility
requirements.

• Facility: facility resources (e.g., DI water), thermal management (e.g., HVAC), line
size influences the facility size, organization of multiple lines, overhead

• Enterprise: supply-chain, location of the facility, how energy is produced, local gov-
ernment regulations, how far to ship items, environmental regulations, availability of
materials and resources, economy/cost-of-living, and consumer behavior.
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The concept of the SGM has also been brought up by similar works in literature, notably
by Herrmann et al. [140], where three layers, instead of five scales, were proposed - pro-
cess/machine, factory building, and national/international supply chain. However, the SGM
provides a higher spatial resolution for an integrated model and incorporates the effects of
the enterprise.

It is important to point out that each scale is not mutual exclusive and is in fact a
function of the other. Changes made from the process scale will have the most leverage
and will percolate through all scales of manufacturing. Take an injected molded cup as an
example. The material, size, and thickness of the cup wall will dictate the injection molding
process heat to melt the polymer and mold pressure to form the cup. The cup size and mold
pressure will then dictate the type and size of the injection molding machine (IMM) tool.
The size of the IMM tool and process (e.g., cooling time) will dictate the cycle-time thereby
influencing the production line scheduling. The heat released from the production line due
to the process and IMM will influence the heat loading on the HVAC system. Finally, at the
enterprise level, where that cup is manufactured will influence the carbon emissions released
from the local power generation utility and the magnitude of which will be proportional to
the total energy consumption from the process, tool, line, and facility.

Literature Review

In the context of green manufacturing, numerous researchers have investigated or at least
considered one or more scales in their analysis on environmental impact or cost. Some, such
as Niggeschmidt et al. [235], have proposed a green manufacturing framework for measuring,
characterizing, and optimizing process level data. Others, such as Reich-Weiser et al., have
stressed the shortcomings of strictly focusing on the process scale for process-based LCA
where overwhelming amounts data can make the modeling and extrapolation to the other
scales extremely difficult and often infeasible. Figure 2.6 categories several notable papers
in green manufacturing in terms of emphasis for each scale.

As seen in the figure, the majority of studies surveyed have focused on the process
and tool/line scales to some degree. This does not come as a surprise since some of the
earlier research in the field of green manufacturing have primarily focused at the process
scale. Mattis et al. [209] was one the first to investigate the energy consumption of the
injection molding process at the process and machine tool level. Theoretical models were
constructed for modeling the energy consumption during polymer plasticizing in addition to
energy require for machine operations such as clamping and part ejection. The models were
used to identifying the tool operations that consume the most amounts of energy. Akbari
et al. [5] proposed, at the time, a novel concept to evaluate the environmental impact of
machine tools by including the impacts of the part itself and the entire production line. It
was concluded that potentially more energy could be saved with processes and materials
that make the product last longer or have higher quality despite an increase in energy
during manufacturing. Along those similar lines, Kordonowy [183] examined the breakdown
of power consumption for various machine tools and found significant non-valued added
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Figure 2.6: Overview of various works in the areas of SGM.

process energy that is required to idle the machine tool and that there was a large discrepancy
between the theoretical minimum and actual energy consumption. Building on Kordonowy’s
work, Gutowski et al. [121] published a paper that looked at a wide variety of machine tool
processes and compared the processing energy density (energy per volume) as a function
of the processing rate (e.g., material removal rate). The analysis showed that processes
with lower processing rate relative to processing precision (e.g., nano-manufacturing) had
higher energy densities. A more recent study by Reinhart et al. [268] compared the material
and energy efficiency of two different slot surface hardening process technology flows for the
same product feature. The results showed that it was more efficient to replace induction
hardening with grind-hardening due to a shallower depth-of-cut milling operation that could
be simultaneously finish and surface harden with grind-hardening.

Fewer studies have included the impacts at the facility and enterprise scales. However,
there is increasing awareness to include these scales as part of the manufacturing system.
Kara et al. [169] stressed the need to measure and monitor energy consumption data at
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all scales within the factory and the factory itself in order to development an appropriate
strategy to reduce the energy consumption. The framework focused on the methodology to
collect energy data on the machine tool, for the entire line and ancillary equipment, and
at the facility main power line, as wells as suggesting the required sampling interval for
each scale. Using a similar framework, Diaz et al. [69] conducted a LCA analysis on a
milling process under different working environment scenarios. Power consumption data was
collected from a CNC milling machine tool during milling of an AISI 1018 steel part. A
LCI analysis was performed on the machine tool and factory HVAC and lighting energy was
included in the analysis. However, the facility level analysis was subject to large uncertainty
due to the use of aggregate HVAC data found in literature. Studies that have linked the
enterprise scale with manufacturing have been scarce. Reich-Weiser et al. [267] developed an
eco-tool using an EIO-based LCA for the manufacture and transportation of photo-voltaic
(PV) cells. The study investigated the environmental impacts during the manufacture of
the PV cells with consideration of production (i.e., facility) location, which yielded different
environmental impacts depending on the local energy grid mix. The study also looked at the
transportation network and carbon emissions associated for various production to installation
locations. A more comprehensive study on the facility and enterprise scale was the work by
Ng et al. [232], which took a streamlined algorithmic approach to determine the material and
energy consumption of a sheet metal stamping plant. The study took into account material
consumption, machine tool power, indirect energy consumption such as HVAC, lighting,
fans, etc., and transportation emissions by part mass and distance travelled. The accuracy
was further reduced by using machine tool power consumption data that was based on the
tool power rating rather than actual or even modeled power data. Although the study did
include the major aspects of the manufacturing scales, the analysis was overly simplified
where each scale was static and treated as mutually exclusive.

Perhaps the most comprehensive or complete study found in terms of integration was
the work by Thiede et al. [317]. The study was built upon the manufacturing systems
framework proposed by Herrmann et al. [140] and created a model simulation to visualize
the energy flows. The model was applied to a couple case studies where measured process
level parameters were used to measure and model the energy consumption of the machine
tool and facility support systems (e.g., compressed air, cooling water) energy consumption
as a function of production volume. Perhaps the main drawback of the model was the lack
of consideration for the HVAC energy consumption and impacts at the enterprise scale.

There were no studies were found that included all the scales of green manufacturing.
The closest by Herrman et al. and Thiede et al. were very comprehensive, however, did not
include the complete integration and coupling and only focused on one or two metrics such
as energy consumption.
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2.4 The Integration

In this chapter, an overview of the LCA framework was given including a discussion on tools
available and the limitations of the framework, emphasizing the need for more comprehensive
LCI models. Also presented was an overview of LCCA with the focus on DFMA and how
the cost analysis can be integrated to create a more comprehensive EIO LCI model. An
introduction to green manufacturing was given, highlighting the importance of the spatial
scale in the product life cycle with the idea of integrating the scales of green manufacturing as
an added dimension to the conventional linear and temporal product life cycle. This section
aims to detail the final core area in which the aforementioned frameworks and methodologies
are integrated to form the iSLCD framework.

As currently presented, the iSLCD framework primarily focuses in the domain of the
temporal scale. By integrating the spatial scale of the SGM to the iSLCD framework and
expanding the temporal scale of the product life cycles phases, a more comprehensive iSLCD
framework is created. Shown in Figure 2.7, this enhanced iSLCD framework incorporates
the full cradle-to-grave product life cycle zodiac (PLCZ)- 12 primary life cycle phases that
undergoes beginning-of-life to end-of-life. The PLCZ is also vertically symmetrical in the
sense that every beginning-of-life phase has a parallel end-of-life phase. The closed-looped
PLCZ surrounds the five scales of green manufacturing, which can be thought as residing
in the dimension orthogonal (i.e., through plane) to the temporal scale. The design phase
in the conventional product life cycle is removed to a separate cloud similar to the original
iSLCD framework. Again, the idea is that design encompasses every life cycle stage at both
the temporal and spatial scales as opposed to limiting to individual phases such as design-
for-use, design-for-manufacturing, design-for-recyclability, and so on. The dedicated design
phase is replaced with an Earth phase for recognizing that all product flows for the raw
material and extraction phases initiates and terminates with the Earth.

The phase flows (arrows) on the PLCZ represent the primary flows of the product. Em-
bodied in every phase are the additional secondary product and material flows (e.g., fuel,
consumables, replacement parts) as well as energy flows, waste streams, and transportation
flows. In the case for secondary products, a collaborative effort between every enterprise con-
nected to the same supply chain is required. In addition, the separate iSLCD frameworks
for each sub-product should be carried out in parallel with the primary product.

The idea that every product life cycle phase embodies the SCM is quite unique. In each
phase there is a corresponding enterprise and value chain, which could be the same enterprise
as the product manufacturer or an enterprise along the supply chain. Phases containing the
SGM such as raw material extraction and product manufacture are more pronounced and
straightforward. The SGM for other phases have the applicability of the scales to a varying
degree. For instance, a delivery service enterprise is associated to the product distribution, or
a maintenance/service enterprise is associated to product use, or an enterprise that handles
recycling. Each of those enterprises will have scales analogous to the SGM. Using the repair
and refurbish phase as an example, processes involved can be related to manually disassembly
(e.g, unscrewing, disconnecting parts) and the machine tool could be represented by manual
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labor. Although more ambiguous, the Earth and landfill phases involve natural processes
such as photosynthesis and decomposition, respectively.

The inclusion of the SGM allows modeling of the iSLCD more intuitive and consistent.
Figure 2.8 shows the spatial representation of each scale and the flows (e.g., energy, materials)
that interlink one scale to another. As shown in the figure, the primary flows enter and exit
at the highest scale, i.e., the enterprise scale, and along the temporal direction. On the
spatial axis (peering into the SGM), the sub-flows link each of the scales from the facility
down to the process scale and back up. For example, electricity from the facility’s main
power transformer is distributed to each production line, which is then further distributed
to each machine tool and delivered to the process. At the same token, heat generated from
the process and combined at the machine tool and production line scales is absorbed by the
facility HVAC system.

The visual illustration provides a better understanding on how to model the SGM. The
foundation of the SGM builds upon the process scale where the number of processes may
reach on the order of thousands (machine tool scale with numbers reaching on the order
of hundreds, production lines on the order of tens, and typically several facilities with one
enterprise). Much in the way LCI models are built, the SGM model can be built using
unit processes, which are considered to be the fundamental building blocks of manufacturing
[327]. In its simplest form, value-added unit processes can be envisioned as black boxes
where inputs are elementary flows such as energy and raw materials and the output is the
part or semi-finished part that has been treated or transformed (e.g., heat treated, material
removal) in some manner. Machine tools and production line ancillary equipment can also be
modeled as a combination of value-added unit processes and non-value-added unit processes
that characterize the behavior of the machine tool. For comprehensive integration, the black
box that encompasses the unit process is replaced with a controllable or parametric box that
contain independent design variables that allow changes at the feature level. At the facility
scale, energy consumption from the HVAC can be modeled using thermodynamic principles,
factoring in the thermal balance between internal heat generation from the processes and
machine tools and external heat sources such as solar radiation. Detailed explanation of the
unit process models are covered in the subsequent chapter. Additionally, a robust HVAC
energy consumption model is proposed that enables integration of the unit processes.
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Chapter 3

Scales of Green Manufacturing
Models

The development of the iSLCD model resides in the quality and comprehensiveness of the
product life cycle and the SGM models, which can be constructed using unit process models.
Organizations in several countries have begun to measure and model unit processes and cate-
gorize them in LCI databases that are well-document, transparent, and consistent. The most
mature and widely used LCI database is Ecoinvent1 by Ecoinvent Centre [172]. Originating
in the early 1990’s, the Ecoinvent databases provides thousands of industrial LCI datasets
primarily valid for Swiss and Western European environment [85]. In the U.S., The Depart-
ment of Energy initiated the U.S. LCI Database project in 2001, which provided datasets
for U.S. based activities [239]. These datasets, although growing, are still considered quite
limited in terms of unique processes with the heavy emphasis on conventional processes such
has milling, drilling, forming, and so on. A limited scope on non-conventional processes such
as electrical discharge machining (EDM) and rapid prototyping (RPT) may be included,
however, are often incomplete and/or reduced to theoretical results [172]. Furthermore, the
lack of a global standardized database leads to differences in the functional unit (e.g., per
kg, per m3) and system boundaries as well as being country specific [263]. Other forms of
LCI data exist such as input-output databases, which are not available for all countries, but
are well-documented. However, the drawback with input-output databases for LCA is that
the unit processes are aggregated and the impact of individual processes cannot be extracted
[172].

Perhaps the greatest disadvantage with existing LCI datasets is that current process-
based and input-output databases are tailored for product evaluation and not product de-
sign. A large majority of the datasets available treat the unit processes as pure black-boxes
[263], which do not provide any correlation or ability to factor process parameters and design
variations such as shape and thickness. In addition, the lack of parametric ability eliminates
design optimization opportunities. These limitations have been acknowledged among the

1Version 3 released in 2013 [85]
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academic organizations within the manufacturing community and as a result formed the
Cooperative Effort on Process Emissions in Manufacturing or CO2PE!-Initiative, a joint col-
laboration between various Universities and Institutes across the world. The Initiative aims
to document and analyze the environmental impacts of a representative sample of current
and emerging manufacturing processes [172]. The Initiative recognized that all products and
manufacturing processes stemmed from a finite set of individual unit processes and that the
number of unique unit processes was relatively small (between 100 and 200). In other words,
the 90:10 rule of information could be applied by creating the taxonomy of manufacturing
processes (roughly 120 unit processes) to represent tens of thousands of manufacturing plants
from different industries [244].

Building the taxonomy required to further define and accurately model the unit process
under the framework shown in Figure 3.1. This approach isolates the unit process with
inputs consisting only of the unfinished product from the prior unit process and materials
and energy (from the facility) require to sustain the process. The outputs includes the
unfinished (or finished if final unit process) product for the subsequent unit process as well
as any direct waste and immediate emissions and heat. The unit process itself may consist
of a family of sub-units such as controllers, pumps, and fans, which can be further modeled.
The system boundaries are drawn in such a way that only the operating or use phase is
included. Hence, the life cycle impacts of the raw materials, waste, and machine tool itself
are disregarded at the unit process level [172].

The quantitative model based on the unit process framework is provided by the CO2PE!-
Initiative, which lays out a two-level methodological approach to establish parametric process
models [172]. The two approaches, screening approach and in-depth approach, comprises of
different levels of detail. The screening approach builds upon theoretical calculations by
including representative industrial data (e.g., from equipment specification data sheets) for
energy consumption and material loss. The screening approach provides an initial insight
of the unit process and outputs a set of approximate LCI data. The in-depth approach
takes the analysis one step further by utilizing a semi-empirical model involving time, power
consumption, consumables, and emissions studies, which leads to more accurate LCI data
[171]. However, the drawback is that empirical machine tool data is required, which is not
necessarily feasible or practical to obtain. More details on both approaches can be found in
[172] and [171].

Although both approaches tend to be more resource intensive than conventional theoret-
ical analysis, they are preferred in terms of parametric energy consumption modeling. The
reason being is that for a large majority of manufacturing processes, there is a considerable
amount of energy required to sustain the machine tool that is very difficult to capture with
theoretical analysis alone. This includes components such as the controllers, drives, fans,
pumps, coolant handling, all of which contributes to the machine tool’s fixed energy. Dur-
ing processing, additional, or variable, energy is required for the primary processing or the
actual value-added processing. The disparity between fixed and variable energy and power
has been well studied and characterized [5][183][122], particularly for machining processes
[71][59]. For instance, Figure 3.2a shows a typical breakdown of the power consumption dur-
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Figure 3.1: Framework of the unit process model [172]

ing a milling machining process. The breakdown shows that only half of the total power
consumed goes into processing (machining) of the part. The remaining half is distributed
to the constant (i.e., fixed) power components such as tool change and coolant flow that do
not contribute directly to the processing of the part, but are necessary for tool operation.
Performing a theoretical analysis would have captured the variable power thus yielding only
half of the actual power consumption. This underestimation has been found to be consistent
with other manufacturing processes to varying degrees with some cases off by up to two
orders of magnitude [81].

Whenever possible, the in-depth approach is preferred over the screening approach due to
opportunity for process optimization from identifying potential resource and energy efficiency
improvements [172]. The opportunity arises the inclusion of time variant as a process variable.
In a production setting, the machine tool will experience several production states, each
depending on the availability and utilization of the machine tool. The main machine tool
states are as follows:

• Power-off : machine tool shut off at a) main power switch, b) circuit breaker level, or
c) unplugged
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Figure 3.2: a) Machine tool power consumption breakdown. Based on [59], b) Production
line scheduling between process and idle states.

• Standby: lowest possible ‘ON’ state (typically powering a portion of the controllers),
tool may require a short warm-up prior to operation

• Idle: ready for operation with no or very short warm up, typically representative of the
machine tool’s fixed power, may have different degrees of idling depending on machine
tool and manufacturer (also referred to as the baseline or tare power)

• Nominal Processing: actual tool power consumption during processing, can vary
widely depending on the process parameters and throughput. Note, the difference
between nominal and idle is the variable power.

• Max Power: special case of Nominal processing in which the machine tool is oper-
ating at 100% duty cycle (DC), typically engaged during initial phase or start-up of
processing. The power equates to the product of the supplied voltage and maximum
current (an additional 1.73 factor is added for three-phase power).

The time variant gives the unit process another dimension, the production states, which
not shown in Figure 3.1. During the standby and idle states, energy (and possibly consum-
ables) is continuously consumed despite not being utilized. In a typical production setting,
the tool will fluctuate between its different power states, as illustrated in Figure 3.2b. The
energy consumption of a part is the sum of the processing energy (value added) and the
machine tool idle state (non-value added) energy. With higher tool utilization and more
efficient production scheduling, the amount of non-value-added time and thus energy can be
reduced.
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The remainder of this chapter will divulge into the SGM models in regards to the case
study. The unit process modeling covers the process and machine tool scale. An overview
of roll-to-roll (R2R) processing is given in regards to the parameters for production line
modeling. A detailed facility HVAC energy consumption model is proposed. The last section
covers uncertainty analysis pertaining to LCA (arguably the largest source of uncertainty),
and is imperative for understanding and evaluating the uncertainty in the data and the
behavior of the iSLCD models.

3.1 Processes and Machine Tools

A widely used metric for the modeling of unit processes is the specific energy or specific
energy consumption (SEC) of a material for a specific process [123]. The functional unit of
the SEC is given in energy consumed per mass of the control volume. The control volume
will depend on the type of process. For a removal process the control volume is the mass
of material removed whereas for a forming process the control volume is mass of the formed
part. The SEC also enables a consistent trade-off comparison among like processes [170].

The formulation of the unit process models will take an in-depth approach when possible,
otherwise the screening approach is used. For the in-depth approach each model is comprised
of two modeling techniques - theoretical analysis and empirical analysis, which combined form
a semi-empirical model. The intention of this approach is to accurately capture process level
detail using fundamentally sound engineering principles. For machine tool characterization,
an empirical analysis, in the form of regression analysis, is the most effective method for
capturing non-process machine tool behavior. A caveat for the empirical analysis is that
first hand data (i.e., self measured) is not incorporated. Instead, a meta-study is conducted
to survey various works in literature that have studied and measured the primary machine
tool energy consumption. The meta-study enables a more robust model by capturing a
broader range of data in terms of different machine tools from various sizes and manufactures.
However, the uncertainty in the data quality also increases and needs to be taken into
account. For of consistency of combining the two modeling methods, the unit process models
are constructed in terms of the SEC.

The point of performing the analysis for the unit process models is to understand the
methodology and the engineering components involved. Considering that there are literally
hundreds of unique processes in manufacturing, covering all or even a majority is simply not
feasible. Instead, the unit processes modeled are taken from the set of processes used for the
case study in Chapter 4. The processes detailed are: polymer injection molding, polymer
compression molding, and sheet metal stamping. All three are conventional processes that
exist in LCI databases, however, are usually static and limited in terms of linear relationships.
Therefore, the goal is to create a more robust and multi-parameter model to integrate with
the SGM. Furthermore, the materials involved in the case study deal with unique polymer
composites, which are not available in today’s LCI databases.
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Figure 3.3: Diagram of a typical hybrid injection molding machine

Injection Molding

Polymer injection molding is a mass conserving process in which liquified polymeric material
(e.g., thermoplastics, thermosets, elastomers) is pressure forced into a mold cavity to form
a desired shape. Injection molding is very widely used industry for the advantage of being
a robust process capable of handling a variety of polymeric materials with part sizes from
several grams to over 25kg and clamp forces from several tons to over several thousand tons
[48].

Different variations of the injection molding machine (IMM) tool are available and can
be classified into three categories: hydraulics, all-electric, and hybrids. Hydraulic IMMs,
consider to be the most mature technology type, utilize pressurized hydraulic cylinders from
one or two electric hydraulic pumps to actuate the injection unit and mold clamping. The
hydraulic configuration allows for large part sizes and very high clamp forces. All-electric
IMMs replaces the hydraulic units in a hydraulic IMM with electric servo motors. Consid-
ered to be a relatively new and upcoming technology, all-electric IMMs offer lower power
consumption and faster cycle times, however, at the expense of high costs and limited clamp-
ing forces. Hybrid IMMs takes advantage of both technology types by utilizing a hydraulic
clamp and servo motor screw drive to plasticize the polymer in the barrel [48]. Figure 3.3
shows a typical configuration of a hybrid IMM with hydraulic injection and clamping units
and an electric servo motor screw drive. Note that the majority of the components - controls,
drive, injection unit, barrel and mold heater, and clamping unit, are consistent with all IMM
configurations and the difference is in the technology of actuation. All three technology types
are used in industry, however, there has been a transition towards hybrid IMMs for lower
power consumption and higher clamping forces compared to hydraulics and all-electrics, re-
spectively. Therefore, the hybrid IMM will be the focus for modeling the injection molding
unit process.

Due to the limit literature and industrial data on injection molding polymer composite
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Figure 3.4: Gate-to-gate injection molding cycle time profile [48]

material, an in-depth approach is taken to account for the non-Newtonian visco-elastic nature
of the polymer melt. Recall that the in-depth approach is divided into four modules - time,
power, consumables, and an emissions study. Only the time and power studies are of interests
in terms of energy consumption. Consumables such as the die mold release agent (typically
a silicone type material) can be represented as a multiplicative factor in terms of mass (of
consumable) per mass of part or per number of cycle. Direct emissions, other than heat,
from the injection molding process are considered negligible and will not be considered. In
addition, the injection molding unit process only encapsulates the IMM. Optional ancillary
equipment such as the chiller and hopper mixer and dryer are not included in this analysis.

Forming a unit process modeled based on the SEC requires a detailed understanding
of the time and power events that occur during the injection molding process. As shown
in Figure 3.4, the process involves events that occur in series such as mold closing and
injection, as well as in parallel such as cooling and plasticizing. The events that contribute
to a significant portion of the total cycle time are mold opening and close, mold filling and
holding (to maintain pressure within the mold before solidifying), and plasticizing. Note,
although the cycle time for cooling of the part is typically the longest, there is no addition
power required for cooling since most mold systems are passively cooled.

In terms of power consumption, Figure 3.5 shows the events during start-up and pro-
cessing that require additional power above baseline. Power to the barrel and mold heaters
results in an initial surge followed by a lower constant state of power consumption. Dur-
ing processing, power is fed to the unload motors, which are responsible for opening and
closing the mold, moving the injection unit to and from the mold, and rotating the screw.
In parallel, significant amounts of power is delivered to the injection and clamping/holding
units. The cycle ends with the relatively small addition of power to eject the part from the
mold. Each event can be classified as either process dependent or non-process dependent.
Events that are process dependent are dictated by the properties of the material such as
the viscosity and melt temperature and by design such as the size of the part. Non-process
dependent events are dictated by the IMM and are independent of material type and design.
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For instance, the size of the IMM (i.e., clamp force) will determine the baseline power, barrel
and mold heater idle power, clamp force power (assumed to be always at the rated clamp
force), and the speed and power of the mold movement.

Based off the operations highlighted in both Figure 3.4 and 3.5, the equation to model
the injection molding unit process can be formulated. Represented as the SEC, the equation
for the total input energy per given part mass is given by:

SEC =
Einj + Ehold + Eplas + Emoc + Ebase

TPT · tcycle
(3.1)

Where Einj, Ehold, Eplas, Emoc, and Ebase are the injection, clamp hold, plasticizing, mold
open and close, and baseline energies, respectively. The denominator denotes the mass of
the part, which is the product of the throughput, TPT , and the total cycle time, tcycle. The
addition energy for moving the injection unit as well as part ejection are assumed to be
negligible. Equation 3.1 can be further expanded to include the respective individual cycle
time and power consumption:

SEC =
(Pt)inj + (Pt)hold + (Pt)scw + (Pt)moc + (Pbase + Pheat) tcycle + Emelt

mpart

(3.2)

Where P and t are the respective power consumption and cycle time for the events:
injection, clamp hold, and mold open and close. The plasticizing energy is further broken
down into a mechanical and thermal component. Mechanically, the plasticizing involves the
energy to rotate the barrel screw, which is denoted as (Pt)scw. Additional thermal energy is
required to assist in transforming the polymeric material from the solid to the full molten
state, which is denoted by the Emelt term. It is assumed that process is in the post start-up
state where the baseline power, Pbase, and steady-state barrel and mold heater power, Pheat,
are constant. The non-process dependent components of Equation 3.2: injection, screw
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rotation, polymer melting, can be determined using thermo-mechanical principles, while the
remaining non-process dependent components are determined empirically. The subsequent
sub-sections provides further in-depth analysis on each component.

Thermo-Mechanical Power Model

The power required to inject the molten polymer and fill the mold can be approximated by
determining the hydraulic pressure loss through the mold system at a given volumetric flow
rate [311]. Assuming a constant flow rate, the injection power in terms of electrical power
can be written as:

Pinj = Q
dPtot(Q)

ηmotηhyd
(3.3)

Where Q is the volumetric flow rate of the molten polymer, dPt is the total pressure
loss through the mold system, and ηmot and ηhyd are the efficiency losses of the electric
motor and hydraulic system (pump and cylinder), respectively. It is assumed that the flow
rate is independent of the pressure loss and can be obtained by manufacturer specification
data sheets for the IMM. Likewise, the efficiency of the electric motor can be approximated
using National Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA) efficiency standards for a given
motor rating and the hydraulic efficiency can be found in literature [273].

The pressure loss through the mold system is dependent on the viscosity of the molten
polymer and the design of the part and mold system. Figure 3.6 shows the schematic view
of a typical mold system. As the molten polymer is injected into the mold it first passes
through a conical channel called the sprue and is distributed by the runner to the gate and
finally to the mold cavity. Therefore, the mechanisms of pressure loss are through the sprue,
runner, and mold cavity (gate assumed to be negligible):

dPtot = dPsprue + dPrunner + dPmold (3.4)

Each pressure loss term in Equation 3.4 depends on both the geometry of the channel
and the flow rate. Assuming that the sprue, runner, and mold cavity are conical, cylindrical,
and rectangular, respectively, the equations for the pressure loss terms, for non-Newtonian
flow, are [311]:

dPsprue =
2mLsprue
R̄sprue

[
Q
(

1
n

+ 3
)

πR̄3
sprue

]n
(3.5)

dPrunner =
2mLrunner
Rrunner

[
Q
(

1
n

+ 3
)

πR3
runner

]n
(3.6)

dPmold =
mLmold
Hmold

[
2Q
(

1
n

+ 2
)

WmoldH2
mold

]n
(3.7)
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Figure 3.6: Schematic of sprue, runner, and mold die-cavity system

Where the geometric parameters, Lsprue, Lrunner, Lmold, Rrunner, and Wmold are shown in
Figure 3.6. The average sprue radius is denoted by R̄sprue and mold cavity thickness (not
shown in the figure) is denoted by Hmold. The parameters, m and n, represent the coefficients
of the Power-Law equation used to model non-Newtonian viscosity. 2 Note that Equations
3.5 - 3.7 assume that the flow within the channels and mold are in the laminar flow regime3,
which is a safe assumption due to the relatively high viscosity of the molten polymer [311].
Therefore, the influence of the channel surface roughness can be assumed to be negligible.

The power required to plasticize and mix the polymer pellets to the molten state is
broken down to the power delivered to the servo motor for screw rotation and power to the
barrel heaters. The screw power is highly dependent on the screw design, size, rotational
speed, and the viscosity of the molten polymer [48]. Figure 3.7 shows the schematic of the
screw barrel and the critical geometric parameters of the screw. During the metering section
of the screw, the channel height (gap between the base of the screw to the barrel surface)
decreases, creating large shear stresses between the screw and barrel surface. The electrical
power required to create the shear stresses large enough to plasticize the polymer can be
expressed as [311]:

Pscw = µ̄(γ̇, T )
π2N2D2

bWchLscwαmtr

sin
(
θ̄
)
Hchηmot

(
4− 3 cos2 θb

Qex

Qd

)
(3.8)

Where Db, Wch, Lscw, αmtr, Hch, θ̄, and θb are geometric parameters that are tool depen-
dent representing the barrel diameter, channel (flight-to-flight) width, screw length, fraction
of the metering section to the length, channel height, mean flight helix angle, and helix angle
at the barrel surface, respectively. Also tool dependent are the Qex and ηmot terms, which

2Will be covered in the viscosity model at the end this section
3Reynolds Number less than 2300
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Figure 3.7: Schematic of screw

represent the plasticizing or net flow rate (obtained from manufacturer’s specification data
sheet) and the electrical efficiency of the servo motor, respectively. Process dependent pa-
rameters include the screw rotation speed, N , and the shear-rate and temperature dependent
average viscosity, µ̄(γ̇, T ). The shear-rate within the screw channel is given by [311]:

γ̇ =
πD2

bN
2Wch cos (θb)

3Qex

(3.9)

Where Db, N
2, Wch, θb, and Qex are the same parameters from Equation 3.8

The expression on the right side of Equation 3.8 includes the drag flow term, Qd, which is
the material back flow relative to the axial screw direction. The drag flow term is expressed
as [311]:

Qd = 1.28D2
bNHop (3.10)

Where Hop is the optimal channel height to achieve the given plasticizing flow rate, Qex.
For simplicity and considering the level of uncertainty of the screw design, the channel height
is set to equal the optimal channel height [311]:

Hop = Hsrw =
3Qex

πNWDb cos θb
(3.11)

Furthermore, Equation 3.10 assumes that the helix angle, θb, in Equation 3.11 is that of
a square-pitched screw. Therefore, θb = tan−1(1/π) or 17.65◦ [311].

Several comments regarding Equation 3.8. The electrical power consumption only refers
to the power consumed in the screw channel. Additional power is consumed in the narrow
gap between the screw flights and barrel surface, which may not be negligible [311], but is
not considered due complexity of the flow and the uncertainty of the flight design. The screw
power is maximized when the net plasticizing flow is zero (i.e., Qex = 0) as in the case when
the shot capacity is reached. Conversely, the screw power is minimized when the net and
drag flow are equal (i.e., Qex = Qd) as in the case of open flow such as an open ended barrel
(e.g., extruder).

While the shear stress induced by the screw will generate some heat, addition thermal
energy by means of the barrel heaters are required to fully melt the polymer to reach the
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Figure 3.8: Schematic of heat loss

proper injection temperature. The theoretical thermal energy required to reach the injection
temperature is a function of the material’s heat capacity and enthalpy of fusion [318]:

Emelt = mshot

[
cp(Tinj − Tamb) + λHo

f

]
(3.12)

Where mshot is the injection shot size, cp is the heat capacity of the polymer, Tinj is
the process injection temperature, Tamb is the ambient temperature (assumed to be the
temperature of the hopper), λ is the mean degree of crystallinity4, and Ho

f is the enthalpy of
fusion at 100% crystallinity. For amorphous polymers, λ is set to zero. Note, the injection
shot size is equal to the sum of the part, runner, and sprue masses.

The thermal energy denotes the theoretical minimum energy required for melting, how-
ever, addition energy needs to be accounted for due to efficiency losses through the injection
molding system. Heat from the barrel is transferred via conduction, convection, and radia-
tion to the ambient surroundings. Additional heat is lost if mold heating is used through the
mold platens (two-halves). A full transient thermal balance and heat transfer study during
the injection molding process is not feasible simply due to uncertainties in the machine size,
configuration, build materials, and surrounding environment conditions. However, in steady-
state, it can be assumed that the dominate mechanism of heat dissipation is via convection.
The components of heat loss is given by:

Pheat = αheat (Pheat,barrel + Pheat,mold) (3.13)

Where Pheat,barrel and Pheat,mold are the convective heat loss for the barrel and mold,
respectively. The αheat factor is intended as a correction factor to accommodate for the
conductive and radiative heat losses. The convective heat loss equations of both the barrel
and mold platens are mathematically identical with the exception of different geometry, as
illustrated schematically in Figure 3.8. The equation for the convective heat loss for both
the barrel and mold platen can be written as:

4Assumed to be independent of temperature
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Ploss = hAs(Ts − Tamb) (3.14)

Where h is the heat transfer coefficient, As is the surface area, Ts and Tamb are the surface
and ambient temperatures, respectively. The surface area for both barrel and mold platen
are easily determined based on Figure 3.8 while the surface temperatures are assumed to
be at the injection and mold processing temperatures. The heat transfer coefficient is a
strong function of the heat transfer medium (i.e., air) and the geometry of fluid flow. Using
standard textbook definitions, the heat transfer coefficient is defined as [151]:

h ≡ Nuxkf
x

(3.15)

Where Nux is the Nusselt number, kf is the thermal conductivity of the fluid, and x is the
characteristic length. The characteristic length, which is a measure of flow effectiveness, is
equivalent to the hydraulic diameter and is equal to the diameter for cylindrical geometries
and 4×(Area÷ Perimeter) for non-circular geometries [151]. Assuming the convective heat
flow is in the +ẑ-direction, the characteristic length for the barrel is equal to the outer barrel
diameter, 2.5Db, and is equal to 2LmpWmp/(Lmp + Wmp) for the mold platen. The Nusselt
number is defined as the ratio of convective to conductive heat transfer, and is dependent
on the convection type- free (natural) or forced convection, and the flow type- laminar or
turbulent. The Nusselt number is typically determined empirically and closed form equations
can be found in standard heat transfer textbooks. For the case of laminar free convection
across a cylinder, where the forced flow in the −x̂-direction is zero or relatively small, the
Nusselt number can be expressed as [151]:

NuD = CRanD (3.16)

Where RaD is the Rayleigh number and C and n are empirical constants given in Table
3.1. The Rayleigh number, which is defined as the ratio of free convective flow to the
thermal diffusivity of the fluid medium, and is equal to the product of the Grashof and
Prandtl numbers. For a cylindrical geometry, the Rayleigh number is expressed as [151]:

RaD = GrDPr =
gβ (Ts − Tamb)D3

να
(3.17)

Where g is the gravitational acceleration (i.e., 9.81m/s2), β is the coefficient of volume
expansion and is equal to the inverse mean temperature for an ideal gas, D is the diameter
of the cylinder, and ν and α are the kinematic viscosity and thermal diffusivity of air at
mean temperature, respectively. Similar expressions to Equation 3.16 can also be found for
non-cylindrical geometries, forced convection, and turbulent flows.

Empirical Power Model

As previously stated, the non-process, machine tool dependent components to the power
consumption involve a detailed understanding of the design of the IMM down to the circuit
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Table 3.1: Constants for Nusselt number equation [151]

RaD C n

10-10 - 10-2 0.675 0.058
10-2 - 102 1.02 0.148
102 - 104 0.850 0.188
104 - 107 0.480 0.250
107 - 1012 0.125 0.333

board level. Knowledge of the wattage rating and control logic of the controllers and elec-
trical components is needed to model the baseline power. Further knowledge on the design
and mass of the mold platens is required for determining the electrical clamp force power
and platen actuation power. Such knowledge is rarely available and therefore an empirical
approach, via meta-study, is considered that utilizes actual measured power consumption
data. It was observed that the power profile data was most strongly correlated to the size
(i.e., clamp force rating) of the IMM. Intuitively this makes sense because higher clamping
forces require larger pumps and motors and thus higher wattage controllers. Additionally,
higher clamping forces typically lead to larger mold platens to accommodate for larger part
sizes. From the data, a functional relationship can determined to create a least-squares curve
fit model using standard statistical analysis techniques.

From meta-analysis study, nine power consumption profiles were obtained, with IMM
sizes ranging from 15 tons to 550 tons. Figure 3.9 shows a typical time-series power con-
sumption profile with injection molding and machine tool events labeled [261]. The extracted
time averaged mean power data of each event- baseline, hold, mold open and close, was metic-
ulously approximated. In some instances, the distinction between separate events was not
apparent, in which the best approximation was made or simply excluded from the analysis.
The level of error introduced is not significant, however, will be factored in the data un-
certainty. The results of the meta-study extraction of the data points can be found in the
Appendix.

Curve fitting the data was performed using linear regression. It was deemed that a
first order (i.e., linear) fit would be sufficient and an exponential fit5 could be used where
appropriate. For a linear fit, the objective is to determine a function of the form:

ŷ = mx+ C (3.18)

Where ŷ is the predicted value, x is the dependent variable, m and C are the linear fit
parameters representing the slope and y-intercept, respectfully. The fit parameters, m and
C are chosen in such a way that the deviation or error between the predicted and actual

5An exponential fit was preferred over a second-degree polynomial to avoid a global minimum or maxi-
mum.
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Figure 3.9: Example of an injection molding power profile obtained from the meta-study
[261]

value at each x is minimized. Therefore, the goal is to find m and C such that the sum of
the squared error6 (SSE) is zero. Mathematically, the SSE is expressed as:

SSE =
N∑
i=1

e2
i =

N∑
i=1

(yi − ŷi)2 (3.19)

Where ei is the error at each data point, yi is the actual data, and N is the number of
data points. Ideally, the SSE would equal zero indicating a perfect fit, however, such cases
are extremely rare. Instead, the goal is to find the fit parameters that yield the minimum
error:

min:SSE =
∂SSE

∂X̄
= 0 (3.20)

Where the SSE is differentiated respect to the set, X̄, of fit parameters and set equal to
zero.7 The linear fit parameters are solved by differentiating with respect to m and C and
equating the resulting expression to zero. Substituting ŷi and xi for the power consumption,
Pi, and the machine clamp force, Fi, respectively, yields the final (linear-fit) expressions:

mlin =
N
∑N

i=1 (FiPi)−
∑N

i=1 Fi
∑N

i=1 Pi

N
∑N

i=1 (F 2
i )−

(∑N
i=1 Fi

)2 (3.21)

6The error is squared to keep in positive domain.
7This indicates the minimum and not maximum because the maximum is unbounded.
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Clin =

∑N
i=1 Pi −mlin

∑N
i=1 Fi

N
(3.22)

In the case for an exponential fit, similar calculations are carried out. The curve fit is
represented in the form:

ŷ = Aebx + C (3.23)

Where A, b, and C are the fit parameters. The equation can be further simplified by
assuming C = 0, which is valid because at zero clamp force the power consumption should
also be zero. To take advantage of linear regression, Equation 3.23 can be linearized by
taking the natural logarithm of the left and right-hand expressions. The error can therefore
be expressed as:

ei = yi − ŷi = lnA+ bxi − ln yi (3.24)

Where the unknown fit parameters become b and lnA, which can be solved by substituting
Equation 3.24 into Equation 3.19 and following the same procedures. The final expression,
in matrix form with the appropriate variables, becomes:[

N
∑N

i=1 Fi∑N
i=1 Fi

∑N
i=1(F 2

i )

](
lnA
b

)
=

( ∑N
i=1 lnPi∑N

i=1 (Fi lnPi)

)
(3.25)

Where Equation 3.25 is solved via matrix inversion and the fit parameter, A, is obtained
by taking the exponential of lnA.

The resulting curve fits from the meta analysis are plotted in Figure 3.10 and summarized
in Table 3.2. Note that some of the data points were excluded due to being indistinguishable.
Overall the data was well represented by the linear and exponential fits with a goodness-of-fit
(R2) of at least 0.98 for all three cases. Several comments regarding the fitted models. The
clamp hold power had the highest goodness-of-fit, which intuitively makes sense because
of its direct correlation with the clamp force. The mold platen open and close power is
directly proportional to the mass and thereby the volume of the mold platens. As the tool
size increases, the mold platen size increase in all three principle directions thus given an
exponential like curve.

Cycle Times

The remaining stage of the in-depth analysis for the SEC involves determining the total
part cycle time and the individual cycle times for each event. As previously mentioned, the
cooling of the part occurs simultaneously with the injection hold step and the plasticizing
for the next cycle, as shown in Figure 3.4. To avoid double counting, the equation for the
total cycle time depends on the cooling time relative to the hold and plasticizing times. The
total cycle time (in seconds) is therefore computed as:
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Figure 3.10: Empirical model for a) baseline power (linear fit), b) clamp hold power (linear
fit), c) mold polaten open and close power (exponential fit)
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Table 3.2: Regression coefficients for empirical models (power in kW)

Baseline Power Hold Power Mold O/C Power

Form: Pbase = mF + C Phold = mF + C Pmoc = AebF

m: 0.0269 0.0328 n.a.
C: 0.782 0 n.a.
A: n.a. n.a. 1.115
b: n.a. n.a. 0.0066

R2: 0.98 >0.99 0.99

tcycle =

{
tinj + tmoc + tcool tcool > thold + tscw

tinj + thold + tscw + tmoc otherwise
(3.26)

Where tinj, thold, tscw, tmoc, and tcool are the injection, hold, screw rotation, mold open
and close, and cooling times, respectively. The injection time can be approximated assuming
constant flow through the sprue, runner, and mold:

tinj = 2Vtot
dPtot
Pinj

(3.27)

Where Vtot is the total shot volume and the dQt/Pinj term is simply the injection flow
rate from Equation 3.3. The total shot volume is simply taken as the product of the shot
mass and molten polymer density.

The hold time is essentially the amount of time required for the orifice of the sprue to
solidify in order to prevent back flow from the pressurized mold when the injection unit is
retracted. The solidification time can be approximated under the assumption that the radial
temperature difference at the sprue orifice is negligible, which implies that the lumped ca-
pacitance method can be used. The solution to the 1-D lumped capacitance heat conduction
equation for the hold time is [32]:

thold =
2R2

s,in

3π2α
ln

[
4(Tinj − Tmold)
Tmelt − Tmold

]
(3.28)

Where Rs,in is the radius of the sprue orifice, α is the mean thermal diffusivity of the poly-
mer, Tinj, Tmelt, and Tmold are the injection, melt (of the polymer), and mold temperatures,
respectively.

The plasticizing time is equal to the duration of the screw rotation, which is dictated by
the residence time or plasticizing flow rate from the tool manufacturer. Assuming that the
plasticizing rate is known, the theoretical duration for the screw rotation is [342]:

tscw =
HchWchLscwαmtr

sin
(
θ̄
)
Qex

(3.29)
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Where the parameters Hch, Wch, Lscw, αmtr, ¯theta, and Qex are the same as those in
Equation 3.8.

The mold open and closing times is primarily dependent on the part design and mold
system. For mold opening, sufficient time is required for the part, including runner and
sprue, to separate from the mold platens and eject from the tool (typically by free fall). An
equation that approximates the open and close time has be proposed by [32]:

tmoc = 1.75td

(
2Dmold + 0.05

Lstroke

)0.5

(3.30)

Where td is the dry cycle time, Dmold is the part (including runner and sprue) depth, and
Lstroke is the maximum opening stroke of the mold platens for a given machine. The dry
cycle time is typically specified by the manufacturer and it is defined as the amount of time
required to for tool operation with no material and at maximum mold stroke. Note that td
is in unit of seconds and both Dmold and Lstroke are in units of centimeters.

The final cycle time component is the cooling time, which is the time required for the part
to reach a specific solidification temperature called the ejection temperature. The ejection
temperature is typically higher than the mold temperature, but well below the melting point
to ensure structural rigidity during ejection. Likewise with the hold time, the dominating
mechanism for cooling is assumed to be via heat conduction. For rectangular parts, the
cooling time is approximated as [32]:

tcool =
h2
max

π2α
ln

[
4(Tinj − Tmold)
Tx − Tmold

]
(3.31)

Where hmax is the maximum mold wall thickness and Tx is the recommended ejection
temperature. For cylindrical parts, Equation 3.28 can be used with the melting temperature
replaced by the ejection temperature. For parts with very thin wall moldings, Equation 3.31
underestimates the cooling time in which for such instances the thickness of the runner or
sprue is used [32].

Viscosity Model

Equations 3.5 - 3.8 take into account the rheological viscoelastic behavior of polymer melts.
Newtonian fluids exhibit a constant viscosity where the shear stress varies linearly with
the shear rate. However, polymer melts are considered non-Newtonian, which undergo a
phenomenon called shear thinning where the viscosity decreases with increasing shear rate.
One of the simplest models representing non-Newtonian fluids is the two-parameter empirical
Power Law model [311]:

η(γ̇) = mγ̇n−1 (3.32)

Where γ̇ is the shear rate, and m and n are commonly called the consistency (units in
[Nsn/m2]) and Power Law index, respectively. The Power Law index is a dimensionless pa-
rameter with n < 1 for shear-thinning. The m parameter is quite complex and is a sensitive
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Figure 3.11: Non-Newtonian shear-viscosity curve for polystyrene, data from [311]

function of temperature and, to a lesser extent, pressure. The temperature dependency fol-
lows an Arrhenius-type relationship where an increase in temperature dramatically decreases
the viscosity [311].

A drawback to the Power Low model is that it tends to overestimate the viscosity at low
shear rates. Taking the limit as the shear rate approaches zero results in an infinity viscosity,
which intuitively should instead approach the Newtonian regime. More detailed models exist
that better account for lower shear rates. One of those models is a four-parameter model
called the Carreau model [311]:

µ (γ̇, T )− η∞
ηo(T )− η∞

=
1{

1 + [τ(T )γ̇]2
} 1−n(T )

2

(3.33)

Where ηo(T ) is the zero shear (i.e., Newtonian) viscosity at a given temperature, η∞ is the
infinite shear-rate viscosity (assumed to be zero), τ(T ) is the relation time (units of time) at a
given temperature, and n(T ) is a dimensionless parameter that has the same influence as the
Power Law index. The Carreau model more accurately reflects the viscoelastic nature of the
polymer melt where at low shear rates the denominator term, 1 + [τ(T )γ̇]2 approaches unity
and hence to the value of the zero-shear viscosity. At high shear rates the model behaviors
closer the to Power Law model. An example of the Carreau model for polystyrene is shown
in Figure 3.11. As clearly seen in the figure, at low shear rates the viscosity plateaus into the
Newtonian regime. Furthermore, the Newtonian region extends as the temperature increases
and transitions to the non-Newtonian regime dictated by the relaxation time parameter, τ .

Using the Carreau model provides a more accurate calculation of viscosity, however,
Equations 3.5 - 3.7 are in terms of the Power Law model parameters, particularly m. A
conversion to determine m from the Carreau can be made by noting that at high shear
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rates, the denominator term in Equation 3.33 simplifies to τ(T )1−n(T )γ̇1−n(T ). Therefore, the
parameter, m, from Equation 3.32 can be calculated to be:

m(T ) = ηo(T )τ(T )n−1 (3.34)

Compression Molding

Compression molding is one of the oldest polymer processing techniques. Having said to
be developed around the mid-19th century [316], compression molding is a straightforward
process in which moldable polymeric material is placed in a heated die-mold cavity and
plastically conformed to the cavity shape via compression pressure between the die halves.
The selection of polymeric materials for compression molding is generally the same as in-
jection molding. However, for homogeneous thermoplastics and thermoset sets, injection
molding offers the distinct advantage of material handling and ease of automation leading
to potentially lower cycle times. Compression molding on the other hand often excels with
filled or reinforced polymers due to the relatively low flow and shear stress during compres-
sion [325]. The binder material for reinforced polymers is typically thermoplastic or partially
polymerized thermoset and mixed with filler(s) such as glass fibers and ceramic particulates.
Other materials include sheet molding compound (SMC), which consists of a reinforcing
layer such as carbon or glass fibers sandwiched between thermoplastic or thermoset layers,
and bulking mold compound (BMC), which comes in the shape of a billet [316]. Due to
handling and mixing requirements, compression molding is generally more manufacturable
for thermosets with molding pressures ranging 13.8-20.7MPa, process temperatures ranging
150-190C, and cure times depending on the material and design for the polymer undergo
complete polymerization [316].

The compression molding process is also advantageous in terms of processing with in very
little material waste (lack of sprue and runner), usually lower equipment cost than injection
molding, uniform shrinkage due to uniform flow, and no degradation of fibers during flow
[316], good for large parts. However, potentially long curing times, uneven parting line,
difficult to produce with tight tolerance and intricate designs with deep undercuts [311].

Despite the maturity of the technology, compression molding has not gained a great deal
of attention at the fundamental level [325]. Modern day polymer processing, compression
molding only accounts for approximately 3% of U.S. and worldwide polymer processing
[274]. Even more lacking are analyses on the process and machine tool inefficiencies and
unit process level energy consumption. For a comprehensive analysis, it is important to first
identify the key components of the compression molding tool, particularly the components
that impact the energy consumption. Figure 3.12 shows a schematic drawing of a generic
hydraulic compression molding machine (CMM). Highlighted in blue lines are the major
components that contribute to energy loss in some form of heat. Energy losses arise from
the electrical motor, hydraulic pump, conduit system, and the hydraulic cylinder. Additional
heat is lost from the upper and lower heated press platens that house the die-molds.
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Figure 3.12: Hydraulic compression molding machine

The energy consumption per molded part is the energy required for each molding oper-
ation plus the baseline energy. The mold operations are broken down to individual molding
cycle (shown in Figure 3.13): 1) load molding compound or prepreg into the mold, 2) top
platen lowers to close the mold and initial flow initiates, 3) polymer flows until mold is full
and is held to maintain pressure, 4) in mold curing under pressure for complete or near
complete polymerization, 5) removal of molded part either manually or with a robotic arm.
Steps 1 and 2 are not considered machine tool operations and therefore only factor during
the idling of the tool. In terms of energy consumption the SEC can be as:

SEC =
Emold + (Pt)hold + (Pt)moc + (Pbase + Pheat) tcycle + Ecure

mpart

(3.35)

Where P and t are the respective power consumption and cycle time for the operations:
compression, mold hold, and mold open and close. Additional thermal energy is required
to assist in softening and curing the polymer, which is denoted by the Ecure term. It is
also assumed that process is in the post start-up where the baseline power, Pbase and mold
heater power, Pheat, are in steady-state. The material dependent components of Equation
3.35 - compression, mold hold, and curing - can be determined using thermo-mechanical
principles. The remaining non-process dependent components are determined empirically
with the exception of mold heat loss, which is determined on a theoretical basis. The
subsequent sub-sections provides further in-depth analysis on each component. Note, there
is a high level of uncertainty due to lack of data and representativeness for compression
molding.

Theoretical Analysis

A schematic of the molding process in a mold cavity is shown in Figure 3.14. An axial
compression force is applied to the mold die, from the pre-mold height until the desired
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Figure 3.14: Geometry for molding. Adopted from [311]

cavity volume is filled (an annular shape in this case). The theoretical energy to compression
mold a polymeric material can be approximated by using the energy equation:

Emold =

∫ h

0

ηsysncavAcavdP (h)dh (3.36)

Where ηsys is the overall efficiency of the compression molding system, ncav and Acav
are the number of mold cavities and mold area per cavity, respectively, and dP (h) is the
mold pressure as a function of mold displacement (in the molding direction), from the initial
pre-mold height (initialized to 0) to the final mold displacement, h. The mold pressure for
an annulus and non-Newtonian viscosity can be found in [311]. Modified with an additional
shape factor term to approximate a generic mold die shape, the expression for the non-
Newtonian die-mold pressure:

dP (h) =
2foml

R3n+1
o

[
2(s+ 2)R̄∆Rl̇(h)

]n
(1− κ)2n+1 F (n, κ)

(3.37)

Where m, n, and s (recall s = 1/n) are the parameters to the non-Newtonian Power
Law equation, Ro this the outer annular radius, R̄ and ∆R are the average annular radii
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and annular space, respectively, fo is the mold die shape factor (see Appendix A3), κ is
the annular shape factor (κ = Ri/Ro), F (n, κ) is a shear and geometry-dependent function
for non-Newtonian flow in an annular region (see Appendix A3), and l̇(h) is the increase in

annular length as a function of the mold displacement (l̇(h) = ḣ
(

R̄
2∆R

)
).

Determining the energy required to hold the molded part in place immediately post
compression for curing is complex and depends on the cavity pressure, curing dynamics of
the polymer, and inherent design of the compression tool. A meta-study would have been
preformed for modeling the hold power in a similar manner as the injection molding case.
However, due to lack of data publicly available, the empirical approach was not possible.
For simplification, it is assumed that the power consumption to hold the mold is equal to a
fraction of the power consumption for molding. Therefore, the hold energy can be written
as the product of the hold power and hold time, which is equal to the set cure time:

Ehold = αthold
Emold
tmold

(3.38)

Where α is the fraction of molding power to hold power, thold = tcure is the hold cycle
time, and Emold and tmold are the molding energy and cycle time, respectively. The cure
time is material dependent and will vary from one material manufacturer to another, hence,
cure time is set by the manufacturer’s recommendations. This simplification leads to added
uncertainty, which is taken into consideration.

The remaining theoretical energy analysis involves determining the energy for curing and
the thermal energy lost from the mold heaters. The thermal loss mechanisms and assump-
tions are the exactly the same type of calculations performed in the injection molding section.
For curing energy Equation 3.12 is used by replacing Tinj with the curing temperature, Tcure,
and the shot mass replaced with the molded part mass. Additionally, Equations 3.13 to 3.17
can be used to determine the heat loss from the mold platens.

Empirical Analysis

The empirical analysis proved to be much more challenging due to lack of compression
molding energy measurement studies in literature. As a proxy, power consumption data for
hydraulic press-brake machines (PBM)8 were obtain from various sources [279][68]. From
the machine tool perspective, hydraulic press-braking and hydraulic compression molding
are nearly. Initial attempts to correlate press force data with baseline power consumption
were unsuccessful. However, a strong correlation was found between the power rating of
the hydraulic motor and the actual tool power consumption. Using this correlation, the
baseline power consumption of any sized CMM tool could be determined by knowing the tool
motor power rating. The Wabash Vantage series CMM was used as a reference tool due to
availability of comprehensive specifications such as tool size (U.S. tons), motor rating (kW),
heater rating (kW), platen dimensions (meters), and mold stroke (meters) [333]. Using the

8Press-braking is process for bending sheet metal
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Table 3.3: Regression coefficient for CMM empirical model

CMM Motor Rating PBM Baseline Power CMM Mold Stroke

Form: Mrating = AebF Ppress = AebM Lstroke = AebF

A: 0.3722 0.5911 0.062
b: 0.0389 1.7503 0.3097

R2: >0.99 0.74 0.95

same linear regression technique performed in the injection molding section, fitted equations
were obtained for the compression molding machine motor rating as a function of tool size
and baseline power of the press-brake machine as a function of motor rating. Therefore, the
baseline power consumption for a compression molding machine for a given press size can be
expressed as:

Pbase = Ppress (Mrating (F )) (3.39)

Where Ppress and Mrating are the empirical fitted equations for the PBM baseline power
(kW) and CMM motor rating (kW), respectively, and F is the CMM compression force
rating (U.S. tons). The two fitted equations and corresponding coefficients are shown in
the first two columns of Table 3.3. Both equations follow as power law fit with very strong
correlational fit to the data as denoted by the R2 values in the Table and shown in Figure
3.15.

Missing from the analysis is the power consumption attributed to the lowering and raising
the mold platen. Unfortunately, the resolution in the data found was not high enough to
accurately isolate the platen lower and raise power consumption. Intuitively, the power
consumption should be proportional to the lower and raise speed as well as to the rating
of the hydraulic motor. Assuming a time averaged lower and raise duty cycle of 50% (high
uncertainty), the motor power consumption is be equal to the motor power rating divided
by the efficiency of the motor and hydraulic system. The additional energy consumption
associated to lowering and raising the platen is proportional to the travel time, which is
a function of the mold platen stroke (i.e., travel distance). From the Wabash technical
specification sheet, a correlation function was formulated to attribute the mold stroke length
to the machine size. The fitted equation and corresponding parameters are shown in the last
column of Table 3.3 and in Figure 3.15.

As part of the final SEC calculation, the total cycle time for a given part mass is calcu-
lating with the expression:

tcycle =
h

vmold
+
Lstroke
vmoc

+ tcure (3.40)

Where h is the molding displacement during compression, vmold is the molding speed set
by the the manufacturer, Lstroke is the mold platen open and close stroke, vmoc is the mold
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platen open and close speed set by the manufacturer, and tcure is the cure time.

Sheet Metal Stamping

The last unit process of interest is sheet metal forming. Sheet metal forming is a very mature
metal forming technique dating back to 5000 B.C., and where today is used to manufacture
a wide variety of products ranging from beverage cans to appliances and automobiles [328].
In theory, any sheet metal material with high formability, which is the ability to undergo
shape change without failure by necking, can be successfully formed, with common materials
consisting of aluminum, low-carbon steel, and titanium. The definition of a sheet metal can
be slightly ambiguous, but is typically taken as being less than an eighth of an inch thick
and any greater is considered a plate [295].

Within the field of sheet metal forming there are numerous forming process technologies.
Some common examples are: punching, blanking, stamping, embossing, bending, parting,
roll forming, deep drawing, and a variety of other processes [328]. For each of these forming
processes there are also a variety of machine tool technologies. Such machine tools include:
hydraulic stamper (high force, low speed), progressive die stamper (low force, high speed),
hydro-forming (closed die cavity backed by pressurized fluid [210]), turret press (high speed
localized forming and punching), explosive forming, impact forming (high velocity die im-
pact), and press break form (bending operations). For analysis of the SEC, only progressive
die stamping process is considered, and while the other processes will not be covered a
majority of the fundamental principles still apply.

Progressive die stamping is a vertical multi-station stamping process where multiple dies
are fabricated onto a single press. Each press stroke may consist of multiple punching,
bending , and forming dies where the sheet metal is progressed forward after each stroke
either manually or automatically fed from a coil [32]. The advantage with progressive die
stamping over conventional hydraulic stamping is higher throughput for relatively low profile
parts where press speeds of over 100 strokes per minute are possible. To achieve these high
speeds the hydraulic system is replaced with all-electric servo-motor drives, which have a
much faster response and lower energy consumption. However, the drawback is a reduction
in the maximum force that can be generated with the servo drives while maintaining high
speeds. This sets a limitation on the sheet metal material and gage (i.e., thickness) and part
complexity (e.g., limited to shallow trenches) [32].

At the unit process level the stamping operations that will be focused on for energy anal-
ysis are shallow trench/channel forming and punching/blanking. The process for punching
and blanking are near identical. In punching the punched material is discard whereas in
blanking the punched material is the part itself. The progressive die stamping operation is
relative simple with typically one press speed and no external heating involved. The specific
energy consumption can be written as:

SEC =
Estamp + Poctoc + Pbasetcycle

mpart

(3.41)
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Figure 3.16: Schematic of a formed sheet metal in a rigid die

Where Estamp is the energy required to form the channels and shearing (punching), Poc
and toc are the press lower/raise power consumption and cycle time, respectively, Pbase is
the baseline/idle power consumption, tcycle is the process cycle time and is entirely dictated
by the press speed (which is recommended by the manufacturer), and mpart is the mass of
the finished stamped part. As with injection and compression molding, the energy analysis
is broken into a theoretical analysis for the forming energy and empirical analysis for the
baseline and platen lower/raise power.

Theoretical Analysis

A schematic of a channel formed sheeted metal in a rigid die is shown in Figure 3.16.
The sheet metal is initially loaded as a flat sheet onto the a rigid die female base. A
complementary rigid male upper die (not shown) with slightly smaller features is lowered
and plastically forms the sheet metal to the contour spacing between the dies. The corners
of die channels are rounded to a minimum curvature of radius of three times the sheet metal
thickness to reduce the concentration of stress that can lead to rupture and cracking [328].

The theoretical energy required to stretch and form the channels is equal to the elastic
and plastic deformed energy, which is equal to the strain energy. The strain energy can
be expressed as the product of the strain energy density (energy per unit volume) and the
deformed volume. The strain energy density is computed by integrating the material stress-
strain curve as a function of the strain. Assuming uni-directional in-plane strain and starting
from the unstrained state, the strain energy density is:

Uo =

∫ εf

0

σ(ε)dε (3.42)

Where Uo is the strain energy density, εf is the final true strain, and σ(ε) is the stress-
strain function of the material. The assumption of uni-directional in-plain strain assumes
that the strain in the thickness direction (through-plane) and the strain in the direction
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perpendicular to the forming (die displacement) direction is relatively negligible. Therefore,
the final uni-directional true strain can be express as:

εf = ln
sf
so

(3.43)

Where sf is the final elongated channel length and so is the initial projected channel
width. The final elongated length can be approximated based on geometry of the channel:

sf = 2

[
(r1 + r2)(90− α) +

h− (r1 + r2)(1− sinα)

cosα

]
+ c (3.44)

Where the first and second terms calculates the arc lengths of the upper and lower die
corners and the wall slope, respectfully. Generally, the die parameters α, r1, r2, h, and
c are determined by the designer. The stress-strain function in the strain energy density
equation can be modeled using the Ramberg-Osgood expression for most nonlinear metals
such as aluminum and steel . However, studies showed that the Ramberg-Osgood expression
varied significantly from experimental at stresses higher than the 0.2% proof stress (σ0.2),
which is the industry standard practice to be equivalent to the yield stress [264]. Therefore,
a modification was made to include the full stress-strain curve, and assuming the elastic
deformation energy is negligible:

σ(ε) =


σ0.2

( ε

0.002

) 1
n

for ε ≤ ε0.2

σ0.2 + (σu − σ0.2)

(
ε− 0.002

εu

) 1
m

for ε > ε0.2

(3.45)

Where σ0.2 is the 0.2% proof stress, σu is the ultimate tensile strength, ε0.2 is the 0.2%
total strain, εu is the strain at σu, n is a parameter that determines the sharpness of the
knee in the stress-strain curve, and m is an empirically determined fitting parameter and is
highly material dependent (i.e., σu). The 0.2% total strain accounts for strains exceeding
the 0.2% proof stress and is express as [264]:

ε0.2 =
σ0.2

Eo
+ 0.002 (3.46)

Where Eo is the material Young’s modulus. Furthermore, an expression for the fitting
parameter, m, was experimentally determined [264]:

m = 1 + 3.5
σ0.2

σu
(3.47)

A table of the parameters from Equations 3.45 to 3.47 for various stainless steels can be
found in Appendix. The final strain energy can be determined by analytical or numerical
integration of Equation 3.45 with the true strain, Equation 3.43, and multiplying by the
deformed volume. Note, that the actual energy consumption will also depend on the servo-
motor drive efficiency and any frictional losses from die arm movement and from the die and
sheet metal during forming.
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Figure 3.17: Schematic of punching with a rigid die

The punching energy consumption is a function of the concentrated shear stresses at the
die edges. Schematically shown in Figure 3.17, the shear stress zone occurs between the point
contact from the edges of the lower and upper die. As the punch force increases, the punch
ram elastically deforms the sheet material at the punch and die edge, denoted as the rollover
depth. The rollover depth is directly proportional to the size of the punch clearance. Once
the punch penetrates and plastically deforms the the material a burnish region is created.
The size of the burnish region is equal to the depth of the plastic deformation region with the
shaper the punch the wider the burnish region [295]. Immediately after the burnish region
is formed, fracture occurs at the shear zone and the scrap sheet material is punched out.

The energy dissipated due to punching is equal to the applied force that causes the shear
fracture and the penetration depth of the punch into the sheet metal. An expression to
approximate the theoretical energy dissipation can be written as [295]:

Upunch = σUTSpLpt
2 (3.48)

Where σUTS is the ultimate tensile strength of the sheet metal, p is the penetration
depth, which is the sum of the rollover and burnish depth, Lp is the perimeter contact
length between the punch and die, and t is the sheet metal thickness.

Empirical Analysis

The meta-analysis for progressive die stamping and proxy technologies yielded very limited
results. Only two studies were collected that had enough detail to distinguish both baseline
and drive (lower/raise) power. A third proxy technology was found that had power consump-
tion data for an electric servo drive press-braking machine. Although intended for different
processes (stamping versus bending) the core of the machine tool itself (e.g., servo-motor
drives, controls, operation) is near identical. The collection of data was plotted and fitted
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Table 3.4: Regression coefficient for PSM empirical model

PSM Baseline Power PSM Drive Power

Form: Pbase = AF + b Pdrive = AF + b
A: 0.0113 0.0159
b: 0.3725 1.517

R2: >0.99 >0.99
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Figure 3.18: Empirical model fits for baseline and drive power

in relation to the machine size (U.S. ton) using linear regression. The results of the fitting
are tabulated in Table 3.4 and plotted in Figure 3.18.

The power consumption for both baseline and drive power showed a very strong linear
dependence with the machine tool size. The linear correlation may be influenced by the fact
that servo-motors are relatively efficient and mainly draw power on demand. For instance,
one of the studies collected showed the total tool power consumption varying linearly with
press speed from 40SPM to 70SPM9 for a 200-ton progressive stamping machine [290]. How-
ever, there is still potentially a high level of uncertainty due to lack of representative data.
The uncertainty becomes even greater for extrapolating to larger machine sizes.

3.2 Roll-to-Roll Processing Line

The modeling of the production line scale in the SGM is dependent on many external and
internal factors. The primary external factor is the product demand, which dictates the
production volume and therefore the production line size (machine tool type and size) and the

9SPM = strokes per minute
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number of simultaneous production lines (internal factors). A very interesting production line
technology is roll-to-roll (R2R) processing, which is a continuous (usually fully automated)
processing technique where the product is in the form of a web (continuous sheet) or conveyed
on a web. R2R processing has existed since the beginning of the 19th century originating in
the paper industry and now spans textiles to liquid coating applications, and more recently
thin-film electronics and solar cells [289]. For products that can be processed using a R2R
technique the advantage is clear. Higher production volumes and rates can be achieved
through reduced setup time, transfer time, and parallel production by simply increasing
the width of the web. Furthermore, being continuous and easily automated reduces the
number of factory workers thus reducing labor costs. In this section, the focus is on the line
modeling, specifically the throughput, web size, and number of simultaneous lines needed to
meet demand. The actual design of the R2R machine tool (e.g., rollers) will not be covered
since it varies case by case, for example, a paper making fourdrinier machine has different
tool design requirements that R2R printed electronics. Web quality and handling is highly
dependent on the web tension [345], which will also not be covered since the details are
beyond the scope of the line scale modeling (see [296] for more information).

The throughput of the R2R line is primarily a function of the line availability (which is
often equal to the tool availability) and the web speed. The total processing time of a roll
process follows a similar calculation as conventional batch processing. Ignoring for a moment
the line availability, the equation for batch processing time (commonly in unit of parts per
hour) is given as:

Tb = maxi (Tsu + Tno +Q · Tc + Tin) (3.49)

Where Tb is the cycle time per batch, Tsu is the setup time for station i, Tno is the
non-operation time, including transfer time, for station i, Tc is the cycle time per batch for
station i, Q is the batch size, and Tin is an optional inspection time. For R2R processing
the batch size is set to one roll and the non-operation time most often is negligible (typically
the time to remove the roll from the tool). The annual throughput is simply the product of
the tool availability and roll processing time scaled to a year.

The calculation for process time becomes more complicated when accounting for less
than 24-hour daily shifts by placing a constraint on the maximum number of rolls that can
be processed per day. Furthermore, due to machine size and quality control limitations,
roll processing is typically partitioned into several smaller size rolls as opposed to a single
roll covering the entire day-shift.10 To illustrate, the roll scheduling is schematically shown
in Figure 3.19. In a day’s worth of production, there are N equal length primary rolls,
Rp that can be processed based on Equation 3.49 and the web speed. There is also an
additional secondary roll of shorter length, Rs that can be processed from the remaining
time to maximize the tool utilization. This takes advantage of the unique property of R2R

10Also depends on the nature of the product. For paper making a large single roll is possible, while
ill-advised for high cost and risk printed electronics and solar cells.
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Figure 3.19: Diagram of daily roll-to-roll scheduling

processing in which the web length can easily be shortened, or created at any length, such
as paper making and polymer films.

A methodology was devised to create an algorithm for determining the throughput, web
dimensions (i.e., width and length), and the number of simultaneous lines for R2R processing.
An overview of the methodology is laid out in a flow chart shown in Figure 3.20. The
algorithm takes in an annual production volume input and through an iterative technique
determines the maximum number of rolls based on the roll area (roll length×width) and
updates first the roll length followed by roll width and finally the number of lines after
the maximum length and width have been reached. The increase in the number of lines is
necessary in order to meet the daily production demand. An inspection step is also included
and, depending on the configuration, will influence the throughput. For automated systems
the inspection process is typically in-situ through various sensors and optical techniques.
Manual inspection is typically performed post-processing and the added time is accounted
for in the throughput.

As the number of lines increase the number of effective processing days decrease. The
effective processing days is defined as the number of days required to produce a given an-
nual volume based on the current number of production lines. For example, if the annual
production volume is 200m2 and the throughput per line is 1002 per day, then for one line
the effective processing days is two, and for two lines is one, four lines is half day, and so
on. Therefore, the program terminates when the number of effective processing days is less
than or equal to the actual number or working days in a year (typically 260 days excluding
holidays).
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3.3 Facility HVAC Modeling

Impacts from facility scale in manufacturing are often overlooked as summarized in the green
manufacturing section in Chapter 2. In many cases, exclusion of the facility scale impacts is
a major oversight considering that considerable amounts of energy and resources are required
to run and maintain a facility whether it is a commercial building or industrial facility. For
instance, the building sector alone in the United States accounted for 7% and 41% of the
global and U.S. primary energy consumption in 2010, respectively [74]. The 41% for the
U.S. represents 44% more than the transportation sector for the same year. Of the energy
consumed in the buildings sector, commercial buildings accounted for 46% where the top
three end uses, space heating (27%), lighting (14%), and space cooling (10%), represented
close to half of the total energy consumption. Besides energy, water use in the buildings
sector in 2005 consumed nearly 10% of total water use in the U.S. Furthermore, the energy
required to pump, treat, distribute, and clean the water accounted for nearly 1% of the U.S.
net electricity generation.

On the industrial level, facility scale systems (e.g., HVAC, compressed air, process cooling
water) accounted for roughly 40% of the onsite energy losses, with 8% of that for conditioning
and lighting systems [250]. The majority of the facility energy loss (depending on industry)
comes from steam system inefficiencies than can range from 50-85%. Stream is typically
generated using electric or gas-fired boilers for pressurized systems that require steam, water
and space heating, and controlling the humidity in a HVAC system. One study analyzed
the life cycle energy consumption of a milling machine tool and found that the HVAC and
lighting contributed to 40-65% of the total use phase energy, depending on the facility and
production environment [69]. Another life cycle study revealed that the facility systems for a
sheet manufacturing plant contributed to approximately 12% of the overall product carbon
footprint, the second highest contributor [290]. In facilities that use compresses air such as
in the automotive industry, large amounts of energy is consumed during the production of
the compressed air. It was estimated that in 1997 about 3% to 9% of total energy consumed
in U.S. manufacturing was for air compression [358].

Of the many facilities systems, the focus of the of the facility scale modeling will strictly
be HVAC and lighting energy consumption. Other systems such as compressed air and
water treatment will be case-by-case depending on the type of manufacturing processes
involved. Modeling lighting energy consumption is a linear function of the facility floor
space and production scheduling. HVAC energy modeling is much more complex. The
purpose of the HVAC system is to heat, cool, and ventilate a confined area. It is responsible
for controlling the indoor temperature, humidity, and air quality for maintaining both the
machine tool working environment and addressing worker health and safety concerns. The
thermodynamics involved is a intricate balance between outdoor environmental conditions,
indoor heat generation and loss, and the ventilation rate connecting the two. High ventilation
rates are typically needed in the summer whereas high enough rates are needed to supply fresh
air in the winter to minimized heat loss [200]. In addition, the type of HVAC system plays
a large role in the heating and cooling efficacy. For instance, heating and cooling could be
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provided by a hydronic radiant system where heated and chilled water flow through the walls
of the facility. Thermal energy could be supplied via solar thermal systems, geothermal heat
(heating in the winter and cooling in the summer), and cogeneration applications utilizing
the excess or generated heat from power generation systems [315]. Due to the complexities of
such systems and their current limited use in industry, the HVAC modeling will only consist
of conventional blower/duct systems with resistive heating and chilled water heat transfer
cooling.

Energy Modeling Methods

There exists numerous methods and tools for modeling the HVAC and lighting energy con-
sumption of a building/facility. In fact, over a hundred software programs have be developed
in the past 50 years to address building energy and cost [56]. These programs range vastly
in capabilities and complexity as well as price. Software programs such as EnergyPlus by
the U.S. DOE have the ability to input an internal thermal load, building design, and actual
weather data from different climate zones and simulate the energy consumption based on
different temperature set points, ventilation (natural versus forced), and HVAC designs (e.g.,
efficiency). An overview of twenty major simulation software programs can be found in [56].
Although these software programs provide comprehensive algorithms and simulations, the
intended use is for standalone applications. Therefore, it is not possible, nor is the intention,
to integrate such softwares with the scales of manufacturing. Thermal loads from the process
to line scale can be separately calculated and manually input to the software, however, that
eliminates any convective heat transfer coupling between the ventilation and machine tool
heat loss.

Another possible modeling method is to use empirical data or a meta-study on HVAC
energy consumption. The U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) provides a publicly
available building energy database called the Commercial Building Energy Consumption
Survey (CBECS). This database provides a national level source of data on the facility energy
consumption for various building types and sizes (square-footage), and gives a breakdown
by fuel type and electricity and thermal consumption for heating, cooling, ventilation, and
lighting [219]. The database is useful in obtaining high level energy data, however, is too
aggregated and static for the level of precision and robustness required for integration with
the SGM.

The most practical method for integration is to build a model in a similar manner as the
unit process analysis. The type and depth of the modeling can vary widely. The following
non-exhaustive list covers several commonly practiced modeling techniques for modeling
HVAC energy consumption:

• Forward Modeling: the classical approach using sound thermodynamic engineering
principles to create an analytical model based on physical systems such as the build-
ing geometry and characteristics, geographical location, equipment and HVAC, and
building operation and schedule. The forward modeling uses methods such as the
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heat balance method, weight-factor method, and thermal-network method (see [54]),
which discretizes the building into a network of nodes to solve the heat transfer balance
problem [13]. The model is very flexible (i.e., customizable) and the results can be very
precise. The drawback is the potentially high computational cost required to solve the
analytical equations. Furthermore, the model is highly sensitive where a small errors
may drastically propagate causing large deviations in the results [200].

• Data-Driven Modeling: also referred to as Inverse modeling, data-driven modeling
involves using empirical HVAC energy data to correlate the input (e.g., outdoor tem-
perature) to the response of the HVAC system using statistical or regression modeling
techniques [13]. The major advantage of the data-driven model is simplicity and ac-
curacy (in terms of total energy consumption) under the specific conditions. The
difficulty, however, is correlating data to heat demand and the accuracy of the model
suffers when the system is dynamic such as unpredictable heat loads. There is also the
obvious drawback of obtaining the data in the first place where more often than not
the HVAC energy metering is coupled with the total building energy [200].

• Degree-days and Bin Methods: the degree-day method is a simplistic analytical method,
which assumes that on a daily average (typical buildings have a time constant of about
one day [13]), where the building heat load and HVAC efficiency are relatively static,
the HVAC energy is proportional to the difference between the daily mean outdoor
temperature and mean reference temperature (typically annually averaged). The dif-
ference is multiplied by an fuel efficiency factor that changes depending whether the
daily mean temperature is lower (heating) or higher (cooling) than the reference. The
bin method is a higher order version of the degree-days where multiple reference tem-
peratures are incorporated and the difference is calculated on a per hour or per several
hour basis [200]. The degree-days and bin method can yield remarkably accurate re-
sults on an annual basis for single-zone buildings. However, the initial assumption of
constant heat load demand greatly limits the efficacy of the approach for an industrial
facility.

• Hybrid Modeling: There are various variations for the hybrid modeling. Hybrid mod-
eling combines all the above modeling techniques with a foundation using forwarding
modeling. For example, a thermal-network can be used to precisely model the response
of the HVAC system and an empirical approach to fine tune the results to match the
data. Another example would be to discretize (i.e., bin method) the forward model-
ing into hourly time steps and at each time step determine if heat, cooling, or just
ventilation is required.

HVAC Model

The remaining portion of this section will cover the methodology for computing the HVAC
energy consumption and the necessary thermodynamic analytical equations for setting up
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Figure 3.21: Schematic overview of the facility scale model

and solving the thermal-network problem. Figure 3.21 shows the interaction between the
facility scale control volume and the outdoor environment. Within the control volume,
the key considerations are internal air temperature (assumed to be uniform throughout the
entire volume), exit air velocity from the HVAC ventilation, air quality in terms of freshness
from outdoor air, and humidity. The thermal balance includes the interaction between
the released internal heat from sources such as processes, machine tools, office equipment,
worker body heat, and lighting heat, to the necessary thermal energy from HVAC system to
offset the heat demand. Simultaneously, there is the interaction between the facility control
volume and the outdoor environment and the Earth (i.e., soil). Key considerations for the
outdoor environment are outdoor temperature, net solar irradiation, wind (for convective
flow), and humidity. For buildings with windows, there is an addition coupling between the
incident solar irradiation and resulting internal heat generation. The soil generally acts as a
conductive heat sink in the summer and heat source in the winter.

The model becomes more complicated when both infiltration and exfiltration are taken
into account. Infiltration is the rate of air leakage into the facility and exfiltration is the rate
of air leakage exiting the building. Air leakage may be caused by numerous unintentional
means such as cracks and seams, workers entering and exiting the building, and ventilation
leaks, and the exact values can be are very difficult to quantify. The final model parameter
is external to the thermal-network itself and is the input of production volume, which deter-
mines the size (i.e., square-footage) of the facility. More specifically, the production volume
dictates the number of production lines, which sets the facility size, number of workers, and
so forth.

In addition to the thermal-network model, the Bin method allows discretization and
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Figure 3.22: HVAC set-point temperature algorithm

temperature control relative to a reference temperature. The reference temperature is the
set-point temperature controlled by the thermostat and changes depending on the season in
the year and for geographic location (e.g., set-points in Washington will be different than
Arizona due to different in mean temperatures). For model simplicity, it will be assumed
that only two seasonal, winter and summer, type set-points are used. Figure 3.22 shows the
flow chart algorithm for assigning the proper set-point temperature.

The algorithm inputs the current the day in the year and first determines whether or
not the facility is in operation (i.e., workday) or shutdown such as the weekends, holidays,
and off-working hours. During the working hours of a workday the set-point is either set
to the summer set-point or winter set-point temperature. During non-operational hours the
set-points are relaxed by, for example several degrees, to reduce the loading on the HVAC.
As the thermal-network equations are solved at each bin, the program checks if the internal
temperature, Ti, is less than, greater, or equal to the set-point temperature taking account
a tolerance factor, tol. The tolerance factor is an important parameter that represents a
thermal time delay or compensation factor for the HVAC system to avoid constant on-off
fluctuations. For example, if the set-point temperature in the winter is 18oC and the tolerance
is 1oC, the HVAC heating system will initiate in at 17oC and heat until 19oC. Note, that the
air ventilation is constantly on at a steady flow rate during working hours and at a reduced
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flow rate during non-working hours.

Thermodynamic Network

A schematic of the thermal-network for a building is shown in Figure 3.23. A total of nine
thermal resistances and five thermal capacitances (internal air, roof, floor, walls, windows)
are accounted for. Each thermal resistance represents an effective heat transfer (conduction,
convection, radiation) between two nodes. The thermal capacitance represents the thermal
energy storage, which creates a dampening effect or time response in the form of thermal
inertia. For every component with a thermal capacitance there is an unknown temperature
node to be solved. Hourly outdoor temperature, To, for most major cities can be obtained
online through weather databases. The soil temperature, Tg, can be modeled using a si-
nusoidal function with the average soil temperature. Explanation on the soil temperature
model is explained in the last subsection of this chapter.

Before diving in to the analytical portion of the model several assumptions are to be made.
First, for simplicity, only one-dimensional heat transfer is considered. Therefore, uniform
temperature distributions are assumed at every node. Higher order modeling is not necessary
to obtain sufficiently accurate results, especially considering the difficulty of obtaining high
enough resolution of detailed for modeling the building in two or three dimensions, and the
precision of data needed on the outdoor and soil temperatures and solar irradiation and wind
gradients. However, aspects of a three-dimensional model will be incorporate. For instance,
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the angle of incidence for solar irradiation is dependent on the time of day, geographical
location, and orientation and angle of the building facets. It is also assumed that the effects
of internal air pressurization is negligible. Buildings (typically commercial) are pressurized to
control infiltration for humidity and air quality reasons [13]. Is is also assumed that internal
heat transfer dominated by convection and conduction, thus neglecting heat transfer due to
radiation.

Solving the thermal-network in Figure 3.23 involves breaking down the heat transfer
equation at each node. The thermal balance is taken from the First Law of Thermodynamics
and at each node:

qstored = qin − qout + qgen (3.50)

Where

• qstored: is the rate of energy (i.e., heat) stored in a controlled volume

• qin: is the rate of energy entering a controlled volume (e.g., solar irradiation)

• qout: is the rate of energy exiting a controlled volume (e.g., via exfiltration)

• qgen: is the rate of energy generated within the controlled volume from such sources as
lighting, workers, machine tools, etc.

The rate of the heat storage term in Equation 3.50 is function the thermal capacitance
and the rate change in temperature, and is expressed as:

qstored = mCp
dT

dt
(3.51)

Where m is the mass of the body storing energy, Cp is the specific heat capacity (which
is a function of the temperature), dT/dt is the rate change in temperature. Alternatively,
the temperature can be at a steady-state in which the mass of a control volume changes over
time. The transfer of heat in and out of the control volume, qin and qout, is characterized by
the thermal resistance between two bodies of mass and their corresponding temperatures.
For thermal conduction the thermal resistance is expressed as:

Rt,cond ≡
Ts,1 − Ts,2

q
=

L

kA
(3.52)

Where Ts,1 and Ts,2 are the surface temperatures for body 1 and 2, respectively, L is
the spatial distance between the two surfaces, k is the thermal conductivity, A is the cross-
section area orthogonal to the heat flow, and q is the heat rate. A similar expression can be
written for convection:

Rt,conv ≡
Ts − T∞

q
=

1

hA
(3.53)
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Where Ts and T∞ are the exposed surface temperature and convective fluid temperature,
respectively, h is the heat transfer coefficient, and q and A are the same as Equation 3.52.
Combining Equations 3.50 to 3.53 the thermal-network from the ith node to jth surface can
written in the general form:

N∑
j=1

Tj − Ti
Ri j

= miCp,i
dTi
dt
− qgeni (3.54)

Applying the above equation to each of the five unknown temperature nodes results in
the full analytical expressions:

@Tind :
To − Tind
Ro ind

+
Tr − Tind
Rr ind

+
Tf − Tind
Rf ind

+
N∑
i=1

T iwa − Tind
Ri
wa ind

+
M∑
j=1

T jwi − Tind
Rj
wi ind

= maircp,air
dTind
dt
− qgenind (3.55)

@Tf :
Tind − Tf
Rind f

+
Tg − Tf
Rg f

= mfcp,f
dTf
dt
− qgenf (3.56)

@Tr :
Tind − Tr
Rind r

+
To − Tr
Ro f

= mrcp,r
dTr
dt
− qgenr (3.57)

@T iwa :
Tind − T iwa
Ri
ind wa

+
To − T iwa
Ri
o wa

= mi
wac

i
p,wa

dT iwa
dt
− qgen,iwa (3.58)

@T jwi :
Tind − T jwi
Rj
ind wi

+
To − T jwi
Rj
o wi

= mj
wic

j
p,wi

dT jwi
dt
− qgen,jwi (3.59)

Where Tind, Tf , and Tr are the indoor, floor, roof temperature nodes, respectfully, T iwa
and T iwi are the ith wall and jth window, respectively. If, for example, a building has 4
sides (i.e., walls) with a window per side, the number of unknown temperature nodes to be
solved is 1 + 1 + 1 + 4 + 4 = 11. Note, the thermal resistances are not directional meaning
Rx y = Ry x.

In most buildings, the walls, roof, and flooring layers are constructed with multiple layers
providing structural integrity, thermal insulation, and sound and fire proofing. The thermal
resistance of such composite layering can be lumped into an effective thermal resistance or
commonly referred to as the overall heat transfer coefficient:

U =
1∑
Rt

(3.60)

Where the total thermal resistance is expressed as:
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∑
Rt ≡

N∑
i

1

hiA
+

M∑
j

Lj
kjA

(3.61)

WhereN andM are the number of convective surfaces and conductive layers, respectively.
Equation 3.61 assumes the layers are connected in series, ignoring any in-plane conduction
(which would lead to a parallel type configuration).

Solving the thermal-network problem involves time discretization of Equations 3.55-3.59
with the thermal resistances substituted with Equations 3.60 and 3.61. Time discretization
is required to numerically solve for the time differentiation in the dT/dt term. To a first order
approximation the time discretization is the first expression in the Taylor Series expansion,
and is such that tn+1 = tn + ∆t. Using this concept, there two common methods for
representing the discretization:

T n+1 = T n + f (tn, T n) ∆t+ O (∆t)2 (3.62)

T n+1 = T n + f
(
tn+1, T n+1

)
∆t+ O (∆t)2 (3.63)

The first method, Equation 3.62, is referred to as Forward Euler and is an explicit time
discretization scheme. The updated temperature value, T n+1, depends strictly on the time
differential function at the previous time step. This explicit scheme is the simplest to im-
plement with relatively low computational cost. The drawback, however, is that small time
steps are required for numerical stability. This is not always practical especially in cases
where data such as qgen is not known a priori and in situations using non-deterministic
data (potentially random fluctuations). An arbitrary small time can be used, however, that
undermines the advantage of low computational cost. The second method, Equation 3.63,
is referred to as Backward Euler and is an implicit time discretization scheme. The unique
feature about the implicit scheme is that the updated temperature value, T n+1, depends
on the updated time differential function. This leads to a dramatic increase in the numeri-
cal stability since the function is always being evaluate at a “future” time step. The main
drawback to the implicit scheme is difficulty in integration and potentially expensive compu-
tational cost due to simultaneously solving a system of linear equations. Furthermore, if the
time step is too large, the accuracy greatly deteriorates and in some instances the numerical
solver can fail to converge. Despite these limitations, the implicit scheme is preferred due
to the stability of the solution and noting the fact that the computational power is not a
constraint with today’s advance processor speeds. Note that both the explicit and implicit
schemes have higher order terms from the Taylor Series expansion and are assumed to be
negligible.

Using the implicit scheme of discretization and using Equation 3.56 as an example with
the overall heat transfer coefficient, the (k + 1th) time step iteration can be written as:

Uf
(
T k+1
ind − T

k+1
f

)
+ Ug

(
T k+1
g − T k+1

f

)
= mfcp,f

T k+1
f − T kf

∆t
− qgen,k+1

f (3.64)
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Rearranging Equation 3.64 and converting into a more convenient linear matrix equation
form (i.e., [A]T = b) yields:

[
Uf −

(
Uf + Ug +

mfcp,f
∆t

) ]
×
{
Tind
Tf

}k+1

=

{
−
mfcp,fT

k
f

∆t
− qk+1

f + UgT
k+1
g

}
(3.65)

The linear matrix expression gives a clear picture of what is being solved. The left and
right terms in the above discretization are known quantities. Recall that both To and Tg are
known a priori at each hour for the entire year. Putting all the equations into matrix form
and generalizing for N walls and M windows yields the following:

A
¯̄

=



A11 Uf,ind Ur,ind U1
wa,ind · · · UN

wa,ind U1
wi,ind · · · UM

wi,ind

Uf,ind A22 0 0 · · · 0 0 · · · 0

Ur,ind 0 A33 0 · · · 0 0 · · · 0

U1
wa,ind 0 0 A44 · · · 0 0 · · · 0

...
...

...
...

. . .
...

...
. . .

...

UN
wa,ind 0 0 0 · · · AN+3,N+3 0 · · · 0

U1
wi,ind 0 0 0 · · · 0 AN+4,N+4 · · · 0

...
...

...
...

. . .
...

...
. . .

...

UM
wi,ind 0 0 0 · · · 0 0 · · · AN+M+3,N+M+3



(3.66)

T
¯

=



Tind

Tf

Tr

T 1
wa

...

TN
wa

T 1
wi

...

TM
wi



k+1

(3.67)
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-b
¯

=



mk+1
air c

k+1
p,air

∆t
T k
ind + qk+1

ind + Uo,indT
k+1
o

mfcp,f
∆t

T k
f + qk+1

g + UgT
k+1
g

mrcp,r
∆t

T k
r + qk+1

r + Ur,oT
k+1
r

m1
wacp,wa

∆t
T 1,k
wa + q1,k+1

wa + Uwa,oT
1,k+1
wa

...

mN
wacp,wa

∆t
TN,k
wa + qN,k+1

wa + Uwa,oT
N,k+1
wa

m1
wicp,wi

∆t
T 1,k
wi + q1,k+1

wi + Uwi,oT
1,k+1
wi

...

mM
wicp,wi

∆t
TM,k
wi + qM,k+1

wi + Uwi,oT
M,k+1
wi



(3.68)

Where:

A11 = −
(maircp,air

∆t
+
∑

U
)

(3.69)

A22 = −
(
Uf,ind + Ug +

mfcp,f
∆T

)
(3.70)

A33 = −
(
Ur,ind + Ur,o +

mrcp,r
∆T

)
(3.71)

A44 = −
(
U1
wa,ind + U1

wa,o +
m1
wac

1
p,wa

∆T

)
(3.72)

AN+3,N+3 = −

(
UN
wa,ind + UN

wa,o +
mN
wac

N
p,wa

∆T

)
(3.73)

AN+4,N+4 = −
(
U1
wi,ind + U1

wi,o +
m1
wic

1
p,wi

∆T

)
(3.74)

AN+M+3,N+M+3 = −

(
UM
wi,ind + UM

wi,o +
mM
wic

M
p,wi

∆T

)
(3.75)

To obtain the values at the new time step of the unknown temperature, the linear matrix
equation, {T} = [A]−1{b} is numerical solved using matrix inversion. Alternatively, iterative
techniques such as the conjugate gradient method (CGM) may be implemented for higher
numerical efficiency.
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The next several subsection will cover some of the various heat sources (other than
machine tools).

External Heat Sources

The primary external heat source considered in this model is solar radiation. Other forms
of low wavelength radiation such as from other buildings are considered to be negligible.
The incoming incident solar radiation absorbed by the building structure can be broken
into three components: direct beam, diffuse, and reflect irradiation. Direct beam irradiation
represents the directional component of the solar radiation emanating directly from the
atmosphere whereas diffuse irradiation represents the non-directional re-radiation from the
rest of the sky (e.g, clouds). The reflective component takes into account the reflected and
re-radiated radiation from the ground and surroundings. The total net heat gain caused by
solar radiation is the sum of the three components and can expressed:

Qrad = Eb cos θ + Ed (Y sin Σ + cos Σ) + (Eb sin β + Ed) ρg
1− cos Σ

2
(3.76)

The fist, second, and third terms in Equation 3.76 denotes the direct beam, diffuse, and
ground reflective solar irradiation, respectively. The parameters, Eb and Ed, denote the
clear-sky solar beam and diffuse irradiance flux, respectively, as measured perpendicularly
(beam) and horizontally (diffuse) from the surface of the Earth. The second term parameter,
Y , is a correction factor to account for the non-isotropic nature of the diffusion radiation
and is equal to the clear-sky diffuse irradiance ratio of a vertical surface to the horizontal.
The parameter, ρg, in the reflective solar irradiation term represents the ground reflectance
and is typically taken to be 0.2 [13]. Both Eb and Ed are geographical location specific and
can be obtained via online weather databases.

The irradiance fluxes, Eb and Ed, represent the flux emanating directly from sky. To
determine the actual net irradiation reaching the surface of the building the solar angles:
θ, Σ, and β, need to be determined (see Figure 3.24). For the direct beam component the
magnitude of the solar irradiance is determined by the angle of incidence, θ:

cos θ = cos β cos γ sin Σ + sin β cos Σ (3.77)

Where β is solar altitude angle, γ is the deviation angle from the normal direction of the
vertical surface (i.e., building wall), and Σ is the tilt angle of the incident surface (equals
90o for a vertical surface). Determination of the solar altitude angle involves calculating the
sun’s position relative to the incident surface, which is also a function of the solar time. In
fact, all components are influence by the time of day and day in year (e.g., seasons). For
more information on calculating the solar altitude see [13].
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Figure 3.24: Solar angles. Redrawn from [13]

Internal Heat Sources

There are four main internal sources of heat: machine tools including sub-processes, office
equipment (e.g., computers, copiers), workers, and lighting. Machine tool heat loss is very
dynamic and is dependent on the process, production scheduling, tool utilization, and indoor
environmental conditions such as temperature and ventilation flow. Time discretized values
of the machine tool heat loss are calculated on the process, tool, and line scale models. Heat
loss from office equipment will depend on the equipment type, utilization, and power state
(i.e., off, standby, on, running). Data on the static steady state heat loss for office equipment
can be found from several sources publicly available sources [13]. In general, the . Heat gain
from lighting is typically not a significant contributor to the total internal heat gain and
will vary depending on lighting technology. Calculation of the lighting heat is proportional
to the light wattage and the fraction of exposed fixture from the surface of the ceiling (e.g.,
recessed or protruding) [13].

The fourth main source of internal heat gain is the heat dissipation from the human
body. For a similar reasons as the lighting heat, the influence of human body heat is often
not included. However, depending on the setting, there may be instances where the worker
density is quite larger such as production lines involving high utilization of manually labor.
Considering that the heat dissipation from a person can range from 50W to over 250W
depending on the activity, it worthwhile to incorporate a model to account for the body heat
loss. The following heat loss model and suggested values can be found in [13]; a summary is
given below.

Body heat dissipation is a function of the temperature, humidity, type of clothing and
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body coverage, and level of work activity, which is represented by the metabolic rate. Heat
loss mechanisms includes convective and radiative losses, evaporative through body moisture,
and respiratory losses. An expression for the body heat loss is given as:

Qloss = ADfcl

(
q
′′

cr + E
′′

sk + C
′′

res + E
′′

res

)
(3.78)

Where AD is the Dubois surface area for a nude body, fcl is the clothing to skin area
ratio, q

′′
cr is the convective and radiative body heat loss flux, E

′′

sk is evaporative heat loss
flux from body moisture, C

′′
res and E

′′
res are the sensible and latent respiratory heat loss flux,

respectfully. From Equation 3.78, the total heat loss is proportional to the body surface
area. The most useful measure was originally proposed by DuBois, which is a semi-empirical
model for determine the nude body surface area (in units of DuBois surface area, m2):

AD = 0.202m0.425 ∗ h0.725 (3.79)

Where m is mass of the body and h is the height. The clothing to skin area ratio
parameter, fcl, in Equation 3.78 has been empirical approximated using photographic method
and can be modeled as:

fcl = 1 + 0.3 ∗ Icl (3.80)

Where Icl is the clothing insulation efficiency (in units of clo) and is dependent on the
thermal resistance of the clothing fabric.

The four heat flux terms are as follows. The combined convective and radiative heat loss
flux is expressed as:

q
′′

cr =

(
Tsk −

hrT̄r + hcTa
hr + hc

)(
Rcl +

1

fcl(hc + hr)

)−1

(3.81)

Where Tsk is the skin temperature associated with comfort, Ta is the ambient air temper-
ature, T̄r is the mean body to ambient temperature, hr is the linear radiative heat transfer
coefficient, hc is the convective heat transfer coefficient, and Rcl is the thermal resistance
of the clothing fabric. The convective heat transfer coefficient is also a function of the air
velocity, hence a function of the ventilation rate from the HVAC. The evaporative heat loss
from the skin is a function of the moisture content on the skin:

E
′′

sk =
w (psk − pa)
Re,cl + 1

fclhe

(3.82)

Where w is a dimensionless parameter that denotes the skin wettedness, psk is the water
vapor pressure at the skin, pa is the water vapor pressure in ambient air, Re,cl is the evap-
orative heat transfer resistance of the clothing layer (which is related to Rcl), and he is the
evaporative heat transfer coefficient (which is related to hc).

Lastly, the respiratory heat loss is often expressed as the two subcomponents - sensible
and latent heat loss. Sensible heat loss represents the thermal energy of the expelled dry air
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whereas latent heat loss is due to the released moisture. An express for both losses can be
written as:

C
′′

res = 0.0014M(34− Ta) (3.83)

E
′′

res = 0.0173M(5.87− pa) (3.84)

Where M is the metabolic rate and is influenced by the work activity (e.g., sitting at
desk, walking, heavy lifting). A table listing various work activities to metabolic rates can
be found in the Appendix.

Soil Temperature

The temperature at the Earth’s surface, soil temperature, is said to vary annually with daily
fluctuations influenced primarily by variations in the air temperature and solar radiation.
The profile of the annual soil variation follows a sinusoidal function and can be expressed as
[238]:

Tg(t) = Ta + Ao sin

(
2π

(t− to)
365

− π

2

)
(3.85)

Where Tg(t) is the soil temperature at the day time, t, Ta is the average annual soil
temperature, Ao is the amplitude of the annual temperature at the soil surface, and to is the
time lag that denotes the occurrence of the minimum temperature in a year. The time lag
is chosen such that sinusoidal soil temperature profile matches in phase with any arbitrary
outdoor air temperature profile. A more complex version of Equation 3.85 gives the soil
temperature at a depth, z from the surface by following a decaying exponential. For more
information on soil temperature modeling see [238] and [13].

3.4 Uncertainty Modeling

The reliability of LCA and the iSLCD for that matter strongly depends on the quality of the
data and the representativeness of the models. More often than not, LCA models are con-
structed deterministically with results that are presented as single values or point estimates
[204]. However, the straightforwardness of this approach undermines the efficacy of LCA due
to its inherent variability and uncertainty. Results may be misleading with decisions that
may lead to costly and detrimental consequences [28]. The variability and uncertainty in
LCA necessitates the inclusion of uncertainty analysis in all phases of the LCA framework.
However, incorporating uncertainty analysis is not a trivial task primarily due to the fact
that there lacks a consensus on the methodology [28]. This section covers an overview of
the uncertainties in LCA and proposes a novel methodology to quantify, particularly data,
the uncertainty in a systematic manner. For convenience, the term “uncertainty” from here
on will represent both variability and uncertainty. However, it should be noted that uncer-
tainty differs from variability, which is attributable to the inherent heterogeneity of values,
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while uncertainty relates to the accuracy and precision of the measurements. Furthermore,
unlike uncertainty, variability can not be further reduced with increasing accuracy and pre-
cision, although a more thorough understanding of the system can improve the knowledge
on variability [28].

Sources of Uncertainty

Uncertainty in LCA arises from numerous sources and at every stage in the LCA framework.
Generally speaking, uncertainty can be categorized into four main typologies [28][313]: 1)
data quality, 2) scenario choices, 3) construction of the models, and 4) human induced,
which is summarized in Table 3.5 with different types of uncertainty and examples of pos-
sible sources. Uncertainty in data quality arises from inaccuracy and inconsistency such as
measurement errors and random variations, missing data, and unrepresentativeness such as
data from similar processes. Scenario uncertainty relates to the normative choices in data
manipulation and model definition and ranges from data averaging and trends based on
imperfect fit to defining the functional unit and choice of global warming potential time
horizon. Model uncertainty pertains to the simplification and approximation of real-world
systems. This may range from the exclusion of certain processes or approximations of non-
linear behavior with linear models to data aggregation and models based on forecast and
extrapolations. The last main typology is simply human error and lack of knowledge, which
is arguably the fundamental source of uncertainty in LCA. Termed as epistemological uncer-
tainty, lack of knowledge relates to the infeasibility to fully understand the system behavior
at all stages of the LCA framework, particularly when attempting to assess future systems
due to the fact that the future is inherently uncertain. In relation to epistemological uncer-
tainty, linguistic imprecision is the uncertainty of quantifying qualitative attributes of data
and models, which can be highly subjective [204]. Other types of human induced uncertainty
include mistakes, which can be difficult to identify, and the method of estimating uncertainty
is in itself a source of uncertainty.

Analyzing Uncertainty

The tools and methods to address the uncertainty in LCA have been derived from existing
statistical methods such as risk assessment in economics and health and safety. However,
as previously stated, there lacks a consensus in the methodology and how the uncertainty
should be treated. Despite this limitation the ISO 14040 standard states that such analysis,
in some form or another, should still be performed to facilitate in resolving ambiguity and
supporting the LCA results [28]. Several uncertainty analysis techniques for LCA have been
proposed and implemented in literature. Some of the more common techniques are listed
below with a more detail list found in [28].

• Interval arithmetic: data expressed as uniform intervals with upper and lower
bounds (arithmetic operation on the extremities)
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Table 3.5: Potential sources of variability and uncertainty in LCA (stages Classification and
Characterization excluded for illustration purposes). Based on [204][28]

.
Component Type LCA Framework Stage

Goal and Scope Inventory Impact Category

Data

Data inaccuracy Inaccurate emissions
measurements

Data gaps Lack of inventory data

Unrepresentative data Lack of representative
inventory data

Scenario

Spatial variability Regional differences in
emission inventories

Temporal variability Differences in yearly
emissions inventories

Uncertainty due to
choices

Choice of functional
unit, system
boundaries

Choice of allocation
methods, technology

level, marginal/
average data

Leaving out known
impact categories

Model

Model uncertainty Static instead of
dynamic modeling,

linear instead of
non-linear modeling

Human

Epistemological
uncertainty

Ignorance about
relevant aspects of

studied system

Ignorance about
modeled processes

Impact categories are
not known

induced
Mistakes Any Any Any

Estimation of
uncertainty

Estimation of
uncertainty of

inventory parameters

• Analytical uncertainty propagation: treating the uncertainty as an error around
an expected value, often requires complex mathematical models

• Fuzzy data sets: the idea that uncertainty arises from ambiguity and is treated as
a possibility as opposed to probability where data and models are subjective or fuzzy.
See [312][313] for more information.

• Sensitivity analysis: also referred to as scenario modeling and uncertainty impor-
tance analysis [28], highlights the influence of an independent parameter or scenario to
the outcome of the model

• Bayesian statistics: assumes qualitative or subjective approximations can be treated
using classical statical analysis with distributions based on expert judgement [28]

• Probabilistic simulation: assumes uncertainty can treated as a frequency or distri-
bution of random or stochastic samples around an expected value and can be modeled
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Figure 3.25: Screening matrix for identifying critical parameters. Adopted from [28]

using non-deterministic methods such Monte Carlo and Latin Hypercube simulation
[312]

A survey on uncertainty analysis approaches for LCA [204] found that out of the six tech-
niques listed above probabilistic simulation was the most popular (67%) followed by scenario
modeling (29%) and fuzzy data sets (17%). The same survey also concluded that interval
arithmetic, analytical uncertainty propagation, and fuzzy data sets may lead to less accurate
approximations in LCA. Interval and fuzzy data sets, although effective in some instances,
lack the ability to incorporation correlation information among input variables and are more
likely to overestimate uncertainty. For large LCA models, representation in analytical form
can be highly complex and often not practical [204]. Multiple sources highlight the impor-
tance of sensitivity analysis [28][204] and argue that it may potentially be the most valuable
technique in assessing the credibility of LCA. The reasoning is LCA models can be highly
complex and including all aspects of uncertainty may be difficult or even infeasible. By
using sensitivity analysis the significant contributors (e.g., parameters) can be screened and
prioritized in a systematic and effective manner, as illustrated in Figure 3.25. Sensitivity
analysis does have several weaknesses that limits its implementation such as overlooking any
potential coupling effects of the parameters and sensitivity variability, primarily in non-linear
models [312][28].

Classical probability theory has been traditionally modeled to represent data uncertainty,
and over time has led to probabilistic or stochastic simulations as models became increas-
ingly complex [312]. Not all types of uncertainty can be modeled stochastically (at least
not practically), although numerous studies [204] have treated data uncertainty (e.g., LCI)
as a certain distribution with an expected value and some level of deviation or max-min
interval. The shape and type of distribution depends on the data type (e.g., measurements)
and the degree of uncertainty or variability. Figure 3.26 shows three types of distribution
curves commonly used to represent probabilistic data uncertainty. A normal or bell shaped
distribution (curve 1.) is considered to be the mostly widely used type of distribution due
to the assumption that most data follows the central limit theorem [204]. When the tails or
extreme values are known a triangle (curve 2.) or uniform (curve 3.) distribution can be
modeled. Uniform distributions are useful particularly when only the bounds or range of the
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Figure 3.26: Examples of probability functions: 1) normal distribution, 2) triangle distribu-
tion, 3) uniform interval. Adopted from [28].

data are known, but offer a pessimistic view by overestimating the tails and underestimating
the shoulders of the distribution [28].

The major drawback in applying probabilistic simulation is that there does not exist a well
defined methodology to map the degree of data quality to the size of the distribution curve.
There is uncertainty in quantifying data quality, which some consider to be associated more
with ambiguity due to subjectiveness than statistical variability [312][313]. Instead, expert
judgement is often exercised to enhance the quality of the data and give the best estimate
of the distribution based on experiences from an expert [28]. Furthermore, data quality
can be mapped using data quality indicators (DQIs) in which attributes of the data (e.g.,
inaccuracy, unrepresentativeness) are graded a numeric value (typically a sliding scale of
1-highest quality to 5-lowest quality) in a pedigree matrix [340][166]. By doing so, attributes
of the data can be quantified and be further mapped onto an error or uncertainty range. For
example, an indicator score of 2 might represent ±5% error or range in standard deviation
while a 4 might be ±20%. The obvious drawback is the additional uncertainty when mapping
an indicator score to an error range since there is limited or no basis for choosing a particular
range [204]. Therefore, there needs to be a systematic methodology to quantify data quality
and uncertainty to take advantage of classical probability theory and stochastic simulations.

Proposed Methodology

For large and complex LCA models, stochastic methods have been largely used to propagate
uncertainty pertaining to data quality. Of the various methods to characterize uncertainty
(examples illustrated in Figure 3.26), Beta Density Functions (BDFs) have been shown to
effectively model various degrees of uncertainty [173][41], particularly when knowledge of the
actual probability distribution is limit or unknown. BDFs are a unique class of continuous
probability density functions (PDFs) with a distribution that is dependent on two shape
factors, α and β, and with endpoints that are bounded by an interval, typically (0,1) [173].
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Like standard PDFs, BDFs provides an indication on the likelihood a particular value, x,
will occur. The formulation of the standard Beta PDF at an interval x ∈ (0, 1) is given in
Equation 3.86 below:

Beta (α, β) : f (x|α, β) =
xα−1 (1− x)β−1

B (α, β)
(3.86)

where B is the Beta function:

B (α, β) =

∫ 1

0

tα−1 (1− t)β−1 dt

There are several advantages with BDFs compared to conventional PDFs such as the
normal or triangle distributions. The main advantage is that the BDF’s shape factors can
be manipulated in a way to virtually represent any probability distribution [41]. This allows
a single function to represent all distribution types for consistency and robustness. To
illustrate, Figure 3.27 plots several BDFs with varying α and β centered around a mode.
The mode, which denotes the peak in the distribution, can be centered at the middle (α =
β) forming a normal-type distribution or shifted (α 6= β) to change the skewness of the
distribution. For the purposes of modeling data uncertainty, α and β will always be greater
than or equal to one to ensure a mode exists within the bounds and not at the edges. Setting
(α = β) > 2 will form a bell-shaped profile with the tightness of the bell increasing with
increasing α and β. At α = β = 2 and α = β = 1 the distribution resembles a triangular
(in the shape of a parabola) and uniform distribution, respectively. Combining profiles 2.
and 3. can also form a trapezoidal distribution. Another advantage is the fact that the
BDF distribution is bounded by to a predefined interval where the worst case lower bound
is always zero. This is particularly useful when assigning uncertainty to parameters such as
yield and efficiency where there is a clear minimum and maximum, and the mode can easily
controlled by varying different values of α and β.

Determining the appropriate values of α and β can be very challenging. Kennedy et al.
[173] and Canter et al. [41] both assigned a predefined symmetric (i.e., α = β) distribution
based on an expert judgement DQI sliding scale of 1 to 5 at increments of 0.5 thus yielding
nine degrees-of-freedom. In addition, both studies modified Equation 3.86 to linearly trans-
form x ∈ (0, 1) to the interval x ∈ (a, b), shown in Equation 3.87. The limits (a, b) represent
the maximum error around the expected value with a sliding scale of ±10% to ±50% deter-
mined by expert judgement. With the limited availability of information regarding the data
quality, the authors argued that equal probability of ±5% increments was valid [173].

f (x|α, β, a, b) =
1

b− a

(
x−a
b−a
)α−1 (

1− b−x
b−a
)β−1

B (α, β)
(3.87)

Expert judgement seems appropriate when determining the maximum error limits, (a, b),
especially considering that some of the data may have hard (e.g., efficiency) or theoretical
limits or in some instances provided on a technical specification sheet or manual. However,
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Figure 3.27: Various Beta probability density functions (α,β): 1:(6,6), 2:(2,2), 3:(1,1), 4:(2,6),
and 5:(6,2)

there needs to be a systematic method of determining α and β. For example, in the aforemen-
tioned studies, the same α and β pair were used for DQI 1 through 3. The expert judgement
used to determine such relationship may be valid for these specific cases, but there does not
appear to be any systematic basis for their selection. A more effective method would be to
utilize the intrinsic properties of BDFs, namely computing the moments, that describe the
shape of the distribution. The first two moments are the expected value (Equation 3.88)
and variance (Equation 3.89), respectively [164]. The third and forth moment defines the
skewness and kurtosis, respectively, and will not be incorporated since the first two moments
are sufficient in determining the shape of the distribution.

E(x) =
α

α + β
: ∀x ∈ [0, 1] (3.88)

v(x) =
αβ

(α + β)2 (α + β + 1)
: ∀x ∈ [0, 1] (3.89)

In addition, the mode of the BDF denotes the value of x at the distribution’s peak
and equals the expected value when the distribution is centered (i.e., α = β). By this
definition, the mode is preferred over the expected value because it better represents the
uncertainty distribution particularly for distributions that are uniform and have a non-zero
skewness. Since it was previously defined that (α, β) ≥ 1, there exist only one mode or
maxima. Therefore, the mode can be determined by differentiating Equations 3.86 or 3.87
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with respect to x and equating to zero. Doing so with Equation 3.86 yields the following
equation:

M(x) = µ =
α− 1

α + β − 2
: ∀x ∈ [0, 1] (3.90)

Combining Equations 3.89 and 3.90 yields two equations and two unknowns, α and β.
By reducing one parameter, the other parameter can be rearranged and solved in the cubic
form under the condition that both α and β must be greater than or equal to one. Solving
in terms of α gives the following cubic form shown in Equation 3.91:

f(α) = 0 = Aα3 +Bα2 + Cα +D : α ≥ 1 (3.91)

Where

A = v

B = 7vµ− 3v + µ3 − µ2

C = 16vµ2 − 14vµ+ 3v − 2µ3 + µ2

D = 12vµ3 − 16vµ2 + 7vµ− v

The output to Equation 3.91 reveals three solutions of which only one is feasible (α ≥ 1).
Subsequent to obtaining α, β can be easily solved using Equation 3.90. The remaining
missing piece of information is the value of the variance since the mode is given by the value
of the input data. As others have done before, the variance can be determined using a set of
independent DQIs along with an assigned sliding-scale “score” to semi-quantify the quality
of the data. The set of DQIs that will be used in this dissertation is listed in a pedigree
matrix shown in Table 3.6. This pedigree matrix, adopted from [166], expands on the original
pedigree matrix proposed by Weidema and Wesnaes [340] where an addition indicator on the
data supplier is included. The pedigree matrix is intended to aid in data quality assessment
by covering indicators such as data reliability, representativeness, completeness, spatial and
temporal influences, and so on.

The resulting data quality assessment will yield a set of six indicator scores ranging from
1 to 5. Traditionally, the set of indicators are subjectively associated to some α and β or
aggregate coefficient of variance based on expert judgement [173][204][25]. However, a more
systematic and consistent approach would be to compute an effective or overall pedigree
score and map the score to some value of the variance. To do so requires an intelligent
method of aggregating the indicator scores involving multi-criteria decision making (MCDM).
The simplest, considering the degree of uncertainty at this level in the methodology, is to
cardinal rank the six indicators (1-highest, 6-lowest) in terms of importance and assign a
corresponding weight. What is deemed least to most important remains highly subjective,
however, generally speaking, the data should reflect as closely as possible to the LCA model.
For LCI data that would translate to the processes and materials under study and likewise for
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Table 3.6: Pedigree Matrix Based on [166]

Indicator score

Item 1 2 3 4 5

Acquisition
method

Measured data
Calculated data

based on
measurements

Calculated data
partly based on

assumptions

Qualified
estimate

Nonqualified
estimate

Independence
of data
supplier

Verified data,
information

from public or
other

independent
source

Verified
information

from enterprise
with interest in

the study

Independent
source, but
based on

nonverified
information

from industry

Nonverified
information

from industry

Nonverified
information

from the
enterprise

interested in the
study

Represent-
ativeness

Representative
data from
sufficient

sample of sites
over an

adequate period
to even out

normal
fluctuations

Representative
data from

smaller number
of sites but for

adequate
periods

Representative
data from
adequate

number of sites,
but from

shorter periods

Data from
adequate

number of sites,
but shorter

periods

Representativeness
unknown or

incomplete data
from smaller

number of sites
and/or from

shorter periods

Temporal
correlation†

Less than t
years of

difference to
year of study

Less than 5t
years of

difference

Less than 10t
years of

difference

Less than 20t
years of

difference

Age unknown
or more than
20t years of
difference

Geographical
correlation

Data from area
under study

Average data
from larger area

in which the
area under

study is
included

Data from area
with similar
production
conditions

Data from area
with slightly

similar
production
conditions

Data from
unknown area
or area with
very different
production
conditions

Further
technological
correlation

Data from
enterprises,

processes and
materials under

study

Data from
processes and

materials under
study, but from

different
enterprises

Data from
processes and

materials under
study, but from

different
technology

Data on related
processes or

materials, but
same technology

Data on related
processes or

materials, but
different

technology

† t is subjective and dependent on the technology
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Table 3.7: Rank order and weights for data quality indicators

Indicator Rank Weight

Further technological correlation (F) 1 0.286
Independence of data supplier (I) 2 0.238

Acquisition method (A) 3 0.190
Representativeness (R) 4 0.143

Geographical correlation (G) 5 0.095
Temporal correlation (T) 6 0.048

the greenhouse gases that contribute to the global warming potential in defining the impact
categories. From then the ranking should move on to the data itself. Is the data verified?
How was the data measured or populated? Is the data an aberration or a representative
sample? Where and when was the data captured? Once the rank order is determine the
weights are calculated in Equation 3.92 using a normalized weighting scheme where rank 1
to 6 is weighted 6 to 1, respectively.

wi =
Wi∑6
i=1Wi

(3.92)

The summation term in Equation 3.92 normalizes the weights to the interval (0, 1). This
allows the effective pedigree score to remain bounded between the original sliding-scale of
1 to 5. The advantage of weighting each DQI allows a higher degree-of-freedom and thus
higher resolution in calculation of the variance. The total number of possible scores for six
indicators is 56 or 15625 possible combinations (recall that Kennedy et al. and Canter el at.
had nine degrees-of-freedom). Table 3.7 list the rank order of the indicators along with their
corresponding weights. The effective pedigree score can be calculated using Equation 3.93
from scoring each of the six DQIs using the pedigree matrix and assigning the appropriate
weights.

EPS = w1F + w2I + w3A+ w4R + w5G+ w6T (3.93)

The final stage in this process is to determine the relationship between the effective
pedigree score and the variance. To begin, it is recognized that the EPS is bounded by the
indicator scores of 1 to 5. Therefore, the variance should be bounded by a vmin and vmax such
at a EPS of 1 maps to vmin and a EPS of 5 maps to vmax. The upper bound variance is in fact
already known. Identifying the worst possible BDF profile to be the uniform distribution
(equal probability), reveals the shape factors (α, β) = 1, and hence the variance is obtained
as vmax = 1/12 by using Equation 3.89. Using the same approach for the lower variance
limit will not work due to the shape factors being positively unbounded. From literature,
Kennedy et al. assigned a ±10% error range for the highest quality data whereas Saur et
al. assigned a ±2.5% standard deviation range to data with very small error [204]. There is
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Figure 3.28: Mapping profiles from EPS to the Variance

no optimal method of selecting the error range, however, a data error range of ±5% seems
to be reasonable for representing the highest quality data. Furthermore, it will be assumed
that the ±5% has a confidence interval of 95% (i.e., 95% confident than the error associated
with the highest quality data is bounded by ±5%). By assigning a confidence interval, the
variance moment in classical probability theory can be utilized as:

V = σ2 =

(
x− µ
z

)2

(3.94)

Where σ is the standard deviation, x is the raw score, µ is the mean, and z is the
standard score (i.e., number of standard deviations). Note that the standard score for the
95% confidence interval is, z = 1.96, and the raw score is take as the error value from the
mean. Using the standard interval scale of x ∈ (0, 1) and the mean of the interval as the
optimum mode (i.e., normal distribution profile), the lower bound variance is calculated as:
vmin = (0.05 · 0.5/1.96)2 = 1.627× 10−4.

The next step in building the variance function is to determine the shape of the mapping
profile. Figure 3.28 shows three types of relationship profiles: 1 - pessimistic, 2 - neutral,
and 3 - optimistic. The pessimistic profile places higher emphasis at the lower scores (higher
quality data) and is strictly greater or equal to the neutral profile. The optimistic profile is
the opposite where higher emphasis is placed at the higher scores (lower quality data) and
is strictly lesser than or equal to the neutral profile. Higher order profiles such as a s-curve
could be consider, however, would be unnecessarily complex.

Most studies utilize the neutral profile, which is simply a linear sliding-scale model for
interpolation. The neutral profile model implies that the uncertainty at an indicator score
of 2 and 5 is twice and five times larger than an indicator score of 1, respectively. However,
judging by the pedigree matrix in Table 3.6, it can argued that significance between a score
of 1 and 2 is not the same as between 4 and 5. Likewise, although the indicator score is
capped at 5, a score of 5 could potentially represent higher orders of uncertainty that are not
capture in the pedigree matrix. Therefore, the more accurate model would be the non-linear
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profile that is concave-up and penalizes at higher indicator scores, which is best represented
by the optimistic profile. Of the various non-linear models that can represent the optimistic
profile, an exponential fit, shown below in Equation 3.95, will be employed.

f(n) = V (n) = Aebn (3.95)

Where V is the variance, n, is the effective pedigree score, and the coefficients, A and b, are
determined using linear regression with the endpoints at (1, vmin) and (5, vmax). Linearizing
Equation 3.95 using natural logarithms and placing in matrix form yields the following matrix
of linear equations: [

1 5
1 1

](
lnA
b

)
=

(
ln(vmax)
ln(vmin)

)
Where A and b is solved by performing a matrix inversion resulting. Doing so results in

A = 3.42× 10−5 and b = 1.56.
The combination of Equations 3.87 - 3.95 describe the methodology for using Beta distri-

bution profiles in modeling data uncertainty. Using Equation 3.95 as the input to Equation
3.89, the shape factors can be obtained (only drawback is solving the 3rd polynomial, which
requires some computational cost). This methodology is summarized in a flow chart shown
in Figure 3.29. The outcome of the methodology provides three different types of distribu-
tions that have been previously mentioned. Single value point estimate data will consist of
normal or skewed-normal type shape distribution bounded by the endpoints [a, b]. For range
type data without an expected value two possible distributions can be generated. If the
interval values have equal probability of occurrence then the distribution will be uniform.
Otherwise, the distribution will take on a trapezoidal profile where the lower and upper
bound distributions are defined by the interval values (note that the resulting distribution
can be asymmetrical).

Any method of uncertainty analysis will be plagued with uncertainty and as the last entry
in Table 3.5 states, the method and estimation of uncertainty itself is a source of uncertainty.
Each stage in the proposed methodology (data quality assessment, data variance, BDF) con-
tains some degree of uncertainty. There is uncertainty in defining the endpoints (a, b), scoring
and weighting the DQIs, assigning the variance, and generating the BDFs. However, what
the proposed methodology does provide is a comprehensive, robust, and more importantly,
a systematic and consistent means to incorporate data uncertainty in LCA.
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Chapter 4

Introduction to Fuel Cells

It was introduced in Chapter 1 the concept of technology wedges where implementing en-
ergy efficient or carbon-free technologies on a global scale can aid in reducing and stabilizing
anthropogenic carbon emissions. One viable area of stabilization is in the transportation
sector where the electrification of light-duty vehicles (LDV) (e.g., passenger car) has the
potential to reduce an entire wedge. There are two major technological pathways for electri-
fying LDVs - battery electric vehicles (BEVs) and fuel cell vehicles (FCVs), both of which
have zero carbon emissions during operation. BEVs have the advantage of operating as a
pure energy storage and delivery system thereby eliminating the need for fuel conversation
and enabling direct energy recovery. In addition, batteries such as lithium-ion are capable
of high discharge rates thus providing on-demand power, which is advantageous for frequent
start-and-stop operation. However, the major criticisms of BEVs are practicality issues such
as range limitation and long charging times. FCVs on the other hand function in a similar
manner as conventional gasoline powered vehicles in the sense that fuel (e.g., hydrogen) is
pumped into a storage tank at comparable pumping times, and converted to electricity when
needed. Coupled with the fact that fuel cells have a much higher effective energy density
(kWh per liter), FCVs can provide more than twice the useful energy (i.e., range) than a
lithium-ion BEV. Furthermore, a study that compared FCVs to BEVs concluded that FCVs
were more advantageous 9 out of 11 metrics (e.g., vehicle weight, cost, energy) for ranges
greater than 200 miles [319]. That is not the say that FCVs are preferred over BEVs or that
one technology will cannibalize the other, but rather FCVs are to complement and coex-
ist with BEVs for different areas in the market such as larger vehicles and longer distance
transportation [242].

The biggest limitations on the commercialization of FCVs have been high costs and lack
of a hydrogen infrastructure. It is the classic chicken and the egg problem where automotive
manufacturers are reluctant to invest in the high manufacturing capital and fuel providers
are reluctant to build an infrastructure for a non-existing market. However, the impetus for
commercialization is growing. Since inception, by the end of 2009 approximately 75,000 fuel
cells were shipped worldwide with an additional 15,000 units shipped in 2010, a 40% increase
over 2008 [103]. In the U.S. transportation sector as of August 2011, there are over 200 fuel
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cell LDV, over 20 fuel cell buses, and approximately 60 fueling station nationwide [103]. On
the infrastructure front, California is taking charge by adding an additional 19 new fueling
stations (under development) to the existing 10 and planning to open and fund 100 publicly
available fueling stations by 2024 [23]. Furthermore, several notable auto manufacturers such
as Daimler-Benz, Honda, Toyota, GM, Nissan, and Hyundai, have announced rollout plans
for mass commercialization of FCVs between late 2014 to 2017 [23][237][282].

One auto manufacturer, Daimler-Benz, has greatly invested enormous time and resources
to perfect the polymer electrolyte membrane (PEM) fuel cell technology and the manufac-
turability thereof. In the early 1990’s, Daimler-Benz began initiating fuel cell developments
along with the collaborative efforts of PEM fuel cell pioneer, Ballard Power Systems, and
later in 1998 with Ford Motors [240]. In 2005, Daimler and Ford created NuCellSys GmbH,
a joint venture that specifically focused on the systems side of the fuel cell such as the
balance-of-plant (BOP). In 2007, Daimler and Ford took over the fuel cell stack business
from Ballard and created the joint venture, Automotive Fuel Cell Cooperation (AFCC). In
2009, Daimler completely took over the fuel cell systems development from Ford, thus con-
verting NuCellSys to a 100% subsidiary of the Daimler-Benz group. Most recently, in early
2013, Nissan-Renault formed an agreement with Daimler and Ford in aim to increase fuel
cell development and speed up the delivery to market [237].

Developments of Daimler’s FCV have seen dramatic improvements over the last couple
decades. Table 4.1 shows a list, ordered by year, of Daimler’s passenger hydrogen FCVs
(Daimler also manufacturers fuel cell buses). Since the introduction of the first concept
car, the Necar1, power densities have increase by over an order of magnitude, with efficien-
cies steadily increasing. The first production FCV, the A-Class F-Cell, occurred a decade
after the Necar1, and was focused primarily on technology development. Next the couple
generations, the B-Class F-Cell, was aimed to prove the viability of the technology to con-
sumers. As a demonstration, in January 2011 three Gen2/3 FCVs (depicted in Figure 4.1)
were driven across 14 countries in 125 days for a “world tour” [100]. Future generations
for the F-cell include Gen4, which is currently beginning ramped-up for production with a
targeted annual production volume of 1000-3800 units, and Gen5 in 2015 with a targeted
annual production volume of 10000-50000 units [352]. The development of a new generation
FCV is made possible through dramatic cost reductions from technological developments
and taking advantage of economies-of-scale. Particular focus has been on the fuel cell stack
(unit consisting of hundreds of individual cells) where it makes up of over 50% of the fuel
cell system production cost. It is forecasted that the transition from Gen2/3 to Gen4 will
reduce overall product costs by approximately 70% at the anticipated volume, and a further
60% reduction in the transition to Gen5 [132].

The advancement in cost reduction will greatly facilitate in the adoption of FCV and
shift towards lowering the carbon emissions stabilization curve. However, what has been
neglected or overlooked are the the environmental impacts resulting from the remaining life
cycles phases such as manufacturing and end-of-life. The reduction of a wedge relies on the
assumption that the impacts due to the technological transition from existing conventional
ICEs to electrification systems are solely at the tailpipe emissions. This assumption may
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Table 4.1: Timeline Development of Daimler Hydrogen FCV [349][284][352]

Year Model
Production Power Power Density Efficiency Range

(cumulative) (kW) (kW/L) (%) (km)

1994 Necar1 concept 50 0.15 n.a. 130
1999 Necar2 concept 50 1.15 n.a. >250
1999 Necar4 concept 70 1.15 37% 450
2000 Necar4a concept 70 1.31 n.a. >180
2001 Sprinter concept 70 1.31 n.a. 190-250
20041 F-Cell (Gen1) 60 70 1.3-2 54% 170
20091 F-Cell (Gen2/3) 300 75 >2 58% 380
20131 F-Cell (Gen4) 11,000 75 >3 62% n.a
20151 F-Cell (Gen5) 500,000 75/90 >3.5 62% n.a.

1 Begin production

Daimler-Benz F-Cell

Fuel Cell Stack

Hydrogen Tank

Balance of Plant
Electric Motor

Li-Ion Battery

Figure 4.1: Daimler B-Class F-Cell and fuel cell system (Images courtesy of Daimler [352])
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Figure 4.2: PEM fuel cell life cycle phases literature survey

prove to be invalid considering the vast differences in the design and materials for a fuel cell
system compared to the conventional drivetrain system (the majority of the body-in-white
(BIW) for both vehicle types are comparable). Therefore, the real analysis in determining
if fuel cells are indeed the preferred technology wedge pathway is to compare the impacts of
the materials, manufacturing, enterprise, and end-of-life (use phase is known) of the fuel cell
system to that of the ICE equivalent (engine, transmission, and drivetrain). Furthermore,
because fuel cells are still considered at its infant stage, there is a large potential to leverage
design to achieve an optimal balance between lowest environmental impact and cost.

An extensive survey was carried out on existing literature regarding efforts in fuel cell en-
vironmental impacts and cost for automotive applications (i.e., PEM fuel cells). A summary
of the results is illustrated in a color matrix shown in Figure 4.2. A total 43 studies were col-
lected with 25 being related to PEM fuel cells. Of the 25, nearly half had at least some focus,
if not all, on strictly the use phase of the fuel cell in terms of levelized cost (e.g., hydrogen
fuel and infrastructure) and environmental impact offsets compared to other alternative and
conventional energy technologies [93][6][341]. The remaining phases garnered less attention,
particularly at the manufacturing facility scale, enterprise scale, and end-of-life phase. Cost
assessments were generally well perceived and thorough in both manufacturing and use of
the fuel cell. Some of the most comprehensive studies in fuel cell stack costing used a DFMA
approach at various production volumes to determine the material and manufacturing costs
[161][42][160]. A more recent studied (currently in progress) funded by the U.S. DOE Hy-
drogen and Fuel Cell Program is assessing the total cost-of-ownership of stationary PEM
fuel cells from stack production cost to fuel consumption and the cost benefit of offsetting
current stationary energy options (e.g., natural gas, diesel backup power generation) [339].

On the environmental side, most of the studies found focused on the material impacts
and claimed to include the production of the fuel cell, however, the scope for the manufac-
turing was ambiguous [249][146][308]. More comprehensive studies were found that focused
on a particular component of the fuel cell stack. Cooper [50] conducted an energy analysis
of the production for several bipolar plate designs using the embodied energy of the material
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and corresponding specific energy consumption (kWh per kg) obtained from the Cambridge
Engineering Selector (CES) software by Granta Design. The most comprehensive environ-
mental impact assessment study on PEM fuel cells was that of Schabert [281]. Although
Schabert’s analysis was static with linear input-output relationships, a near complete LCA
from materials, manufacturing (combination of theoretical analysis and screening approach),
and end-of-life (recovered material embodied energy) impacts was performed. Furthermore,
results for multiple impact categories such as global warming potential, acidification, and
eutrophication were reported.

None of the studies found included all life cycle phases regarding the production of the fuel
cell. In addition, of the studies that analyzed the materials and manufacturing were limited
to an inventory analysis and static non-integrated manufacturing. Therefore, the objective
of this case study is to implement the iSLCD framework and methodology in attempt to
reveal the true environmental impacts and costs and determine if fuel cells are indeed a
sustainable option.

4.1 Fuel Cell Background

The origins and roots of fuel cells dates back to over 200 years, during the development
period of physical chemistry and electrochemistry [278]. Th foundations of physical chemistry
pertaining to fuel cells began with the discovery of hydrogen in the 18th century by the English
physicist, Henry Cavendish. The discovery eventually led to a new theory of combustion
where the French chemist, Antoine-Laurent Lavoisier, in 1775 investigated the interaction
between hydrogen and oxygen. Nearly half a century later came the discovery of the catalytic
reaction where in 1823, the German chemist, Johann Wolfgang Döbereinger discovered the
instantaneous combustion of hydrogen upon contact with powdered platinum [278]. The
discovery was further supplemented by the Swedish scientist, Jöns Jacob Berzelius, where
he introduced the term ‘catalysis’.

During the same period of the development in physical chemistry was the development
of electrochemistry in the late 18th century. Contributions in electrochemistry originated
with Italian physicists Aloysio Galvani and Allesandro Volta in the 1790’s where an electric
potential was detected with various materials (particularly metals) when contacted with
the muscle tissue of frog legs. This phenomena was later refined in the same decade by
the German chemist, Johann Wilhelm Ritter, where his experiments with various metals
eventually led to the formulation of the electromotive series. The research in electrochemistry
continued for several decades and in 1834 the English scientist, Michael Faraday, established
two laws known as Faraday’s Laws that relates the electrochemical reaction to the electrical
current and charge [278]. Faraday, at the same time, introduced the nomenclature for an
electrochemical cell: electrode, electrolyte, anode, anion, cathode, and cation.

The advancement of physical chemistry and electrochemistry eventually led to the dis-
covery of the fuel cell in 1839 by English scientist, Sir William Rober Grove [278]. Although,
Grove was not necessarily the first to discover the ‘fuel cell effect’, he was the first to recognize
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1

Introduction

1.1 Hydrogen Fuel Cells – Basic Principles

The basic operation of the hydrogen fuel cell is extremely simple. The first demonstration
of a fuel cell was by lawyer and scientist William Grove in 1839, using an experi-
ment along the lines of that shown in Figures 1.1a and 1.1b. In Figure 1.1a, water is
being electrolysed into hydrogen and oxygen by passing an electric current through it. In
Figure 1.1b, the power supply has been replaced with an ammeter, and a small current is

O2 H2 O2 H2

A

Platinum
electrodes

Dilute
acid
electrolyte

(a) (b)

Note that the arrows represent the flow of negative electrons from − to +.

Figure 1.1 (a) The electrolysis of water. The water is separated into hydrogen and oxygen by the
passage of an electric current. (b) A small current flows. The oxygen and hydrogen are recombining.

Fuel Cell Systems Explained, Second Edition James Larminie and Andrew Dicks
 2003 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd ISBN: 0-470-84857-X

Figure 4.3: Grove’s fuel cell [187]

the term and attribute it to the chemical reaction of hydrogen with oxygen. Interestingly
however, Grove did not use the term ‘fuel cell’ in his publication, which he called “gaseous
voltaic battery”. The term ‘fuel cell’ was first published by the English chemist, Sir Humphry
Davy, in his 1802 publication titled “Carbonaceous Fuel Cell with Aqueous Electrolyte at
low-temperature”. Furthermore, it was not until 1889 when chemists, Ludwig Mond and
Charles Langer, re-coined the term again to describe their fuel, which for the first time had
all the components of the modern day low temperature fuel cell.

For the next half century after Grove’s discovery of the fuel cell, various researchers
and scientist worked on improving the power density of the fuel cell with electrodes and
electrolytes. In 1902, James H. Reid filed a patent for a fuel cell that for the first time
used an aqueous alkaline electrolyte - the same electrolyte type used for the alkaline fuel
cell (AFC) in the Apollo space missions. In 1938, the English engineer, Francis Thomas
Bacon, invented an alkaline electrolyte fuel cell that not only had remarkable performance,
but was also reversible [278]. Upon further improvement of his fuel cell, Bacon managed to
achieve current densities over 1A/cm2 and fuel cell systems that could deliver in the kilowatt
regime. In the 1950’s, fuel cell R&D took a boom in the U.S. with contributions from
over 50 companies. General Electric (GE) developed and introduced the proton exchange
membrane fuel cell (PEMFC) in 1957 by Willard T. Grubb, which he originally named an
ion exchange membrane (IEM), but was later changed to solid polymer electrolyte (SPE) by
GE. The PEMFC technology made its way in the Gemini 5 spacecraft in 1965, which was
used to power the onboard electronics. In 1961, the American company Pratt & Whitney
obtained the license for the Bacon AFC, which they redeveloped and was used in for the
Apollo mission in 1966 [278].

The 1960’s saw plenty of advancements on different fuel cell technologies despite the lack
commercial interest. High temperature fuel cells (approx. 500-1000oC) were being developed,
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namely the Molten Carbon Fuel Cell (MCFC) and Solid Oxide Fuel Cell (SOFC), which were
able to obtain relatively high carbon-fuel to electricity efficiency [356]. The Direct Methanol
Fuel Cell (DMFC) became of interest in the late 1950’s and early 1960’s due to methanol
being an attractive fuel for direct conversion to electricity. The successful research from AFC
led to the development of the Phosphoric Acid Fuel Cell (PAFC), which was envisioned to
be the ideal co-generation system due to its operating temperature of 200oC [278].

The boom in fuel cell research and development slowed down in the 1970’s where the pri-
mary applications were for space and military use or for smaller distributed power generation
using high temperature fuel cells. It wasn’t until the mid-1980’s when the Canadian com-
pany, Ballard Power Systems, managed to achieve current densities of over several amps per
cm2 and came up with a reformer system that directly converted methanol or hydrocarbon
fuels to hydrogen [278]. The efforts by Ballard paved the way for non-space and military ap-
plications and gained interest by automotive manufacturers. In fact, General Motors (GM)
was one of the first to demonstrate a fuel cell vehicle 1966. However, GM’s global fuel cell
initiatives would not take off for another 30 years, when in 1997 GM demonstrated to the
Department of Energy (DOE) a 50kW methanol reformer fuel cell system and the Gen3 stack
was born [270]. During the same period, research was underway at Daimler-Benz to come out
with compressed hydrogen fuel cell car. In 1994 Daimler introduce the NECAR1, a concept
van more than a passenger vehicle, which included a 50kW stack yielding a maximum speed
and range of 90km/h and 130km, respectively [284]. Several years later to 1999, Japanese
auto manufacturer, Honda, introduced the FCX-V1 and FCX-V2 experimental prototype
fuel cell vehicles, which demonstrated zero emissions, zero carbon emissions, direct hydrogen
charging of a metal hydride fuel tank [208]. Nearly a decade later, Honda introduced the
FCX Clarity in 2008, which was the first commercially available fuel cell vehicle for lease.

4.2 Fuel Cell Technologies

The term “fuel cell” is commonly associated with the PEM fuel cell technology due to its
familiarity in the large automotive market. However, there are nearly a dozen of various
other fuel cell technologies that have been developed, in use today, and are being developed
for niche and upcoming markets. A background of the some the more popular and well
known fuel cell technologies are detailed in this section with a more comprehensive list and
description found in [332]. Table 4.2 lists several of the major fuel cell technology types in
order of their operation temperature along with corresponding characteristics. The variety
of fuel cell technologies is quite vast with power options ranging from milliwatts to beyond
ten’s of megawatts. The output maximum power is somewhat correlated to the operating
temperature where lower power fuel cells are typically less than 100oC and can range to
over 1000oC for high power applications. A common denominator between the technologies
types is the use of a hydrogen rich fuel (e.g., methanol, hydrogen gas, natural gas) and the
oxidation of hydrogen at the anode as shown in the half-reactions listed in Table 4.3.
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Table 4.2: Overview of the major fuel cell technologies

Fuel Cell Application Power [kW] Temp [oC] Fuel Electrolyte

Direct
Methanol
(DMFC)

Portable 0.001 - 0.1 20-90 Methanol
Acidic

Polymer

Low Temp
PEM

(LTPEM)

Distributed,
Portable,

Transportation
0.001 - 1000 30-100 Hydrogen

Acidic
Polymer

Alkaline
(AFC)

Portable,
Backup

1 - 10 50-200 Hydrogen aq. KOH

High Temp
PEM

(HTPEM)
Backup 0.1 - 10 120-180 Hydrogen PBT

Phosphoric
Acid (PAFC)

Distributed,
Transportation

10 - 100 220 Hydrogen
Phosphoric

acid

Molten
Carbonate
(MCFC)

Distributed 100 - 10000 650
Hydrogen or
natural gas

Molten
Li2CO3

Solid Oxide
(SOFC)

Electric
Utility,

Distributed,
APUs

1 - 10000 500-1000
Hydrogen or
natural gas

Yttria cubic
zirconia

Table 4.3: Anode and Cathode half reactions

Fuel Cell Anode Reaction Cathode Reaction

Alkaline (AFC) H2 + 2 (OH)
– −−→ 2 H2O + 2 e– 1

2 O2 + H2O + 2 e– −−→ 2 (OH)
–

Low Temp PEM (LTPEM) H2 −−→ 2 H+ + 2 e– 1
2 O2 + 2 H+ + 2 e– −−→ H2O

Direct Methanol (DMFC) CH3OH + H2O −−→ CO2 + 6 H+ + 6 e– 3
2 O2 + 6 H+ + 6 e– −−→ 3 H2O

High Temp PEM (HTPEM) H2 −−→ 2 H+ + 2 e– 1
2 O2 + 2 H+ + 2 e– −−→ H2O

Phosphoric Acid (PAFC) H2 −−→ 2 H+ + 2 e– 1
2 O2 + 2 H+ + 2 e– −−→ H2O

Molten Carbonate (MCFC)
H2 + CO2–

3 −−→ H2O + CO2 + 2 e– 1
2 O2 + CO2 + 2 e– −−→ CO2–

3CO + CO2–
3 −−→ 2 CO2 + 2 e–

Solid Oxide (SOFC)
H2 + O2– −−→ H2O + 2 e–

1
2 O2 + 2 e– −−→ O2–CO + O2– −−→ CO2 + 2 e–

CH4 + 4 O2– −−→ 2 H2O + CO2 + 8 e–
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Alkaline Fuel Cell (AFC)

Alkaline Fuel Cells (AFC) can be consider the most mature fuel cell technology having been
invented in 1902 by Reid and then further improved by Bacon in the 1940’s and 1950’s.
The key defining attribute of an AFC is the electrolyte, which, as the name suggest, is
an alkaline solution primarily consisting of either sodium hydroxide (NaOH) or potassium
hydroxide (KOH). The basic solution provides less activation voltage loss than with an acid
electrolyte in a typical PEM fuel cell. Additionally, the advantage of using either NaOH or
KOH is low cost, highly soluble, and not excessively corrosive [187]. The low cost electrolyte
coupled with the fact that the cathode electrode can be fabricated from non-precious metal
or exotic materials makes AFCs a very attractive cost effective technology.

The primary application for AFC have so far been for space and military use, despite
the fact that AFCs have been in existence for over a century and can be manufactured at
relatively low costs. This is due to the fact that the hydroxide ions (OH–) in the alkaline
electrolyte reacts with carbon dioxide to form carbonate, which negatively affects the number
of mobile ions in the electrolyte. As a result, the reaction rate at the anode decrease,
mass transport losses increase due to increase in electrolyte viscosity, and the formation
of carbonate will precipitate out thus blocking the active pores and causing damage to
the electrodes [187]. Using pure hydrogen and oxygen eliminates these issues, however, the
practicality is also reduced and hence the use in extraterrestrial applications.

Direct Methanol Fuel Cell (DMFC)

The direct conversion of liquid methanol to electricity was first investigated by E. Müller
in 1922 [278]. At the time, the conventional fuel for fuel cells, namely hydrocarbons and
methanol, had to be convert to hydrogen using a reformer for proper operation. Potentially
large costs savings in the fuel could be achieved if it could be directly oxidized electrochem-
ically. Methanol was the preferred choice in fuel for several reasons: 1) being a liquid it
easily transported and stored, 2) cheap and abundant, and 3) potentially renewable from
wood alcohol [131]. The DMFC can be fabricated using standard existing techniques with
an acidic electrolyte such as sulfuric acid or a solid polymer electrolyte.

However, the reaction kinetics of methanol using the standard platinum based catalyst
is relatively slow. This results in a lower power density, particularly compared to its hy-
drogen fueled counterpart. The reaction kinetics can be improved through higher catalyst
utilizations and high operating temperatures. However, operating at high temperatures (ap-
proximately 200oC) leads to addition issues including methanol crossover, which decrease the
fuel utilization, and membrane degradation by both thermal mechanism and the methanol
itself [131]. Adding additional complexity is the fact that there is an exhaust stream at both
the anode and cathode, which differs from standard hydrogen/oxygen fuel cell. From the
reaction kinetics for the DMFC (shown in Table 4.3), carbon dioxide and water is produced
at the anode and cathode, respectively. The production of both fluids acts as a barrier for
the reactants thus resulting in mass transport losses. Furthermore, the production of carbon
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dioxide is a disadvantage from an environmental stance, where 1kg of methanol produces
approximately 1.4kg of carbon dioxide.1

Despite these issues, there are potential application of DMFC for portable electronics.
Methanol fuel cartridges can be used for low power applications thus eliminating the need
for higher temperatures and have the advantage over rechargeable batteries in the sense that
the recharging time is dramatically reduced.

Phosphoric Acid Fuel Cell (PAFC)

Development of the Phosphoric Acid Fuel Cell (PAFC) began in the 1960’s to address the
carbon dioxide poisoning problem for AFCs. Phosphoric acid provided the advantage of
being able to reject carbon dioxide and was a lower cost solution compared to acid polymer
membranes (e.g., Nafion) [174]. The operating temperature of the PAFC had to be increased
due to the phosphoric acid freeze point of about 42oC. Furthermore, when the PAFC was
first introduced at the lower temperature regime of 80oC, the performance of the cell was
rather poor. With the improvements in materials and design, the operating temperature was
increased to roughly 200oC, which yielded higher reaction kinetics and thus higher power
densities. Furthermore, the higher temperature yielded the additional benefit of being greater
carbon monoxide and sulfur tolerant [187].

The tolerance to carbon dioxide lead to the popularity of PAFCs first from the military
in the 1970’s, but more so for stationary applications starting the in 1980’s. PAFC systems
have been installed for commercial and residential use to provide back-up or continuous
power using existing natural gas piping infrastructure with system life expectancy of over
40,000 hours [174]. System sizes can range from several kilowatts and up to tens of megawatts
(by connecting smaller systems in series and parallel) with the typical size of 200kW. High
system efficiencies can be achieved (>90%) by recirculating the high thermal energy coolant
water (150-180oC) for combined-heat and power (CHP) [187]. PAFCs have also entertained
the transportation sector where in the 1990’s the U.S. DOE funded a project to install 100kW
PAFCs into buses.

Molten Carbonate Fuel Cell (MCFC)

The Molten Carbonate Fuel Cell (MCFC) is classified in the category of high temperature
fuel cells having operating temperatures up to 650oC (see Table 4.2). Having being first
discovered in the early 20th century and the bulk of the R&D in the 1960’s, MCFCs are
currently in operation all over the world providing small to mid size power generation in the
range of 100kW and up to 30MW and yielding overall efficiencies of 65% to 75% [27][356].
The high temperature was required to melt (hence molten) and increase the conductivity of
the electrolyte mixture consisting of alkali metal carbonates in a ceramic matrix of LiAlO2.
A unique characteristic of the MCFC is that carbon dioxide is required to be supplied at the

1The molecular weight of methanol and carbon dioxide is 32g/mol and 44g/mol, respectively
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cathode along with oxygen to create the carbonate ions required for ionic conductivity. In
a modern day MCFC system, the carbon dioxide byproduct at the anode (see Table 4.3) is
directly recirculated to the cathode [187].

The high operating temperature give the MCFC several key advantages over the lower
temperature PEMFCs, AFCs, and PAFCs. First, the reaction kinetics are greatly increased
thereby eliminating the need for noble catalyst and thus reducing costs. For a standard
MCFC system, nickel is used at the anode and nickel oxide at the cathode [187]. Second,
internal reforming is possible due to the high temperature thus direct carbon fuel such as
natural gas or coal gas can be used without the need of a reformer. The drawback of having a
systems with a phase changing electrolyte is the generation of stresses during thermal cycling.
These systems are assembled and completely packaged in the solid state hence stresses are
induced during the melting of the electrolyte. MCFC stacks typically take 14 hours or more
to condition and the slow heat up is to prevent cracking of the electrolyte tile, which may
lead to fuel crossover [187]. Thus, MCFC systems are best for continuous power applications
where thermal cycling (i.e., duty cycle) is minimized.

Solid Oxide Fuel Cell (SOFC)

Many parallels can be drawn between the Solid Oxide Fuel Cell (SOFC) and MCFC. Both
had major developments around the same time (1960’s), operate at high temperatures (500-
1000oC), eliminate the need for noble catalyst, internal reforming for direct fuel, and achieve
similar system efficiencies. The key difference appears in the material choice for the elec-
trolyte. SOFCs uses a solid rather liquid electrolyte, typically an oxide ion-conducting
ceramic such as yttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZ) [330]. Using a solid electrolyte simplifies the
system, eliminating the need to for liquid management of the electrolyte. In addition, solid
electrolyte increases the stability of the fuel cell with low reactivity and slow diffusivity [356].
Another key difference is in the design of the stack itself. Unlike any other fuel cell, SOFC
are typically constructed in a tubular fashion. This provides the advantage of eliminating
high-temperature gas-tight seals [187].

At the other end of the spectrum, using a solid electrolyte poses several disadvantages.
First, the high temperature required to achieve the proper ion-conductivity of the YSZ raises
the Gibbs free energy of water formation to be less negative. As a result, the open circuit
voltage (OCV) is decreased and thus potentially yielding lower efficiencies than a MCFC
system. Second, the contact resistance between the solid-solid electrode and electrolyte
contact is greater than solid-liquid in a MCFC and thereby yielding a lower power density.
Last, the high cost of YSZ and the brittle nature of the zirconia ceramic creates challenges in
manufacturing, transportation, and installation [356]. Despite these challenges, SOFC have
been popular in recent years, particularly by Bloom Energy with over 30 customers across
the U.S. including large corporations such as Google and eBay.
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PEM Fuel Cell (PEMFC)

Polymer Electrolyte Membrane, also referred to as Proton Exchange Membrane or Solid
Polymer Electrolyte, fuel cells are the most extensively studied and widely implemented fuel
cell technology due to the balance and range of output power, operating temperature, and
efficiency. PEM fuel cells can be classified into two categories: low temperature (LTPEM)
and high temperature (LTPEM). The majority of the PEM research has been on LTPEM
due to commercial applicability in the automotive space. HTPEM have the advantage of
operating at temperatures above the boiling point of water thereby simplifying or eliminating
the humidification and water management systems in the balance-of-plant [14]. Furthermore,
the higher operating temperature allows a higher tolerance to impurities in the fuel stream
(e.g., CO) and reduced catalyst loadings by improving the reaction kinetics and higher
proton conductivity of the membrane. However, the higher operating temperature is also
the limitation for use in automotive applications where additional heaters are required to
warmup the fuel cell resulting in long start-up times.

Out of the lower temperature technology fuel cells, DMFC, LTPEM, and AFC, LTPEM
offer the highest power density and efficiency necessary for the automotive space. For the
development of the LTPEM technology, the U.S. DOE has set specification targets, shown
in Table 4.4, that are hypothesized to be required for mass commercial success. The power
density of the LTPEM is far superior compared to the specific power of AFCs (400W/kg
compared to <50W/kg). The power density of the DMFC stack (350-500W/kg [131]) is
comparable to LTPEM, however, the mass of methanol required for the same range is several
orders higher than the mass of hydrogen gas thereby becoming mass the volume limited.
Therefore, the concentration of fuel cell technology in this case study is strictly on LTPEM,
or simply referred to as PEM.

4.3 The PEMFC

A fuel cell is an electrochemical reactor that directly converts chemical energy into electricity.
The conversion takes place via reduction-oxidation (redox) reactions where electron transfer
occurs between an anode and cathode, spatially separated by an electrolyte membrane.
Figure 4.4a shows a diagram of the redox mechanism of a hydrogen PEM fuel cell. Fuel in
the form of gaseous hydrogen enters the anode where oxidation of hydrogen occurs at the
anode electrode. The corresponding half reaction of hydrogen is given by:

H2 −→ 2 H+ + 2 e−

Two electrons are stripped from the diatomic hydrogen molecule (one for each atom)
with the assistance of a catalyst that, by definition, lowers the activation energy threshold
for reaction. The resulting hydrogen protons are conducted through the acidic electrolyte
membrane while the electrons travel through the electrode to an external circuit that is
electrically connected to the cathode. Air or diatomic oxygen is fed to the cathode electrode
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Table 4.4: DOE Technical Targets for Automotive Applications (80kW net)a [103]

Characteristic 2011 Status 20117 2020

Energy efficiency @ 25% of rated power [%] 59 60 60

Stack efficiency @ 25% of rated power [%] 65 65 65

Power density [W/L] 400 650 850

Stack power density [W/L] 2,200 2,250 2,500

Specific power [W/kg] 400 650 650

Stack specific power [W/kg] 1,200 2,000 2,000

System Costb [$/kWe] 49 30 30

Stack costb [$/kWe] 22 15 15

Cold start-up time to 50% of rated power [s]
@ -20oC ambient temperature 20 30 30
@ +20oC ambient temperature <10 5 5

Start up and shut down [MJ]
@ -20oC ambient temperature 7.5 5 5
@ +20oC ambient temperature n.a. 1 1

Durability in automotive drive cycle [hours] 2,500 5,000 5,000

Assisted start from low temperatures [oC] n.a. -40 -40

Unassisted start from low temperatures [oC] -20 -30 -30

a Excludes hydrogen storage, power electronics, and electric drive.
b Based on high-volume production of 500,000 systems per year.

where the reduction reaction simultaneously recombines the transferred hydrogen protons
and electrons with the atomic oxygen. The point in which the simultaneously recombination
or dissociation occurs at the catalyst site is call the triple point, shown in Figure 4.4b (refer
to the Catalyst Layer section below for further details on the triple point). The half reaction
of the reduction process is given by:

1
2

O2 + 2 H+ + 2 e− −→ H2O

Where the product of the reactants, hydrogen and oxygen, is water. The amount of work
a fuel cell can harness from the chemical energy of the reactants is characterized by the
difference in free energy or the Gibbs free energy of formation,2 Gf [331]. The Gibbs free
energy can be defined as ‘the energy available to do external work, neglecting any work done
by changes in pressure and/or volume [187]. Analogous to mechanical potential energy, the
change or difference in the potential between the products (H2O) and reactants (H2, O2)

2Formation denotes the zero energy point at standard temperature (25oC) and pressure (0.1MPa)
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Figure 4.4: a) how pemfc works, b) triple point

denotes the energy released for useful work. In ‘per mole’ form, the change in molar Gibbs
free energy of formation is expressed as:

∆ḡf = ḡf of products− ḡf of reactants

Which for a hydrogen fuel cell yields:

∆ḡf = (ḡf )H2O − (ḡf )H2
− 1

2
(ḡf )O2

(4.1)

In a reversible process (i.e., no losses in the fuel cell), the Gibbs free energy in Equation 4.1
is completely converted into electrical energy, denoted as the open-circuit voltage (OCV).
Electrical energy or electrical work is defined as the product of voltage and total charge,
therefore, the Gibbs free energy in Equation 4.1 can be equated as3:

∆ḡf = −zFE (4.2)

Where ∆ḡf is the released molar free energy (joules), z is the number of electrons (per
mole of product), F is Faraday’s constant4, and E is the electromotive force (EMF) or
voltage. Equation 4.2 can be rearranged to yield the EMF or reversible open-circuit voltage
(OCV) of a fuel cell:

3The expression for electric work is negative due to the convention that the fuel cell is doing work.
4F = N · e, where N is Avogadro’s number (6.022×1023) and e is the electron charge (1.602×10-19C)

[187]
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E =
−∆ḡf
zF

(4.3)

The reversible OCV or more precisely ∆ḡf of a reaction is not static and in fact changes
with temperature and phase (i.e., liquid or gas), and in a more complex manner, pressure
and gas concentration[187]. For the formation of water during the fuel cell operation:

H2 + 1
2

O2 −→ H2O

The Gibbs free energy of formation for the above reaction at 25oC (liquid) is -237.2kJmol-1,
while at 100oC (gas) is -226.1kJmol-1. Noting the fact that two electrons are transferred per
mole of H2O (i.e., z = 2), the reversible OCV at 25oC and 100oC is 1.23V and 1.17V, re-
spectively. It will be covered later that although operating at a lower temperature will yield
a high voltage, the ionic conductivity decreases and the amount of catalyst increases.

It was stated earlier that 100% of the Gibbs free energy is directly converted to electrical
energy. However, the Gibbs free energy only states the amount of available energy rather
than the total released energy from the reaction (i.e., exergy). In thermodynamics, the total
release energy (per mole) is represented by the Enthalpy of formation, hf , which is equal to
the sum of the Gibbs free energy and entropy. The entropy terms implies that the reaction
enthalpy is dependent on the state of the product, namely water in the vapor or liquid phase.
The enthalpy for water vapor (i.e., steam) product is:

∆h̄f = −241.83kJmol-1

and for liquid water product:
∆h̄f = −285.84kJmol-1

where the difference between the enthalpy value of the two phases is the molar enthalpy of
vaporization of water [187]. The lower value is referred to as the ‘lower heating value’ (LHV),
while the higher value is referred to as the ‘higher heating value’ (HHV). For determining
the efficiency of the fuel cell the proper heating value must be stated since the LHV will
give a higher efficiency figure. The max efficiency, or thermodynamic efficiency, εmax, can
therefore be expressed as the ratio of the Gibbs free energy and enthalpy of formation [187]:

εmax =
∆ḡf
∆h̄f

× 100% (4.4)

Thus the maximum thermodynamic efficiency at standard temperature and pressure
using the HHV is -237.2kJ/-285.84kJ = 83% at the maximum voltage of 1.23V. Note, that
the thermodynamic efficiency can be greater than 100% if heat from the surroundings is
transferred to the fuel cell as useful work such that the change in entropy is greater than
zero [331]. To determine the maximum possible voltage at 100% system efficiency for the
fuel cell, the Gibbs free energy in Equation 4.3 is replaced with with enthalpy of formation
yielding:
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E =
−∆h̄f

2F
= 1.48V with HHV

= 1.25V with LHV

Lastly, the actual cell efficiency can be expressed (using the HHV) as:

εcell =
Vc

1.48
× 100% (4.5)

where Vc is the actual OCV of the cell. Note, a quick sanity check shows that at maximum
thermodynamic cell voltage yields an actual cell efficiency of 1.23V/1.48V = 0.83 or 83% as
previously determined.

In reality, the reversible OCV of 1.23V is near impossible to achieve, not to mention the
theoretical thermodynamic limit of 1.48V (using HHV). This is due the internal irreversible
losses that reduces the theoretical OCV. There are three major categories that contribute
to the irreversible losses - activation polarization, ohmic polarization, and concentration
polarization, which are further described below:

• Activation Polarization - is the voltage loss due to the necessary voltage overpotential
to drive the electrochemical reaction on the electrode surface. Analogous to overcoming
the activation energy in a chemical reaction, the activation polarization is the dominate
voltage loss at low current density and at lower temperatures, and is also a measure
of the catalyst effectiveness [353]. The voltage overpotential is characterized by the
exchange current density, io, in the Tafel equation, where larger the io the faster the
reaction. Several factors can increase the value of io, particularly at the cathode
electrode of a hydrogen fuel cell where io for oxygen reduction is much lower than the
io for hydrogen oxidation: raising cell temperature, more effective catalysts, higher
electrode surface area, increase reactant (especially at the cathode) concentration, and
increasing the system pressure [187].

• Ohmic Polarization - also known as resistive loss, ohmic polarization is the voltage loss
due to the total internal resistance of the cell including the electrode, membrane, and
supporting components such as the interconnects. The term stems from Ohm’s Law
(V = I · R), which states that the voltage drop is linearly proportional to the current
or current density. Using materials with higher conductivity and better design such as
a thin cell can dramatically reduce the ohmic losses [187].

• Concentration Polarization - at high enough current densities, the reactant species at
the electrodes enters a starvation regime where the supply of reactants can not keep
pace with the rate of electrochemical reaction. Often considered as mass transport loss
or concentration loss, concentration polarization creates a sharp decline in the output
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voltage. Blockage to the electrode can also induce mass transport loss such as in the
case of feeding air rather than pure oxygen where the excess nitrogen can effectively
block the accessibility to the electrode [187].

Other irreversible losses include fuel crossover where the reactants (particularly hydrogen)
diffuse through the membrane, and to a lesser extent, electron conduction through the mem-
brane [187]. The three major irreversible losses are highlighted in Figure 4.5 on a generalized
fuel cell polarization curve. The active polarization causes the OCV to immediately shift to
a lower voltage followed by a sharp decrease in voltage. As the current density increases into
the ohmic region the drop in voltage slows and becomes more linear. At the very high current
density regime the cell becomes starved of reactants causing concentration polarization and
the voltage to sharply decreases.

PEMFC Components

This section provides an overview of the major component in a PEM fuel cell. Figure 4.6
shows the structure of the fuel in terms of each sandwiched layer. The fuel cell is symmetric in
the sense that the center layer is the membrane sandwiched by an anode and cathode catalyst
layer (or catalyst electrode), which is sandwiched by an anode and cathode gas diffusion layer
(GDL) and enclosed with an anode and cathode interconnect or bipolar plate (BIP). The
3-layer anode catalyst - membrane - cathode catalyst is referred to as the catalyst coated
membrane (CCM) where the catalyst layers are deposited onto the membrane. Alternatively,
the catalyst layers can be deposited on the GDL thus creating a gas diffusion electrode (GDE)
structure. In most high powered applications such as for automotive, the CCM structure is
preferred over the GDE due to a more achievable consistent and uniform catalyst layer [14].
The fuel cell stack is created by stacking (a series connection) multiple cells, connecting the
anode of the BIP to the cathode of the adjacent cell.
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External Manifold Manufacturing Approach 1: Continuous Catalyst Coating of the 
Membrane   
External manifold designs facilitate continuous-catalyst coating over the membrane, which is 
consistent with high volume roll-to-roll processing.  As stated previously, this type of processing 
is well established and processing costs are considered to be low.  Catalyst use can be optimized 
with this approach since the active area extends to a narrow seal at the edges of the planform.  A 
15 cm x 15 cm area with a 1.3 cm edge seal around the active area, i.e., 15% of the catalyst area 
is covered by seal and unavailable to the fuel cell reactants.  A nominal 0.25 mg Pt/cm2 loading 
for an MEA would have a usage factor of 85% and the actual platinum loading used would be 
equivalent to a 0.285 mg Pt/cm2 loading.  

There would be no losses associated with the reactant inlets and outlets as shown in Figure 9 and 
Figure 10. 

 
 

 
Figure 9. Cell with catalyst-coated membrane for an external manifold design with the corners 

removed to allow the coolant to enter and exit the bipolar plate 
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Figure 4.6: Expansion of the PEM fuel cell structure. Adopted from [344]

Membrane

The membrane, which is the structure that contains the electrolyte, can be considered the
heart of the fuel cell and is often the one of the most expensive components. The primary
purpose is act as a separator by allowing the conduction protons from the anode electrode
while being electrically resistive to electrons. Therefore, primary candidates of membranes
are solid polymers films, which can be categorized as being: 1) perfluorinate, 2) partially
fluorinated, 3) non-fluorinated, 4), non-fluorinated composite, and 5) others [215]. Perfluo-
rinate membranes are considered to be the industry standard polymer, which is a polymer
based on polyethylene where the hydrogen atoms are substituted with fluorine thus creating
polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE). PTFE is advantageous because it is durable and resistant
to chemical attack and highly hydrophobic to drive out excess water to prevent flooding of
the membrane [187].

The most well known and widely used perfluorinated membrane for fuel cells is perfluo-
rinated sulphonic acid (PFSA) under the name Nafion®. Nafion®, is an ionomer originally
developed by DuPont in the early 1960’s as a membrane separator for the production of
chlorine and caustic soda and eventually used by GE in 1966 for the PEM fuel cell in the
Gemini 5 spacecraft [17]. The sulphonic acid, HSO3, is attached to the PTFE backbone as a
sulphonated side chain, which is ionically bonded in the ionic form, SO–

3. Formed by reacting
tetrafluoroethylene (TFE) with sulfur trioxide, (SO3), the SO–

3 ion allows the perfluorinated
membrane to be ionically conductive [17]. Figure 4.7 shows the a diagram of the chemical
structure of Nafion® (left) and the schematic depiction of the Nafion® nanostructure (right).

A unique property of sulphonic acid is that it is highly hydrophilic, which allows proper
membrane hydration for the H+ ions to move. The hydrophilic property delicately coun-
teracts the hydrophobicity of the PTFE where there is a high enough water content for ion
conduction without swelling and over flooding. Maintaing proper ionic conductivity is cru-
cial especially at high current density operation, which tends to dehydrate the membrane,
and also at very high temperatures (greater than the boiling point of water) where chemical
instability and dehydration can occur [17].
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Figure 4.7: Molecular formula of Nafion® (left) and structure (right). Adopted from [167]

Nafion® membranes are typically sold as a thin-film rolls ranging from 20cm to 100cm
widths and lengths of up to 100m or more (upon special request) [83]. Typical membrane
thicknesses range from 25µm and up to 250µm [17].

Catalyst Layer

The redox reactions of hydrogen and oxygen occur at the surface of the catalyst layer,
which is an electrode coated with a catalyst typically 5-15µm in thickness. The efficacy the
oxidation and reduction is primarily dependent on the catalyst material and the exposed
surface area to the reactants. The most proven and widely used catalyst for both the anode
and cathode is platinum, however, non-platinum catalyst such as gold and palladium have
been considered [187][215]. The choice of the electrode requires its structure to be porous
to achieve a high surface area to volume ratio and allow the protons to permeate to the
membrane. Furthermore, the electrode must be electrically conductive, chemically resilient,
and have structural toughness to avoid cracking. For these reasons powered carbon black is
used as the support catalyst. Figure 4.8 shows a scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image
of an agglomerated carbon-support catalyst and an enhanced schematic of platinum on a
carbon particle. The size of the platinum particle is typically an order magitude smaller than
the carbon support particle. Adherence to the carbon black is facilitated by an ionomer coat
(i.e., Nafion®), which also improves contact between the catalyst layer and membrane.

The efficacy of the catalyst layer is not only determined by the surface area of the exposed
platinum, but also the contact point of platinum to the membrane called the ‘three-phase
contact’ or triple point [187]. The triple point essentially describes the three-phase bound-
ary where a platinum particle is simultaneously in contact with the carbon-support and
membrane while being exposed to the reactant gas. In addition, the performance is highly
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sensitive to the concentration of carbon-monoxide (CO). Even at relatively low concentra-
tions (<100PPM) the performance of the catalyst layer greatly suffers. This is due to the
strong chemisorption force of CO onto the catalyst where the platinum particle becomes
saturated with CO [215]. Remediations to reduce or eliminate CO poisoning include an air
or oxygen purge where CO has higher affinity to oxygen and forms and discards CO2 as a
product. A more permanent remedy is to use binary (or ternary) catalysts that pairs plat-
inum with a CO inhibitor such as ruthenium [215]. For a more exhaustive list of catalysts
refer to [66].

More recently, newer processing techniques have been developed in the mid 1990’s that
aims for reducing the required loading of platinum while increasing the effective surface area.
Research in this area has lead to a relatively novel application of nano-technology thin-film
depositions. Using nano deposition techniques such as sputtering and ion-beam deposition
catalyst electrodes can be deposited at thicknesses at least an order magnitude thinner than
the conventional carbon black support electrode [64]. The introduction of this technology has
lead to significant cost reduction implications. During the initial development of PEMFCs
platinum loadings were as high as 28mg-cm-2 and have now gone down to as low as 0.2mg-
cm-2 using the conventional carbon-support structures. To reduce loadings even further, a
catalyst electrode structure called the nano-structure thin-film (NSTF) was developed by 3M
Electronics using nano deposition techniques [64]. The NSTF structure could achieve loadings
as low as 0.05mg-cm-2 and lower are possible with 5x gain in specific activity, reduced mass
transport loss at high current density, and does not require an expensive ionomer [63]. Figure
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Figure 7. SEM cross-sectional views, (a) 15 000× and (b) 50 000×, of a catalyst coated membrane showing the nanostructured catalyst
layer transferred to the PEM surface so that only the tips of the whiskers contact the PEM and they maintain their orientation. The
electrode layer thickness is ∼0.6 µm. The scale is given by the eleven spaced dots and the numeric beneath the dotted line. The loading
is 0.2 mg cm−2 and the catalyst is Pd for this example, rather than Pt.

various structural forms. Several of these are illustrated
in Figures 7–9. Figure 7 shows two cross-sectional views
of one electrode of a catalyst coated membrane (CCM)
in which the uniaxial orientation of the coated whiskers
has been maintained. The degree of penetration of the
whiskers into the membrane is minimal and the catalyst
layer thickness is essentially that of the as-made NS layer
on the original substrate, in this case ∼0.6 µm.

Figure 8 is a SEM taken at a 45◦ viewing angle of
the fractured edge of a CCM showing another electrode
configuration. In contrast to Figure 7, in this electrode the
whiskers are lying on the PEM surface with their long
axes essentially parallel to the surface. Figure 9 shows still
another configuration in which the catalyst layer appears
to be highly broken up and distributed about 50% into the
surface of the PEM. In these latter two cases, the electrode
layer thickness can be considerably less than the whisker
lengths on the starting substrate.

These examples of the electrode structure of the nanos-
tructured catalyst films transferred to the PEM surface,
though quite different, have similar performances. They
all illustrate, however, three dramatic differences again
from a conventional carbon supported catalyst electrode
layer. First, the NS electrode layers, being less than 1 µm
thick, are at least ten times if not many more times thin-
ner than conventional catalyst electrode layers. This fact
alone has significant implications for the electrochemi-
cally active surface area per unit volume and the water
and heat generation rates per unit volume of electrode.
A second fundamental difference from conventional cat-
alysts is that there is no other electronic conductor, such
as carbon, than the catalyst itself. The belief that carbon
support particles are a necessary component in an electrode

Figure 8. SEM cross-sectional view at 30 000× and 45◦, of the
fractured edge of a catalyst coated membrane prepared so that the
catalyst coated whiskers are lying parallel to the PEM surface.
The electrode layer is ∼0.2 µm thick. The scale is given by the
eleven spaced dots and the numeric beneath the dotted line. The
Pt loading is 0.2 mg cm−2.

layer to facilitate electron transport from the catalyst par-
ticles to the gas diffusion layer is not true. As shown
below, the ultra-thin NS layers with Pt loadings as low as
0.03 mg cm−2 have no difficulty generating up to 7 A cm−2

on 60 psig oxygen, with no more IR loss than might be
expected from primarily the ionic resistivity of the PEM.
PR and other closely related molecules are used as charge
transport layers in organic photo-conductor devices. How-
ever to our knowledge, the PR whiskers do not have any
overt DC electronic conductivity on the order of carbon or
metals.
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Figure 4.9: SEM 15,000x (left) and 50,000x (right) of the NSTF. Taken from [64].

4.9 shows a SEM image of the whisker structure NSTF catalyst layer at 15000x (left) and
50000x (right) magnification embedded on the membrane. The key feature to the NSTF is
the supporting structure material, in which the organic pigment, Perylene Red (PR), has
been found to be the most successful due to the growth and controllability of the whiskers
created by screw dislocations at high temperatures. The NSTF catalyst electrode has been
tested for automotive applications with sufficient durability of 2000 lifetime hours at >80oC
operating temperatures and 5000 lifetime hours for ≤80oC under cyclic conditions [62].

Gas Diffusion Layer (GDL)

In theory, a functional fuel cells only requires the electrolyte membrane and anode/cathode
catalyst layer electrodes. However, performance and and system integration is greatly im-
proved by introducing the gas diffusion layer (GDL). The function of the GDL are as follows
[207]:

• Reactant permeability - properly distribute the reactant gas both in-plane and thru-
plane from the bipolar plate to the catalyst layer.

• Product permeability - provide a medium for the removal of product water from the
catalyst layer to the bipolar plate.

• Electrical conductivity - an electrical bridge between the catalyst layer electrode to the
bipolar plate.

• Heat conductivity - increase the effective thermal conductivity for proper heat removal
generated by the redox reactions.

• Mechanical strength - mechanical support structure for possible pressure differential
between the anode and cathode; protect the catalyst layer and membrane from damage
(from the channels of the bipolar plate) during compression of the cell.
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Figure 4.10: SEM of the gas diffusion layer. Taken from [167].

Typical variations of gas diffusion media have been considered including: carbon-fiber
paper, coated or filled carbon cloths, and carbon-fill non-woven webs. However, carbon-
fiber based diffusion media have shown to be the most promising and proven technology
[207]. The advantage of carbon-fiber paper (or cloth) is high porosity (≥70%, pore size 10-
30µm) and good electrical properties through either graphitization and/or carbon/graphite
powder fillers such as carbon black. The high porosity is particularly crucial for proper water
management where the hydrophobic property of carbon-fiber assists in the removal of water
generated at the cathode catalyst layer. The hydrophobicity is further increased by soaking
the carbon-fiber media in PTFE dispersions resulting in 5-30wt% PTFE loadings [207].
Typical resulting thicknesses for carbon fiber paper GDL range from 100-500µm. Figure
4.10 shows a cross-sectional image of a carbon-fiber paper GDL with the fibers coated with
PTFE.

Most state-of-the-art GDLs in practice have an additional layer, referred to as the microp-
orous layer (MPL), of PTFE and carbon power (graphite powder or carbon black) composite
and is coated onto the surface of the carbon-fiber media that becomes in contact with the
catalyst layer. With a thickness of less than 50µm and pore size of 100-500nm, the MPL
further enhances the extraction and transportation of water away from the catalyst layer
while also decreasing the contact resistance between the carbon-fibers and electrode. The
MPL can exist as a separate thin-film layer, however, it is typically directly coated onto the
carbon-fiber media [207]. The term ‘GDL’ herein will be referred to as the bulk carbon-fiber
media with MPL.

Membrane Electrode Assembly (MEA)

The assembly of the membrane, catalyst layers, and anode/cathode GDL is commonly re-
ferred to as the membrane electrode assembly (MEA). However, among the PEM fuel cell
community there are varying definitions of what is included as the MEA, and a list of which
is given in Table 4.5. The nomenclature used herein for MEA is the 7-layer structure with
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Table 4.5: Sandwiched MEA nomenclature. [344]

Term Definition

3-layer structure
Also referred to as the CCM: anode catalyst
layer + membrane + cathode catalyst layer

5-layer structure
CCM with the addition of the anode and cath-
ode GDL without MPL

7-layer structure
A 5-layer structure with the inclusion of the
MPL on the GDL or GDE with MPL

CCM CCM

GDL

GDL GDL

GDL

Sealant Frame

Bordered or framed-MEAEdge-sealed MEA

Figure 4.11: MESA (left) and MEFA (right) structures [14].

the catalyst layer coated onto the membrane (i.e., CCM) as opposed to the GDL.
A key attribute of a good MEA is the technology used to bond and seal the layers, or

more precisely the bond between the CCM and GDL. Traditional methods included fusing
the layers via hot pressing. However, hot pressing raises the issue of potentially drying out the
membrane [187]. Newer methods and what is conventionally used for PEM fuels cells today
is to use a frame-gasket technology that seals the edge of the MEA. Such technologies may
include an elastomer type material that penetrates and fuses with the GDL or a border frame
laminate using thin-film polymers as shown in Figure 4.11. Despite the added material cost
and processing complexity, the framed technology avoids drying the membrane and potential
damage during hot pressing. Furthermore, it has been tested that without an edge support
structure, the added edge stress during cell compression causes catalyst damage leading
premature failure of MEA [344][355]. The edge-seal design will be referred to the membrane
electrode sealed assembly (MESA) and the bordered frame design referred to as membrane
electrode framed assembly (MEFA).
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MEA
BIP

Anode half-plate

Cathode half-plate

Oxygen

Hydrogen

Water

Coolant channels

Figure 4.12: BIP formed by two half-plates from adjacent cells. Modified from [167].

Bipolar Plate (BIP)

Bipolar plates (BIP) play a crucial role in not only improving the performance of the fuel
cell with flow fields, but also allowing proper functioning and assembly of the fuel cell stack.
Typical operating cell voltages (depending on the polarization curve) are in the range of 0.6-
0.7V, which is not practical for the majority of intended applications (e.g., automotive). To
overcome the voltage limitation, BIPs are used in a similar manner as current collectors in
batteries to connect multiple electrochemical cells creating a voltage increase that is directly
proportional to the number of cells [45]. Modern day PEM fuel cells contains an anode and
cathode half-plate for each cell that is bonded to the half-plate of the adjacent cell. Figure
4.12 shows a diagram of two adjacent cells connected by their anode and cathode half-plate.
As seen in the figure, the advantage of the BIP design is reduction in material and space
with interior channels between the half-plates thus allowing internal cooling.

A summary of several important characteristics and functions of the BIP are listed below:

• Electrically conductive - sufficient electrical conductivity is required to minimize ohmic
losses and is recommended to be at least >10 Scm-1 [187].

• Distribution of gases - uniform distribution of the gases using flow fields is critical for
fully utilizing the MEA and avoiding local hotspots, thus increasing the performance
and lifetime of the MEA. Hence, proper design and pattern of the flow field channels
is imperative [45].

• Heat conductivity - properly cooling is necessary to avoid over heating of the cell, BIPs
with high thermal conductivity (>20 Wm-1K-1) are more effective of transferring the
heat to the coolant channels [187]
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• Corrosion resistant - the gases, materials (specially the membrane), and conditions
(e.g., heat, humidity) create an acidic and corrosive environment in the cell, the BIP
must be able to resist corrosion with an adequate lifetime [45]

• Impermeability - the BIP must be relatively impermeable to avoid leaking and reactant
cross-over, which also has safety implications [45]

• Mechanical strength - to prevent distortion and bending of the MEA, the BIP needs
to be sufficiently stiff with flexural strength >25 MPa, additionally needs to be strong
enough to not flex or break during stack compression [45]

Furthermore, in addition to meeting the above requirements, it is advantageous for the
BIP to be thin and lightweight for cost, mass, and volume reasons (the BIPs typically occupy
80% of PEM fuel cell stack volume [187]). Typical BIP thicknesses range from 1-5mm and
is several times thicker than the MEA.

Common materials for BIPs fall into three categories: pure graphite, carbon-polymer
composite, and metallic, with a list of advantages and disadvantages listed in Table 4.6.
Some of the original PEM fuel cells used pure graphite for the BIPs. The advantage of
graphite is good electrical conductivity, easy to machine, relatively low density, and rea-
sonability stiff [187]. However, the drawback with graphite is the relatively high porosity,
which generally resulted in the BIPs being several millimeters thick and thus offsetting the
low resistivity and low density. Furthermore, the machining of the channels was highly time
intensive and coupled with the fact that graphite is brittle and easily breaks during manu-
facturing resulted in prohibitively high manufacturing costs. More recent efforts have shifted
towards carbon-polymer composites and metallic sheet metals. Carbon-polymer composites,
consisting of polymer binder and carbon-based filler, have so far been the most popular due
to lower manufacturing costs and adequate performance despite the disadvantages listed in
the table. There have been numerous proposed materials for carbon-polymers BIPs [215]
that fall into two categories - thermoplastics and thermosets. Thermoplastic binders include
polypropylene and PVDF while epoxy and phenolic resin are the leading candidates for ther-
mosets. The carbon fillers are used to increase the electrical conductivity of the composite,
which includes carbon black and various shaped graphite powders [216]. Metallic BIPs have
not gained the same attention as carbon-polymer composites despite being electrically, ther-
mally, and mechanically superior. The primary reason is the corrosion of the metal under
the harsh operating conditions. Various coatings can be deposited onto the metal surface
such as gold, chrome, electrically conductive oxides, and nitrides, however, it comes at the
price of high material (e.g., gold) and manufacturing costs (typically need a PVD or CVD
system) [216]. At low volumes the cost becomes prohibitive, however, studies have shown
that costs dramatically decrease at high volumes [160].

The most prominent feature of the BIP is design of the flow field channels that uniformly
delivers the reactant gases to the MEA as well as effectively transport the water product
out of the cell. In theory, there are limitless possibilities in the design of the channels, each
with associated advantages and disadvantages [45]. Figure 4.13 shows four popular channel
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Table 4.6: BIP materials pros and cons. Based from [187][45][216].

Material Advantages Disadvantages

Pure graphite

- Good electrical conductivity - High porosity
- Easy to machine - Very long machine times
- Low density - Thicker plate required
- Reasonably stiff - Very brittle

Carbon-polymer

- Low density - Poor electrical conductivity
- Molded-in flow fields - Need high filler content
- Known fabrication techniques - Relatively brittle
- Corrosion resistant - Temperature limitations

Metals

- High electrical conductivity - Susceptible to corrosion
- High strength - Contamination of MEA
- Thin - Expensive alloys and coatings
- Known fabrication techniques - High contact resistance

patterns, with parallel being the simplest and most widely used design. The parallel flow
channel has the advantage of greater manufacturability, which is essential for high volume
manufacturing where, for an example, a typical automotive fuel cell stack may contain several
hundred BIPs. The serpentine, parallel-serpentine, and grid design will yield a higher channel
area for gas flow at the cost of higher pressure drop, which may lead to mass-transport losses
at high current densities. A major disadvantage of the parallel design is buildup of water or
impurities (e.g., nitrogen in air) in the channels creating a blockage. However, the blockage
can be mitigated by designing the channels such that the pressure drop along each channel
is greater than the surface tension that holds a water droplet in place [45]. Further design
considerations take into account the trade-off between land area (area in contact with the
GDL) and channel area, where larger channel area leads to more reaction while larger land
area reduces contact resistance and ohmic losses [45]. Other BIP flow designs with detail
descriptions can be found in [198] and [205].

Another key attribute of the BIP are the manifolds that bridge the main fuel and coolant
ports to all the cells. Each BIP is typically designed with three manifold inlets and outlets
on opposing sides - hydrogen gas fuel manifold, air manifold, and coolant manifold [30]. More
efficient designs such as described in the European Patent EP1009051 [106] have integrated
manifold, fuel and coolant channels, where the backside of the plate are half channel coolant
flow fields (typically parallel low) and form a complete channel when two half-plates are
bonded together.
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Figure 4.13: Various BIP flow field designs. Adopted from [187].
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Chapter 5

PEM Fuel Cell Manufacturing

The historically slow pace of fuel cell commercialization has not been due to technolog-
ical and scientific limitations, but rather barriers in manufacturing that made fuel cells
cost prohibitive. Over the last couple decades technologies for fuel cell manufacturing have
dramatically shifted from manual piece-by-piece batch production to more automated and
roll-to-roll processing that takes advantage of economies-of-scale. In the U.S., the Depart-
ment of Energy created the Hydrogen and Fuel Cells Program aimed at developing new fuel
cell technologies across the entire value-chain and new materials and manufacturing pro-
cesses that enable cost competitiveness with energy existing technologies. In addition, the
DOE has set various cost and design targets (shown in Table 5.1) for the automotive fuel
cell industry that are recommended to be met in order for mass commercialization.

The DOE targets do not represent actual fuel cell costs, but rather the potential if

Table 5.1: List of DOE targets for the fuel cell components [103].

Characteristic Units 2011 Status 2017 Target 2020 Target

Fuel cell stack
Cost $/kWgross 132a [160] 30 30

Membrane
Cost $/kW n.a. 20 20

Specific proton resistanceb Ohm cm2 0.023 0.02 0.02
Electrocatalysts

Platinum total content g/kW 0.19 0.125 0.125
Platinum total loading mgPt/cm2 0.15 0.125 0.125

Membrane Electrode Assembly
Cost (w/o frame, gasket) $/kW 13 9 7
Cost (w/ frame, gasket) $/kW 16 9 7

Bipolar Plates
Cost $/kW 5-10 3 3

aDirect manufacturing only, 80kWnet at 1,000units/yr
bAt maximum operating temperature and 40kPa pressure
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28

Figure 4-3: Cost drivers for polymer fuel cell stacks

• Planar Cells - compose 40 percent of the cost of the fuel cell and can be considered the
equivalent function of an MEA in polymer systems.

• Separator Plates - account for 23 percent of the planar fuel cell costs and are generally
composed of an inert plate or a conductive ferrous material that separates the planar cells.

• Seals - comprise 15 percent of the planar fuel cell costs and functions to separate the air
and fuel mixtures as well as a bonding agent for the components.

• Manifolds - account for seven percent of the fuel cell costs; they serve to feed fuel and 
oxidant gases and remove unreacted and product gases to and from the fuel cell stack.

• Compression Means - account for seven percent of the fuel cell costs, are made from high
temperature refractory metal alloys, and consist of clamps, bars, rods and fasteners to hold
the stack together.

• Contact Layers - comprise five percent of the fuel cell costs. There are two contact layers
that electrically connect cells to the separator plate, including gas flow channels or fields.

4. Fuel Cell Manufacturing Overview
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Figure 5.1: Drivers that influence fuel cell stack cost [14].

the right technologies are implemented and at the right volumes. Actual fuel cell stack
manufacturing cost are on the order of $500-$1000/kW for automotive applications at current
production volumes [351]. The key contributors to the high costs have been identified in a
recent report by the Department of Defense: Manhattan Project in Fuel Cell Manufacturing
[14]. The report lists several key drivers that influence the cost of the fuel cell stack shown in
Figure 5.1, where the catalyst, bipolar plates, and GDL account for 70% of the total stack
cost. Identifying the key cost drivers provides a direction where the efforts in improving
manufacturing should be focused on. Although the raw materials have a large influence in
determining the cost, the majority of the cost is attributed to the manufacturing phase.
For example, the production cost break down for the GDL is approximately 33% materials,
17% mixing labor, 33% heat treatment and coating labor, and 17% quality labor [224],
which translates to roughly two-thirds direct manufacturing costs. Furthermore, a portion
of the the 33% material cost is due to scrap, which is greatly dictated by the manufacturing
processes.

The scope and organization for the fuel cell stack manufacturing in this chapter is high-
lighted in Figure 5.2. The primary focus is in the cell row (emphasize in gray) where the
highest costs incur due to the necessary hundreds of cells that contain the expensive ma-
terials and components. The manufacturing of remaining components will not be covered,
however, are included in the model as purchased (i.e., commodity) parts. In terms of man-
ufacturing processes, it is not possible to cover the entire spectrum of processes that have
been proposed, implemented, and hypothesized. Instead, the focus will be on the processes
that are considered current state-of-the-art and processes that are said to be used in current
production settings. Therefore, much of the prototyping manufacturing process will not be
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Figure 5.2: Fuel cell components covered for manufacturing

considered even at low volumes. For example, the MEA can be prepared by hand by manu-
ally cutting and hot pressing the layers together [347], which is acceptable at the prototyping
volumes, but becomes rapidly unpractical and cost prohibitive post prototyping. It should
be mentioned that due to proprietary reasons, the specifics of Daimler’s manufacturing pro-
cesses will not be pointed out. However, the range of technological processes covered do
overlap with Daimler’s current manufacturing practices.

5.1 Membrane

In the previous chapter it was stated that the most effective and widely used membrane
technology for PEM fuel cells were perfluorinated ionomer membranes, specifically perfluo-
rosulfonic acid (PFSA) based membranes. Among the PFSA based membranes, DuPont’s
Nafion® is the industry standard and will be the primary focus for membrane manufac-
turing. Nafion® membranes can be further categorized into two types: non-reinforced and
reinforced. Non-reinforced membranes are based entirely on the Nafion® PFSA polymer
while reinforced membranes include a porous polymer matrix, typically PTFE based, that is
impregnated with Nafion® ionomer in solution form. A comparison of various commercially
available Nafion® membranes is shown in Table 5.2.
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Table 5.2: Commercially available Nafion® membranes [181].

Membrane Thickness EW Ionic Conductivity Conductance

Nafion® 112 60 1100 0.10 17
Nafion® 117 200 1100 0.14, 0.10 5-7
Gore-Select® 5 1100 0.028 56
Gore-Select® 12 900 0.096 80
Gore-Select® 20 1100 0.052, 0.053 26

Manufacturing of non-reinforced membranes are further divided into two processes: ex-
trusion and dispersion cast. Polymer extrusion of non-reinforced Nafion® membranes repre-
sent the oldest processing technology and have been replaced for high performance applica-
tions. The extruded membrane manufacturing process was originally developed as “thick”
films, typically greater than 125 micron, for maintaining mechanical stability [14]. The extru-
sion process involves melt processing Nafion® resin (DuPont R-1100 or R-1000) in sulfonyl
fluoride form into thin sheets followed by hydrolysis and an acid exchange step. Dispersion
cast is considered the newer generation of non-reinforced Nafion® membranes, taking ad-
vantage of high volume roll-to-roll production (high production rates compared to extruded
films). Thinner films, thin as 5µm, can be formed by casting a solution of dispersed Nafion®

in PFSA form (i.e., DuPont D520/521) onto a backing layer. Commercial products provided
by DuPont in the Nafion® family are N-11X for extrusion cast and N-21X for dispersion
cast, where X denotes the thickness in mils.

Nafion® membranes with a porous polymer reinforced matrix represent a relatively newer
membrane technology type. Improvement to the mechanical properties and performance of
convention cast membrane can be made by including a PTFE polymer matrix. Specifically,
expanded-PTFE (ePTFE) is preferred due to relatively high mechanical strength and higher
porosity than conventional PTFE. Processing involves impregnating the ePTFE matrix with
Nafion® ionomer solution. The manufacturing processes for dispersion cast and ePTFE
reinforced Nafion® membranes are be considered.

Dispersion Cast Nafion®

A manufacturing process flow for dispersion cast Nafion® membrane has been proposed
in a subcontract study by Tiax LLC. Their process flow is primarily based on two key
patents - DuPont’s U.S. Patent No. 6,552,093 and Ion Power’s U.S. Patent No. 6,641,862
for dispersion cast films [42]. An overview of the process flow is shown in Figure 5.3.

A liquid dispersion solution consisting of PFSA Nafion®, water, and isopropanol is coated
onto a thin-film polymer backing layer of either PTFE or silicone-treated PET. The backing
layer’s low surface tension is necessary to peel off the membrane and often times a surfactant
is added to the dispersion solution to further reduce the surface tension and promote even
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Based on the assumptions above and a schematic of a coaterlaminator line (10), a 
process flow can be laid out as shown in Figure 31. 
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Figure 31.  Membrane Manufacturing Process Flow 
Ref: Black Clawson 
 

The carrier film is approximately 2 meters wide, which is the maximum practical for this 
type of coating line.  The coating may be done by reverse roll coating or knife over roll.  
The capital costs for each are quite similar, and coating quality will depend on dispersion 
rheology and the solvent system used in the dispersion.  The oven has three sections for 
controlled heatup, bakedry, and cooldown.  Wet and dry film thicknesses are 
monitored using convention technologies such as beta gauges.  Moisture gauges monitor 
the water content of the film exiting the oven.  Precise control of the moisture content is 
required to control the “plasticity” of the Nafion polymer.  A second pass through the 
process will be run when thicker coatings are required.  A laminating station adds the 
coversheet to the product.  The edges are trimmed and the film is wound up at the last 
station in the line.  Products may be slit to measure inline or offline. Rolls are bagged 
with metallized polyester overwrap to control the internal atmosphere. 
 

Major Material and Process Parameters 

We estimate that the raw material ionomer costs $80/lb at high volume.  Gebert et al.’s 
paper (11) has a lower ionomer cost of ~ $3050/lb. One of the major industry 
manufacturers indicated that $80/lb is on the lower side.  Table 17 lists the material 
parameters for the manufacture of the membrane. 

 

Figure 5.3: Roll-to-roll cast PSFA membrane manufacturing [42]

distribution of the film [42]. The process is perform on a continuous web at speeds ranging
from 1ft/min to 20ft/min depending on production volumes and equipment size. Coating of
the dispersion solution onto the backing layer is typically performed using a knife coater (e.g.,
using a doctored blade) or slot-die coater to a wet thickness of 2.5mil to 8mil. The coated film
is dry and cured by passing through 3-staged heating ovens. The first stage evaporates the
water and isopropanol at a temperature less than 100oC to prevent coalescence followed by a
second and third stage heating at above coalescence temperature for curing and cooling. The
multi-stage heating is believed to increase the quality of the film by fusing the PFSA polymer
particles and thus forming a film with similar properties to an extruded film [42]. The coating
and heating steps may be performed multiple times (typically at least twice) to achieve the
desired thickness. The final stage post quality control is lamination with a polypropylene
(PP) coversheet for packaging into rolls. The entire manufacturing process is requires a
cleanroom environment of class 10,000 (ISO 4) to prevent particulate contamination [42].

Reinforced Nafion®

The introduction of cast Nafion® membranes have significantly improved cell performance by
enabling thinner dimensions for reduced ohmic losses and improved hydration. However, the
existing cast technology is limited to the extent in which such membranes can be thinned
due to reactant cross-over, durability, and manufacturability [181]. These issues could be
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8. Rewind: The finished membrane is wound onto a spool for transport to the catalyzation process line. 

Figure 43. Membrane fabrication process diagram 

Details of the membrane fabrication cost analysis are shown in Figure 44. Two rollͲtoͲroll plants are 
postulated: a “lowͲspeed plant” (5 m/min) and a “highͲspeed” plant (35 m/min). Run at part load, they cover the 
full span of membrane production requirements (1,000 to 500,000 vehicles/year). Key assumptions are noted 
below. 

Capital Cost: Capital costs are coarsely estimated based on industry input and are significantly greater than 
the elementͲbyͲelement summation based on component price quotes. 

Web speed: Even the “highͲspeed” web (35 m/min) is very slow by converting machinery standards where 
speeds of 100 m/min are often achieved50. This is a nod toward cost conservativeness and a reflection that the 
upper bound of membrane web speed is not known at this time. 

Discount Rate: The discount rate is increased to 20% to reflect the increased business risk of a membrane 
production line. 

50 Several factors influence web speed selection: the inherent mechanical strength of the web as it endures highͲspeed processing, the 
complexity/numberͲofͲturns required in a particular element to allow adequate dwell time when moving at high–speed, and the web 
material losses resulting from a malfunction. If the web requires 30 seconds to dry and moves at 100 m/min, the drying section must be 
300 m long. If something should break or not perform adequately, many meters of web product are lost during a shutͲdown because of the 
inertia of the rollers. 

Directed Technologies, Inc. 42 

Figure 5.4: Roll-to-roll reinforced PSFA membrane manufacturing [160]

partially alleviated by providing a reinforced substate matrix such as woven PTFE, however,
at the cost of increased thickness. The most promising solution is the use of expanded-
PTFE (ePTFE), a highly porous (>90%) variation of PTFE by traverse and longitudinal
expansion. Such membrane is described in the U.S. Patent No. 5,547,551 by W.L. Gore &
Associates (also commercially known by Gore as Gore-Select®) [16]. The ePTFE substrate
provides substantially superior mechanical properties over cast films thereby enabling thinner
membranes and faster roll-to-roll processing. A proposed process flow for ePTFE reinforced
Nafion® membranes has been developed by Directed Technologies, Inc. [160] and is shown
in Figure 5.4.

The membrane production involves a two stage Nafion® impregnation process in which
the ePTFE web is immersed into a Nafion® ionomer solution to fill the interior volume of the
ePTFE. The Nafion® solution typically consists of 95vol.% PFSA resin solution (which itself
is comprised of 5% PFSA resin, 45% water, and 50% low molecular weight alcohols) and 5%
nonionic surfactant [16]. Post oven drying stages, the Nafion® filled membrane undergoes a
hydration process in which the membrane is swelled with distilled water. Due to the added
mechanical strength of the ePTFE substrate, processing speeds can vary from 5m/s and
up to 35m/s, a significant improvement over dispersion casting [160]. Similar to the cast
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Based on the assumptions above and a schematic of a coaterlaminator line (10), a 
process flow can be laid out as shown in Figure 31. 
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Figure 31.  Membrane Manufacturing Process Flow 
Ref: Black Clawson 
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controlled heatup, bakedry, and cooldown.  Wet and dry film thicknesses are 
monitored using convention technologies such as beta gauges.  Moisture gauges monitor 
the water content of the film exiting the oven.  Precise control of the moisture content is 
required to control the “plasticity” of the Nafion polymer.  A second pass through the 
process will be run when thicker coatings are required.  A laminating station adds the 
coversheet to the product.  The edges are trimmed and the film is wound up at the last 
station in the line.  Products may be slit to measure inline or offline. Rolls are bagged 
with metallized polyester overwrap to control the internal atmosphere. 
 

Major Material and Process Parameters 

We estimate that the raw material ionomer costs $80/lb at high volume.  Gebert et al.’s 
paper (11) has a lower ionomer cost of ~ $3050/lb. One of the major industry 
manufacturers indicated that $80/lb is on the lower side.  Table 17 lists the material 
parameters for the manufacture of the membrane. 

 

Figure 1.3: Cast PSFA membrane [Carlson2005]
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Figure 1.4: Various forms of Nafion
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Figure 5.5: Chemical structure and the various forms of Nafion®.

film process, a coversheet and/or backing layer can be incorporate to protect the membrane
during package and a class 10,000 cleanroom is required.

DuPont Nafion®

The production of Nafion® is relatively complex involving the synthesis of the perfluorinated
vinyl ether monomer with the copolymerization of tetrafluoroethylene and final sulfonation
steps to obtain the appropriate PFSA form [116]. The chemical formula for Nafion® was
previous introduced in Chapter 4 and will be described in further detail to determine the
production process. The chemical structure of the Nafion® ionomer is broken down into
three distinct regions as shown in Figure 5.5. The first region is the polymerization of
tetrafluoroethylene (TFE) to form a polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE)-like backbone with
repeatings units of m=6-7 and n=100-1000. The PTFE provides resistance to chemicals
and corrosion while stabilizing the polymer to temperatures up to 160oC [29]. Branching off
from one of the TFE molecules is the second region, a perfluorinated vinyl ether side chain
containing a, third region, sulfonyl halide functional group to form the perfluorinated vinyl
ether monomer [116]. The type of sulfonyl halide function group, R−SO2−X, determines the
variation of the Nafion® ionomer. In its original form, the halogen atom and the Nafion®

ionomer is sulfonyl fluoride, a thermoplastic that can be extruded into thin-film sheets [211].
To obtain the PFSA form for hydrogen conduction, the fluorine atom is first replaced with a
sodium ion, Na+, yielding the sulfonate form, then through hydrolysis with an acid to obtain
PFSA.

A detailed process on the production of PFSA Nafion® is described. The process begins
with the synthesis of gaseous hexafluoropropylene (HFP), C3F6, from TFE, C2F4. A patent
from DuPont, U.S. 3,873,630, describes a process involving the pyrolysis of TFE at tempera-
tures from 700oC to 900oC and pressures of 0.75 to 2.0 atm (absolute) [343]. The conversion
consumes three moles of TFE to produce two moles of HFP:
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CF2 CF2 CF2 CF

CF3

The pyrolysis is facilitated by mixing small amounts of CO2 and continuous feeding
hydrogen chloride, HCl, at low flow rates to prevent spontaneous polymerization of TFE.
The patent claims TFE utilization or conversion ranges from 20% to 80% with HFP yields
ranging from 80% to 90wt.%.1 Unreacted TFE and CO2 can be reclaimed or recycled via
distillation after using a water-scrubber to remove the HCl [343].

The synthesis of HFP is used to produce hexafluoro propylene epoxide (HFPO), a key
monomer for fluorocarbon and perfluorinated polymers. HFPO can be synthesized by the
epoxidation of HFP using hydrogen peroxide at temperatures below 0oC or with oxygen at
100-200oC [116]:

CF2 CF

CF3

+ H2O2 CF

CF3

O

CF2

According to the patents, U.S. 3,358,003 and U.S. 3,536,733 by Dupont, there are numer-
ous variations and methods for synthesizing HFPO, all of which are based on the reaction of
HFP. The exact production details of HFPO are, not surprisingly, proprietary and depending
on the type of oxidizing agent, epoxidation can be classified as a nucleophilic, electrophilic or
radical reaction [220]. The most straightforward process appears to be nucleophilic synthe-
sis from Example IV of U.S. 3,358,003 where hydrogen peroxide is used as the epoxidation
agent. The described example (at laboratory scale) used a reaction vessel containing 750ml
of methanol, 84 grams of potassium hydroxide (KOH) dissolved in 150 ml of water, and 525
ml of 30% concentration hydrogen peroxide (H2O2). After the reaction vessel was cooled
down and maintained at -40oC, 80 ml of liquid HFP was added and mixed for 1.5 hours. The
resulting reaction yielded 65% HFPO and 35% of unreacted HFP [95]. Although the patent
does not specify, it is assumed that a large portion of the unreacted HFP can be recycled
for continuous production.

Another key component to the synthesis of the perfluorinated vinyl ether monomer is the
addition of the sulfonyl fluoride using a perfluorinated acid fluoride. The synthesis begins
with the reaction of TFE and sulfur trioxide, SO3, forming TFE sultone. The reaction is
highly exothermic and improper control of the reaction conditions may lead to explosions
and the release of carbonyl fluoride, which is highly toxic [116].

CF2 CF2 + SO3
SO2 O

CF2F2C
FSO2CF2CF2O−

The synthesis of the sulfonyl fluoride side group involves rearranging the chemical struc-
ture of TFE sultone using fluoride ions, F–, such as from cesium fluoride, CsF. The fluoride

1Some of the TFE is converted to carbon tetrafluoride and carbon [343].
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ion acts as a catalyst by attaching to the sulfur dioxide molecule thus creating a perfluori-
nated alkoxide anion.

The perfluorinated acid fluoride TFE sultone is converted to the perfluorinated ionomer
by the addition of HFPO. During synthesis, one mole of the perfluorinated alkoxide anion
attaches itself to one mole of the central carbon atom of the HFPO molecule creating a mono
adduct. The reaction is relatively favorable until the point where the affinity to HFPO is the
same as to the fluoride ion [116]. A second mole of HFPO reacts with the mono adduct by
the same catalytic mechanism using the fluoride ions forming a di-adduct. The addition of
an addition mole causes phase separation and creates two layers of high and low molecular
weight fluorocarbons.

FSO2CF2CF2O− + 2CF

CF3

O

CF2 FSO2CF2CF2OCF

CF3

CF2OCF

CF3

CF O + F−

It is preferable to stop the reaction after relatively low conversions of mono adduct to di-
adduct to avoid HFPO from further catalyzing. Exaction of the di-adduct can by performed
via distillation of the lower layer caused by the phase separation, which contains less catalyst
and mono adduct. The remaining mixture (i.e., upper layer) can be recycled for the next
batch [116]. A suitable process for the di-adduct synthesis is explained in the DuPont patent,
U.S. 3,301,893. The patents states 2.9g of dry cesium fluoride was placed into a clean, dry
flask and placed under a vacuum in an ice bath. Injected into the flask was 40ml of dry
dimethyl ether of diethylene glycol and 50g of TFE sultone. The flask was then opened
and 115g of HFPO was added followed by pressurizing the flask to 4 psi(g). The complete
synthesis occurred within 30 minutes and the lower layer residue of 158g was removed and
distilled. The residue contained 40g of the di-adduct polymer along with higher molecular
weight polymers [260].

At this stage, synthesis perfluorinated vinyl ether monomer is nearly complete. The
di-adduct monomer is reacted with a weak acid containing an oxygen abundant sodium or
potassium salt. Any salt of a weak acid is suitable with sodium carbonate, Na2CO3, being
a common choice [117]. The synthesis can be performed by passing the vapors of di-adduct
through a heated, packed bed of pellets of sodium carbonate at 300oC [116].

FSO2CF2CF2OCF

CF3

CF2OCF

CF3

CF O
Na2CO3

∆
FSO2CF2CF2OCF

CF3

CF2OCF CF2 + 2NaF + 2CO2

Copolymerization of the perfluorinated monomer with TFE produces the Nafion® ionomer
with the sulfonyl fluoride side group. The copolymerization is held in an autoclave, pres-
surized with TFE and continuously agitated with an initiator such as ammonium persulfate
and a perfluorinated surfactant. The level of TFE pressure determines the equivalent weight
(EW) of the final percusor polymer where higher pressure increases the EW [116]. Depending
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Figure 5.6: Material process flow for Nafion® and PFSA Nafion®.

on the process conditions the final Nafion® polymer has properties of m=6-7 and n=100-1000
[133].

The Nafion® precursor in the sulfonyl fluoride form does not have the cation-exchange
capabilities for a useful ionomer. The conversion to sulfonate, a cation sulfonic functional
group, involves the hydrolyzing the precursor in a hot solution bath of sodium (NaOH)
or potassium hydroxide (KOH) [117]. A typical bath composition may consist of 15 wt.%
KOH and 50 wt.% deionized water with optionally 35 wt.% dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) for
increasing the rate of hydrolysis. The reaction is carried out at 80oC for 30 to 60 minutes or
longer depending on the membrane thickness [73].

The final stage involves converting the sulfonate variation of Nafion® into an acid ex-
change or PFSA. As the name suggest, the sulfonate is soaked in an acid bath of either
sulfuric acid (N2SO4), nitric acid (HNO3) or hydrochloric acid (HCl) [44]. This process is
typically performed immediately following the initial cationation of Na+ or K+. One U.S.
patent, U.S. 2003/0204323, uses 2M H2SO4 to soak the Nafion® for 24 hours [225], while
an European patent, EP1964874, uses a solution consisting of 15% to immerse HNO3 un-
der 80oC for 1 hour and is repeated at least three times to ensure proper conversion [44].
The advantage of processing with nitric acid is that standard stainless steel equipment can
be used [116]. An overview of the entire process and relative mass flows (thickness of flow
arrows) is shown in Figure 5.6.
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5.2 Catalyst Coated Membrane

The manufacturing of the CCM is typically performed as a two-stage transfer coat process.
The first stage is preparing the catalyst electrode onto a removable backing layer film using
a wet or dry (e.g., NSTF) type process and the second stage is the transfer of the catalyst
electrode to the membrane using a hot press or lamination technique. Depending on the
design requirements of the fuel cell stack the catalyst electrode preparation may be two
separate processes for different anode and cathode catalyst loadings. An alternative structure
the CCM is the GDE where the catalyst electrode is directly coated onto the gas diffusion
layer. Doing so eliminates the transfer stage thus simplifying the manufacturing. However,
due to cell performance limitations at high power, the GDE structure has been disregarded
for automotive applications [351].

Besides the conventional transfer coat process, there are processes being developed for
direct coating onto the membrane or an in-situ layering process of the CCM. Direct methods
are typically dry process involving thin-film deposition methods such as PVD, sputtering,
and ion-beam assisted deposition [61]. The technology has been considered for nearly a
decade and is still currently being researched for deposition quality and membrane stability
and lifetime. A relatively nascent and upcoming process is the in-situ layering, which is a
wet process that builds each layer vertically using a roll-to-roll process. The process begins
with a the wet or dry coating of the catalyst layer onto a backing layer and dried. On the
same roll post drying, liquid Nafion® is coated onto the catalyst layer and dried. Lastly, the
second catalyst electrode layer is deposit on the Nafion® and dried to form the complete
CCM structure. This process has been demonstrated by Gore & Associates, Inc [37] and in
the DuPont patent U.S. 7,316,794 [241]. Although the layering process appears to be a viable
technology that may potentially lower CCM cost, it will not be considered due to being in
the infant stage.

The quality of the transfer coat process is dictated by the coating technology. For wet pro-
cesses slot-die coating has been shown to be viable for high production processing, yielding
uniform coats and high material utilization. Other wet processes that are suitable tech-
nologies, but will not be considered, are knife or doctor, roll, and spray coating. For dry
processing, only the NSTF structure will be considered using a physical vapor deposition
technique.

Slot-die Coating

The key components of the slot-die coating method are 1) the catalyst ink solution, and 2)
the slot-die coater. Proper processing of the catalyst ink solution is crucial for controlling the
quality of catalyst bound to the carbon particle support for high catalyst utilization. One
potential process for dispersing platinum onto carbon power is the chloroplatinic acid (CPA)
precipitation method [159]. Preparation of the CPA involves dissolving platinum sponge
into a 4:1 mix of hydrochloric acid (HCl) and nitric acid (HNO3) forming a mixture called
“aqua regia.” The aqua regia is then precipitated onto carbon powder (e.g., Vulcan XC-72)
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Figure 5.7: Roll-to-roll CCM slot-die coater (Coatema Linecoater [180]).

thereby creating the carbon-supported platinum catalyst with a mass ratio of 60% carbon
and 40% platinum. The final step is mixing of the catalyst-carbon powder with an ionomer
solution (typically 5wt.% PFSA Nafion) and a solvent mixture of methanol and de-ionized
water using blade mixing, or rotary bill milling, or more commonly, ultrasonic mixing [159].
Considering that the catalyst is the most expensive material in the MEA careful preparation
is taken when mixing the catalyst ink to minimize scrap.

The catalyst ink is coated onto a sacrificial substrate film using a slot-die technique.
Common substrate films include Kapton and perfluoroalkoxy (PFA), both manufactured by
DuPont [258]. At low production volumes the catalyst ink is manually mixed and added
to the machine and is converted to automated mixed and pumping at high volumes [14].
Design and process control of the slot-die apparatus is critical for maintaining an uniform
film. The coating is highly dependent on the viscosity of the solution, coating pressure, and
line speed of the web. Figure 5.7 shows a schematic of the roll-to-roll Coatema Linecoater
series slot-die coater.

The coating process has be described in the U.S. Patent No. U.S. 2009/0169950 by
DuPont where the continuous substrate film passes through the slot-die coater (opening
thickness of 178 microns) followed by a series of drying ovens at temperatures between 27oC
and 71oC [258]. Alternatively, the coating can be patterned in a patch such that only the
required size of the cell is coated to minimize ink loss. Typical processing parameters include
line speeds of 0.2 - 8m/min and line widths up to 1m [159]. To enable higher production
throughput, inline inspection is incorporated, which typically includes X-ray fluorescence
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Figure 5.8: Roll-to-roll NSTF processing. Based on [160].

(XRF) and/or beta backscatter gauges [14]. The resulting catalyst electrode has a typical
dry thickness (catalyst loading dependent) of 7.6 microns for the cathode and 2.5 microns
for the anode [258]

NSTF

The inherent difference between the NSTF catalyst and conventional carbon-catalyst are the
material of the support structure in which the catalyst adheres to and the method of the cat-
alyst deposition. The most effective NSTF support structure is a crystalline organic pigment
material referred to as perylene red (PR) and carries the shape in the form of whiskers that
grow perpendicular to the film surface [64]. The whiskers have aspect ratios (length/width)
on the order of 20 to 50 with an average cross-sectional diameter of 75nm and areal densities
of 3 to 5 billion cm-2 [62]. The primary processing method for forming the initial PR film is
using vacuum deposition, a dry process that can include physical vapor deposition (PVD)
such as evaporation, sublimation and sputtering, and chemical vapor deposition (CVD). Im-
mediately proceeding the deposition is a thermal annealing step that converts and orientates
the film into the whiskers via a screw dislocation growth mechanism [64]. Post formation of
the whiskers, deposition of the nano-particle catalyst can be performed using a conventional
sputtering technique. Figure 5.8 illustrates a possible roll-to-roll configuration for depositing
and growing the PR whiskers followed by sputtering of the platinum catalyst.
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Figure 5.9: Roll-to-roll CCM anode and cathode decal lamination

Details of the NSTF process are as follows. A temporary deposition substrate (typically
Kapton® polyamide web by DuPont [160]) is line fed from the load to unlock dock. The
entire system is pumped down to pressures <2×10-6 Torr, which is necessary for deposition of
the PR, thermal annealing, and sputtering of the catalyst. Perylene red in the form PR149 is
first PVD deposited onto the Katon web via sublimation with depositions rates varying from
20 to>40nm/min and at temperatures>400oC [65]. The deposited PR149 undergoes thermal
annealing for roughly 10 minutes or depending on the film thickness and at temperatures
between 200-300oC to form the nanostructured whiskers [64][160]. The final stage is the
deposition of the platinum nano-catalyst using magnetron sputtering at deposition rates of
roughly 2.5nm/s or depending on the desired platinum loading. Since setup and pump down
of the entire system can be time consuming it is recommended that large roll lengths up to
1500 meters are used [160]. For higher productivity an in situ optical inspection system may
be implemented. The entire roll process is in a cleanroom environment.

CCM Lamination

The final procedure of the CCM is the application of the anode and cathode catalyst layer
on to the membrane. For roll-to-roll processing the most effective method is a decal transfer
process using hot lamination. Various configurations includes inline lamination with the
slot-die coater, however, because the anode and cathode typically possess different catalyst
loadings it is often more practical for the lamination to be a separate step. A method for
the decal transfer process has been described in the U.S. Patent No. U.S. 2009/0169950 by
DuPont [258], which is illustrated in Figure 5.9.

The three thin film rolls - membrane, anode and cathode catalyst layer, are guided
through a series of rollers in which the exposed catalyst layers mate the topside and bottom
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of the membrane. The protective backing layer of the membrane is peeled and round onto a
spool while the membrane is sandwiched between the catalyst layers. The substrate backing
film on the catalyst layers protect the CCM as it passes through a pair of heated rubber
coated nip rollers. The patent U.S. 2009/0169950 suggested a lamination temperature of
140oC and pressure between 620-690kPa [258]. The lamination will cause a very small fraction
of the catalyst layer to be embedded into the membrane. The resulting CCM assembly can
be round up for package or, more commonly, the catalyst layer substrates are peeled away
using peel-bars for easier processing of the MEA. Processing lines speed can vary widely
with a speed of 0.4m/min claimed by the aforementioned patent and up to 5.84m/min [160].
Inspection of the CCM is crucial for quality control and can be automated via inline optical
inspection or manually post processing. The entire process is performed in a cleanroom
environment.

5.3 Gas Diffusion Layer

Modern day media for the gas diffusion layer (GDL) employs a carbon fiber paper based
substrate treated with PTFE as previously introduced in Chapter 4. The manufacture
of the GDL can be divided into four stages: carbon fiber formation, carbon fiber paper
making, bulk PTFE treatment, and the optional coating of the microporous layer (MPL).
The stages leading up the bulk PTFE treatment form what is called the macroporous layer
and is sometimes used synonymously with the GDL. Depending on the degree of vertical
integration, the macroporous layer can be purchased through a supplier and MPL coated in
house or purchased.

Historically, due to low volumes, the macroporous layer was manufactured using discrete,
sheet-by-sheet processing where rolls of carbon fiber paper would be trimmed into sheets and
coated individually. This method proved to be highly labor intensive and have low yields
and ultimately not cost effective for high volume production [298]. Conversely, modern GDL
manufacturing is entirely roll-to-roll based processing with state-of-the-art systems process-
ing at line speeds of 10-20m/min [293][207] and employing continuous mixing, multilayer
coating, and automated visual inspection, which reduces handling and setup time and is
more consistent in quality [224]. The capital expense for such roll-to-roll processing can be
quite high, reaching over an estimate $11 million USD (in 2010) for a 2 meter wide system
that excludes the manufacturing of the carbon fiber [293]. Production scale carbon fiber
systems can reach an investment of $15-$45 million USD [4], which become uneconomical
for in house production.

Macroporous Layer

Various works [207][293][14] have previous outlined the manufacturing process for the macro-
porous layer and will be summarized in this section. Figure 5.10 outlines the flow chart from
polymer processing of the carbon fibers to the final bulk treatment of the macroporous layer.
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Figure 5.10: Process flow from carbon fiber to macroporous layer production

Each of the three stages can be manufactured as a separate commodity or continuously as
one product.

The process begins with formation of the carbon fibers with the most popular choice
being a copolymer comprising of greater than 90% polyacrylonitrile (PAN) [207]. A solution
consisting of PAN, water, and dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) is filtered and forced through a
spinneret (hundreds orifices with diameters on the order of tens of microns) where the con-
tinuous nascent fibers are collected and washed [297]. Post drying, the fibers are stretched
via differential roller speeds and then stabilized in air to transform fibers from a thermoplas-
tic to a thermoset thereby preventing degradation of the fibers in the subsequent thermal
processing. The last procedure is a carbonization step where the carbon fibers are heated
to 1200-1300oC in a nitrogen rich environment. The carbonization causes the fibers to lose
approximately 50% of its initial weight and yielding a fiber with >95% carbon content [207].

The second stage is the formation of the carbon paper substrate using a similar wet-
laid papermaking process as the fourdrinier machine for conventional papermaking. Carbon
fibers are chopped into lengths of 3-12mm and dispersed and continuously mixed in a solution
consisting of water and binders such as polyvinyl alcohol. The solution is poured onto a
rotating porous drum or on a conveyor wire screen with a vacuum dryer to remove the water.
The resulting web is dried through a series of rollers leaving a binder content of roughly
5-15wt.% [207]. The final steps involve impregnation with a carbonizable resin, typically
phenolic resin due to high carbon yield and low cost, to provide stiffness and formability.
Post heating that evaporates the solvent, the resin impregnated carbon fiber composite
is feed through a heated calendaring process to achieve the desired thickness and density
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(alternatively, compression molding can be used for batch processing). The final form of the
carbon fiber is achieved after an additional carbonization and graphitization step by first
ramping to below 1000oC to decompose the phenolic resin and then over 2000oC to convert
the fibers from amorphous carbon to crystalline lamellar graphite. The composite loses
about 30-40% of its initial weight and thickness an yielding over 99% carbon content. The
graphitization gives the final carbon paper an increase in electrical and thermal conductivity
[207].

The final stage for the macroporous layer is the bulk treatment of PTFE for enhanced
water management. Depending on the design of the fuel cell the PTFE loadings for the
anode and cathode may be different. However, for simplicity and robustness, the two GDL
types are typically the same. PTFE dispersions is applied onto the carbon fiber paper using
in a variety of ways, most commonly by a dipping into a bath, but can also be brushed
or sprayed on. Post drying, the PTFE coated carbon fiber paper goes through a sintering
process where the concentration of PTFE is highly dependent on the heating rate. A rapid
treatment tends to have a high PTFE concentration on the surface while a slow diffuse
heating will yield a more uniform distribution through the carbon fiber paper. The resulting
PTFE loadings typically fall between 5-30% [207].

Microporous Layer

The macroporous layer provides enough conductivity and water management to be used
in fully functional fuel cell. However, the addition of the MPL drastically increases the
performance by reducing the contact resistance between the catalyst layer and macroporous
layer as well as further enhancements in the water management [247]. A mixture of carbon or
graphite powder and PTFE dispersion, typically 50/50wt.% [293], is coated onto the surface
of the macroporous layer that contacts the catalyst layer. The coating can be applied with
various methods including doctor blading, screen printing, spraying, and rod coating [207].
The carbon powder increases the conductivity while the enhanced water management is due
the the MPL having pore sizes is on the order of the carbon agglomerates, between 100-500nm
versus 10-30µm in the bulk substrate. Post MPL application, the solvent in the dispersion
solution must be evaporated slowly to prevent cracking. An optional calendaring step can
be incorporated to further fuse the MPL to the macroporous layer. The final sintering step
leaves the MPL to be typically less than 50µm thick [207].

The entire MPL application process can be preformed roll-to-roll with an approximate
capital expense of $1.3 million USD (of 2010) yielding in output line speed of up to 10.2
m/min [160]. Figure 5.11 shows the process flow applying the MPL to the final GDL.

5.4 Membrane Electrode Assembly

The assembly of the MEA layers (GDL, catalyst layer, and membrane) has historically gar-
nered less attention than the layers themselves. This is due to the relatively low contribution
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Figure 5.11: MPL manufacturing and coating onto the GDL

to the overall manufacturing costs (roughly 5% at low volumes [160]) of the PEM fuel cell
stack. Nevertheless, the materials and manufacturing are key considerations in terms of
MEA reliability and lifetime. For instance, the degradation and dissolution of silicone in
the edge-seal technology or membrane electrode sealed assemlby (MESA) may diffuse and
poison the catalyst or delamination may occur from excess compression [355]. The focus, as
mentioned in Chapter 4, will be strictly on the MESA and MEFA technologies as they are
the most representative of the industry for automotive applications.

There are two stages in assembling the MEA structure. The first stage involves combining
the anode and cathode GDL with the CCM to form the 5-layer sandwiched MEA and
the second stage pertains to the sealing. The conventional method for joining the MEA
layers is through a batch process where individual sheets on the order of the cell size are
joined together using a hot pressing technique or with adhesives. Hot pressing is the most
straightforward method and has been cited by numerous sources and from various U.S. and
European patents [309][177][179]. The basic concept is to fuse the surface of the membrane
to the catalyst/GDL layers by softening the membrane. This method works particularly well
with the GDE structure where the catalyst layers is coated onto the GDL as opposed to the
membrane.

For proper fusing of the layers it has been recommended to control three key hot pressing
parameters: temperature, pressure, and press time [178][20]. At too low temperatures, the
Nafion® (glass transition temperature of approximately 150oC) will not flow and if the
temperature is too high the membrane runs the risk of drying out. Alternative methods for
prevents membrane dehydration is to use a “stream press” technique in which the membrane
is soaked and sealed in water such that he hot pressing is in the presence of pressurized
steam. Recommended ranges are temperatures between 120-160oC, pressure of 5-15MPa,
and process time of 1-5 minutes [178]. Another source performed a design-of-experiments to
determine the optimal values of temperature, pressure, and press time. The study found,
that at least for the described setup, the optimal temperature (100-150oC), pressure (2.5-
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Figure 5.12: Revised edge-sealing design (MESA) [11]

8.8MPa), and press time (1-5mins) was 130oC, 5MPa, and 2mins, respectively [20]. The hot
pressing technique can also be performed roll-to-roll as described in [160] where sections of
1.5 meters are hot pressed at a time and cut into individual sheet in the subsequent step.

The alternative bonding technique for joining the MEA layers is to use an adhesive at
the outer perimeter of the MEA. The adhesive may be a liquid that is screen printed and
oven or UV-cured, or a thin-film double-sided pressure or thermal cured adhesive cut into
a picture frame shape [243]. Both adhesive types prove to be adequate, however, the thin-
film adhesive creates more scrap since the center cutout is discarded [351] and the screen
printing tends to have higher capital cost. The advantage of using an adhesive over hot
pressing is to avoid the risk of drying out the membrane. Furthermore, it is more difficult to
hot press the GDL to CCM since it would require the fusion between the PTFE of the GDL
and ionomer of the catalyst layer or penetration of the carbon fibers through the catalyst
layer and into the membrane. However, the drawbacks to the adhesive technology are a
higher material cost, loss of active area where covered by the adhesive, add thickness to to
the MEA, and potentially expense equipment such as UV-curing. Other nascent bonding
technologies include ultrasonic bond where high frequency mechanical energy is used to fuse
the membrane and GDE with less energy and lower cycle times [21].

MESA

The introduction of the edge-seal gasket design provided the benefit of a tight sealing while
eliminating the issue of having on the order of thousands of o-rings. The original design was
simply a beaded edge with partial impregnation into the fibrous GDL. This design proved to
be unreliable due cyclic swelling of the membrane thereby causing breakdown and delaminate
from the MEA [14]. An improved design by Ballard Power Systems is described in the U.S.
patent, U.S. 7,070,876 [11]. To prevent excess stress during compression and swelling, the
beaded compression area is extended away from the MEA while a thiner layer of sealant is
impregnated in the MEA as illustrated in Figure 5.12.

The proper choice of sealing material is crucial for high throughput, low cost, and minimal
contamination impact. In Ballard’s patent, it was proposed that capable sealing materials
are the elastomer type such as silicones, EPDM, and fluoroelastomers with Shore A hardness
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Table 5.3: MEA-gasket materials [160]

Parameter
Generic
Silicon

Loctite
Silicon

Viton
GBL-600S

Viton GF-S
Loctite LIM
Hydrocar-

bon

Density [g/cc] 1.4 1.05 1.84 1.92 1.05
Cost [$/kg] 14.33 56.70 36.87 36.87 43.37
Cost [$/L] 20.06 59.54 67.84 70.79 45.54

Cure Time [s] 150 540 420 180 60
Cure Temp [oC] 127 130 177 187 130

Durability [hr] 5,000 5,000 15,000 15,000 10,000
Inj. Pressure low low mid-high mid-high low

Static
Mixer

A B

Liquid Injection 
Molding

Figure 5.13: 2-component liquid injection molding process for MESA

of about 40 and tension modulus of about 0.2 MPa at 40% strain [11]. Table 5.3 shows a
comparison in a report published by [160] that looks at several different elastomers types.
The report concludes that the Loctite LIM hydrocarbon (polyacrylate based) is the preferred
material (over the silicone and fluoroelastomer materials).

There are limited process tools that can mold the seal structure with sufficient impregna-
tion in the MEA. The most common is to use a liquid injection molding (LIM) machine tool.
Figure 5.13 shows the schematic diagram of the LIM seal process with a two component seal-
ing material. The two-component elastomeric material is force feed into the LIM machine
and through a static mixer. A more thorough mixing is provide by the screw drive and an
injection shot is forced into the mold with the MEA. Depending on the sealing material, the
sealed may be cured in the tool or taken out for post curing either thermally or through
UV-radiation. Notable drawbacks to this process including handling the MESA during stack
assembly and volume production limitations due to batch processing.
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MEFA

The boarded or picture-frame MEA or membrane electrode framed assembly (MEFA) is a
relatively newer sealing technique aimed to address the cost, degradation (shown to last
>20,000 hours) and manufacturability limitations of the MESA structure [14]. The frame
is formed by bonding two opposing polymeric thin-film layers that encompasses the edge of
the MEA. Alternatively, the frame may first encompass the CCM while the GDL layers are
attached by an adhesive. The latter method is typically preferred to avoid the potentially
large thickness variation between the edge of the frame and the edge of the MEA.

The choice of frame material is more robust than elastomers, capable of handling higher
stresses and temperatures and is more stable in the corrosive environment. A recent paper
by [355] lists out the potential candidates to be: polyethylene naphthalate (PEN), polyethy-
lene terephthalate (PET), polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE), polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF),
ethylenevinylalcohol (EVOH), biaxially oriented polypropylene (BOPP), polyether sulphone
(PES), fluorinated ethylene propylene (PEP), polyimide (PI), and so on. More specifi-
cally, U.S. Patent US7,267,902 details a polyethylene (PE) frame [36], U.S. Patent, U.S.
2005/026326 incorporates the Dyneon THV fluoroplastic provided by 3M [354], and U.S.
Patents U.S. 2011/0123910 uses PEN films with a urethane-based hot-melt type adhesive
layer (both 25µm thick) [243].

Assembly of the MEFA typically involved laminating or pressing the two frame films.
Processes include pressing (with or without thermal assistance), laser and ultrasonic bonding
[351]. At low volumes the stacking of the MEFA and lamination is performed manually and
becomes highly labor cost at high volumes. However, the advantage of the MEFA over
MESA is the potential for roll-to-roll processing. Various patents have surfaces over the last
few years depicting a roll-to-roll MEFA setup such the one shown in Figure 5.14 from the
U.S. Patent 8,288,059 by 3M [256]. Rolls of polymeric frame with protective backing layer
are fed through a roll punch to expose the active area followed by pealing of the backing
layer. A pre-patterned roll of CCM and two sides of the frame film are joined together and
laminated to form the framed CCM, which can be rolled or continued onto the application of
the GDL. If successfully implemented, the cost of CCM, GDL, and frame assembling would
drastically reduce due to much higher throughputs and less labor involved.
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Figure 5.14: Continuous roll-to-roll MEFA process by 3M U.S. Patent 8,288,059 [256].

5.5 Bipolar Plate

The design and manufacture of the bipolar plates (BIP) have garnished a lot of attention
due to the high contribution to the overall stack cost and weight. The reason being is
simply due to the somewhat stringent requirements for BIP performance. Table 5.4 shows
a list of the key characteristics and respective minimum requirements recommended by the
Hydrogen and Fuel Cell Program from the U.S. DOE. Out of the characteristics listed,
electrical conductivity, mechanical strength, and corrosion resistance have been identified as
the three key characteristic that drive the material selection. Addition requirements have
been proposed such as rapid manufacturing and low thermal expansion [57].

Numerous studies have focused on BIP material selection and trade-offs between the
different materials. As mentioned in Chapter 4, material choices can be classified into two
groups2: carbon-based and metallic-based plates. The advantage of carbon-based plates is
primarily chemical stability in the presence of fuel, oxidant, water and acidic conditions.
However, depending the design and materials, carbon-based plates typically suffer from
poor electrical conductivity and mechanical strength [57]. The carbon-based plates can be
further divided into four types: pure graphite, carbon-carbon, and polymer composites.
Conversely to carbon plates, metallic-based plates have very high electrical conductivity
and mechanical strength, but suffer from poor corrosion resistance. Metals that meet the
corrosion requirements such as titanium are often cost prohibitive. To overcome the corrosion
limitation, a corrosive resistant and conductive coating is deposited or grown on to the surface
of the plate.

The choice of material selection dictates the manufacturing processes with the formation
of the channels being the most challenging and complex [57]. Table 5.5 give a high level sum-
mary of the the various manufacturing processes for each of the material types. Historically,

2A third, less common, group exists consisting of both carbon and metal materials and for more infor-
mation see [215]
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Table 5.4: BIP requirements from [103].

Characteristic Units 2011 Status 2017 Targets 2020 Targets

Cost $/kW 5-10 3 3

Plate H2

permeation
Std

cm3/(sec-cm2-Pa)
N/A <1.3×10-14 <1.3×10-14

Corrosion, anode µA/cm2 <1 <1 <1

Corrosion, anode µA/cm2 <1 <1 <1

Electrical
conductivity

S/cm <100 <100 <100

Areal specific
resistance

Ohm-cm2 0.03 0.02 0.01

Flexural strength MPa >34 (carbon
plate)

>25 >25

Tensile
strength[57]

MPa >41 >41 >41

Forming
elongation

% 20-40 40 40

Thermal
stability[57]

oC 120 120 120

Thermal
conductivity[57]

W/(m-K) >10 >10 >10

channels were formed by conventional machining, particularly with pure graphite plates.
Channels were machined on both sides of a plate or produced on one side of two half-plates
and joined together [50]. However, conventional machining was extremely time consuming,
often taking several hours to produce one graphite BIP [57]. Furthermore, due to the brittle
nature of graphite, machining required thicker plates (exceeding several millimeters), which
increased the plate resistance and mass of the plate. Improving in the material selection
have effectively eliminated the need for machining and instead use a molding (for carbon-
based) or forming (metallic-based) approach. For these reasons nature graphite plates are
not considered a viable option for automotive fuel cells.

Moldable graphite plates switches from single bulk graphite to to a graphite particulates
impregnated with a resin such as phenolic resin (carbon-carbon) to act as a binder and ensure
low levels or porosity [14]. The advantage of the carbon-carbon plates over natural graphite
are that thinner plates can be produced using a emboss compression molding technique (see
U.S. patent 6,663,807 [175]) thereby decreasing the plate resistance. At the same time the
resin matrix gives the plate higher toughness and is less susceptible to fracture. However,
the drawback is the reduced conductivity with the introduction of the resin. To compensate,
the plates are heated to high temperatures (>2000oC) for several hours to carbonization and
graphitize the resin. Large batch sizes are required to overcome the long heat treatment
times. Alternatively, the long high temperature heat step can be front ended to the graphite
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Table 5.5: Classification of BIP manufacturing process.

Carbon Metal

Pure Graphite
Expanded
Graphite

Thermoset Thermoplastic SS,Al,Ti,Ni Coating

·Machining
·Compression
molding

·Compression
molding

·Compression
molding

·Stamping[160]
[293][195][251][46]

·Cr-nitrides
[33][336][360]

·Transfer
molding

·Injection
molding

·Hydro-
forming [253]

Laser sintering
[45]

·Die-forging
[335] [288]
[190]

particles. Doing so increases the surface area to volume ratio of the graphite particles and
creates expanded-graphite, as describe in the U.S. patent 3,404,061 [287]. The decreased
density allows a greater concentration of graphite (50wt.% graphite particles to >90%wt.
expanded-graphite) thereby eliminating the high temperature step post impregnation. This
technologically is commercially available as Grafoil® by GrafTech International and for more
information regarding the manufacturing of BIP using Grafoil® see [42][3].

Carbon Plates

Carbon plates herein will specifically be referred to as polymer composite plates. Polymer
composite plates are comprised of several various materials each with a particular responsi-
bility. The polymer portions refers to the polymeric binder, either a thermoset or thermo-
plastic. The additives to form the composite include carbon-powers such as graphite and
carbon black to enhance conductivity and carbon fibers to provide mechanical strength. A
list of various proposed and developed polymer composite for bipolar plates is shown in Table
5.6.

Thermoset-based BIPs are typically compression molded and have the advantage of high
moldability, capable of withstanding higher operating temperatures and harsher chemical
environments and higher filler loadings than compared to thermoplastic-based [275]. Con-
versely, thermoplastic-based BIPs offer the advantage of manufacturing robustness that in-
clude both compression molding and injection molding processes. Furthermore, thermoplastic-
based BIPs are recyclable thus potential for material cost savings. Both material types are
considered suitable for high performance and mass production.

The process flow for manufacturing both BIP types is shown in Figure 5.15. The selection
of the proper molding technology is crucial for both the performance of the BIP and cost
(in terms of production throughput). A study by Mitani and Mitsuda [221] reveled that
compression molded thermoset BIPs with graphite filler had consensually more than twice
the conductivity than injection molded thermoset BIPs. The same study also looked at
various thermoplastics with graphite filler and found a similar relationship, although not
to the same degree. There were some cases in which in the injection molded BIP had
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Table 5.6: Summary Carbon-based BIP materials.

Resin Type of Resin Filler Fiber Ref.

Phenolic Resin Thermoset Graphite powder n/a [96][277]
Phenolic Resin Thermoset Graphite powder Cellulose [326]
Phenolic Resin Thermoset Graphite powder Carbon fiber [276]
Phenolic Resin Thermoset Graphite powder Graphite lump [314]
Poly(vinylidene
fluoride)

Thermoplastic Graphite powder n/a [189][323]

Vinyl ester Thermoplastic Graphite powder n/a [348][145]
Polyethylene Thermoplastic e-Graphite flake n/a [291]
Polyethylene Thermoplastic e-Graphite flake Carbon fiber [291]
Polypropylene Thermoplastic Graphite powder n/a [189]
PET Thermoplastic Graphite powder Carbon fiber [145]
PET/PVDF Thermoplastic Graphite powder n/a [144]
PPS Thermoplastic Graphite powder Carbon black [236]
PPS Thermoplastic Graphite powder Carbon fiber [145][276]

Mixing

Compression
molding

Raw
materials

Injection
molding

HT-oven
curing

De-
flashing

Shot
peening Bonding

Oven
Cure

Optional process

Figure 5.15: Process flow for carbon BIP manufacturing.

higher conductivity and it related to the material having higher flowability. Along the same
lines, a study by Derieth et al. [67] looked at the influence of graphite morphology on the
moldability and conductivity of injection molded BIPs. The findings showed that smaller
and flake-shaped particulates required higher injection pressures and had lower compounding
rates (throughput) than compared to larger flakes and spherical particulates. However, the
smaller flake-shaped particulates had the highest bulk conductivities followed by spherical-
shaped.

Generally speaking, thermoset BIPs follow the compression molding pathway whereas
thermoplastic BIPs follow the injection molding pathway due to higher capable throughput.
Both material types follow the same process flow post molding, in which depending the
design of the plate will dictate the necessary steps. Compression molded thermosets require
a post cure either in-situ in the compression molding machine or a post cure. Depending on
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Figure 5.16: Process flow for carbon BIP manufacturing.

the thermset the curing times can range on the order of minutes (e.g., vinly ester resins) to
hours (e.g., epoxies) [57]. Injection molded thermoplastics do not have a post heat treatment
step, however, do require cooling prior to part ejection. The ejection time is dependent on
the material and design on of the plate and are typically under a minute.

Metal Plates

The manufacturing of metallic BIP is typically a three phase process: 1) forming the single
side plate or half-plate, 2) welding two half-plates to form a BIP, and 3) coating the BIP
for corrosive resistance. Figure 5.16 shows the described process flow for metal BIP manu-
facturing. Rolls or pre-cut sheet metal is formed into half-plates using the various processes
listed in Table 5.7. The forming is typically performed in three-stages where the flow field
channels are first formed than the manifold openings are punched out, and finally a blank-
ing or cutting step to separate the half-plate from the bulk sheet metal. Depending on the
design of the BIP and the requirements for cell operation, the welding and coating steps
are optional, but in most cases are required. Welding of the plates is typically performed
using a high precision laser welder that rapidly welds several locations at the trench of the
channel. Once completed, the BIPs go through a coating procedure, which depending on
the desired coating material will dictate the coating process. Table 5.8 lists several common
coating technologies and corresponding processes and materials.

The most widely use material for metal BIPs is stainless steel. Other metal options
include aluminum, titanium, and nickel. Both titanium and nickel offer excellent corrosion
resistance and mechanical strength, however, are cost prohibitive. Aluminum is relatively
inexpensive, however, the drawback is challenges in forming the channels with thin-film alu-
minum ( 100µm) and issues with the variation in thermal expansion between the aluminum
and thin-film coatings where delamination can occur during fuel cell operation [57]. For
stainless steels there are different grades that influence the performance and manufacturing
of the BIP. In general, stainless steels with higher corrosive resistant material content (e.g,
chromium, nickel, molybdenum) have a lower corrosion rate (349TM > 904L > 317L > 316L
> 304). Furthermore, the corrosive rate is lowered with higher surface quality (i.e., lower
surface roughness) due to a higher quality oxide film layer of Cr2O3 rather than Fe2O3 [191].

The grade of stainless steel also influences type of coat material. One of the most common
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Table 5.7: Various metal BIP forming techniques.

Technique Advantage Disadvantage Reference
Stamping Simple and relatively low

cost (capital), high press
forces available, high produc-
tion rates possible with multi-
ple dies (e.g., progressive die
stamping)

Lower surface quality, prone
to thinning a fracture, dimen-
sional accuracy issues with
spring-back

[293][160][195][46]

Flex Forming Uses an elastic pad and only
one rigid die thereby increase
precision robustness, surface
quality, and reduced die cost

Pad lifetime is an issue with
replacements on the order of
a hundred cycles

[252][203]

Hydroforming Has increased precision ro-
bustness, higher drawing ra-
tio, less spring-back, higher
surface quality

Difficult to integrate for con-
tinuous production; longer
cycletimes compared to pro-
gressive die stamping

[253]

Impact forging Takes advantage of adia-
batic softening thus mini-
mizes strain hardening and
fracture; capable of very high
production rates

Unproven technology for BIP;
questions regarding the shape
and draw ratio capabilities of
the channels

[335]

Table 5.8: Various coatings materials and processes [160][336][360].

Technology Description Process Common materials
Nitriding Surface conversion of the metal

composition, typically in a ni-
trogen rich environment at high
temperatures (>550oC)

Thermal fur-
nace, plasma
arc lamp

CrN

PVD Uses high ionic energy to bom-
bard the target(s) creating a
charge molecular vapor cloud,
which adheres to the surface of
the BIP

Sputtering,
ion-beam
deposition,
evaporation

TiN, CrN, Cr2N, ZrN,
gold, titanium

Electroplating Uses an electrical field to deposit
metallic ions in an aqueous bath
onto the surface of the BIP

Electric current Gold, conductive poly-
mer, nickel, chromium
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coating techniques is nitriding where the chromium at the exposed surface of the stainless
steel is chemically converted to a chromium-nitrided (CrN) film by a diffusion mechanism
[33]. The corrosion quality of the CrN is dependent on the stainless steel grade. For instance,
one study found that CrN was better than a TiN or TiAlN coating and that properties of
CrN coated SS304 were superior to those of SS316 [360]. For a detailed review of metal BIP
coatings see [10].

5.6 Stack Assembly

The stacking and assembly of the fuel cell components is a much overlooked step that po-
tentially has significant cost and production rate implications. The assembly of a fuel cell
stack involves loading the elements of the stack ends (e.g., spring plate, end plates, current
collector) and the repeated process of stacking the BIP followed by a MEA until the desired
number of cells have been stacked, often reaching over a couple hundred cells. Tradition-
ally, the stacking is perform in a single workstation and manually by hand using a jig with
vertical tie-rods that hold and compresses the stack and acts as a facilitator for stacking
alignment. The time it takes to complete a stack may take several hours and is prone to
human error and risk of injury (repetitive lifting movement) [188]. Alignment error becomes
an issue despite have a jig in place, which can lead to performance degradation and damage
to the cell components upon compression. If the BIPs are aligned such that the channels
from one BIP cell are offset to the adjacent BIP cell non-uniform stress distributions will be
created in the MEA causing membrane failure [202].

At very low volumes, manually assembly is more economical and the operator is allowed
more time to rest. However, at high volume production, manually assembly is not a viable
option. Semi-automated processes and designs have been proposed and assessed in terms
of cost [188][160][294]. An example diagram of a semi-automated stack robot is shown in
Figure 6.19. Typically two side-by-side robot-arms in a work cell are used for stacking, one
for the BIPs and the other for the MEAs [188]. The completed stacks are manually carted
or conveyed on a continuous line to a workstation for placement of the end stack elements,
which is typically performed manually, but can be easily automated. The time savings from
manual to semi-automated assembly is drastic with one study yielding an 80% reduction in
time for a 5-cell stack [188].

The remain step is the compression and holding of the stack components. Traditionally,
tie-rods were used where the number of tie-rods were typically between 5-10, which were
manually tightened by hand using a torque wrench. Moving towards semi-automated pro-
cesses, the tie-rods have been replaced with steel bands or straps as described in the U.S.
Patent 5,993,987 [350]. A completed stack is placed into a compression machine where it is
simultaneously compressed at leak tested. Upon passing the leak test, several steel straps
are manually or automatically wound around the stack and are spot welded in place.
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Figure 5.17: Conceptualized automated cell stacking using a single robot [294].
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Chapter 6

Fuel Cell SGM Modeling

The life-time environmental and economical implications of PEM fuel cell technology for
automotive applications is heavily influenced by the design and manufacture of the fuel cell
system. In particular, fuel cell enterprises have primarily focused on improving the fuel
cell stack where the use of exotic materials and complex and energy intensive manufacturing
processes has led to prohibitively high costs. Furthermore, it has been generally regarded that
fuel cells are less environmentally burdensome due to the zero emissions during operation,
without the consideration of the impacts generated during manufacturing. Therefore, the
goal of the assessment is determine the holistic environmental and economical impacts of a
fuel cell stack throughout its entire life cycle that are within the bounds of an enterprise.

To achieve this, the assessment requires the comprehensive and precise modeling of the
entire fuel cell stack value chain captured by the product life cycle zodiac. Hence, the iSLCD
framework is employed where the green manufacturing scales (i.e., SGM) at each life cycle
phase are integrated as described in Chapter 3. The environmental impact and cost are
determined by tracing the energy and material resource flows throughout each unit process
in the SGM and along the PLCZ phases. The integration also enables a more comprehensive
analysis of the design sensitivities where the interdependencies from the unit processes level
to the various life cycle phases are captured.

The fuel cell stack value chain varies from one enterprise to another in terms of the
design and components used, manufacturing flows, and process recipes. Therefore, the rep-
resentative reference fuel cell stack for the analysis is based on the Mercedes-Benz A/B-Class
F-Cell that is currently in the initial phases of ramp-up production. Exact design details and
manufacturing process flows are highly propriety, however, sufficient levels of designs and
process flow details are obtained through a collaborative effort with Daimler-Benz. The var-
ious designs, materials, and manufacturing technologies modeled reflect the current general
practices as well as anticipated designs for improved (in terms of performance and forecasted
costs) future generation fuel cell stacks. Furthermore, it is of interest, especially from an
economic perspective, to conduct the analysis at varying levels of vertical integration. The
degree of vertical integration (DVI) dictates the decision to “make” a component in-house
versus “buy” as a purchased component from a supplier. In addition, the DVI has environ-
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mental implications in terms transportation emissions and emissions due to the local power
generation mix. A key factor in determining the DVI is the influence of demand that directly
sets the required annual production volume. The decision to make versus buy will change
as costs generally decrease with increasing volume by taking advantage of higher utilizations
with economies-of-scale.

The remaining sections of this chapter detail the construction of the model along an
overview of the aspects of the fuel cell stack design and manufacturing that are included in
the modeling.

6.1 Model Overview

The scope of the product life cycle for the fuel cell stack assessment is shown in Figure
6.1. The majority of the PLCZ phases are considered in the modeling, as depicted with
a solid line, beginning from raw material extraction to new product distribution and the
appropriate end-of-life phase depending on the specified scenario. As previously mentioned,
the use phase will not be considered due to being out of the bounds of the enterprise in terms
of both the operation of the fuel cell stack and the require hydrogen fuel. The effects of the
raw material generation from the Earth and material waste in landfills and incineration are
ignored, although, future assessments will want to include the environmental and economical
consequences of potentially toxic materials in the landfill phase. Lastly, the direct re-use of
the fuel cell stack is considered the trivial case where the associated impacts, such as re-
installing the stack into a new vehicle, is negligible.

At the module level of the iSLCD framework, the approach for the LCI methodology in
the LCA module is shown in Figure 6.2. The majority of the inventory analysis for each
of the life cycle phase is Process-based, which enables the resolution required for precise
integration. For inventory that is represented as capital, such as the embodied energy of
the machine tools or the construction of a facility where the elementary flows are non exis-
tent, an Economic I/O-based approach is used. It is assumed that the level of uncertainty
associated with the economic I/O LCI is acceptable and will improve with with increasing
allocation (i.e., production volume). For the process-based LCI, the elementary flows of
interests are primarily raw materials, consumables, and energy in terms of both electricity
and natural gas. The trace of other resource flows such as water are not included due to
lack of information for each process. However, for processes where the water consumption is
known the embodied energy is included in the analysis. The selected impact category and
characterization factor representing the environment impacts is global warming potential
(GWP) in units of kilograms of carbon dioxide equivalence (kgCO2e). The consideration of
only GWP is due to the wide availability of data for both process- and economic I/O-based
in various LCI databases such as the GaBi Software. Furthermore, GWP is arguably the
most representative metric for assessing the released anthropogenic carbon emissions which
the stabilization wedges are based on. At the LCCA module level, a DFMA approach is
implemented as described in Chapter 2 with an addition element of direct transportation
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Figure 6.1: Modeling scope of the product life cycle zodiac.

Table 6.1: Modeled production volume scenarios.

Daimler F-Cell Gen2/3 Gen4 Gen5
Annual Volume (units) 100 500 1000 5000 10000 50000

costs. All monetary flows are converted to the U.S. dollar and scaled to the 2013 year using
the Consumer Price Index inflation calculator [184].

Each iteration of the model includes the influence of the annual production volume and
the DVI. Table 6.1 lists the annual fuel cell stack volumes of interest beginning with the
assumed current production rate of 100 units per year and up to 50000 units. By automotive
manufacturing standards an annual production of 50000 units is considered low volume
production for a single enterprise. Most cost assessment on fuel cell stack manufacturing such
as [160] and [293] assume production volumes of up to 500,000 per year. However, equating
fuel cell stack manufacturing to current automotive volumes creates large uncertainties. Due
to the rapidly evolving nature of fuel cell technology many of the materials and designs as
well as the manufacturing processes may become obsolete in a relatively short period of time.
Therefore, it is assumed that with the introduction of the F-cell Gen5 model the within next
decade, a maximum of 50000 units per year is reasonable under the current manufacturing
technologies modeled.
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Figure 6.2: Model scope of the LCA module.

Table 6.2: Degree of Vertical Integration scenarios.

DVI
Component 0 1 2 3 4
Membrane n/a n/a buy buy buy

GDL n/a buy buy buy make
BIP buy buy buy make make

CCM n/a buy make make make
MEA (with frame) buy make make make make

Stack Assy make make make make make

In addition, the model includes the strategic decision of the DVI at the enterprise level for
each production volume. Table 6.2 shows the breakdown of the make versus buy decision at
each DVI. At a DVI of “0” the scenario assumes near horizontal integration where the bipolar
plates and the full MEA (i.e., CCM+GDL+frame components) are completely out-sourced
and are purchased from a global supplier and assembled in-house at Daimler’s facility. The
opposite scenario is the near complete vertical integration of every component, excluding
the membrane itself, is manufactured in-house where only the raw materials are purchased
from the various suppliers. The exclusion to manufacture the membrane in-house is due
to the fact that Nafion® based membranes are considered a relatively mature commodity
with consumptions and applications spanning multiple industries and products. Although
the membrane is included as a purchased component, the manufacturing analysis is still
conducted to determine the embodied energy and the purchase cost (using DFMA) of the
membrane.

The entire model for determining the GWP and cost of a fuel cell stack at a given
production volume and DVI is shown in Figure 6.3. The model takes in the inputs of the
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Figure 6.3: Methodology for fuel cell stack GWP and cost modeling based on the SGM.

DVI along with the fuel cell stack design such as materials and dimensions, certain tool
designs such as the mold runner design of an injection molding machine, and the factory
design and layout such as the location, orientation, construction materials, and size of the
factory. Information at the design level (dotted blue lines) is percolated throughout the
model. The model starts by initializing the relevant location parameters for Daimler and
the supplier enterprises. At this initial stage of the model the location parameter of interest is
the number of available annual working days per location, which assumes that each country
has a different number of holidays in a year.

The information parameters are loaded into the manufacturing parameter module where
the layout of the production line is established. In this module, the number of lines is de-
termine given the production volume, number of working days, and the cycle time, setup
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time, and inspection time of the process. Some manufacturing flows have multiple process
options. For example, at low volume production the bipolar plates are produced in single
die sets and are manually inspected whereas at high volumes the die sets double and the
inspection is automated using a visual robotic system. The manufacturing module automat-
ically determines the appropriate option using a recursive iteration that targets the fewest
number of lines (it is assumed that the number of lines is directly proportional to the cost
and energy consumption).

The design and manufacturing parameter information is taken as inputs to the process,
machine tool, and facility scales of each fuel cell stack component. The number of facilities
(factories and cleanrooms) is dependent on the DVI. For each facility, the energy consump-
tion of all processes and machines tools within the facility are calculated in parallel with the
HVAC energy model described in Chapter 3. At each hour time step, the model calculates
the appropriate convective heat loss from the machine tools given the indoor temperature
and ventilation flow. The heat loss from the machine tool also influences the energy con-
sumption at the unit process level. It is assumed that the machine tools are temperature
stabilized, hence, the thermal mass of the machines is ignored. The cleanroom model is a
simplified version of the HVAC energy model where the cleanroom is assumed to be situated
inside a factory as opposed to a standalone building (this is reflective of the current fuel
cell manufacturing industry). The cleanroom model drastically simplifies due to lack solar
radiation and the assumption that the boundaries (i.e., walls) are isothermal to the factory.
Additional information is transferred from the design level to the material module where
the direct masses of the fuel cell stack and the scrap waste resulting from the design and
manufacturing the yield loss, are tabulated. The masses are also necessary for determining
the transportation emissions and cost under the set locations.

The GWP and cost results are assessed at the LCI and DFMA modules using LCI data
from commercially available databases and cost data found from publicly available sources
and price quotes (see Appendix A6 for table of values and references). The energy and
material flows, as shown as the solid red lines are segregated into material embodied energy,
machine tool and facility infrastructure embodied energies, process energy and facility energy
emissions per location, and direct transportation emissions. Additional steps are required
(not shown) for the various end-of-life-phases. Choosing an end-of-life option will trigger the
following:

• Refurbish: The fuel cell stack shipped back to Daimler’s manufacturing facility and
N cells are replaced while keeping intact the stack hardware. The refurbish stack is
re-assembled then shipped back to the customer. It is assume that the stack and cells
are only refurbished once and that the end-of-life impacts of the replaced cell(s) is not
include at this stage.

• Re-manufacture: It is assumed that the stack cells are no longer functional at the
expected performance. The stack is shipped back to Daimler’s manufacturing facility
and the materials are reprocessed directly into the manufacturing process stream. Due
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to the material composition and packaging of certain components, not all parts can
be re-manufactured and are thereby considered as discarded waste. A new stack is
manufactured with the existing stack hardware and is shipped back to the distributor.

• Recycle: It is assumed that the stack is in a condition where the majority of the
components can not be refurbished or re-manufactured (e.g., contaminated). The
stack is sent to a local recycling center where the recyclable materials are reverted
back into the raw material supply stream. Non-recyclable materials are considered as
discarded waste.

Further assumptions to modeling are listed below.

• Uncertainty in the model was capturing using the the proposed Beta function uncer-
tainty model detailed at the end of Chapter 3. In total, over 400 parameters were
associated with some level of uncertainty with a typical maximum and minimum value
of ±50% and for the select few low uncertainty data (e.g., directly from Daimler) an
error of ±10% was associated, and for the select few high uncertainty data an error to
+100% and beyond was assigned.

• A Monte Carlo simulation technique is conducted for assessing the data uncertainty
using a random number generator with the Beta functions. The minimum number
of iterations required to achieve to desired error is 100 (refer to section A3 in the
Appendix).

• The LCIA methodology for GWP is chosen to be the CML2001 (November 2010 up-
date) at a time frame of 100 years.

• It is assumed that the transportation cost is a linear function of mass and distance and
a static factor of cost per mass per distance is obtained from the U.S. Department of
Transportation [322].

6.2 Fuel Cell Stack Design

The functional unit of the assessment is an 80kW (gross power) hydrogen PEM fuel cell
stack. The 80kW output power well represents the light-duty vehicle market and that the
Mercedes B-Class F-cell has an 80kW stack coupled with a 20kW lithium-on battery for a
total of 100kW or roughly 134HP. The proposed design of the fuel cell stack is shown in
Figure 6.4 along with the dimensions and a list of materials for each component tabulated in
Table 6.3. Note that the design specifications and materials listed have been modified and
simplified and therefore does not completely reflect Daimler’s F-cell technology, but rather
an archetype of a state-of-an-art fuel cell stack.

As seen in the figure, the bulk of the fuel cell stack is the cell row where hundreds of
repeated cells connected in series. The number of repeated cells is adjusted depending on
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Figure 6.4: Included fuel cell stack components.

the desired stack output power. It is assumed that for a state-of-the-art automotive fuel
cell stack the power density of the active area (the MEA area exposed to the reactants) is
1W/cm2, which, according to Daimler, is a valid assumption [351]. Therefore, to achieve
the desired 80kW output power a total active area of 8m2 is required. The designed MEA
active area is 30cm long by 10cm wide thus translating to a cell row depth of 266.67 or 267
individual cells. The physical dimensions of the stack are larger at 40cm in length and 12cm
in wide due to the required sealing around the MEA and the manifolds running along the
outer areas of the cell (not shown).

The material selection for each component in Table 6.3 has been selected to represent the
current practiced designs along with proposed or anticipated designs for future generation
stacks (within the time frame of the maximum production volume). Every component labeled
with an option ‘a’ denotes the material used for the current generation, which will be referred
to as the Reference stack. Therefore, the reference stack design for the F-cell consists of an
unreinforced Nafion2 membrane, slot-die coated platinum ink CCM, MESA encapsulation of
the MEA and sealing, and carbon-based BIP. The assumed future technology reference design
determined by various sources in literature and communications with Daimler, is denoted
with the option ‘b’. The materials and corresponding specifications have been selected
such that the two technology variations are functionally equivalent where it is reasonably
assumed that both designs will yield the same output power. The future generation design
will be referred to as the Future stack. Furthermore, it is assumed that the performance of
each component is mutually exclusive thereby yielding functional equivalence between any
combination of ‘a’ and ‘b’. An additional option dimension is added for the BIP where each
option is separated into two manufacturing flows. For example, equivalent carbon BIP can
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Table 6.3: Fuel cell stack component options and descriptions.

Component Option Type Material Length Width Thickness

Membrane

1a. Unreinforced Cast Nafion® 30cm 10cm 50µm

1b. Reinforced
Nafion®

30cm 10cm 25µm
ePTFE

CCM

2a. Slot-die
Platinum

30cm 10cm 0.5mg/cm2

Carbon black

2b. NSTF
Platinum

30cm 10cm
0.2mg/cm2

PR-149 100nm

GDL 3

Substrate
Carbon fiber

30cm 10cm 180µm
PTFE

MPL
PTFE

30cm 10cm 30µm
Carbon black

MEA
4a. MESA Silicone Figure 6.5 Figure 6.5 Figure 6.6

4b. MEFA PEN Figure 6.5 Figure 6.5 200µm

BIP

5a1. Carbon (compm)
Epoxy resin

Figure 6.7 Figure 6.7 1.5mm
Graphite

5a2. Carbon (injm)

Polypropylene

Figure 6.7 Figure 6.7 1.5mmGraphite

Carbon black

5b1. Metal (thermal)
SS304

Figure 6.7 Figure 6.7
100µm (stock)

Nitrogen 2µm (coating)

5b2. Metal (PVD)
SS304

Figure 6.7 Figure 6.7
100µm (stock)

CrN 2µm (coating)

Bus plate 6
Anode

Copper 30cm 10cm 1mm
Cathode

End plate 7
Anode

PA6-6 with GF 40cm 12cm 15mm
Cathode

Spring plate 8 n/a SS304 40cm 12cm 10mm

End cap 7
Anode

Aluminum 41cm 13cm
50mm

Cathode 30mm

Straps (3x) 9 Strips Generic steel 12cm+2*D 20mm 1mm
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Figure 6.5: Manufacturing cutout of the MEA and Frame. The outer dimensions represent
the precut Frame size where the excess material is considered as scrap. Actual footprint
dimensions of the Frame is the same as the BIP.
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Figure 6.7: Design and dimensions of the bipolar plate for both carbon and metal.
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Figure 6.8: Global enterprises using in the modeling.

be manufactured either using the compression molding (compm) pathway with a thermo
set polymer or injection molded (injm) using a thermoplastic polymer with an additional
filler. For the Reference design, the compression molded BIP is consider the base case while
the injection molded BIP is an alternative option. The actual forming of the metal BIP is
identical for option 5b. Where it differs the the process in coating the protective layer onto
the surface of the metal. The PVD option is considered as the base case for the Future stack
whereas the thermal nitriding is the alternative option.

6.3 Enterprise Scale

At the enterprise scale the model sets the location parameters that defines where the fuel
cell is manufactured and where the materials and components are supplied from. Figure 6.8
shows a map of the geographical locations considered in the model. Daimler’s headquarters
is located in Germany in the city of Stuttgart (yellow dot) and is where the majority of
the fuel cell R&D takes place. However, Daimler’s main production facility is located in
Vancouver (yellow star) in the province of British Columbia, Canada. The decision to
locate the manufacturing facility in Vancouver was primarily due to the hub of fuel cell
manufacturing expertise and capabilities with Vancouver being the headquarters of Ballard
Power Systems and AFCC. Despite being manufactured in Vancouver, the desired use of the
fuel cell stacks is in Germany. Therefore, the model initializes the manufacturing location
parameters based on Vancouver and includes the transportation of the fuel cell stack from
Vancouver to Germany (Stuttgart).

Suppliers for fuel cell materials and components range globally with the major enterprises
located in the U.S., U.K., Germany, and Japan. For the membrane, it is assumed to be
entirely supplied from the U.S. where DuPont is headquartered. More specifically, Nafion®
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Table 6.4: Supplier minimum annual production capacities.

Component Capacity Cost mark-up

Membrane 150,000 100-200%
CCM 100,000 30-100%
GDL 200,000 20-70%
MEA 100,000 30-100%
Frame 100,000 30-100%
BIP 500,000 30-100%
Stack hardware n.a. 200-400%

membranes are manufactured in DuPont’s Fayetteville, North Carolina plant [82], which is
categorized as the Eastern half of the U.S. The CCM and MEA are manufactured in various
countries spanning the U.S. and Europe and will be assumed to be supplied by 3M’s fuel cell
division primarily located on the Eastern half of the U.S. (e.g., Minnesota, Connecticut). The
GDL is assumed to be manufactured in Germany from large carbon fiber manufacturers such
as SGL Carbon. Lastly, the BIPs are assumed to be supplied from Japan (e.g., Nisshinbo)
and companies stemming from the Eastern U.S. (e.g., Dana Corporation) for the carbon
and metal BIP, respectively. For simplicity, it is also assumed that the raw materials used
for in-house production are supplied by the corresponding enterprise that manufacturers
the component (e.g., carbon BIP raw materials will come from Japan). For each enterprise
location the appropriate location parameters data is retrieved such as economic activity
(e.g., inflation, mortgage rate), weather data, and power grid mix. The full list of relevant
parameters and value can be found in the Appendix. It is also assumed that for each
component purchased from a supplier utilizes the suppliers existing production capacities as
opposed to the required demand at low volumes. For instance, DuPont Nafion® membrane
production has a annual capacity of approximately 150,000m2[245]. Therefore, for the cutoff
minimum annual membrane demand is set to 150,000m2 only increases when the demand is
greater. Table 6.4 list the minimum production capacities for purchase components assumed
in the model as well as the assumed cost mark-ups (base on communications with Daimler).

The data for the location parameters are considered to be static with the lone exception
being the cost of electricity for the Vancouver manufacturing facility. The electric tariff or
cost of electricity (dollars per kWh) is a complex function determined by the appropriate rate
schedule for the enterprise. Depending on the rate schedule, the electric tariff is a function
of the electricity consumption, monthly power demand, supplied voltage connection, zone
location, type of service, and historical baseline level (HBL), if applicable. The algorithm
to determine the electricity rate is given by the local utility, BC Hydro[130], for Vancouver.
It is assumed that the rate schedule for fuel cell manufacturing falls under the large service
category, which represents users that require at least 150kW of supplied power and consume
over 550,000 kWh annually. Figure 6.9 plots the electricity rates ($/kWh) for three scenarios:
below 150kW, near 150kW, and much larger than 150kW, around a monthly HBL of 50,000
kWh. According to the cost algorithm, at low monthly electricity consumptions the rate
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Figure 6.9: Tariff rate schedule for B.C. Hydro, Vancouver.

decrease asymptotically until at an offset near the HBL. At the offset point the rate drops
and the electric rate is determined using a different algorithm where below the HBL the
difference in electricity consumption is credited back while consumption above the HBL is
penalized. The penalty of power demand is linear, however, according to the cost algorithm,
power demands over the specified 150kW is heavily taxed.

6.4 Facility Scale

The reference factory included in the model is based on Daimler’s manufacturing facility in
Vancouver and is referred to as the Mercedes-Benz Fuel Cell (MBFC) manufacturing facility.
Figure 6.10 shows a top-down Google Map image of MBFC along with the identification of the
factory floor space and the office space. The building housing the MBFC facility is occupied
by several other companies including Ballard Power Systems. However, it is assumed that
MBFC represents the entire building and that the dimensions are approximate based on the
Google Map scale and communications with Daimler.

The size or footprint of the facility is dependent on the production volume and the DVI.
The office space is considered to have a static floor space of 20 meters in length and 30 meters
in width for all production volumes and DVIs. The factory floor space as assumed to have a
static width of 60 meters and increases in length as necessary with a minimum length of 30
meters. To determine the length of the facility, the required area is first determined using
the following equation:

Afactory = fs · (Atools + Astorage + Ainventory + Acleanroom) (6.1)
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Figure 6.10: Bird’s-eye view of MBFC in Vancouver.

Where Atools is the total occupied area of the machines for in-house production, Astorage
represents the area housing the replacement and miscellaneous parts and is assumed to be
20% of Atools, Ainventory is the holding area for completed fuel cell stacks and is approximated

as 2Astack
√
volume where Astack is the dimensional footprint of the stack and volume is the

annual production volume, Acleanroom is the cleanroom footprint and is only include if the
MEA is manufactured in-house, and fs is a safety factor term set to 1.5. Therefore, the
required factory length can be calculated as Afactory/60 and rounded up to the nearest 10
meters.

The facility model is constructed using the materials and dimensions listed in Table 6.5.
Obtaining actual material compositions and dimensions for MBFC was not feasible, however,
the materials listed sufficiently represents a generic factory and office building. As seen in
the table the majority of the building materials for both the factory and office are similar,
although the office has slightly more stringent requirements due to comfort and acoustic
reasons. The temperature set point inside the office is to 22±2oC during working hours
and 22±4oC during non-working hours compared to a warmer 23±3oC and 23±6oC for the
factory. Furthermore, the air change per hour (ACH) is fours times higher in the office area
to maintain clean fresh air while it is assumed that the machine tools on the factory floor
have local fume exhausts directly connected to the outdoor environment.

The mathematical modeling of the facility HVAC energy consumption was covered in
Chapter 3. The require temperature inputs to the thermodynamic model are the hourly
outdoor environment and soil surface temperatures for Vancouver. Hourly datasets for the
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Table 6.5: Build materials and attributes for the facility model.

Factory

Element Material
Thickness Density k Cp

(cm) (kg/m3) (W/m-K) (J/kg-K

Roof

Light-weight concrete slab 10 1280 0.53 840

Built-up roofing (BUR) 0.95 1120 0.16 1460

Insulation 7.5 43 0.03 1210

Floor

Heavy-weight Concrete slab 30 2240 1.95 900

Walls

Concrete block 20 512 0.29 880

Windows

Glass (single pane) 0.3 2500 1.0 750

Facility height
ACH

Set temp. Set temp. tol. LPD

(m) (oC) (oC) (W/m2)

10.5 (exterior), 10 (interior) 1 23 3/6 13

Office

Element Material
Thickness Density k Cp

(cm) (kg/m3) (W/m-K) (J/kg-K

Roof

Light-weight concrete slab 15 1280 0.53 840

Built-up roofing (BUR) 0.95 1120 0.16 1460

Insulation 7.5 43 0.03 1210

Plywood 1.6 544 0.12 1210

Air gap 163 1.2

Acoustic tile 1.91 368 0.06 590

Floor

Carpet 1.0 288 0.06 1390

Insulation 7.5 43 0.03 1210

Heavy-weight Concrete slab 30 2240 1.95 900

Walls

Gypsum board 1.6 800 0.16 1090

Concrete block 20 512 0.29 880

Windows

Glass (double pane) 0.635 2500 1.0 750

Facility height
ACH

Set Temp. Set Temp. Tol. LPD

(m) (oC) (oC) (W/m2)

5 (exterior), 3.1 (interior) 4 22 2/4 17
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Figure 6.11: Vancouver outdoor temperature profiles.

outdoor temperature were obtained online from the Climate division of the Department of
Environment Canada (http://climate.weather.gc.ca). The corresponding hourly soil
surface temperatures is determined using the soil temperature equation found at the end
of the HVAC energy modeling section in Chapter 3. Figure 6.11 plots the hourly outdoor
temperature and modeled soil surface temperature for Vancouver. As expected, the two
temperature profiles are well correlated with similar phase and amplitude.

The solar radiation data for the model was extracted from the Canadian Weather Energy
and Engineering Datasets (CWEEDS) obtained online (http://climate.weather.gc.ca).
The datasets provides hourly solar radiation in the component form of direct normal ir-
radiance and diffusion horizontal irradiance measured from the surface of the Earth. The
components of the irradiance was converted to the appropriate radiation heat flux for each
side of the building using the solar angles described in Chapter 3. Figure 6.12 plots the
CWEEDS data for both direct (red dashed) and diffuse (blue solid) irradiance. The data
represented in the figure shows sparse events for the direct irradiance while the diffuse is
more uniform over time. A plausible explanation for the spareness is due to the interference
from passing clouds, rain, and snow. The diffuse irradiance component represents the scat-
tered solar beams from the sky and surrounds and therefore are less susceptible to passing
weather conditions.

From the temperature and solar radiation profiles the HVAC energy model determines
the necessary HVAC load for offsetting the internal (e.g., machine tools, office equipment,
personnel) and external heat gain and losses. A key functionality of a HVAC system is to
balance the thermal loading with rate of fresh air (infiltration) and unwanted exfiltration.
During the winter season when the outdoor temperature is much lower than the set point
temperature, it is advantageous to minimize the infiltration to reduce the required heating
load. On the other hand, during the summer months it is advantageous to maximize the
infiltration rate when cooling is required. The HVAC model takes this dynamic into account
by varying the infiltration rate depending on the temperature differences and the set point
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Figure 6.12: Vancouver solar irradiation profiles.

temperature tolerance. For health and safety reasons, the ASHRAE recommends at least
10L/s/person of fresh air into a commercial facility [13], which provides a constraint on the
lower bound infiltration rate. The upper bound infiltration rate is restricted by the maximum
set flow rate of the ventilation, which is proportional to the ACH.

The model assumes isothermal boundaries between the office space and the factor space.
Therefore, the HVAC energy consumption of the office area is independent of the production
of the fuel cell stack and can be treated as a separate model. Preliminary results were
obtained by running the office HVAC energy model at hourly time steps. Figure 6.13 shows
the annual power demand profile (6.13a) separated into heating load, cooling load, ventilation
and lighting, and the total energy consumption of the facility, and zoomed version of the
same profile to a period of one week (6.13). As expected, the profile shows high heating loads
during the winter months and high cooling loads during the summer. The ventilation and
lighting profile appears to exhibit a binomial distribution at 1.5kW and 6.5kW. However,
closer examination of the profile reveals that the power turns to maximum during the working
hours of the weekdays and set to a lower state during the off hours. The binary switching of
power profiling was modeled by choice as a reasonable assumption that the facility system
is intelligent enough to conserve electricity. Furthermore, the zoomed profile reveals that
during certain days the HVAC heating turns on during the morning and switches to cooling
mode during the day time. The behavior of the sudden switching can be due to various reason
such as the large temperature swings in the outdoor temperature profiles and due the fact
that internal thermal mass such as the office equipment was not taking into consideration. A
quick sanity check of the HVAC energy consumption for the office space shown in Table 6.6
shows that the model is well within the expected range of energy intensities for office type
builds (data provided by the U.S. EIA Commercial Buildings Energy Consumption Survey
[89]).

Further assumption for the facility model are listed below.

• No work is conducted on holidays and weekend and non-working hours. The start of
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Figure 6.13: Facility power profiles for the office space.

Table 6.6: Office HVAC energy results (kWh/square foot).

Heating Cooling Ventilation Lighting Total CBECS2003[89]

0.7 1.0 1.1 5.9 9.3 6.9-11.5
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work depends on the daily number shift, which depends on the production volume.
During non-working hours the facility lighting is reduced by a factor of 4 and the
ventilation flow is reduced by a factor of 2 (only in the office space)

• It is assumed that the number of employees in the office is 50 (50% male/female) and
that the factory employees are determined separately. The number of employees or
workers in the factory is dependent on the number of lines and the equipment type.

• The cleanroom ambient temperature is set to a constant 22oC with no tolerance. The
air flow is determined by the cleanroom class, which is set to class-10000 (ISO7). It is
assumed that the cleanroom exterior is isothermal and the heat internal heat generation
is directly offset by the cleanroom HVAC system.

• The solar radiation data was obtained for the year 2005 from the CWEEDS database.
The 2005 year is the most recent available dataset. To match the solar profiles, outdoor
temperature data was also obtained for the 2005 year.

• The magnitude and direction of wind blowing across the facility building is including in
the thermal modeling. Hourly data for the wind was found on the CWEEDS database.

• The convection term for all thermal processes is assumed to be uni-directional in the
−z-direction flow (i.e., downward) unless the free convection heat transfer coefficient
is larger than the forced convection.

6.5 Production Line Scale

At the production line level the primary attribute of interest is the number of simultaneous
lines required to process a given annual volume. The methodology for determining the
number of lines was outlined in Chapter 3 where the same methodology can be applied to
batch processing. The key parameters that are needed to be determined are the the process
cycle times, line setup time, line process yield, and line availability. The process cycle
times are presented in the next section at the process and tool level. For determining the
remaining three parameters a learning curve type relationship [324] is implemented given the
assumption that the overall line yield, availability, and setup time improves with increasing
production volume and the improvement is dictated by some power function.

The formulation of the learning curves is as follows. The simplest learning curve equation
is represented in the form:

y =
A

Bn
(6.2)

where y is represents the yield, setup time, or availability, n is the volume (e.g., annual
number of plates, volume of GDL), A and B are known shape parameters of the equation to
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Table 6.7: Line parameters for the learning curve function.

Component Volume Yield (%) Availability (%) Setup Time (mins)

Membrane(m2)
13950[160] 80[14]

80[42] n/a
6975000[160] 95[42]/99[14]†

CCM(m2)
10000 70 70 60

1000000 99.9[14] 95 5/10††

GDL(m2)
1000 80[14] 70 60

1000000 99.5 95 5

MEA(m2)
1000 80 70 60

1000000 99.5[14] 95 10

BIP (ea.)
100000 60[14] 70 60

10000000 99.5 95 5

Stack Assy (ea.)
500 100 80 30

50000 100 95 5
† Non-reinforced/Reinforced
†† Slot-die/NSTF

be solved for. Linear regression techniques can be used to solve the above equation by first
linearizing using the natural log to yield:

ln(y) = ln(A)− n ∗ ln(B) (6.3)

or

ln(y) = ln(A)− log10(n) ∗ ln(B) (6.4)

where the base 10 logarithm is more convenient to use due to the multiples order of
magnitudes for the volumes. Solving Equation 6.4 requires two data points that represent
the extremas (best and worst values). For the data points (N1, 1Y1) and (N2, Y 2) the function
for the learning curve can be solved as:

A = exp

{
ln(Y1) +

log10(N1)

log10(N2)− log10(N1)
∗ (ln(Y1)− ln(Y2))

}
(6.5)

and

B = exp

{
ln(Y1)− ln(Y2)

log10(N2)− log10(N1)

}
(6.6)

Applying the learning curve equation for all volumes, it is assumed that volumes less
than N1 and greater than N2 will be equal to Y1 and Y2, respectively. As an illustrative
example or the curves, Figure 6.14 plots the line yield, availability, and setup times for the
GDL and a list of the parameter values for all components incorporated in the model is
shown in Table 6.7. Note that values lists are regarded as educated assumption with certain
data points referenced.
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Figure 6.14: Example of the yield, availability, and setup time by volume for the GDL.

6.6 Process and Machine Tool Scale

The majority of the processes and process flows for fuel cell manufacturing was covered
in Chapter 5 with more detailed unit process models (i.e., compression molding, injection
molding, stamping) covered in detail in Chapter 3. This section provides and overview of the
manufacturing parameters incorporated in the process and machine tool scale modeling. The
values listed in the tables represent the expected values where actual values are determined
in-situ during the production line modeling (e.g., line yields that translate to material masses)
and the unit process model where the energy consumption is determined in hourly intervals
from the facility model. A more detailed breakdown as well as the remaining inventory data
such as material costs and the LCI impact factors can be found in the Appendix A6.

Membrane

An overview of the roll-to-roll non-reinforced cast and reinforced soak membrane process was
covered in Chapter 5. The same manufacturing flows are incorporated in the model due to
the assumption that the membrane is a purchased component for all production volumes and
DVI. The details of the parameter inputs and the calculated direct masses can be found in
Table 6.8. The lines speed and tool costs were estimated by interpolating the data obtained
from [160] as a function of manufactured volume. The results of the interpolation for both
membrane type are shown in Figure 6.15. Furthermore, the tool power for the reinforced
membrane was obtained by the same reference and interpolated with respect to the line
speed.
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Figure 6.15: Membrane tool cost and line speed as a function of production volume.
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Table 6.8: Membrane manufacturing parameters and calculated direct materials for a com-
plete stack.

Parameter Units Non-Reinforced Reinforced
Web width m 0.61[83] 1
Line speed m/min See Figure 6.15a See Figure 6.15b
Tool size m2 30[42] 20[160]
Line power kW 140[42] 4.17×{Line speed}+204.2[160]
Tool cost 2013USD 7,400,000 See Figure 6.15a
Material masses
Nafion® g/stack 792.6 376.5
ePTFE g/stack 0 20.11
Consumables masses
Isopar-K g/stack 0 5.69

Table 6.9: CCM manufacturing parameters and calculated direct materials for a complete
stack.

Parameter Units Slot-die NSTF
Web width m 0.5[159] 0.4[160]
Line speed m/min 4[180] 5.84[160]
Tool size m2 9.6[180] 6.2
Line power
Process kW 40.3 141
Baseline kW 19.7 350
Tool costs 2013USD 995,000[159] 1,260,000[160]
Material masses g/stack
Platinum 40.05 12.02
Carbon black 60.08 0
Nafion® 24.03 0
Perylene Red 0 2.24
Consumables masses
DPG g/stack 456.6 0
Methanol g/stack 43.38 0
DI Water g/stack 43.38 0
Argon g/stack 0 1.5×10-4

Kapton® g/stack 1282 1282

CCM

The manufacturing parameters and calculated direct material masses for the slot-die coated
and NSTF CCM are shown in Table 6.9. The table shows that the NSTF process is more
energy intensive, however, has a lower catalyst (platinum) mass and does not require to use of
multiple chemical consumables. The Kapton® is a protective polyimide film manufactured
by DuPont that serves as a backing substrate layer for the coating. The model assumes that
the Kapton® is discard and not recycled after CCM lamination.
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Table 6.10: GDL manufacturing parameters and calculated direct materials for a complete
stack.

Parameter Units GDL A GDL B GDL C
Web width m 0.4 0.8 1.2
Line speed m/min 1.5/10[160]† + 3(m)/n.a.(a)
Tool size m2 21.4(m) 42.8(m) n.a.(a)

m2 19.4(a) 38.8(a) 58.2(a)
Line power
Process kW 28.5(m)/59.5(a) n.a(m)/71.1(a) n.a(m)/100(a)
Baseline kW 38.4(m)/93.5(a) n.a(m)/94.4(a) n.a(m)/ 117.6(a)
Tool costs 2013USD 633,000(m) 979,000(m) 1,382,000(m)

2013USD 670,000(a) 1,036,000(a) 1,462,000(a)
Material masses
Carbon fiber g/stack 400.5
PTFE g/stack 304.4
Carbon black g/stack 256.3
Graphite g/stack 132.2
PF resin g/stack 528.7
Consumables masses
PVA g/stack 80.1
Methanol g/stack 2115
Water g/stack 19380
Nitrogen g/stack 23460
Triton X-100 g/stack 28.04
†1.5m/min for in-house mfg. and 10m/min for supplier

GDL

The GDL process flow is a two step manufacturing process that is dependent on the DVI. At
a DVI of less than 4, the entire GDL (macro porous layer substrate and mirco porous layer,
(MPL)) is purchased and is assumed to be manufactured at the highest capacity (i.e., largest
width). At DVI4 the application of the MPL is preformed in-house while the carbon fiber
paper substrate is purchased. The size of the MPL manufacturing line is dependent on the
production volume. Table 6.10 shows three options for in-house GDL manufacturing (note
option C is selected is the GDL is out-sourced). The production line model automatically
selects the line size such that the minimum number of simultaneous GDL lines are required.
Furthermore, each option is split into two process flows with manual inspection (m) and
automated in-line inspection (a). The obvious advantage of the automated inspection is
the reduced cycle time as indicated by the line speed. However, the tool cost and energy
consumption increases when the automated inspection is added.

MEA

The MEA process refers the joining of the CCM and GDL layers prior the full framed
assembly. Two options for joining are considered: film adhesive and liquid adhesive. The
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Table 6.11: MEA joining manufacturing parameters and calculated direct materials for a
complete stack.

Parameter Units Film Adhesive Liquid Adhesive
No. cavities 2 2
Cycle time sec/MEA 90 70
Tool size m2 16 18
Line power
Process kW 3.7 4.0
Baseline kW 30.8 29.2
Tool cost 2013USD 587,000 847,000
Material masses
Film adhesive g/stack 42.92 0
Liquid Adhesive g/stack 0 66.91

film adhesive is assumed to a double sided adhesive that is picture frame cut to cover the
edges of the MEA and hot pressed to join. The exact material of the film adhesive was
not obtainable due to propriety reason, however, it is assumed to be HDPE based (film)
coated with a polyurethane based adhesive. The liquid adhesive requires the application of
a screen printer to coat the edges of the MEA and in most cases UV cured prior to hot
pressing. The advantage of the liquid adhesive is the potential for less material scrap due
to high utilization, however, at the expense of higher capital costs and energy consumption.
Likewise, the material for the liquid adhesive is highly propriety. Searching for a suitable
UV curable adhesives online resulted in the Henkel Loctite 5251 [138] and 3526 [137]. Due
to the uncertainty of the material and available of the data (cost and LCI), was assumed
that liquid adhesive consisted of the same polyurethane adhesive material. Post joining the
precut MEA is placed into a CNC plotter where the excess edges of the MEA are trimmed
and discarded. The manufacturing and material parameters can be found in Table 6.11.

Frame

The manufacturing flow for the framing and sealing of the MEA is a batch process where
individual MEAs are processed one at a time. In Chapter 5, it was suggested that a roll-
to-type type process is possible as presented by the 3M patent, however, the technology
is considered to be to be extremely nascent and out of the scope of the time frame and
production volume of interest. The manufacturing parameters are listed in Table 6.12 with
two sets of alternative process flow for each denoted by the number of cavities. For the MESA
architecture, the liquid injection molding (LIM) process is used with silicone as the sealing
material. The MEFA framing takes advantage of thin-film roll process, therefore a hybrid
roll-to-roll and batch processing is assumed as shown in Figure 6.16. Roll thin-film sheets of
the frame material, assumed to be polyethylene naphthalate (PEN), is picture frame punch
to expose the active area and manifolds. A robotic arm sandwiches two framed sheets with
a MEA and is transferred to the hot precess for lamination. At low levels of production for
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Table 6.12: Frame and seal manufacturing parameters (split by cavity size) and calculated
direct materials for a complete stack.

Parameter Units MESA MEFA
No. cavities 1/2 1/2
Cycle time sec/MEA 90.7/64.2 95/50
Tool size m2 7.6/7.8 7.4/7.6
Line power
Process kW 0.9/1.1 1/1.3
Baseline kW 14.1 9.3
Tool cost 2013USD 255,000/318,000 402,000/468,000
Material masses
Silicone g/stack 2788 0
PEN g/stack 0 1152

Frame!

Blank punch!

Cutter!
Robotic arm!

Hot press!

Figure 6.16: Visualized manufacturing flow for the MEFA architecture.

both technology options it is assume that only one cavity (LIM for MESA and hot press for
MEFA) is utilized and the transition to duel cavity is determined by the line model.

Bipolar Plates

The manufacturing of the BIP is split into a total of four pathways depending on the material
type. For carbon and metal plates the primary differentiating process is the molding step
and coating process, respectively. Carbon plates with a thermoset set material (epoxy resin
with graphite filler) are compression molded after the mixing and extrusion of the plate. It
is assumed that the material is extruded and cut at the same dimensions of a half-plate and
hence the molding process is to from only the channels and manifolds. The thermoplastic
BIP utilizes polypropylene with graphite and carbon black fiber and is injection molded.
The process assumes that the material is pelletized and feed into the injection molding unit
where the plate is automated molded and ejected. The remaining process steps are equivalent
with the exception of an additional oven cure for the compression molded plates (required
to cure the resin). For each molding operation two sets of batch sizes are considered in
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Table 6.13: Carbon BIP manufacturing parameters (split by batch size) and calculated direct
materials for a complete stack.

Parameter Units Compression Molding Injection Molding
Batch size BIP 180/360 90/180
Press size U.S. tons 420/840 240†/670
Cycle time sec/BIP 60.1/36.5 60.2/30.1
Tool size m2 25.5/50.1 24.6/50.9
Line power
Process kW 2.0/11.9 8.8/196
Baseline kW 26.5/54.3 47.2/99.6
Tool cost 2013USD 1,239,000/2,222,000 623,000/1,279,000
Material masses
Epoxy resin kg/stack 9.3 0
Graphite kg/stack 37.3 26.7
Polypropylene kg/stack 0 12.0
Carbon black kg/stack 0 1.41
Adhesive kg/stack 0.20 0.20
Silicone kg/stack 0.18 0.18
†For a single half-plate molding

a similar manner as the framing process where the line model determines the appropriate
batch size for a given volume. Furthermore, it is assumed that the larger batch size the
inspection procedure switches from manual to automated visual inspect. The batch size for
the injection mold process is halved due to the limitations in pressing capacity. As shown in
the manufacturing parameters table, Table 6.13, transitioning from a single (one half-plate)
cavity to a dual cavity injection molding requires nearly three times the press force.

The process flows for the metal BIP are nearly identical for both coating procedures
with the manufacturing parameters listed in Table 6.14. Figure 6.17 layouts a representative
manufacturing flow for high volume PVD coated metal BIP. The plate stamping process to
the last clean step are identical for both metal BIP types with the differentiating process
being the PVD or thermal nitriding coating process. The PVD option assume a sputtering
type technique is used to deposit the film material, CrN, using chromium sputtering targets
in an nitrogen rich environment. The thermal nitriding option does not require additional
chromium material and utilizes the chromium in the stainless steel to form the protective
layer via diffusion of nitrogen. Similarly to the carbon plates, the manufacturing flows are
split by batch size, however, it is assumed that the number of cavities for the stamping
process is constant.

In terms of the stamping operation, it is assumed that roll of sheet stainless steel metal
is directly feed and automatically progressed. The process also assumes that progressive die
stamping is used where multiple die sets can be utilized for higher production throughputs.
Figure 6.18 shows the layout of the die sets that forms the channels and punches out the
manifolds (and blank cuts the plate from the stock sheet metal). For each stamp cycle a
complete BIP is produced due to the duel stamping of the anode and cathode half-plate and
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Table 6.14: Metal BIP manufacturing parameters (split by batch size) and calculated direct
materials for a complete stack.

Parameter Units PVD Coated Thermal Nitrided
Batch size BIP 50/100 50/100
Press size U.S. tons 400 400
Cycle time sec/BIP 12.4/7.1 14.4/7.2
Tool size m2 35/47 31.3/39.8
Line power
Process kW 12/47.5 10.5/31
Baseline kW 26.6/38.6 24.9/48.1
Tool cost 2013USD 2,813,000/3,880,000 2,580,000/3,530,000
Material masses
Stainless Steel kg/stack 18.4 18.4
Chromium kg/stack 0.2 0
Silicone kg/stack 0.18 0.18
Nitrogen kg/stack 0.052 0.49
Consumable masses
Argon kg/stack 0 0.098

SS304
Sheet
roll

Stamp
2 stage
4 die set

Clean & Dry Laser Weld

PVD Inspection

Batch size:
200 HAP

(100an./100ca.)

Batch size:
100 BIP

Clean & Dry

Batch size:
200 HAP

(100an./100ca.)

Batch size:
100 BIP

Batch size:
100 BIP

Figure 6.17: Visualized metal BIP manufacturing flow (at high volumes).
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Figure 6.18: Die layout for duel cavity anode and cathode stamping.

the multiple die sets. The scrap metal from the manifolds and the blanked sheet metal can
by recycled, which is option for the end-of-life module.

Stack Assembly

The assembly of the fuel stack is modeled as two separate flows. At low volumes manual
stacking of the plates is considered whereas a robotic stacking system in implemented at
high volumes. Figure 6.19 shows the process for a manual stack operation (6.19a) and semi-
automated stacking (6.19b). The semi-automated flow still requires manually stacking the
cathode (or anode) end of the stack hardware before loading into the stacker. Likewise, after
stacking is complete the remaining stack hardware is manually assembled. Both flows utilizes
an automated compression tool that compressions and measures the appropriate stack com-
pression pressure. For process flow (a), the steel strap bands are manually place and welded
whereas the strapping and welding is automated in process flow (b). The manufacturing
data for the stack assembly is shown in Table 6.15.
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Figure 6.19: Visualized stack assembly for low (a) and high (b) volumes.

Table 6.15: Stack assembly manufacturing parameters and calculated direct materials for a
complete stack.

Parameter Units Manual Semi-Auto
Cycle time min/stack 60.9 24.8
Tool size m2 10 19.5
Line power
Process kW 0.7 5.6
Baseline kW 6.5 11
Tool cost 2013USD 110,000 550,000
Material masses
Copper kg/stack 0.54
PA6,6 GF filled kg/stack 2.15
Stainless steel kg/stack 3.44
Steel kg/stack 0.96
Aluminum kg/stack 6.0
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Chapter 7

Model Results

A model using the iSLCD framework with integrated SGM was created for the environmen-
tal and economical assessment of PEM fuel cell stacks. The design variables considered in
the modeling include two each for the membrane, CCM (i.e., catalyst layers), MEA man-
ufacture, frame, and four designs (two each carbon and metal plates) for the BIP, yielding
a total of 64 design combinations. Each set of design combinations had a corresponding
production volume (PV) and DVI. With six levels of PVs (100, 500, 1000, 5000, 10000,
50000) and five DVI scenarios (0, 1, 2, 3, 4) the total number of design iterations amounted
to 64×6×5=1920. A detailed coverage of all 1920 combinations will not be covered for
practicality reasons. Instead, the design options are grouped into two two technology types:
Reference and Future. Reference is the base case and denotes the design that assumes to
closely represents the current status of Daimler’s F-cell stack. The Reference design includes
a unreinforced cast-type membrane, slot-die coated CCM, film adhesive MEA, MESA ar-
chitecture, and compression molded carbon BIP (recall there is only one design option for
the GDL and stack hardware). The Future technology, as the name suggests, denotes the
assumed design for future generation stacks based on communications with Daimler and var-
ious sources in literature. The options for the Future design include a reinforced soak-type
membrane, NSTF catalyst layers, liquid adhesive MEA, MEFA architecture, and stamped
metal BIP with PVD coating. Note that the future stack design is not necessarily superior
to the reference design, and in fact are assumed to have to equal performance, but merely
indicates the direction of the fuel cell industry for automotive applications. In addition to
the two technology options, two of PV- 100 and 10000, and two of DVI- 1 and 3 stages will be
emphasized and considered throughout all results. The PV100 represents the current status
of fuel cell manufacturing today whereas a PV of 10000 represents the potential volume of
the next one or two generation stacks. Likewise, a DVI of 1 has been chosen to most closely
reflect the enterprise level of Daimler’s F-Cell and a DVI of 3 for the forecasted level at
high volume production. The remaining design options, namely the injection molded and
thermal coated BIPs, and the various permutation options will be reflected in the sensitivity
analysis.

The presentation of the results are as follows. Section 7.1 covers the the overview of
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GWP and cost results from the Monte Carlo simulation and compares the results to already
publish data from literature. Section 7.2 details the breakdown of the GWP and cost results
in terms of per component and per element of manufacturing (e.g., materials, machine tools,
infrastructure). Section 7.3 investigates and details the comparison between the four BIP
technology options. Section 7.4 analyzes the behavior of the SGM through sensitivity anal-
yses and scenario trade-offs and uses an example of the BIPs to substantiate the necessity
of the SGM integration. Lastly, Section 7.5 analyzes the impact of including the end-of-life
phases to the overall GWP of the fuel cell.

7.1 Results Overview

Monte Carlo simulations were computed for the Reference and Future designs at several
stages of PVs and DVIs. Two sets of simulations were run at 500 iterations for visual
purposes of histogram whereas the remaining iterations were conducted at 100 iterations.
An overview of the results is presented in Table 7.1. Figure 7.1 and Figure 7.2 shows the
initial GWP and cost histogram results for the Reference case at the base scenario of DVI1
and at a PV100 and PV10000, respectfully. The simulations with 500 iterations generated
more well defined probability distribution profiles resembling normal and triangular shaped
distributions. As shown in the figure, the GWP of a single Reference design fuel cell stack at
current levels of production and DVI scenario is approximately 4480±344kgCO2e with a cost
of $1700±256/kW normalized on a per kilowatt basis. The same design scaled at PV10000
reduces the the GWP to approximately 3860±236kgCO2e with the dramatic reduction in
costs to $318±22/kW.

The simulation shows very reasonable bounds of the 95% confidence interval with relative
errors for the GWP and cost equaling 8% and 15%, respectfully. Note that although the
presented results show 4 significant figures (sig fig) of precision, the appropriate number of
sig figs should only be two. The reason being is that due to the inherent uncertainty in the
data and model the precision of the standard deviation should only be taken at one sig fig
and considering that for all results the standard deviation is roughly an order magnitude
smaller than the mean. For instance, the reported result of 4480±344kgCO2e should be
properly reported as 4500±400kgCO2e (actual standard deviation of 176 rounded to 200).
The shape of the profiles have a consistent near symmetrical triangular distribution. A
possible explanation is that the majority of the beta functions for the data uncertainty were
normal shaped and equal interval distributions. As a result, the interval distributions raises
the tail ends and thus creating a triangular type shape. The precision of the distributions
at 100 iterations can be confirmed by plotting the convergence rate as a function of the
number of iterations. Figure 7.3 shows the convergence rate for the cost component of the
Reference case (DVI1, PV10000). As shown in the figure, after approximately 100 iterations
the relative uncertainty is bounded by the ±5% standard error interval.

Expanding further beyond the Reference case, it is interesting to compare the effects of
production volume and DVI. Figure 7.4 and Figure 7.5 charts the GWP and cost results at the
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Figure 7.1: Histogram of results after 500 iterations for Reference case at DVI1 and PV100
for a) GWP, and b) Cost.
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Figure 7.2: Histogram of results after 500 iterations for Reference case at DVI1 and PV10000
for a) GWP, and b) Cost.
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Table 7.1: Summary of Monte Carlo results for GWP and cost.

Option DVI PV Metric Expected Mean Median 95% CI Adjusted % Change from

Value Error† base case††

Reference 1 100 GWP 4537 4480 4485 344.3 ±8.9% 0

Reference 1 10000 GWP 3863 3864 3869 235.8 ±12% -14.9%

Reference 3 100 GWP 5695 5656 5661 490.0 ±11% 25.5%

Reference 3 10000 GWP 3506 3524 3520 196.0 ±5.7% -22.7%

Future 1 100 GWP 3082 3037 3038 231.5 ±6.7% -32.1%

Future 1 10000 GWP 2178 2199 2197 144.3 ±9.1% -51%

Future 3 100 GWP 4676 4687 4726 623.6 ±13% 3.1%

Future 3 10000 GWP 2005 2002 2005 133 ±10% -55.8%

Reference 1 100 Cost 1624 1701 1695 256.2 ±12% 0

Reference 1 10000 Cost 316.3 318.4 317.7 21.60 ±6.3% -80.5%

Reference 3 100 Cost 2562 2737 2742 427.7 ±15% 57.7%

Reference 3 10000 Cost 255.9 261.6 261.0 23.11 ±7.7% -84.2%

Future 1 100 Cost 2370 2478 2472 293.412 ±8.0% 45.9%

Future 1 10000 Cost 308.1 310.2 310.2 23.57 ±6.5% -80%

Future 3 100 Cost 3570 3797 3743 656.5 ±16% 120%

Future 3 10000 Cost 277.0 280.1 280.6 22.03 ±7.1% -82.9%

†Taking account the significant figures

††From the expected value
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Figure 7.3: Convergence rate of Monte Carlo simulation.
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Reference and Future design as a function of the production volume and DVI, respectively.
The solid and dotted bars represents the Reference and Future designs, whereas the blue
and red bars represent the respective scenarios. There are several notable interpretations
that be concluded from the results. Both GWP and costs scale inversely proportional with
the production volume, taking advantage of economies-of-scale from the increased level of
overall utilization (e.g., materials, equipment, capital). The cost results are more sensitive
to the volume where roughly two orders of increased production decreases costs by an order
of a magnitude. The variation in production volume (Figure 7.4) shows that it is more
advantageous (both GWP and cost) to be at a lower level of DVI (i.e., more horizontally
integrated) for low volume production and gradually increase the level of integration with
increasing volume with a break even point between 1000-5000 units per year. Another
interesting result is from the comparison between the Reference and Future designs. Results
show that the Future design has consistently lower GWP (approximately half) than the
Reference design for all volumes. In addition the Future design is significantly more volume
sensitive with higher costs (roughly 50% increase at same DVI) at low levels of production
and decreasing to lower costs at high production. Volume sensitivity also appears in the
error bars where generally the error is larger at lower volume (due to volume normalization).

The comparison of the results with varying DVI (Figure 7.5) resonates similar findings as
the by volume case. Generally, at constant production volumes, the GWP and cost increases
as the DVI increases. The rate of increase varies by design and production volume. The
GWP results show a monotonic increase with DVI at low production volumes until stabilizing
at near vertical integration. However, as the volume increases the stabilization point occurs
at a lower level of DVI as highlighted by the Reference PV10000 case where the maximum
GWP occurs at DVI1. The reason for the shift and stabilization is due to the trade-off
between the increased volume and marginal increase in impact due to capital/manufacturing.
Furthermore, higher DVI translates to more in-house manufacturing (at the MBFC facility)
where the local power generation emissions per kWh is significantly lower. In terms of cost,
transitioning from DVI0 (completely out-sourced components) to DVI1 (in-house MEA-
Frame assembly) at low production volumes has the most significant increase, nearly doubling
at each DVI before stabilizing at DVI3.

The results provide a unique multi-dimension view the GWP and cost behaviors under
the various scenarios that has not yet been investigated and published in literature. The
results show the dramatic increase in the GWP costs when compared to the various publicly
available sources. In terms of cost, the U.S. DOE estimate of a hydrogen fuel cell start
is currently at $49/kW (2011 status) [76] for high volume production and the DFMA cost
analysis by Directed Technologies (now Strategic Analysis) estimates an 80kWnet hydrogen
fuel cell stack at $145/kW (2010 status) for the production of 1000units/year. The model
results for the PV1000 case yields a stack of $500/kW to $670/kW depending on the design
and DVI. Daimler’s own internal assessment shows that for similar production volumes the
costs can vary widely from $250-550/kW [351], well above the the U.S. DOE estimates. In
terms of the GWP, assessments found in literature have extremely high uncertainties with
very little listings on the assumptions of the analysis. Figure 7.6 shows the model results for
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Figure 7.4: Final results by production volume for a) GWP, and b) cost.
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Figure 7.5: Final results by DVI for a) GWP, and b) cost.
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Figure 7.6: Specific GWP (kgCO2e/kW) comparison with literature. Data from
[249][308][281][341].

the GWP (normalized to per kW) of the Reference design at DVI1 and DVI3 compared to
several reported values in literature. The selection of the Reference design over the Future
design was due to the incorporation of the carbon plates and the representative technologies
during the time of publishing. The comparison shows that most assessments underestimate
the GWP with virtually no robustness in the analysis. The lone exception is the findings
from Sørensen[308] where the early stages for Daimler’s A-Class fuel cell (production 60-80
units/year) was investigated. Taking account the production volume of 60-80units/year, the
model the results at DVI1 and PV100 for Daimler’s B-Class fuel cell matches quite well.

7.2 Breakdowns

The breakdown section provides a deeper understanding of the factors contributing to the
GWP and cost in terms of the fuel cell stack components as well as to the elements of man-
ufacturing. The breakdown results presented reflect the low (PV100) and high (PV10000)
volume cases as well as the base DVI1 and the anticipated DVI3 scenarios.

Figure 7.7 shows the GWP and cost breakdowns by component for the Reference and
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Future designs at the base case of DVI1 and PV100 (a-b) and PV10000 (c-d). For both
designs the breakdown in component contributions is fairly similar for both GWP and cost,
particularly at the lower volume. However, there is a large discrepancy between the com-
ponent contributions within each design. The largest discrepancy stems from the impact
of the membrane where the GWP amounts to less than 5% of the total GWP yet accounts
for roughly 50% of the costs for both membrane types, and is particularly exaggerated with
the Future design (reinforced membrane). Conversely, at low volumes, the catalyst layers
(CCM excluding the membrane) and the processing for assembling the CCM represents ap-
proximately 25% of the total GWP while only contributing to roughly 5% (averaged) of
the total costs despite the use of expensive platinum for the catalyst. At the high vol-
umes the CCM discrepancy is diminished with contribution percentages nearly equal for
both designs. Likewise, the BIPs of both the compression molded carbon composite and
PVD coated stainless steel reflect a much larger impact to the total GWP than compared
to costs and is fairly consistent for both volumes. The results for the MEA (assembly only)
and frame surprisingly shows a relatively large contribution to the overall costs and GWP
at low volumes despite contributing to very little mass (only the adhesive and frame) and
processing complexity. The primary reason is due to the fact that at DVI1 both the MEA
and frame components process are manufacturing in-house, thus contributing to a signif-
icant portion of the capital and overhead. As the volume increases the MEA and frame
contributions significantly decrease, as expected, with the MEA processing having negligible
influence to the stack GWP (0.3% down from 7.9% for the Reference design). The remain-
ing components are less sensitive to the volume as purchased components with the catalyst
layer having the least sensitivity with contributions for both the GWP and cost increasing
(suggesting that the remaining components decrease in contribution or increase at a much
slower rate). An interesting observation is that the entire frame-MEA component (mem-
brane+CCM+GDL+frame) contributes between 65-75% and >90% of the total GWP and
cost, respectfully, for both designs and volumes.

A similar analysis can be performed at DVI3 where the components are manufactured
in-house (excluding the membrane and GDL). As shown in Figure 7.8, the large majority
of the breakdowns are similar to the DVI1 case. The two major differences between DVI1
and DVI3 are the cost contributions of the CCM and the GWP impact of the BIP at
low volumes. For the CCM, the contribution increases by an approximate factor of 5 and
10 for the Reference and Future design, respectfully. The large increase is primarily due
to the increased capital cost where 85% and 90% of the total CCM cost is attributed to
the capital equipment for the slot-die coating (Reference) and NSTF (future), respectfully.
From a similar reasoning, the increase in GWP from the BIP is attributed to the embodied
energy of the purchased machine tools. The impact from the tool is roughly 14 times higher
compared to the equivalent tool of the purchased BIP due to the assumption that a supplier
has a much higher tool utilizations from the higher production volumes.

The breakdowns by components give an overview of the key component sensitivities from
the stack design perspective. An alternative view is to look deeper into the manufacturing
scales in terms of which manufacturing elements, such as materials and energy, have the
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Figure 7.7: Breakdown of GWP and cost by component at DVI1 for a) Reference (PV100),
b) Future (PV100), c) Reference (PV10000), and d) Future (PV10000).

highest contributions. Figure 7.9 shows four figures of the breakdowns by manufacturing
elements at DVI1, split by GWP and cost by Reference and Future design. The GWP
and cost required to be separated due to different manufacturing categories, for example,
the effects of labor is not captured in the GWP calculation. For the GWP breakdowns,
the contributions from each manufacturing element is consistent between both stack design
technologies. In every case, the GWP of the materials, direct from the stack and scrap
from manufacturing yield loss, contributes to over 50% of the total GWP, where at least
20% is attributed to the material scrap (note the results does not reflect an end-of-life
scenario at this point, which is covered in Section 7.5). The results also show relatively
significant contributions from transportation phase with an approximate average of 10%
of the total GWP. The most significant contributor to the transportation emissions occurs
during the stack transportation from Vancouver to Germany where a stack mass of 65kg
and 35kg is shipped over 8000km for the Reference and Future designs. The remaining
contributions stems from the embodied energy of the machine tool, which has a higher
impact for the Future design components, and the process energy, which slightly decreases
with higher tool utilization. The impacts from the infrastructure (i.e., building) is minimal
and is overshadowed by the infrastructure energy consumption (i.e., HVAC and lighting).
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Figure 7.8: Breakdown of GWP and cost by component at DVI3 for a) Reference (PV100),
b) Future (PV100), c) Reference (PV10000), and d) Future (PV10000).

The cost breakdowns by manufacturing element reflect another picture. At low volumes
the majority of the costs comes from the capital equipment and operational costs. Opera-
tional costs are categorized as costs associated with process and tool energy consumption and
maintenance costs. The maintenance cost is a fix percentage of the amortized capital costs
(common practice) and thereby scaling with volume. Furthermore, as the volume increases
causing higher energy consumptions, the cost per kWh decreases thus in effect creating a
larger volume discount that decreases faster than the capital cost. The cost results shows a
discrepancy when compared to the GWP contributions. The tool GWP (i.e., capital) scales
with volume whereas the cost scales marginally or not at all for the Future design case.
This phenomenon can be explained by volume discount pricing for electricity and materi-
als. From the BC Hydro electricity rate schedule, the cost per kWh decreases as electricity
consumption increases. Furthermore, several of the purchased components, specifically the
Nafion® membrane and GDL, have volume discount pricing that does not translate to the
GWP (e.g., profit). Therefore, the drastically decreasing operational costs coupled with
decreasing material cost results in constant relative contribution of the capital costs. For
instance, the decrease in the material GWP and cost from PV100 to PV10000 for the Future
design is approximately 0.5% and 13%, respectfully, with decreasing tool energy GWP and
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Figure 7.9: Breakdown by manufacturing element at DVI1 for PV100 and PV10000 for a)
Reference (GWP), b) Future (GWP), c) Reference (cost), and d) Future (cost).

operation costs of 89% and 98%, respectfully. The results for the DVI3 reflects nearly the
same relationships as with DVI1 and can be found in the Appendix A7.

A key realization from the breakdowns of the GWP for all design technologies, DVIs,
and production volumes, is the significant contribution of the manufacturing elements that
are not traditional captured when conducting a LCI assessment. For instance, the exclu-
sion of material scrap immediately reduces the accuracy of the results by as much as 30%
(for PV10000, DVI3). The exclusion of transportation and infrastructure, especially HVAC
energy consumption, further reduces the outcome by an average of 15%. Lastly, as will be
exemplified in Section 7.4, oversimplification of the process and tool energy consumption
may contribute to an additional 10% reduction. Thus overall, improper exclusion of the
manufacturing elements may potentially lead to large errors and misleading interpretations
of the GWP.
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7.3 Bipolar Plate

The bipolar plates presents numerous design and manufacturing options not seen with the
remaining fuel cell components. The membrane and GDL are generally supplier constrained,
although leverage may shift to the fuel cell manufacturer at the high automotive volumes.
The CCM and MEA are generally limited to roll-to-roll processing where the number of de-
sign options are few (e.g., limitations on catalyst materials and deposition techniques). The
BIPs, however, have numerous degrees of freedom in terms of material selection, processes
for each material selection, and the unique design of the plate flow fields. Two unique BIPs
are analyzed, carbon and metal BIP, each with two semi-different process flows. For the
carbon BIP, the molding of the plates is processed using compression molding (Compm) and
injection molding (Injm), while the metal BIP are split into two different coating process,
PVD coating (PVD) and thermal nitride annealing (Thermal). Figure 7.10 shows the GWP
and cost comparisons of all four BIP types at DVI1 for PV100 and PV10000. The results
show that the GWP for both metal BIPs are significantly lower than their carbon counter-
parts at both production volumes. The largest contributor of the GWP is the process and
tool energy consumption, particularly for the carbon plates where large activity of thermal
processing is required. The advantage of the metal BIP is quite clear. The metal plates can
be made thinner and lighter than carbon plates thus reducing both the material and trans-
portation GWP. In both cases the reduction is approximately 70% and for both production
volumes. A comparison between the two carbon BIP shows that using the thermoplastic
material is preferable over the graphite-resin thermoset (both plates have the same volume).
However, the injection molding manufacturing flow results in greater material scrap due to
the discarded sprue and runner. Furthermore, although the injection molding process has
the lowest machine tool embodied energy, the GWP during the consumption phase is the
greatest, despite the additional oven curing step required for the compression molded plates.
The GWP difference between the PVD coat and thermal nitrided plates is, not surprisingly,
small due to the the coating process being the only difference. However, the overall tool
embodied energy and processing energy for the line is approximately 10% and 15% lower,
respectfully. Note that influence of production volume at DVI1 is minimal due to BIP being
a purchased component.

From the cost perspective, the difference between the plates are greatly reduced with
thermal nitrided metal BIP having the lowest cost at both volumes. The breakdown of
costs shows two different areas of large contributions. The carbon plates have a high labor
cost, primarily due to the longer over all process cycle times. The metal BIPs are penalized
with high material scrap costs, which is attribute to both the higher cost of stainless steel
compared to the carbon materials and the relatively poor utilization of the sheet metal during
stamping. An interesting observation is that the operational cost for the carbon plates is
marginally higher that then metal plates whereas the GWP is approximately 5 and 10 times
higher for PV100 and PV10000, respectively. Another interesting observation is the negligible
infrastructure cost for the metal plates. This can be explained by two factors. First, the
overall line cycle time for metal plates is significant lower than the carbon plates as shown in
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Figure 7.10: Breakdown of the BIP GWP and cost at DVI1 for a) GWP at PV100, b) GWP
at PV10000, c) Cost at PV100, and d) Cost at PV10000.

Figure 7.11 where daily BIP is throughput is plotted as a function of the production volume.
As clearly seen in the profiles, the metal BIP have a significantly higher process capacity,
particularly between the 300,000 to 400,000 mark where the process flow shifts to the larger
batch size. Thus for the same production volume the number of simultaneous lines is reduced.
The fewer number of lines results in a lower factory floor space cost where the model assumes
infrastructure costs scales linear with floor space. Second, the manufacturing of out-sourced
metal BIP takes place in the Eastern U.S. location whereas the carbon plates are assumed to
be manufactured in Japan where the cost per square-meter of space is approximately twice
that of the U.S. (referred to Appendix A6 for the actual values).

For the DVI1 scenario it is obvious that the metal BIP provides and advantage in both
the GWP and costs. However, as production volumes increase lower overall stack costs are
obtainable at DVI3 as concluded from Section 7.1. The BIP results for DVI3 are shown in
Figure 7.12. The affects of vertical integration have significant negative effects on the metal
BIP at low volumes. Not surprisingly, the tool embodied energy and capital dominates at
low volumes to the point where the metal BIP are significantly more costly with no to little
added reduction in GWP. The results show that there is a widespread increase in GWP for
all elements except for tool energy consumption. The transportation emissions increase due
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Figure 7.11: Daily carbon (blue) and metal (red) BIP line throughput as a function of
production volume.

to both the import of the total raw materials to the MBFC facility and the export of the
completed plates (in the stack) to Germany. The material scrap is significantly increased
due to lower material utilizations while the infrastructure energy GWP increased due to the
inclusion of the overhead facility energy from the office space. The benefit of the in-house
manufacturing is apparent with the energy consumption where the impact of tool energy
and simultaneously operational costs are decreased due to lower carbon emission and cost
per kWh in Vancouver. An interesting observation with the compression molded plates at
high volume is the significant reduction in material scrap, which is due to the high material
utilization of the process.
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Figure 7.12: Breakdown of the BIP GWP and cost at DVI3 for a) GWP at PV100, b) GWP
at PV10000, c) Cost at PV100, and d) Cost at PV10000.

7.4 Sensitivities

The sensitivity and scenario analysis provides a more comprehensive assessment on the
behavior of the model and allows the designer to make intelligent decisions for improving the
design and reducing the impact of the existing design. A complete sensitivity analysis for
all parameters is beyond the presentable capacity this dissertation. Instead, several select
parameters and scenarios were chosen to demonstrate the uniqueness of the iSLCD model
and provide insight on reducing the GWP and cost of the fuel cell stack. The analysis is
presented in manner such that each scale of the SGM is analyzed starting with the influence
of the stack design.

Stack Design

A key metric that was excluded from the modeling was the influence of stack performance
(assumed to be equal for all designs). However, in reality certain components such as the
CCM play a large role in determining the overall performance of the fuel cell stack. Therefore,
it is of interest to analyze the model sensitivity to the power density of the cell. The power
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density was varied between ±10% around the default value of 10kW/m2. As a result, the
lower bound sensitivity (9kW/m2) yielded an additional 30 cells while the upper bound
(11kW/m2) yield 24 cells fewer. Figure 7.13 shows the GWP and cost sensitivity results
for both design types at low (PV100) and high (PV10000) volumes separated by DVI1 and
DVI3. The results show that increasing the performance (power density) of the stack has
decreases the GWP and cost. However, the degree of reduction varies between each scenario.
For both DVI1 and DVI3 the top three largest sensitivities are (in order): GWP of Reference
at PV10000, GWP of Future at PV10000, and GWP Reference at PV100, with the GWP
of Reference at PV10000 having a sensitivity factor of greater than one (for the -10% case).
On a whole the Reference design is more sensitive to the power density than the Future
design, which agrees with the earlier findings of higher manufacturing impact and embodied
energy for the Reference design. The sensitivity to manufacturing is further emphasized by
the transition from low to high volume where higher manufacturing volumes have a greater
sensitivity. However, shifting from purchased components (DVI1) to in-house manufacturing
(DVI1) shows a drop in sensitivity. This result suggests that there is greater sensitivity to
the components that are purchased, which may be partially explained by the lower GWP
per kWh when shifting to in-house manufacturing. The cost sensitivities reflect the same
relationship with a much larger change from low to high volume. Intuitively this makes sense
because at low volumes the overhead costs outweigh the manufacturing costs and at high
volumes the contribution of the added-valued costs such as materials play a much larger role.

Enterprise

At the enterprise scale the question of interest is the change in the location of the enterprise.
The analysis considers the scenario in which Daimler’s fuel cell production is relocated to
the headquarters in Stuttgart, Germany. By doing so the economic cost factors change,
the GWP impact of electricity dramatically increases, and the transportation of the fuel
cell stack from manufacturing is virtually eliminated. Figure 7.14 shows the GWP and cost
sensitivities due to the relocation of manufacturing from Vancouver to Germany at DVI1
and DVI3. As the results show in nearly every case the relocation yields a larger GWP and
cost. On average the GWP for the low production volumes doubles and nearly triples for
the Reference and Future designs, respectively. This due to the higher manufacturing energy
(process and infrastructure energy) per manufactured stack at the low volumes due to lower
utilizations. However, at high volumes the sensitivity to relocation becomes a non-factor
and even shows preferable results at DVI1. The decrease in sensitivity is attributed to the
higher tool and energy utilization and the added benefit of reduced transportation, which
does not exhibit the effects of volume discounting. Note, a limitation to these finding is that
the input weather data for the HVAC model is the same as Vancouver. This is due to the
fact that hourly temperature, solar, and wind data was not readily obtainable. However, the
solar angles were modified to account for the change in geographical location.

Another area of interest is the impact of the electricity cost from the incorporation of
the dynamic electric tariff rate schedule. Throughout the model it has been assumed that
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Figure 7.13: Sensitivity analysis on the stack power density for a) DVI1, and b) DVI3
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Table 7.2: Overall stack cost sensitivity to the HBL.

Reference Case Volume Base Energy PV100 PV10000 % Change
(kWh/mo.) ($/stack) ($/stack)

DVI1
PV100 43821 129830 138600 6.8%

PV10000 97523 24396 24398 <0.1%
DVI3

PV100 78576 207340 218510 5.4%
PV10000 179120 19982 19985 <0.1%

the electricity costs is based on an older rate schedule and thereby does not factor in the
historical baseline level (HBL). The influence of the HBL was tested by assigning the monthly
energy demand of PV100 to PV10000 and vice versa for DVI1 and DVI3. Table 7.2 shows
the stack cost results of assign a HBL. The results show that setting the HBL to a lower
value (e.g., 43821kWh/mo versus 97523kWh/mo) than the actual energy consumption has
a relatively significant impact in the total stack costs (6.8% and 5.4% for DVI1 and DVI3,
respectively) just from a change in the HBL. However, the converse is not the same and
the results show negligible cost decreases. Note that in reality the HBL is reevaluated after
every month and therefore the results presented in the table represents an extreme scenario
where the energy consumption is assumed to be consistently increasing.

Facility

The facility HVAC model provides numerous degree-of-freedom in terms of the set tempera-
tures, temperature tolerances, heat sources, and the building design. Of the aforementioned
parameters, the set point temperature is the easiest and most accessible to control that di-
rectly influences the HVAC operation. For the sensitivity analysis the set point temperature
was varied ±10% from the default temperature of 23oC, which provides a reasonable range
in temperatures. The sensitivity results are shown in Figure 7.15 for both design cases and
at low (PV100) and high (PV10000) volumes for DVI1 and DVI3. Several interesting ob-
servations arise from the results. For higher levels of in-house manufacturing whether due
to the increase in production volume or the transition from DVI1 to DVI3, changing the
set point temperature has the inverse effects on the HVAC energy (e.g., increasing the set
point decreases the HVAC energy consumption). This suggests that on average, the cooling
demand to offset the internal heat generation is greater than the heating demanding. Thus
increasing the temperature set point allows a greater buffer of internal heat thereby reducing
the cooling load. Reducing the set point temperature when the internal heat generation is
already high further increases the cooling load require to offset the extra heat. Therefore, in
all cases of high volume production the sensitivity to the lower temperature bound is greater.

The two low volume DVI1 cases exhibit a radically different behavior where the Reference
case is non-linear (i.e., exhibits a minimum extrema). The results show that by increasing or
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decreasing the set point temperature the overall HVAC energy increases by 3.5% and 8.3%,
respectively. This phenomenon can be explained by breaking down the energy consumption
at the HVAC component level. Figure 7.16 shows the HVAC energy intensity (kWh/m2)
of the three primary components - cooling, heating, and ventilation. It turns out that
the default set point temperature sits at the cusp between heating and cooling. As shown
in the breakdown increasing the set point by 10% increases the annual heating load by
approximately 3.7kWh/m2 while reducing the cooling load by only 2.9%, a addition difference
of 0.8kWh/m2. Reducing the set point by the same degree, decreases the annual heat loading
by 1.7kWh/m2 while increasing the cooling load by 3.5kWh/m2, or an additional difference
of 1.8kWh/m2. The Future low volume case exhibits the same phenomenon, however, is
shifted with even lower internal heat (hence higher heating loading) due to the less heat
intensive manufacturing processes.
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Process & Machine Tool

The remaining sensitivity analysis focuses on the process, machine tool, and to some extent,
the line scales of manufacturing. As a prime example, the analysis is based on the production
of the BIP, and in particular, the molding/forming processes that were thoroughly detailed
in Chapter 3. The objective of this analysis is to demonstrate the influence of design and
design sensitivity to the process scale and thus to the all the scale of the SGM. Two design
attributes were investigated, the thickness of the plate, or in the case of the metal BIP the
stock thickness of the sheet metal, and the number of flow channels on the plate assuming
that the dimensions of the channels remain constant. Both design attributes are particularly
interesting where thinner plates lead to lower through-plane resistivity and lower mass (less
required material with implications for reduced transportation emissions) while changing the
number flow channels impacts the rate of reactants and products delivery and removal and
is the primary attribute that determines the manufacturing process.

The results for the sensitivity of the two design attributes for compression and injection
molding and stamping are tabulated in Table 7.3. The data results are listed by the process
cycle time, machine tool size in U.S. tons, the theoretical process energy, the additional tool
operation energy associated to the process, the baseline or idle energy consumption of the
machine tool, and the total specific energy consumption of the the BIP (kWh per BIP). For
the compression molding case, the variation in the plate thickness shows negligible effect
on the energy consumption. The reason is simply due to the assumption that the molding
operations is primarily during the formation of the channels. Hence, the variation of the
number of channels influences the required pressing force due to the change in applied area.
As the number of channels increase the tool size is increased from 840 tons to 930 tons. The
consequence is the additional process energy to form the extra channels and the addition
operation and baseline power to operate a larger machine. By the same measure, a reduction
in channels reduces the size of the tool and thus the overall energy.

The influence of the plate design has a greater effect on the injection molding process.
As the results show, changing the thickness of the plate influences the required molding
pressure for injection. For larger thicknesses the pressure is reduce and thus a smaller sized
machine tool (540 tons versus 670 tons) is sufficient. The change is highly non-linear where
the reduction in thickness requires nearly an additional 200 tons of press force. The energy
consumption as a result is greatly impacted where the overall energy consumption is increased
by 34% or a sensitivity factor of 34%/10% = 3.4. By the same token, varying the number
of channels influences the mold pressure, and hence machine tools sizes, with pressures
increasing with increased number of channels. Note that the overall energy consumption
for injection molding is significant higher for a similar weighted compression molded BIP,
partially due to the semi-automated operation of the machine tool whereas the compression
molded plates require manual feeding and unloading. As a sanity check for the injection
molding energy consumption, the values for the model were compared to that from the
GaBi Software [248] for the injection molding unit process of polypropylene (PP) reinforced
with 20-40% talc (recall the injection molded BIP is 30wt.% PP with 70wt.% filler). The
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Table 7.3: Sensitivity results for the BIP molding/forming processes.

Process Cycle-time Tool size Process Operation Baseline Total
(s/BIP) (U.S. tons) (kWh/BIP) (kWh/BIP) (kWh/BIP) (kWh/BIP)

Compression molding

Base 38.003 840 0.05736 0.04754 0.4546 0.5594
+10% thick 38.003 840 0.05856 0.04754 0.4546 0.5607
-10% thin 38.003 840 0.05609 0.04754 0.4546 0.5582
+10% channels 38.483 930 0.06157 0.05217 0.4690 0.5827
-10% channels 37.546 760 0.05303 0.04339 0.4416 0.5380

Injection molding

Base 27.879 670 0.719 0.1730 0.7052 1.597
+10% thick 27.739 540 0.5318 0.1211 0.5993 1.252
-10% thin 28.115 860 1.0282 0.2549 0.8520 2.135
+10% channels 27.926 710 0.7806 0.1897 0.7368 1.707
-10% channels 27.833 630 0.6592 0.1566 0.6731 1.489

Stamping (progressive die)

Base 2.9647 400 0.0006798 0.006487 0.003416 0.01058
+10% thick 3.3427 430 0.0007487 0.007757 0.003749 0.01225
-10% thin 2.5264 360 0.0006110 0.005082 0.002593 0.008286
+10% channels 3.3427 430 0.0007469 0.007757 0.004166 0.01267
-10% channels 2.5264 360 0.0006127 0.0050816 0.002593 0.008288

output of the GaBi Software showed a specific energy consumption between 6.69kWh/kg to
12.97kWh/kg depending on mass while the SEC of the injection molded BIP from the model
is 1.597kWh/BIP×1BIP/0.15kg = 10.6kWh/kg.

The stamping operation for sheet metal BIP is vastly more efficient in terms of BIP
production. The cycle time for a stamped plate is on an order of magnitude smaller than
the carbon molded plates and has significantly lower machine tool power consumption due
to the lack of thermal processing. The design attributes show that a thicker sheet metal or
increased number of channels require greater stamping and punching forces and thus leading
to higher energy consumptions. On average, a -10% and +10% design change results in 23%
lower and 16% high energy consumptions, respectfully.

The results of the process and machine tool sensitivities highlight a key characteristic
of the SGM integration. The efficacy of the SGM is highly dependent on the quality of
the unit processes and the robustness in linking one scale (e.g., energy flows) to the others.
Figure 7.17 show the energy breakdown between the scales from theoretical process energy,
to process operation, machine tool baseline consumption, and the loading to the HVAC from
the release heat during operation. The most significant revelation is the relatively small
fraction of process energy to the actual energy consumption required for processing. As
summarized in Table 7.4, neglecting to include the facility scale effects reduces the accuracy
of the results by approximately 20% for the compression molding case. Exclusion of the tool
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Table 7.4: Reduction the total energy consumption accuracy by exclusion of the scales.

Process type Facility (%) +Baseline (%) +Operation (%)

Compression molding 81.1 15.2 8.3
Injection molding 85.2 47.6 38.4
Stamping 89.6 60.7 5.8

baseline energy, which was empirical modeled, and the tool operation such as opening and
closing the mold cavity, further reduces the accuracy by 65% and 7%, respectively. The end
result, if only the theoretical process energy was taken into consideration, yields a staggering
error magnitude of 12x, 2.5x, and 17x, for the compression molding, injection molding, and
stamping, respectively!

7.5 End-of-Life

The final consideration of the assessment is the influence of the end-of-life phases to the
GWP and cost of the fuel cell stack. A complete end-of-life scenario analysis was not
conducted due to the high levels of uncertainty, and furthermore, a proper comprehensive
assessment requires modeling of the SGM for the entire end-of-life value chain. As a reason-
ably sufficient simplification three case scenarios are considered: refurbishment of the stack,
re-manufacturing of the materials back into the manufacturing process flows, and primary
recycling of the materials. For re-manufacturing and recycling, it is assumed that the only
materials that can be reclaimed are the platinum metal catalyst, stainless steel from the
metal BIP (chromium coating is not recovered), and the composite injection molded BIP
materials - polypropylene, graphite, and carbon black. It is also assumed that the stack
hardware can be re-used or reprocessed, however, only the aluminum, copper, and steel can
be recycled.
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The presented results focuses specifically on the GWP due to high uncertainty for the
implications of costs. Four fuel cell stack scenarios were considered - A: Reference (DVI1,
PV100), B: Reference (DVI1, PV10000), C: Reference (DVI3, PV10000), D: Future (DVI3,
PV10000). The selection of scenarios was primarily due to the likelihood of being at the state
of design and production during the first end-of-life stacks. Furthermore, the assumption is
that the stacks are only reclaimed once. The results would change (favorably) if multiple end-
of-life lifetimes were considered. The GWP end-of-life results per cell is shown in Figure 7.18.
As clearly shown in the figure it is advantageous to refurbish the cell to the highest degree
possible thereby avoiding additional added embodied energy to the cell. If refurbishing is
not possible, re-use of the component materials back into the process stream is preferable
thus reducing the amount of incoming virgin materials. The level of GWP “credit” varies for
each stack scenario. Not surprisingly, for the stacks with larger GWP at the beginning-of-life
have a greater influence at the end-of-life.

Despite being the most preferable, the refurbished end-of-life option may have certain
limitations. For instance, if all of the cells in the stack need to be replaced, it may not
be worth (GWP and cost) transporting the stack 8000km from Germany to Vancouver and
back. To illustrate, Figure 7.19 plots the net GWP versus the number of refurbished cells.
The plot shows in that general it is advantageous to refurbish the stack and at low refurbish
cell counts the benefits are quite large. For instance, refurbishing a single cell (hence re-using
the remaining cells) effectively lowers the GWP of the new stack by over 40% for all stack
scenarios. As the number of required refurbish cells increase the benefits decrease accordingly
until at some break even cell count where the refurbishment becomes detrimental due to the
added transportation emissions. The results show that the break even cells for the scenarios
A, B, C, and D are 264, 254, 251, and, 259, respectfully.

The net overall GWP can be further reduced by taking the secondary end-of-life option
of re-manufacturing and recycling into account. Note that there can only be one secondary
end-of-life option where re-manufacturing preferable occurs before recycling. Using scenario
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A as an illustration, Figure 7.20 plots the best case end-of-life GWP as function of end-of-life
cells. As shown in the figure, the GWP at the higher cell count lowers the original refurbish
curve due to more cells accounting for the secondary end-of-life. At the low cell count the
added benefit is not as pronounced due to lack of cells to be reprocessed. The most preferable
option for the lowest effective GWP of the fuel cell stack is to include both refurbishment
and remanufacture of the cells.
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Chapter 8

Conclusion

The current state of the environmental economy and the predicted trajectory of “business-
as-usual” shows alarming anthropogenic carbon emission levels that threaten our well-being,
the ecosystem, and the opportunity for future generations to thrive. Numerous predicted tra-
jectories have been represented by stabilization scenarios where the introduction of various
technologies and socio-economic factors greatly influence the anthropogenic carbon emis-
sions. Furthermore, these scenarios have been partitioned into the so called stabilization
wedges where each wedge represents a solution on a global scale such as the introduction
of a new technology or a change to an existing technology that aims to drastically reduced
or eliminate carbon emissions. The implementation of the various wedge technologies are
crucial in lowering the carbon emissions curve back to sustainable levels.

The proposed designs and implementation of these new technologies are an absolute
necessity, however, they must be first assessed from a holistic perspective to verify their
environmental efficacy. More specifically, designers require the tools and methodologies to
incorporate, assess, and optimize the environmental performance in-situ as part of the design
process. By doing so, the environmental efficacy can be maximized and deceptive designs,
which may ultimately lead to adverse effects, can be avoided. Such a tool was proposed in
this dissertation as the Integrated Sustainable Life Cycle Design (iSLCD) framework and
methodology, which emphasizes the harmony between the three pillars of sustainability -
environmental, economical, and social (also referred to as the Triple Bottom Line). The pro-
posed framework incorporates a unique perspective of sustainable design with the integration
two orthogonal dimensions - the temporal view represented by the Product Life Cycle Zodiac
(PLCZ) and the spatial view represented by the Scales of Green Manufacturing (SGM).

The PLCZ expands on the traditional linear view of the cradle-to-grave product by in-
corporating the full circular 12 life cycle phases that includes: 1) material creation (i.e.,
Earth), 2) pre-manufacturing (i.e., material processing), 3) intermediate manufacturing, 4)
final product manufacturing and assembly, 5) product distribution, 6) product use, 7) prod-
uct re-use, 8) product redistribution, 9) refurbishment, 10) re-manufacture, 11) recycle, and
lastly, 12) landfill back into the Earth. In addition, the PLCZ reallocates the dedicated
design phase in attempt to emphasize the equal importance of design in all life cycle phases.
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The design details of each phase can be described by integrating the SGM. The SGM
defines five hierarchal levels of manufacturing - enterprise, facility, production line, machine
tool and process level, which intimately couples energy, materials, and resource flows through
the each of PLCZ phases. The enterprise scale defines the geographic location of the enter-
prise, which has implications for all three pillars of sustainability (e.g., supply chain network,
local community, power generation emissions, and so on). The facility scale concerns with
the energy and resources to run and maintain the overhead services such the HVAC and light-
ing. The design of the facility in terms of the layout, construction materials, and overhead
equipment will play a large role in determining the overall energy consumption. The line
scale narrows the focus to the specific collection of machine tools and ancillary equipment
that make up a production line. How the line is constructed will influence the line utiliza-
tion and thus the efficiency of energy and resources flows within the line and to the facility.
Furthermore, the size of the line will play a large role in dictating the size of the facility. The
machine tool scale looks at the inherent behavior and functionality of the tool irrespective
of the process. Machine tools that perform the same process may have very different energy
and resource requirements depending on the manufacturer, size of the tool, and how the
tool is utilized. Lastly, process level concerns with the actual value-added processing such as
molding and material removal/addition that defines the product. Furthermore, the process
level carries the most leverage and the design of which will percolate through all the man-
ufacturing scales. The integration of the all the scales enables the complete comprehensive
and precise modeling of the holistic impacts of the product, which can ultimately be assessed
and optimized by the designer.

An example of the implement and efficacy of the iSLCD framework was demonstrated
by a case study on PEM fuel cells for automotive applications. Fuel cells pose as a potential
emerging technology for at least one wedge stabilization from the transportation sector.
Th case study was performed in collaboration with Daimler-Benz in attempts to assess
the environmental impacts and economical factors for fuel cell production. The results
shows substantial carbon emissions from the manufacturing of the fuel cell stack due to
current low volume productions and energy intensive processes and a discrepancy between
the impacts from the components and the costs. Generally speaking, the most beneficial
factor in reducing both carbon emissions and costs is the natural scaling of volume, which is
dependent on the adoption rate. Furthermore, it is advantageous to strategically layout the
objective for the degree of vertical integration. To target high adoption, costs require to stay
at a minimum, therefore, lower a DVI is required (e.g., DVI0,1). However, the results also
showed that the break point transition in DVI can occur near the volume quantities of 1000-
5000 for the future stack design, which signifies that in-house production is recommended
after the initial start-up phase. The transition to the future design is very advantageous dude
to high manufacturing utilization and lower required energy and materials for production,
which have further implications on reduced transportation emissions. For future generation
fuel cell stacks, if the enterprise level remains at the current DVI, the majority of the focus
(e.g., R&D, process improvement) should be focused on the MEA, particularly the catalyst
layers and membrane for cost. In addition, although not a strikingly large contribution to
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the cost, efforts to improve the design and manufacturing of the GDL has large implications
in reducing in the GWP, considering that over 95% of the GDL mass comes from highly
energy intensive carbon fiber.

The model results also displayed unique sensitivity at all scales of manufacturing, which
would not have been revealed if the scales of green manufacturing was not implemented. The
sensitivity analysis showed how design could be leveraged to reduce the carbon emissions and
cost by increasing the stack performance or simply by strategically locating an enterprise
where the cost of energy and the emissions thereof are low. Even at the process and machine
tool levels, as shown with the example of the bipolar plate, a change in design can propagate
through all scales and the exclusion of any of the scales drastically decreases the accuracy
and representativeness of the results. Assessment of such leverage from the design was made
possible by the implementation of iSLCD framework with the SGM.

In concluding remarks, the list below highlights some of the recommendations to Daimler
and the fuel cell industry as a whole.

• First and foremost, begin now to implement at the iSLCD framework with integrated
SGM. The fuel cell technology and volumes are nascent enough such that design
changes can be more easily made.

• Continue to stay at a DVI of 0 or 1 until the adoption rate begins to increase. However,
at the same time start planning for the transition to a higher DVI, particularly in-house
manufacturing of the CCM, MEA, frame, and bipolar pates.

• Transition to the future stack design as quickly as possible in a reasonable manner. The
benefits of lower weight and less embodied material and energy intensive components
have large implications in reducing the carbon footprint and costs.

• Strategically plan now the supply-chain network for reclaiming the fuel cell stack. Large
implications in reducing emissions and costs for refurbishing the stack and reclaiming
precious materials. It should be planned such that the re-manufacturing of the end-
of-life materials can easily be incorporated back into the manufacturing process flow.
Furthermore, there should be consideration to conduct local stack refurbishments to
reduces the transportation emissions.

• At the very high volumes, Daimler should consider relocating their fuel cell production
back to Germany or locally to where the fuel cells are being used. Doing so will further
reduced the transportation emissions, which have a much larger contributions due to
the decrease in contribution from manufacturing.

• Last, but not least, a complete assessment include the remaining aspects of the fuel
cell vehicles over all life cycle phases (including use) should be preformed. The true
environmental performance will depend on the remaining balance-of-plant, motors,
controllers, batteries, the production of vehicle itself, and perhaps the greatest con-
tributor, the production of the hydrogen fuel.
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A.2 Chapter 2

The DFMA cost calculation adopted from [114]:

Cc = (Ccap − ITC)CRF (i′, t) Initial capital investment

Cr =
[∑t

k=1RkPWF (i′, tk)
]
CRF (i′, t) Replacements

Cu = (Ce + Cng + Cw) CRF (i′,t)
CRF (i′′,t)

Utilities

Cb = CfsCRF (i′′′, t) Facility floor space
Cm = M Maintenance
CI = I Insurance

Cpt = TpropCass (1− Tinc) Effective property tax
Cs = −CsalvPWF (i′, t)CRF (i′, t) Salvage Value

Cded = −Tinc
[∑

k
imPk

(1+i)k

]
CRF (i′, t) Interest, tax deduction

(A.1)
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Where

Ccap = total equipment capital investment including sales tax

Csalv = equipment salvage value at end of life

Cass = assess value of equipment

Ce = electricity cost

Cng = natural gas cost

Cw = water cost

i′ = (i− j)/(1 + j) = effective equipment discount rate

i′′ = (i− je)/(1 + je) = effective electricity discount rate

i′′′ = (ib − j)/(1 + j) = effective facility discount rate

i = equipment discount rate

ib = facility depreciation rate

M = maintenance ($/yr)

j = general inflation rate

im = market mortgage rate

je = electricity inflation rate ($/$− yr)
k = interval period at which replacements or repairs are made

I = insurance charge ($/yr)

ITC = investment tax credit

Rk = replacement costs in year k in constant $

Pk = outstanding principal of Ccap in year k

t = tool life expectancy

Tprop = property tax rate ($/$assessed − yr)
Tinc = state tax rate + federal tax rate − state tax rate × federal tax rate
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A.3 Chapter 3

Table A.1: Empirical injection molding data from meta-study.

Clamp Force (U.S. tons) Baseline (kW) Mold O/C (kW) Mold Hold (kW) Ref.

15 1.4 1.1 0.5 [261]
55 2.4 1.5 1.3 [223]
75 3.0 n.d. n.d. [165]
110 3.9 n.d. 3.2 [273]
210 5.8 4.5 6.7 [165]
220 7.0 6.0 6.9 [53]
337 9.0 11 10.5 [269]
495 13 27 n.d. [222]
550 17 39 18 [318]

Table A.2: Empirical hydraulic press molding power data from meta study.

Motor Rating Force (U.S. tons) Baseline (kW) Ref.

7.5 110 1.5 [279]
9.5 50 1.69 [68]
11 110 2.5 [279]
15 170 4.8 [279]
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Table A.3: Wabash Vantage series hydraulic press molding specifications [333].

Compression Force (U.S. tons) Motor Rating (kW) Mold Stroke (cm)

50 3.73 20.32
75 n/a 20.32
100 5.60 30.48
150 7.46 30.48
400 n/a 40.64
500 14.92 40.64
600 14.92 45.72
700 18.65 45.72
800 n/a 50.80
1000 22.38 50.80

Table A.4: Empirical servo-electric stamping power data from meta study.

Force (U.S. tons) Baseline (kW) Drive (kW) Ref.

100 0.7 3.0 [279]
200 2.0 4.9 [290]
320 3.2 6.5 [302]

Table A.5: Mechanical behavior for various stainless steels (aggregated data) [264].

Alloy Eo (GPa) σ0.2 (MPa) σu (MPa) εu e n

UNS30400 189 404 672 0.46 0.0021 5.88
UNS30403 195 429 703 0.51 0.0022 5.51
UNS31603 190 400 616 0.51 0.0017 5.88
UNS31803 205 404 831 0.23 0.0031 7.70
UNS43000 200 320 622 0.48 0.0016 6.37
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Figure A.1: Shape factors for various mold geometries [311].

Figure A.2: Shear and geometry dependent shape function for annular shapes [311].
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Table A.6: Typical metabolic heat generation rates for various activities [13].

Activity W/m2 met

Resting
Sleeping 40 0.7
Reclining 45 0.8
Seated, quiet 60 1.0
Standing, relaxed 70 1.2
Walking (on level surface)
3.2 km/h (0.9 m/s) 115 2.0
4.3 km/h (1.2 m/s) 150 2.6
6.4 km/h (1.8 m/s) 220 3.8
Office Activities
Reading, seated 55 1.0
Writing 60 1.0
Typing 65 1.1
Filing, seated 70 1.2
Filing, standing 80 1.4
Walking about 100 1.7
Lifting/packing 120 2.1
Driving/Flying
Car 60 to 115 1.0 to 2.0
Aircraft, routine 70 1.2
Aircraft, instrument landing 105 1.8
Aircraft, combat 140 2.4
Heavy vehicle 185 3.2
Miscellaneous Occupational Activities
Cooking 95 to 115 1.6 to 2.0
Housecleaning 115 to 200 2.0 to 3.4
Seated, heavy limb movement 130 2.2
Machine work
-sawing (table saw) 105 1.8
-light (electrical industry) 115 to 140 2.0 to 2.4
-heavy 235 4.0
Handling 50 kg bags 235 4.0
Pick and shovel work 235 to 280 4.0 to 4.8
Miscellaneous Leisure Activities
Dancing, social 140 to 255 2.4 to 4.4
Calisthenics/exercise 175 to 235 3.0 to 4.0
Tennis, singles 210 to 270 3.6 to 4.0
Basketball 290 to 440 5.0 to 7.6
Wrestling, competitive 410 to 505 7.0 to 8.7
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The minimum number of iteration for a Monte Carlo simulation is the number of itera-
tions required to reach the maximum error bounds produced by the data and is determined
by the standard deviation of the mean:

Sx̄ =
Sx√
n

(A.2)

Where Sx is the standard deviation of the sample and n is the number of samples (i.e.,
iterations). Using a normal distribution as the reference probability density function with a
z-score, z, the maximum error can therefore be defined as []:

errormas =
zSx√
n

(A.3)

and in terms of the percent error (percent error deviation from the mean):

E =
100zSx
x̄
√
n

(A.4)

Where E is the percent error and x̄ is the sample mean. The maximum error, errormax,
in the data can vary from ±50% to over +100%, however, the majority of the data, or the
95% confidence interval, is assumed to be bounded by the ±50%. Therefore, the above
equation can be expressed as:

E =
100× 0.5√

n
(A.5)

Where it has been defined the the 95% confidence interval (z=1.96) relative error, (1.96Sx/x̄),
is equal to 95% of the maximum data error, 50% (i.e., 0.5). Solve for n yields

n =

[
100× 0.5

0.05

]2

= 100 (A.6)

Where the minimum percent error, or error of the highest quality data, is 5% (i.e, 5).
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A.4 Chapter 4

No content.
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A.5 Chapter 5

ePTFE

The manufacturing process flow of ePTFE for the reinforced membrane is shown in Figure
A.3. The flow and process parameters are based on the DuPont patent U.S. 3,953,566 (see
Table A.7).

Lubricant

PTFE

Extrusion
(thin-film)

Calender
(thin-film)

Stretching
(25x)

Heating

ePTFE

Figure A.3: Manufacturing process flow for ePTFE.
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Table A.7: Parameters for ePTFE manufacturing.

Property Value Units Reference
Materials
ePTFE density 9.8 kg/m3 [160]
ePTFE porosity 95 % [160]
PTFE density 2.15 g/cc [113]
PTFE scrap 2.4 % [248]
Lubricant density 762 kg/m3 [99] (Isopar-K[15])
Required lubricant 165.8 cc/lb [113]
Stretching parameters
Line speed 0.1524 m/s [15]
Longitudinal stretch 24.97 n/a [15]
Traverse stretch 17.76 n/a [15]
Final width 1 m assumption
Thickness 25.4 µm membrane thickness
Original width 5.63 cm final width/traverse stretch
First stretch width 0.135 m [15] assuming 2.4 stretch
Final volume 6.34 cm3 calculated
Final mass 6.21 grams calculated
Stretching Energy
Transverse energy 459 joules calculated
Longitudinal energy 15.1 kJ calculated
Net energy 15.6 kJ assuming 20% efficiency loss
Specific energy 3.14 MJ/kg calculated
Heating Energy
Heat time 300 sec [113]
Process temperature 370 oC [113]
Ramp rate to temperature 30 sec assumption
Required power 17.5 kW specific heat of 1500J/kg-K (PTFE)
Specific energy 2.89 kWh/kg assuming 30s at 100D.C, 50D.C. remaining

HFP analysis

The contribution of HFP to the production of Nafion® based on the U.S. patent 3,873,630.
The masses calculations:
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Table A.8: HFP material properties.

Property US Patent 3873630 [343]

Density, HCl (@ 25oC) 1.49 g/cm3 TFE/CO2 wt. ratio 16.2
1Density, CO2 (@ 25oC) 1.81×10-3 g/cm3 HCl flow rate 2.5 cm3/min
2Density, TFE (@ 25oC) 0.904 g/cm3 HFP yield 85%
3Mass (/kg HFP), TFE 1.00 kg Heated volume 5 cm3

4Mass (/kg HFP), TFE (waste) 0.176 kg Residence time 1.75 sec
5Mass (/kg HFP), CO2 7.26×10-2 kg 6TFE flow rate 0.292 kg/hr
7Mass (/kg HFP), HCl 0.900 kg

1The reported density of CO2 is 1.977g/cm3 at STP, assuming ideal gas law conditions
the density at 25oC is: 1.977×[273/(273+25)] = 0.0018.

2The density of TFE at 25oC can be obtained using the equation from [116]:
1.1325-0.0029*T-0.00025*T2.

3It is assumed that the TFE can be continuously recycled per patent US3873630 to yield
a utilization of 100%.

4Because the HFP yield is 85%, 15% of the total TFE mass is waste: 1×(1-0.85)/0.85 =
0.176kg.

5The mass ratio of TFE:CO2 is 16.2, therefore the mass of CO2 is: (1+0.176)/16.2 =
0.0726kg.

6The TFE flow rate: (volume/residence time)×[1/DensityTFE+1/(16.2×DensityCO2
)]-1

7The HCl mass is equal to HCl flow rate × TFE mass / TFE flow rate × HCl density

The processing energy calculations:

Table A.9: HFP processing energy.

Property

Processing temperature 834oC [343]
Specific molar heat capacity, TFE 87 J/mol-K
Molecular weight, TFE 100.02 g/mol [116]
1Theoretical energy consumption, TFE 0.195 kWh/kg
2Energy consumption, HFP 0.460 kWh/kg

1Assume that the theoretical energy consumption is equal to the rate of heat loss due
to mass flow, i.e. Q = mCp∆T . For 1kg of TFE at 25oC: 87×1000×1/100.02×(834-25) =
703690 joules = 0.195 kWh.

2Since there will be heat loss from the furnace (conduction, convection, radiation) and
any ancillary equipment/electronics necessary for processing, will assuming a 100% energy
markup factor: 2×0.195×1.176kgTFE = 0.460 kWh per kg of HFP.
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HFPO Analysis

The contribution of HFPO to the production of Nafion® from the U.S. patent 3,335,8003
example IV. The masses calculations:

Table A.10: HFPO material properties.

Property US Patent 3358003 [95]

Density, water (@ 25oC) 1.00 g/cm3 Volume, water 150 cm3

Density, methanol (@ 25oC) 0.792 g/cm3 Volume, methanol 750 cm3

Density, H2O2 (30%) 1.135 g/cm3 Volume, H2O2 525 cm3

1Density, HFP (@ -30oC) 1.578 g/cm3 Volume, HFP 80 cm3

2Process waste, HFP 5% Mass, KOH 84 g
3Mass (/kg HFPO), HFP 0.904 kg 5Synthesized mixture 62.8 g
4Mass (/kg HFPO), HFP (waste) 4.76×10-2 kg Conversion to HFPO 65%
6Mass (/kg HFPO), methanol 14.6 kg
7Mass (/kg HFPO), KOH 2.06 kg
8Mass (/kg HFPO), water 3.67 kg
9Mass (/kg HFPO), H2O2 (30%) 14.6 kg

1The reported density of HFP is 1.332 g/cm3 at 20oC []. Assuming an inverse linear
relationship with temperature: 1.332×[1+(20-(-30))/273] = 1.58.

2The process waste of 5% is a pure assumption based on the 35% of unreacted HFP post
synthesis.

3The molecular weight of HFP and HFPO is 150 g/mol and 166 g/mol, respectively.
Therefore, 1 kg of HFPO consumes 150/166 or 0.904 kg of HFP (note the remaining mass
is made up by oxygen from the hydrogen peroxide).

4From the example, the synthesis results in a mixture of 62.8 g containing both unreacted
HFP and HFPO.

5It is assumed that the HFP can be continuously recycled and the waste mass is deter-
mined only by the process waste rate (of 5%): 0.904×0.05/(1-0.05) = 4.76×10-2.

6The batch contains 750 ml of methanol to produce 62.8g×0.65 = 40.82 g of HFPO
(assuming the methanol can not be recycled). Therefore, the mass of methanol per kg of
HFPO: (1000/40.82)×750×0.792 = 14550 g or 14.6 kg.

7Assuming KOH requires replenishment after every batch: 84g KOH per 0.65×62.8 g
HFPO = 2.06 kg KOH.

8Assuming water requires replenishment after every batch: 150ml water per 0.65×62.8 g
HFPO = 3.67 kg water.

9Since hydrogen peroxide is the epoxidizing agent it requires replenishment after every
batch: 525ml H2O2 per 0.65×62.8 g HFPO = 14.6 kg H2O2.

The processing energy calculations:
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Table A.11: HFPO processing energy.

Property

Processing temperature -40oC [95]
Processing time 1.5 hours [95]
Specific heat capacity, methanol (@ 25oC) 2.53 J/g-K [218]
Specific heat capacity, water (@ 25oC) 4.19 J/g-K
Molecular weight, methanol 32.04 g/mol
1Theoretical energy consumption, HFPO 1.92 kWh/kg
2Energy consumption, HFPO 3.93 kWh/kg

1The theoretical energy consumption is equal to the energy required to cool the batch from
room temperature, 25oC, down to -40oC. Using the equation, Q = mCp∆T , and assuming the
major components for specific heat are methanol and water (assume the 30% concentration
hydrogen peroxide has the same specific heat as water), the energy consumed per batch:
(750ml×0.792g/ml×2.53J/g-K+(150ml+525ml)×1g/ml×4.19J/g-K)×(25oC-(-40oC)) =
2.81 × 105 joules = 0.0782 kWh per batch. Since every batch produces 40.82 g of HFPO,
the theoretical energy consumption for 1 kg of HFPO = 1.92 kWh.

2 The actual energy consumption takes into account the additional energy post cool down
when the synthesis continues to occur for the 1.5 hours. Due to lack of information of the
actual process and equipment, the energy consumption will be modeled using an industrial
freezer, Premium Chest Model C660, from New Brunswick. The freezer has a capacity of
660 L and is capable of freezing down to -85oC with a reported energy consumption of 15
kWh (empty) per day at -80oC [231]. The batch volume in the patent example to synthesize
40.82 g of HFPO is: 750ml + 150ml + 525 ml + 80ml (KOH volume assumed negligible)
= 1.51 L. Therefore, at a freezer capacity of 660 L, the maximum HFPO production mass
per batch (assuming 90% capacity) is: 660L×0.9×0.0408kg/1.51L = 16.1 kg of HFPO. The
energy consumed during processing scaled from -80oC to -40oC is: 15kWh×1.5hr/24hr×(273-
80)/(283-40) = 0.745 kWh, which translates to 0.745/16.1 = 0.0462 kWh per kg HFPO.
Combining with the theoretical energy consumption and assuming an energy markup of
100% (for and ancillary electronics/equipment and electrical inefficiencies): 2×(1.92+0.0462)
= 3.93 kWh.

Nafion®: sulfonate fluoride form
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Table A.12: Properties for the formation of Nafion®

Property Value Units

Nafion® 1 mol
TFE 7 mol
SO3 1 mol
HFPO 2 mol
Ha2CO3 1 mol
Polymerization energy 2.114 MJ/mol of Nafion® at 100% efficiency

Nafion®: PFSA form

Table A.13: Properties for the formation of PFSA Nafion®

Property Value Units

Nafion® PFSA 1028 kg/mol
Nafion® sulfonate 1046 kg/mol
KOH 53.633 kg
Water 255.4 kg
H2SO4 49 kg
dT process 60 oC, temperature change
Specific heat 4188 J/kg-K, assume mainly that of water
Nafion® bath energy 4.14[248] kJ/m2

Overall efficiency/utilization 95 %, assumption
Final PFSA GWP 38.2 kgCO2e/kg
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A.6 Chapter 6

This section lists all the model parameter using for the LCI and DFMA modeling.

Table A.14: LCI Methodology: CML2001 - November 2010 GWP 100 years [248] (not full
list).

Flow GWP (kgCO2e)

Tetrafluoroethylene (TFE) 0.021
Hexafluoropropylene (HFP) 025

Carbon dioxide 1
Dichloromethane 8.7

Methane 25
Dichlorotrifluoroethane (R123) 77

Difluoroethane (R152a) 124
Nitrous oxide 298

Difluoromethane (R32) 675
Tetrafluoroethane (R134a) 1430

Chlorodifluoromethane (R22) 1810
Halon (1211) 1890

Trifluoroethane (R143a) 4470
Dichlorotetrafluoroethane (R114) 10000

Chlorotrifluoromethane (R13) 14400
Sulphur hexafluoride 22800
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Figure A.4: Modeled air cargo emissions per distance from Gabi Software [248].
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Figure A.5: Material cost of Nafion® ionomer extrapolated from [160].
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Table A.15: List of all LCI data from the Gabi Software (unless otherwise specified) used in
the modeling (all values in kgCO2e/kg or kgCO2e/2002USD ).

Material Component(s) Value Comments
Polypropylene Carbon BIP 1.93
Epoxy Carbon BIP 6.0
Carbon black Carbon BIP, GDL 2.4
Distilled water GDL 4.33×10-3

Argon(g) CCM, metal BIP 0.311
Silicone MESA 7.46 silicone sealing compound
PEN MEFA 8.85 Data from CES Selector [12]
PVA GDL 8.8 Carbon fiber paper production
Carbon fiber GDL 20
PF resin Carbon BIP, GDL 4.15
Methanol CCM, GDL 0.756
Nitrogen Metal BIP, GDL 0.0962
PTFE CCM, GDL 12
Aluminum Stack assy 10.5
Graphite Carbon BIP, GDL 7.1 Data from CES Selector [12]
Stainless steel 304 Metal BIP, Stack assy 4.7
Chromium Metal BIP 26.7 Ferro chrome mix
Surfactant GDL 3.52 For Triton-X100, assume Tensides in Gabi
Platinum CCM 18500
De-ionized water CCM 5.22×10-3

DPG CCM 5.65 Dipropylene glycol

Polyimide CCM 9.36 Kapton® film
Polyurethane MEA 5.11 PUR sealing compound, for film adhesive
HDPE MEA 1.89 HDPE film assumed for film adhesive base
PA6,6 Stack Assy 7.31 Used PA6 with 30wt.% glass fiber
Generic steel Stack Assy 2.39
Gasket BIP 4.77 Flexible polyurethane
Naphtha Membrane 6.2 Proxy for Isopar-K
Copper Stack Assy 3.65
Electrical adhesive Carbon BIP 5.28 80wt.% epoxy, 20wt% carbon black
Film adhesive MEA 3.5 50wt% HDPE, 50wt.% polyurethane
Tar CCM 0.858 Production of Perylene Red-149
Perylene Red CCM 18.97 1mol Rylene dye to 2mol naphthalene

Carbon dioxide Nafion® 0.537

HCl Nafion® 1.47

KOH Nafion® 1.6

Hydrogen peroxide Nafion® 3.32

SO3 Nafion® 0.87 Sulfur trioxide

Na2CO3 Nafion® 1.05

DMSO Nafion® 1.3

H2SO4 Nafion® 0.348

TFE Nafion® 14/21 direct/waste
Kerosene Transportation 0.446 Air cargo
Diesel Transportation 0.47 Land cargo
Machinery Tools 0.571 eiolca.net, Sector:33329A [153]
Buildings Facility 0.437 eiolca.net, Sector:230102 [153]
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Table A.16: List of all material cost data in 2013USD per kg (unless otherwise stated).

Material Component(s) Value Comments
Polypropylene Carbon BIP 2.94 From [12]
Carbon black Carbon BIP, GDL 6.80 From [160]
Silicone MESA 48.77 Henkel Loctite LIM hydrocarbon [160]
PEN MEFA 4 Per m2, from [12]
PF resin Carbon BIP, GDL 4.18 From [160]
Methanol CCM, GDL 0.6 From [217]
PTFE CCM, GDL 22.17 From [293]
ePTFE CCM 5.36 Per m2, from [160]
Aluminum Stack assy 3.16 From [12]
Graphite Carbon BIP, GDL 2.83 From [293]
Stainless steel 304 Metal BIP, Stack assy 11.78 From [293]
Chromium Metal BIP 750 Sputter target, from [194]
Surfactant GDL 39 For Triton-X100 [292]
Platinum CCM 50000 Estimated, [160]
De-ionized water CCM 0.4 From [286]
DPG CCM 10 Dipropylene glycol [185]

Polyimide CCM 45 Kapton® film on Alibaba.com
PA6,6 Stack Assy 4.28 Used PA6 with 50wt.% glass fiber [12]
Generic steel Stack Assy 0.623 steel-1080 [12]
Gasket BIP 22.60 Generic silicone [160]
Copper Stack Assy 11.54 From [12]
Electrical adhesive Carbon BIP 273.91 Eccobond 60L [306]
Film adhesive MEA 22 Polyester film [52]
Liquid adhesive MEA 1007.5 Loctite 3526 UV-curable [2]
Perylene Red CCM 50 Various suppliers on Alibaba.com
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Figure A.6: Material cost of the macro porous layer carbon fiber paper for the GDL, extrap-
olated from [160].
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Table A.17: Location parameters at the Enterprise scale.

Parameter US East Germany Japan Vancouver
Inflation rate, [%] 3[214] 1.5[125] 0.36[152] 1.7[310]
Energy inflation rate, [%] 5.6[255] 5.5[125] 4.04[163] 0.3[310]
Property tax, [%] 1.4[193] 4.3[259] 2.05[118] 1.75[7]
Electric tariff, [cent/kWh] 7.75[90] 18.59[98] 13.07[88] BC Hydro model
Natural gas, [/m3] 0.169[91] 0.174[98] 0.582[88] 0.213[88]
Floor space cost, [/m2] 1311.3[285] 1986.3[97] 4280.9[97] 1262.1[97]
Labor rate, [/hr] 30.93[38] 32.64[192] 29.02[301] 21.15[40]
GWP natural gas, [kgCO2eq/kg][248] 0.634 0.479 0.839 0.523
GWP electricity, [kgCO2eq/kWh][248] 0.723 0.639 0.717 0.0456

s=1.5mm
w=1.5mm

h=0.6mm

t=1.5mm

Anode

Cathode

coolant 
channel

m=32 n=33

Figure A.7: Cross-sectional design of of carbon BIP.
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Figure A.8: Cross-sectional design of of metal BIP.
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Table A.18: Slot-die tool parameters. Power data are estimated assumptions unless otherwise
stated.

Component Process Power (kW) Baseline Power (kW) Cost (2013USD)
Slot-die tool 60[180] n.a. 84,450[159]
XRF Inspection - - 150,000
Motors 7 0.7 -
Blowers 8 0.8 -
Slot-die coater 5 2.5 -
Controls 5 4.5 -
Heater 35 14 -

Table A.19: NSTF tool parameters. Power data are estimated assumptions unless otherwise
stated. Modeled power is dependent on the HVAC energy model.

Component Process Power (kW) Baseline Power (kW) Cost (2013USD)
NSTF tool 727[160] n.a. 1,255,127[160]
XRF Inspection - - assumed built-in
Motors 6 0.6 -
Rough pump 5.5(4x) 1.375(4x) -
Diffusion pump 72(3x) 3.6(4x) -
PVD Sputter modeled modeled -
PVD Sublimation modeled modeled -
Controls modeled modeled -
Heater modeled modeled -

Table A.20: CCM assembly tool parameters. Power data are estimated assumptions unless
otherwise stated.

Component Process Power (kW) Baseline Power (kW) Cost (2013USD)
Lamination tool 10[160] n.a. 107,100[160]
XRF Inspection - - 200,000
Motors 3 0.3 -
Heated roller 5 2.5 -
Controls 2 1.8 -
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Table A.21: Application of the MPL onto the GDL tool parameters. Power data are es-
timated assumptions unless otherwise stated. Modeled power is dependent on the HVAC
energy model.

Component Process Power (kW) Baseline Power (kW) Cost (2013USD)
Dipper 5 0.25 87,660[160]
IR oven (small) modeled(2x) modeled(2x) 167,416(2x)[160]
IR oven (large) modeled modeled 502,247[160]
Ultrasonic mixer 1.5 0 28,322[160]
Sprayer 12.5 11 350,641[160]
Winders 74[4] 3.7 29220[160]
Inspection (manual) - - 20,000
Inspection (auto) 0.5 2 100,00
Controls 5 3.5 -

Table A.22: MEA tool parameters. Power data are estimated assumptions unless otherwise
stated. Modeled power is dependent on the HVAC energy model.

Component Process Power (kW) Baseline Power (kW) Cost (2013USD)
Hot press modeled modeled 160,650
CNC plotter 2 0.75 160,650
Roll cutter 0(3x) 0(3x) 26,775(3x)[160]
Misc. 0 0 26,775
Stamp punch 2 3 26,775
Robot 6(2x) 1(2x) 53,550(2x)
Screen printer 2.5 1 160,650[160]
UV-cure system 5.64 0.49 171,360[160]

Table A.23: Frame (MESA and MEFA) tool parameters. Power data are estimated assump-
tions unless otherwise stated. Modeled power is dependent on the HVAC energy model.

Component Process Power (kW) Baseline Power (kW) Cost (2013USD)
Hot press (1cav) modeled modeled 160,650
Hot press (2cav) modeled modeled 227,193
LIM modeled modeled 500.47*tonnage+161,808
LIM aux 0 0 15% of LIM
Robot 3 1 160,650
Stamp punch 2 3 80,325
Mixer modeled modeled n.a
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Table A.24: Carbon BIP tool parameters. Power data are estimated assumptions unless
otherwise stated. Modeled power is dependent on the HVAC energy model.

Component Process Power (kW) Baseline Power (kW) Cost (2013USD)
Compression molder (2cav) modeled modeled 9395.3*tonnage0.6612

Compression molder (4cav) modeled modeled 9395.3*tonnage0.6612

Injection molder (1cav) modeled modeled 500.47*tonnage+161,808
Injection molder (2cav) modeled modeled 500.47*tonnage+161,808
Hot press (1cav) modeled modeled 160,650
Hot press (2cav) modeled modeled 227,193
Oven (small) modeled modeled 176,715
Oven (large) modeled modeled 353,430
CNC plotter 2 0.75 160,650
Clean & dry (small) 22.4 6.7 160,650
Clean & dry (large) 33.6 10 240,975
Shot-peening 5.5 2.75 160,650
Oven HT (small) modeled modeled 117,810[362]
Oven HT (large) modeled modeled 176,715
Screen printer (small) 2.5 1 160,650[160]
Screen printer (med.) 2.5 1 214,200[160]
Mixer 4 2 40,163[150]
Inspection (auto) 5 2.5 214,200

Table A.25: Metal BIP tool parameters. Power data are estimated assumptions unless
otherwise stated. Modeled power is dependent on the HVAC energy model.

Component Process Power (kW) Baseline Power (kW) Cost (2013USD)
Die stamper (2cav) modeled modeled 480,000
Clean & dry (small) 33.6 10 107,100
Clean & dry (large) 22.4 6.7 160,650
Welder 25 3 642,600
PVD (small) modeled modeled 1,64,2200
PVD (large) modeled modeled 2,463,300
Thermal (small) modeled modeled 1,392,300
Thermal (large) modeled modeled 2,088,450
Inspection (auto) 5 2.5 214,200

Table A.26: Stack assembly tool parameters. Power data are estimated assumptions unless
otherwise stated.

Component Process Power (kW) Baseline Power (kW) Cost (2013USD)
Stacker (manual) 0 0 10710
Stacker (semi-auto) 7[351] 5[351] 401,625
Compression band (semi-auto) 8 4 80,325
Compression band (auto) 10[351] 4[351] 160,650
Welder 50[351] 2[351] n.a.
Misc. 0 0 26,775
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A.7 Chapter 7

Table A.27: GWP results - DVI versus PV

Design DVI 100 500 1000 5000 10000 50000
Reference DVI1 4537.0 4187.7 4030.1 3885.4 3862.2 3481.3

DVI3 5695.0 4400.8 4020.2 3564.4 3506.4 3038.4
Future DVI1 3081.9 2498.2 2397.4 2248.9 2178.4 2125.5

DVI3 4675.5 2671.1 2334.1 2039.9 2004.9 1806.5

Table A.28: Cost results - DVI versus PV

Design DVI 100 500 1000 5000 10000 50000
Reference DVI1 1624.1 637.1 503.7 356.9 316.3 208.1

DVI3 2561.5 778.0 536.0 305.9 255.9 166.6
Future DVI1 2369.8 803.3 599.0 377.9 308.1 170.4

DVI3 3569.9 1010.4 671.7 353.6 277.0 138.6

Table A.29: GWP results - PV versus DVI

Design PV DVI0 DVI1 DVI2 DVI3 DVI4
Reference 100 4027.7 4537.0 5319.9 5695.0 5748.2

10000 3525.5 3862.2 3805.1 3506.4 3483.1
Future 100 2293.3 3081.9 3743.9 4675.5 4731.5

10000 1956.5 2178.4 1998.3 2004.9 1981.5

Table A.30: Cost results - PV versus DVI

Design PV DVI0 DVI1 DVI2 DVI3 DVI4
Reference 100 461.3 1624.1 2534.6 2561.5 2688.6

10000 303.1 316.3 262.9 255.9 248.0
Future 100 470.8 2369.8 3502.0 3569.9 3697.9

10000 297.7 308.1 279.6 277.0 269.2
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Table A.31: Breakdown GWP results - Reference design, DVI1, PV100

Component Membrane CCM GDL MEA Frame BIP Stack Assy. Total
Material (direct) 31.70 756.64 507.19 0.15 20.80 304.43 99.39 1720.30
Material (scrap) 30.08 599.88 321.73 3.24 122.12 27.58 0.00 1104.63
Tool 19.62 4.01 3.66 184.39 74.81 70.76 34.55 391.79
Tool energy 9.29 41.68 57.59 100.67 39.05 364.06 25.96 638.31
Infrastructure 0.42 0.28 0.37 21.64 2.91 6.61 3.84 36.07
Infras. Energy 0.73 14.78 1.27 44.05 14.99 11.80 10.49 98.11
Transportation 4.34 7.06 11.63 2.72 53.77 186.38 281.92 547.82
Total 96.18 1424.34 903.44 356.85 328.45 971.62 456.14 4537.04

Table A.32: Breakdown Cost results - Reference design, DVI1, PV100

Component Membrane CCM GDL MEA Frame BIP Stack Assy. Total
Material (Direct) 410.44 2126.62 896.18 0.94 135.96 198.83 76.16 7551.06
Material (Scrap) 389.47 1685.91 347.75 20.34 798.42 17.96 0.00 5682.47
Labor 1504.68 233.48 167.99 307.35 654.79 261.95 24.17 5646.50
Capital 3486.25 694.48 367.41 34765.65 14106.18 494.18 222.11 60632.6
Operational 18392.61 137.08 220.90 4408.71 1743.43 100.12 28.34 48218.3
Infrastructure 1.32 43.51 37.18 21.79 894.44 41.95 32.21 1302.18
Markup 2.23 2.00 1.70 1.00 1.00 1.71 5.00 0.00
Transportation 5.23 8.51 19.66 3.27 64.84 316.82 475.11 893.44
Total 54053.09 9850.63 3480.88 39528.05 18398.07 2225.81 2390.05 129927

Table A.33: Breakdown GWP results - Reference design, DVI1, PV10000

Component Membrane CCM GDL MEA Frame BIP Stack Assy. Total
Material (direct) 31.70 756.64 507.53 0.15 20.80 304.43 99.39 1720.64
Material (scrap) 29.25 595.22 321.37 3.24 122.12 4.66 0.00 1075.85
Tool 12.28 2.42 2.04 3.69 0.93 58.78 3.45 83.61
Tool energy 8.98 53.82 27.64 2.22 0.62 308.03 0.98 402.29
Infrastructure 0.26 0.21 0.06 0.43 0.03 5.49 0.15 6.63
Infras. Energy 0.46 13.69 0.20 0.92 0.17 9.81 0.26 25.50
Transportation 4.28 7.04 11.63 2.72 53.77 186.38 281.92 547.73
Total 87.22 1429.03 870.47 13.36 198.44 877.58 386.15 3862.25
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Table A.34: Breakdown Cost results - Reference design, DVI1, PV10000

Component Membrane CCM GDL MEA Frame BIP Stack Assy. Total
Material (Direct) 315.40 2120.14 784.70 0.94 135.96 198.83 76.16 6881.76
Material (Scrap) 291.03 1667.69 304.18 20.34 798.42 3.03 0.00 5283.69
Labor 942.03 171.31 44.06 277.18 405.21 183.70 8.75 3440.36
Capital 2182.61 418.66 205.30 695.31 176.06 410.54 22.21 7456.75
Operational 203.18 151.13 107.49 87.20 23.47 87.46 1.34 1159.88
Infrastructure 0.82 43.15 5.97 26.63 9.03 34.85 1.10 187.62
Markup 2.17 2.00 1.62 1.00 1.00 1.45 3.42 0.00
Transportation 5.16 8.48 19.64 3.27 64.84 316.82 475.11 893.32
Total 8560.77 9152.63 2369.59 1110.88 1612.99 1646.22 850.30 25303.38

Table A.35: Breakdown GWP results - Reference design, DVI3, PV100

Component Membrane CCM GDL MEA Frame BIP Stack Assy. Total
Material (direct) 31.70 756.64 507.19 0.15 20.80 304.43 99.39 1720.30
Material (scrap) 35.23 933.01 321.73 3.24 122.12 204.98 0.00 1620.31
Tool 19.62 381.66 3.66 184.39 74.81 388.95 34.55 1087.64
Tool energy 9.29 49.75 57.59 101.09 39.39 117.81 25.96 400.89
Infrastructure 0.42 19.08 0.37 21.85 2.91 9.78 3.84 58.25
Infras. Energy 0.73 43.45 1.27 49.75 8.14 23.40 5.65 132.39
Transportation 4.70 8.66 11.63 2.72 53.77 311.80 281.92 675.20
Total 101.69 2192.26 903.44 363.18 321.94 1361.16 451.30 5694.98

Table A.36: Breakdown Cost results - Reference design, DVI3, PV100

Component Membrane CCM GDL MEA Frame BIP Stack Assy. Total
Material (Direct) 391.89 2134.80 896.18 0.94 135.96 198.83 76.16 5249.58
Material (Scrap) 435.54 2631.37 347.75 20.34 798.42 133.52 0.00 5147.75
Labor 1504.68 1075.73 167.99 307.35 654.79 1095.29 24.17 6902.08
Capital 3486.25 71961.90 367.41 34765.65 14106.18 2500.75 222.11 132860
Operational 18392.61 4980.78 220.90 4150.52 1647.33 245.38 25.99 52632.9
Infrastructure 1.32 19.22 37.18 22.00 699.58 77.10 27.52 1021.59
Markup 2.23 1.00 1.70 1.00 1.00 1.00 5.00 0
Transportation 5.66 10.44 19.66 3.27 64.84 530.13 475.11 1109.12
Total 54115.04 82814.24 3480.88 39270.08 18107.11 4780.99 2354.84 204923

Table A.37: Breakdown GWP results - Reference design, DVI3, PV10000

Component Membrane CCM GDL MEA Frame BIP Stack Assy. Total
Material (direct) 31.70 756.64 507.53 0.15 20.80 304.43 99.39 1720.64
Material (scrap) 29.45 601.04 321.37 3.24 122.12 5.50 0.00 1082.71
Tool 12.28 4.44 2.04 3.69 0.93 55.83 3.45 82.68
Tool energy 8.98 1.12 27.64 2.22 0.63 19.63 0.98 61.19
Infrastructure 0.26 0.31 0.06 0.44 0.03 1.54 0.15 2.78
Infras. Energy 0.46 0.80 0.20 1.12 0.08 2.47 0.13 5.26
Transportation 4.29 7.07 11.63 2.72 53.77 189.75 281.92 551.14
Total 87.43 1371.42 870.47 13.57 198.36 579.15 386.02 3506.41
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Table A.38: Breakdown Cost results - Reference design, DVI3, PV10000

Component Membrane CCM GDL MEA Frame BIP Stack Assy. Total
Material (Direct) 314.81 2127.43 784.70 0.94 135.96 198.83 76.16 4678.67
Material (Scrap) 292.44 1689.80 304.18 20.34 798.42 3.58 0.00 3640.34
Labor 942.03 123.54 44.06 277.18 405.21 136.76 8.75 3092.14
Capital 2182.61 838.04 205.30 695.31 176.06 358.99 22.21 7222.21
Operational 203.18 70.03 107.49 86.87 23.46 54.69 1.34 855.39
Infrastructure 0.82 20.23 5.97 28.48 7.11 11.17 1.00 81.85
Markup 2.17 1.00 1.62 1.00 1.00 1.00 3.42 0.00
Transportation 5.17 8.51 19.64 3.27 64.84 322.54 475.11 899.10
Total 8562.57 4877.59 2369.59 1112.40 1611.06 1086.55 849.94 20469.70
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Table A.39: Breakdown GWP results - Future design, DVI1, PV100

Component Membrane CCM GDL MEA Frame BIP Stack Assy. Total
Material (direct) 15.33 234.32 507.19 0.34 10.20 92.29 99.39 959.06
Material (scrap) 13.98 185.72 321.73 1.12 37.04 68.28 0.00 627.87
Tool 41.20 4.98 3.66 266.04 117.77 61.77 34.55 529.96
Tool energy 4.89 210.23 57.59 105.05 24.67 103.01 25.96 531.39
Infrastructure 0.41 0.41 0.37 26.50 2.85 0.99 3.84 35.37
Infras. Energy 0.71 47.51 1.27 54.98 6.73 5.58 18.91 135.69
Transportation 2.14 6.51 11.63 0.80 14.99 74.56 151.94 262.57
Total 78.65 689.68 903.44 454.83 214.25 406.47 334.58 3081.91

Table A.40: Breakdown Cost results - Future design, DVI1, PV100

Component Membrane CCM GDL MEA Frame BIP Stack Assy. Total
Material (Direct) 344.64 658.53 896.18 67.41 16.94 365.00 76.16 4699.79
Material (Scrap) 320.73 521.83 347.75 220.60 61.56 188.53 0.00 2956.12
Labor 1504.68 163.09 167.99 239.05 293.38 69.10 24.17 4745.83
Capital 7321.66 862.96 367.41 50160.94 22204.75 364.76 222.11 92813.20
Operational 33058.58 548.58 220.90 5322.40 1808.31 77.69 28.16 82755.96
Infrastructure 1.27 105.09 37.18 26.77 673.97 6.36 39.34 1184.51
Markup 2.23 2.00 1.70 1.00 1.00 1.71 5.00 0.00
Transportation 2.57 7.84 19.66 0.97 18.07 126.73 255.43 431.27
Total 95096.39 5727.98 3480.88 56038.14 25076.98 1961.17 2205.14 189586.67

Table A.41: Breakdown GWP results - Future design, DVI1, PV10000

Component Membrane CCM GDL MEA Frame BIP Stack Assy. Total
Material (direct) 15.33 234.32 507.53 0.34 10.20 92.29 99.39 959.39
Material (scrap) 13.59 184.28 321.37 1.12 37.04 61.44 0.00 618.84
Tool 26.41 2.93 2.04 2.66 1.37 20.53 3.45 59.40
Tool energy 4.52 156.06 27.64 1.16 0.42 49.92 0.98 240.71
Infrastructure 0.25 0.28 0.06 0.27 0.03 0.33 0.15 1.36
Infras. Energy 0.44 32.80 0.20 0.57 0.05 1.86 0.32 36.24
Transportation 2.11 6.48 11.63 0.80 14.99 74.56 151.94 262.51
Total 62.66 617.15 870.47 6.92 64.11 300.92 256.22 2178.45
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Table A.42: Breakdown Cost results - Future design, DVI1, PV10000

Component Membrane CCM GDL MEA Frame BIP Stack Assy. Total
Material (Direct) 276.89 658.53 784.70 67.41 16.94 365.00 76.16 4062.79
Material (Scrap) 251.23 517.78 304.18 220.60 61.56 161.05 0.00 2589.46
Labor 942.03 172.82 44.06 215.66 148.95 27.41 8.75 2899.35
Capital 4692.26 507.65 205.30 501.61 258.84 121.21 22.21 12561.48
Operational 346.87 400.04 107.49 54.14 23.82 53.61 1.38 1888.51
Infrastructure 0.80 85.23 5.97 16.58 6.25 2.11 1.16 211.72
Markup 2.17 2.00 1.62 1.00 1.00 1.45 3.42 0.00
Transportation 2.54 7.81 19.64 0.97 18.07 126.73 255.43 431.20
Total 14156.71 4691.92 2369.59 1076.96 534.43 1183.97 630.93 24644.51

Table A.43: Breakdown GWP results - Future design, DVI3, PV100

Component Membrane CCM GDL MEA Frame BIP Stack Assy. Total
Material (direct) 15.33 234.32 507.19 0.34 10.20 92.29 99.39 959.06
Material (scrap) 16.34 285.11 321.73 1.12 37.04 121.19 0.00 782.54
Tool 41.20 458.09 3.66 266.04 117.77 883.51 34.55 1804.81
Tool energy 4.89 125.14 57.59 104.07 24.63 47.76 25.96 390.04
Infrastructure 0.41 27.73 0.37 25.12 2.85 13.43 3.84 73.74
Infras. Energy 0.71 138.17 1.27 125.14 4.07 20.30 11.44 301.09
Transportation 2.31 7.97 11.63 0.80 14.99 174.52 151.94 364.16
Total 81.19 1276.53 903.44 522.63 211.55 1353.01 327.11 4675.46

Table A.44: Breakdown Cost results - Future design, DVI3, PV100

Component Membrane CCM GDL MEA Frame BIP Stack Assy. Total
Material (Direct) 332.09 658.53 896.18 67.41 16.94 365.00 76.16 3753.30
Material (Scrap) 361.95 800.61 347.75 220.60 61.56 401.20 0.00 2883.61
Labor 1504.68 1344.66 167.99 239.05 293.38 175.57 24.17 5821.58
Capital 7321.66 86371.28 367.41 50160.94 22204.75 5680.55 222.11 182515
Operational 33058.58 7393.48 220.90 4988.13 1734.02 532.14 25.53 89029.7
Infrastructure 1.27 37.74 37.18 34.18 595.09 96.36 31.78 988.28
Markup 2.23 1.00 1.70 1.00 1.00 1.00 5.00 0.00
Transportation 2.78 9.60 19.66 0.97 18.07 296.65 255.43 603.16
Total 95160.69 96615.91 3480.88 55711.28 24923.80 7547.48 2154.16 285594
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Table A.45: Breakdown GWP results - Future design, DVI3, PV10000

Component Membrane CCM GDL MEA Frame BIP Stack Assy. Total
Material (direct) 15.33 234.32 507.53 0.34 10.20 92.29 99.39 959.39
Material (scrap) 13.68 186.08 321.37 1.12 37.04 61.69 0.00 620.98
Tool 26.41 5.21 2.04 2.66 1.37 24.37 3.45 65.52
Tool energy 4.52 1.36 27.64 1.16 0.42 2.03 0.98 38.11
Infrastructure 0.25 0.40 0.06 0.25 0.03 0.36 0.15 1.50
Infras. Energy 0.44 2.16 0.20 1.36 0.03 0.46 0.22 4.88
Transportation 2.11 6.51 11.63 0.80 14.99 126.59 151.94 314.57
Total 62.75 436.03 870.47 7.69 64.09 307.79 256.12 2004.94

Table A.46: Breakdown Cost results - Future design, DVI3, PV10000

Component Membrane CCM GDL MEA Frame BIP Stack Assy. Total
Material (Direct) 276.48 658.53 784.70 67.41 16.94 365.00 76.16 3240.04
Material (Scrap) 252.54 522.83 304.18 220.60 61.56 162.06 0.00 2008.50
Labor 942.03 121.48 44.06 215.66 148.95 18.94 8.75 2654.47
Capital 4692.26 982.14 205.30 501.61 258.84 156.69 22.21 12509.55
Operational 346.87 82.81 107.49 52.56 23.28 53.84 1.33 1145.23
Infrastructure 0.80 35.51 5.97 22.33 5.86 2.53 1.07 81.28
Markup 2.17 1.00 1.62 1.00 1.00 1.00 3.42 0.00
Transportation 2.55 7.85 19.64 0.97 18.07 215.17 255.43 519.67
Total 14158.67 2411.16 2369.59 1081.14 533.49 974.21 630.48 22158.74

Table A.47: Breakdown GWP results per stack - BIP Comparisons, DVI1, PV100

Component Carbon-Compm Carbon-Injm Metal-PVD Metal-Thermal
Material GWP (direct) 304.43 217.22 91.44 86.33
Material GWP (scrap) 30.61 119.10 74.61 73.86
Tool GWP 70.76 40.73 61.77 56.20
Tool energy GWP 364.06 501.66 103.01 86.64
Infrastructure GWP 6.61 6.72 0.99 0.84
Infras. Energy GWP 11.80 12.00 5.58 4.73
Transportation GWP 186.38 160.67 52.05 51.51
Total 974.66 1058.09 389.45 360.09
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Table A.48: Breakdown Cost results per stack - BIP Comparisons, DVI1, PV100

Component Carbon-Compm Carbon-Injm Metal-PVD Metal-Thermal
Material (Direct) 198.83 174.27 360.98 216.19
Material (Scrap) 19.41 70.84 206.40 185.11
Labor 261.95 218.54 69.10 70.15
Capital 494.18 284.44 364.76 331.86
Operational 100.12 109.12 77.69 73.69
Infrastructure 41.95 42.65 6.36 5.39
Markup 1.71 1.71 1.71 1.71
Transportation 316.82 273.11 125.53 124.22
Total 2228.28 1813.79 1983.68 1634.98

Table A.49: Breakdown GWP results per stack - BIP Comparisons, DVI1, PV10000

Component Carbon-Compm Carbon-Injm Metal-PVD Metal-Thermal
Material GWP (direct) 304.43 217.22 91.44 86.33
Material GWP (scrap) 7.69 110.88 63.25 62.90
Tool GWP 58.78 27.07 20.53 18.67
Tool energy GWP 308.03 466.10 49.92 44.33
Infrastructure GWP 5.49 4.47 0.33 0.28
Infras. Energy GWP 9.81 7.98 1.86 1.57
Transportation GWP 186.38 160.67 52.05 51.51
Total 880.62 994.38 279.37 265.58

Table A.50: Breakdown Cost results per stack - BIP Comparisons, DVI1, PV10000

Component Carbon-Compm Carbon-Injm Metal-PVD Metal-Thermal
Material (Direct) 198.83 174.27 360.98 216.19
Material (Scrap) 4.48 62.27 167.59 157.66
Labor 183.70 154.22 27.41 27.82
Capital 410.54 189.04 121.21 110.28
Operational 87.46 98.84 53.61 52.27
Infrastructure 34.85 28.34 2.11 1.79
Markup 1.45 1.45 1.45 1.45
Transportation 316.82 273.11 125.53 124.22
Total 1648.31 1296.47 1186.41 943.51
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Table A.51: Breakdown GWP results per stack - BIP Comparisons, DVI3, PV100

Component Carbon-Compm Carbon-Injm Metal-PVD Metal-Thermal
Material GWP (direct) 304.43 217.22 91.44 86.33
Material GWP (scrap) 208.01 222.92 162.53 158.67
Tool GWP 388.95 195.72 883.51 810.24
Tool energy GWP 122.49 79.69 55.05 48.78
Infrastructure GWP 9.78 9.46 13.43 12.02
Infras. Energy GWP 47.22 38.46 32.98 31.09
Transportation GWP 313.66 325.48 147.12 146.17
Total 1394.55 1088.95 1386.07 1293.29

Table A.52: Breakdown Cost results per stack - BIP Comparisons, DVI3, PV100

Component Carbon-Compm Carbon-Injm Metal-PVD Metal-Thermal
Material (Direct) 198.83 174.27 360.98 216.19
Material (Scrap) 19.41 70.84 206.40 185.11
Labor 261.95 218.54 69.10 70.15
Capital 494.18 284.44 364.76 331.86
Operational 100.12 109.12 77.69 73.69
Infrastructure 41.95 42.65 6.36 5.39
Markup 1.71 1.71 1.71 1.71
Transportation 316.82 273.11 125.53 124.22
Total 2228.28 1813.79 1983.68 1634.98

Table A.53: Breakdown GWP results per stack - BIP Comparisons, DVI3, PV10000

Component Carbon-Compm Carbon-Injm Metal-PVD Metal-Thermal
Material GWP (direct) 304.43 217.22 91.44 86.33
Material GWP (scrap) 8.53 111.18 63.67 63.30
Tool GWP 55.83 28.12 24.37 22.17
Tool energy GWP 19.63 20.61 2.12 1.91
Infrastructure GWP 1.54 1.37 0.36 0.31
Infras. Energy GWP 2.47 1.93 0.55 0.53
Transportation GWP 191.60 242.84 89.89 89.31
Total 584.04 623.27 272.40 263.85
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Table A.54: Breakdown Cost results per stack - BIP Comparisons, DVI3, PV10000

Component Carbon-Compm Carbon-Injm Metal-PVD Metal-Thermal
Material (Direct) 198.83 174.27 360.98 216.19
Material (Scrap) 5.02 62.59 169.01 158.66
Labor 136.76 129.77 18.94 19.22
Capital 358.99 180.80 156.69 142.55
Operational 54.69 45.89 53.91 52.62
Infrastructure 11.17 9.73 2.59 2.25
Markup 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
Transportation 325.69 412.89 216.79 215.39
Total 1091.15 1015.94 979.91 806.88




